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HOW TIMES HAVE changed since last year’s ADIPEC, when the oil price
hovered at around US$80 a barrel. The past year has seen a slew of job
losses and spending cuts, with cost optimisation and efficiency becoming
the watchwords for the oil and gas industry.
As ADIPEC 2015 chairman Ali Khalifa Al Shamsi points out, innovation is

key in helping to reduce costs and keep companies competitive in this
challenging environment. Furthermore, the industry’s commitment to
innovation and research will ultimately determine its capacity to sustainably
meet the ever-growing global demand for energy. 
This year’s ADIPEC will provide a forum to address current challenges, as

well as a showcase for all the latest technologies and innovations. With
Middle Eastern operators continuing to invest heavily in increasing capacity,
the show shows little sign of being hit by the downturn. We hope to see
you there!
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THE CEOS OF 10 of the world’s largest oil
and gas companies – which together
provide almost a fifth of all oil and gas
production and supply nearly 10 per cent of
the world’s energy – have declared their
collective support for an effective climate
change agreement to be reached at the 21
November session of the United Nations
(UN) Conference of Parties to the UN
Framework on Climate Change (COP21).

In their milestone declaration, the CEOs
of the 10 companies that currently make up
the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI) –
BG Group, BP, Eni, Pemex, Reliance
Industries, Repsol, Saudi Aramco, Shell,
Statoil and Total – confirmed that they
recognise the general ambition to limit the
global average temperature rise to 2
degrees centigrade and that the existing
trend of the world’s net global greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions is not consistent with
this ambition.

The OGCI member companies have
taken significant actions to reduce their
GHG footprint, with combined GHG
emissions from their operations reducing by
around 20 per cent over the past 10 years.

In their declaration, the 10 CEOs said:
“Our shared ambition is for a 2°C future.

It is a challenge for the whole of society. We
are committed to playing our part. Over the
coming years we will collectively strengthen
our actions and investments to contribute to
reducing the GHG intensity of the global
energy mix. Our companies will collaborate
in a number of areas, with the aim of going
beyond the sum of our individual efforts.”

The OGCI also launched its collaborative
report – More energy, lower emissions –
highlighting practical actions taken by
member companies to improve GHG
emissions management and work towards
improving climate change impacts in the
longer term. These actions include

significant investments in natural gas,
carbon capture and storage, and renewable
energy, as well as low-GHG research and
development.

Together, the declaration and report set
out key areas where the OGCI companies
will focus their collaboration, including:
• Efficiency: optimising efficiency of their

own operations; improving the end-use
efficiency of their fuels and other
products; and working with
manufacturers and consumers to
improve the efficiency of road vehicles.

• Natural gas: contributing to increasing
the share of gas in the global energy
mix, ensuring it results in significantly
lower lifecycle emissions than other
fossil fuels for power generation;
eliminating ‘routine’ flaring and reducing
methane emissions from their
operations.

• Long-term solutions: investing in R&D
and innovation to reduce GHG

emissions; participating in partnerships
to progress carbon capture and storage;
contributing to increasing the share of
renewables in the global energy mix.

• Energy access: developing projects to
provide people with access to energy in
partnership with local and national
authorities and other stakeholders.

• Partnerships and multi-stakeholder
initiatives: seeking opportunities to
accelerate climate change solutions by
working collectively or individually in
industry and other initiatives.

The OGCI is a CEO-led, voluntary, oil and
gas industry initiative that aims to catalyse
practical action on climate change through
best practice sharing and collaboration. It
was established following discussions held
during the January 2014 World Economic
Forum Annual Meeting and was officially
launched at the September 2014 UN
Climate Summit.

QATAR’S FORMER MINISTER of Energy and
Deputy Prime Minister, HE Abdullah Bin Hamad
Al-Attiyah, has launched the Middle East’s first
think tank committed to the creation of
knowledge and solutions critical to the future of
the regional and international energy system.
The mission of the Abdullah Bin Hamad Al-

Attiyah Foundation for Energy and Sustainable
Development will be to build on the legacy of the
former minister and promote his ongoing work,
providing information, programmes, research and
publications for the benefit of future generations
in Qatar and for a global audience of
stakeholders. The Foundation will aim to give
advice and share knowledge by providing

information, research and analysis on energy and
sustainable development, primarily related to the
Arabian Gulf region; running joint educational
programmes with Qatar-based educational
establishments; providing relevant publications,
papers and special reports to its members; and
participating in and organising events.
Energy efficiency will be a key focus of the

not-for-profit Foundation. As the rest of the world
grows more energy efficient in economic terms,
most of the GCC is using ever more energy to
produce a unit of economic growth.
“I would like to see the Foundation become

the leading think tank in the region and one of
the world’s leading institutions in the areas of

energy and sustainable development,” HE Al-
Attiyah  said.
The Board of the Al-Attiyah Foundation will

consist of a group of distinguished individuals
from the past and present leadership of Qatar
Petroleum, including Saad Al Kaabi, president &
CEO of Qatar Petroleum, and HE Dr. Ibrahim
Ibrahim, economic advisor to HH the Emir of
Qatar. 
“We will advise governments and companies

on how to build their own projects; how to cut
the fat in their expenses; how to avoid market
shocks; how to make the right calculations, and
how to plan ahead both in the short term and the
long term,” said HE Al-Attiyah. 

Oil and gas CEOs declare action on climate change

Qatar’s former Minister of Energy launches energy think tank

 News

The OGCI CEOs 
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T
HE LARGEST GATHERING in the oil and gas industry in
Kuwait – the 2nd Kuwait Oil & Gas Show (KOGS) – took place
under the patronage of HH Sheikh Jaber Mubarak Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah from 11-14 October 2015 and was officially supported

by the Kuwait Ministry of Oil and Kuwait Petroleum Corporation and
subsidiaries.

At the opening ceremony held in Kuwait City, Kuwait’s oil minister
Ali Al-Omair said that current lower oil prices have led to the
innovation of new marketing techniques and the event and
conferences held at KOGS attempt to address some of the challenges
faced by the O&G sector. He added that there were currently no calls
from within OPEC to change the oil-producing group’s output policy
and that a market exit by high-cost producers could help buoy oil
prices in 2016.

Under the theme ‘Future hydrocarbon resources’, KOGS 2015
included the participation of 212 companies from 19 countries. The
four-day event addressed topics like reservoir management,
production operations, sustainable development, drilling and
completion technologies, innovation, refining as well as the
petrochemical industry.

Talking about Kuwait’s strategy for 2020 and 2030, Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation (KPC) CEO Nizar M Al-Adsani said the country
has started executing important projects in order to increase
domestic production to four million bpd from the current three million
bpd; increase rig counts; develop heavy oilfields and free gas fields;
build new and upgrade existing refineries, among many others. 

Also speaking at the opening ceremony, OPEC secretary general
Abdullah el-Badri OPEC said the organisation was confident the oil
market will be “more balanced” next year as non-OPEC production
has contracted and global demand is increasing. “OPEC is confident
that it will see a more balanced market in 2016. In recent months,
there has been a contraction in production from non-OPEC producers
and an increase in global demand,” he added. However, el-Badri also
admitted that the “market remains oversupplied”, and insisted that
stability is paramount to the crude market which faced “extremely
challenging times.” He predicted that global demand for oil is forecast
to rise to 110mn bpd by 2040 from 93mn bpd currently.

Bob Dudley, BP’s Group chief executive noted that strong
partnerships between international and national oil companies are the
key to future success in helping to meet people’s growing energy
needs for decades to come.

According to Amec Foster Wheeler chief executive Samir Brikho,
immediate opportunities for oilfield service providers lie with
innovation and innovative approaches if not with entirely new
technologies, and the industry must be transformed to deliver capital
efficiency beyond cost cutting.

The event organisers, Arabian Exhibition Management, lauded the
Kuwait government’s efforts for a successful show and were buoyant
with the response they received from exhibitors.

Stephen Key, chief executive, Arabian Exhibition Management,
said, “The exhibition has grown by 20 per cent matched by a 33 per
cent increase in the number of conference papers.”

“Although in the last few months budgets have been tight and
sponsorships have been down, overall the trends have been going
upwards in the oil and gas sector, which is very surprising. KPC and
its subsidiaries have helped us in every aspect of the conference and
the exhibition. This is why KOGS has been successful.”

The four-day conference and parallel three-day exhibition attracted
a record total of 5,352 attendees from 45 countries, marking a
massive 59 per cent increase over the inaugural 2013 edition.

The showcase oil and gas products and services spanned 14,000
square metres of space at Kuwait International Fair.

Principal exhibitors included KPC and subsidiaries, ADNOC,
BAPCO, Saudi Aramco and EQUATE. Complementing these regional
giants were a host of international powerhouses including Amec
Foster Wheeler, Baker Hughes, BP, GE Oil & Gas, Halliburton, ONGC,
Schlumberger, Shell, Total and Weatherford amongst others, who
exhibited alongside independent specialist suppliers and distributors
from Kuwait and across the world. The exhibition also featured large
national groups from France, Egypt and Malaysia. n

Kuwait Oil & Gas Show and Conference
Date: 11-14 October 2015
Venue: Kuwait
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 Events

KOGS 2015 a prelude to better 

oil and gas future?

The 2nd Society of Petroleum Engineers KOGS 2015, held at Kuwait
International Fair, positioned itself as the premier oil and gas event in Kuwait
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THE SEVENTH EDITION of the Saudi Arabia Oil
& Gas Exhibition (SAOGE) will take place in
Dammam between 23-25 November 2015,
providing a platform for companies to
showcase their latest technologies, and for
delegates to build lasting business
relationships.
His Royal Highness Prince Saudi Bin Naif Bin
Abdulaziz, governor of the Eastern Province,
will officially inaugurate the show, with around
180 companies from 25 countries due to exhibit
and around 8,000 visitors expected. Over the
years, the oil and gas exhibition has witnessed
strong attendance from industry leaders and
professionals, with countries represented this year including Azerbaijan,
China, India, France, Germany, Italy, Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, Qatar,
Russia, UAE, USA and the UK. Italy, China and Malaysia will host country
pavilions.

Companies which have confirmed their
attendance include key industry players such
as China Petroleum Technology & Development
Company, Al Estagamah Global Group, Abdullah
H. Shuwayer & Sons Trading and Contracting
Company, Alfanar, Maxim, Draeger, Pioneer
Technical, Saudi Chemical and X-Smart.
Saudi Aramco’s plans to spend US$40bn a year
over the next decade to maintain production
capacity at 12mn bpd and double gas
production, are creating plentiful opportunities
for the supply of technology and expertise.
Despite the downturn, the Kingdom continues
to pump oil at record rates to maintain market

share. With its location in Eastern Province, the heart of the Kingdom’s oil
and gas industry, the event will provide a useful forum to obtain an update
on the latest oil and gas developments, and explore business opportunities.
For further information, see the website at www.saoge.org.

SAOGE 2015 to highlight Saudi oil and gas opportunities

Executives’ Calendar 2015 / 2016
NOVEMBER 2015

9-12                       ADIPEC                                                                             ABU DHABI                www.adipec.com

16-18                     World Oil & Gas Week                                                    LONDON                     www.oilandgascouncil.com

18-19                     PEFTEC                                                                             ANTWERP                   www.peftec.com

23-25                     Saudi Arabia International Oil and Gas Exhibition        DAMMAM                  www.saoge.org

24-26                    Intergas                                                                             CAIRO                         www.intergas-egypt.com

25-26                     Middle East Heavy Oil Congress                                    MANAMA                   www.meheavyoil.com

30 Nov - 2 Dec      KIOG                                                                                 LONDON                     www.cwckiog.com

DECEMBER 2015

6-8                         OpEx MENA                                                                     ABU DHABI                 www.opex.biz

6-9                         International Petroleum Technology Conference          DOHA                          www.iptcnet.org/2015/qatar

7-9                         ICSEE-2015                                                                       DUBAI                         www.icsee2015.com

9-10                       Bottom of the Barrel Technology Conference               ABU DHABI                 www.bbtc-mena.biz

JANUARY 2016                 

17-19                       Intersec                                                                                DUBAI                          www.intersecexpo.com

18-21                      World Future Energy Summit                                           ABU DHABI                  www.worldfutureenergysummit.com

FEBRUARY 2016

3-6                          Basra Oil & Gas                                                                  BASRA                          www.basraoilgas.com

14-16                      ME-TECH 2016                                                                    DUBAI                          www.me-tech.biz

22-24                      PetroEnvironment                                                              DAMMAM                   www.petroenvironment.com

22-24                      Iran Oil & Gas Post Sanctions Summit                           LONDON                      www.iranoilgas-summit.com

MARCH 2016

7-10                         GEO 2016                                                                            MANAMA                    www.geo2016.com

Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations as this information is sometimes subject to change.

 Calendar 2015/16

The busy exhibition floor at SAOGE 2014
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THE NINTH EDITION of the International
Petroleum Technology Conference (IPTC)
is due to return to Doha, Qatar, from 6–9
December 2015, with Qatar Petroleum and
Shell as co-host organisations. 
To be held under the patronage of the

Emir of Qatar, HH Sheikh Tamim Bin
Hamad Al-Thani, the event is expected to
attract more than 5,000 attendees from 120
countries, with more than 80 companies
set to exhibit their latest products,
technologies, and services at the 5,000 sq
m exhibition.
IPTC will be organised by the American

Association of Petroleum Geologists
(AAPG), the European Association of
Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE), the
Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG),
and the Society of Petroleum Engineers
(SPE), and will take place under the theme
of “Technology and Partnerships for a
Sustainable Energy Future”.
The event will see two CEO Plenary

sessions exploring collaborative strategies
for improving the efficiency and
sustainability of the current energy
sources, as well as innovations in energy
production and distribution.
Industry experts will discuss topical

issues through five interactive panel
sessions entitled ‘Supply and Demand:
Current Trends, Future Projections for a
Sustainable Energy Future’; ‘Unlocking
Energy Resources through Technology’;
‘Who will run the Energy Industry in the
Future?’; ‘Investing in Energy and
Optimising Costs for the Long Term’; and
‘The Role of the Oil and Gas Industry: The
Climate Change Puzzle.’
There will also be 62 technical sessions

in which more than 300 technical
presentations will be presented under nine
technical categories, including
Geoscience, Drilling and Completions,
Reservoir, Field Development, and Over-
Arching Industry Issues.
Another highlight will be the

presentations by the IPTC Excellence in
Project Integration Award finalists – Shell,
Total and Saudi Aramco – on 8 December,
when the three companies will demonstrate
the methodologies and technology behind

their respective projects.
The annual award is given to a project

that adds value to the industry and
exemplifies strong teamwork, solid
geoscience knowledge, reservoir and
production engineering acumen,
determined and watchful construction, and
outstanding facilities engineering
practices.

For more information, visit
www.iptcnet.org/2015/doha. 

Doha awaits the arrival of IPTC (Photo: Omar Chatriwala/Flickr)

 Event news
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Doha prepares to host ninth IPTC
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BENTONITE    |    LOSS CIRCULATION MATERIAL

OIL FIELD
CHEMICALS

Starlink Oilfield Supplies & Services DMCC
P .O. BOX: 24167, Office No. 3903 Liwa Heights, Jumairah Lake Towers, Dubai , U.A.E .
T: +971 4 425 3355, F: +971 4 364 9273, E : inquiry@soss.ae, W: www.soss.ae

Our new Storage & Blending 
facility at Dubai Investment Park 2 Covering 60,000 Sq.ft
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OPEC’S MONTHLY REPORT has stated that
likely demand for its oil next year would be
much higher than expected. OPEC has
reduced its 2016 estimate by 40,000 bpd, citing
slower growth in China.
According to its estimates, consumers

would require 30.82mn bpd from OPEC next
year, which was up 510,000 bpd from the
earlier prediction. 

Based on its predictions, it would appear
that the OPEC strategy is working, stated a
Reuters report. “This should reduce the
excess supply in the market and lead to higher
demand for OPEC crude, resulting in more
balanced oil market fundamentals,” said the
report. 
Last year, OPEC decided against increasing

prices and, instead, raised output and sought
to recover market share taken by higher-cost
rival production. 
Currently, oil is trading below US$53 a barrel

- half its price back in June 2014. 
Outside of OPEC, supply is expected to

decline 130,000 bpd in 2016 as output falls in
the US, former Soviet Union, Africa, Middle
East and a considerable part of Europe. 

GULF ECONOMIES NEED to adjust to the ‘new reality’ of oil prices, according to the
International Monetary fund (IMF).
The IMF recently stated that the region should implement spending cuts and income

diversification.
The IMF Regional Outlook, which was recently published, noted that Gulf states remain in

a strong position to assess their spending.  
“Not only this year, but for the years to

come, these countries will need to make
an adjustment to better balance their
spending to the new reality of the oil
prices,” said IMF Middle East and Central
Asia chief Masood Ahmed.
The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)

members Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia and the UAE are facing an
average deficit this year of 13 per cent of
gross domestic product (GDP), Ahmed
said. The total budget deficit over the next
five years will rise above US$1trillion as oil
prices have fallen to about US$50 a barrel
from about US$115 in June 2014.

OPEC oil demand to rise higher
than expected in 2016

FLUOR CORPORATION’S JOINT venture team has been chosen by Kuwait National
Petroleum Company (KNPC) as the preferred bidder for two engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) packages for the Al-Zour refinery
A host of facilities are included in these two KNPC packages, namely, multiple process

units, utilities and infrastructure. All of these will support the development of the new
Kuwait-based Al-Zour oil refinery project. 
Fluor was awarded the US$2.6bn contract in Q3 2015, and leads the joint venture that

comprises Daewoo Engineering and Construction and Hyundai Heavy Industries as well. 
The Al-Zour refinery, when completed, will be among the largest oil refineries in the

world and will produce nearly 650,000 bpd. Fluor will provide a variety of key process
units, utilities and infrastructure for the project. 
Fluor energy and chemicals president for Europe, Africa and Middle East Taco de Haan

said, “Fluor is proud to continue our long-standing relationship with KNPC, which spans
more than five decades, and to become part of this prestigious and strategically important
Al-Zour project. 
“From the onset, and throughout every phase of the project, our focus will be on the

safe and efficient construction, commissioning and start-up of this new refinery.”
Political issues have put a hold on efforts to build the Al-Zour refinery, which was first

announced in 2007. Previous contracts issued for its construction were cancelled in 2009
with suggestions that KNPC had not complied with tender rules.

GCC needs to adjust to new oil price ‘reality’ says IMF

Fluor to provide EPC packages for Al-Zour refinery

The GCC is facing an average deficit of 13 per cent of
gross domestic product. Photo: Shutterstock
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A RECENT SURVEY conducted by Trelleborg’s offshore operation paints a
positive industry outlook, with decision makers taking a long-term ‘value-
add’ view. Original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) rated product quality,
responsiveness and skills above cost as the most important supplier
attributes, according to Trelleborg’s Next Level Report. In fact, only 4 per
cent cited cost as a primary driver in determining preferred partners.
However, there is a missing value link, as in practice cost savings appear to
be taking priority.
While suppliers with more substance may be winning out at the tender

stage, when it comes to implementation, the temptation to try and make
short-term cost savings is clear. Seventy-eight per cent of OEMs, operators,
contractors and consultants admitted to changing the specification of a
project for budgetary reasons.
Those surveyed said they believed relationships between customers and

contractors have improved due to better technical support, particularly from
specialists dedicated to areas
such as R&D, installation and
maintenance. However, the
majority stated that they would
not be willing to work with a
supplier that offers training and
project support if it costs extra. 
This highlights the need for

suppliers to clearly communicate
the value they deliver, and for
customers to think more in terms
of total cost of ownership, says
the report. A more realistic
attitude towards the
procurement of services might
lead to greater transparency, a
collaborative supply chain and a
more efficient and effective
industry overall.
Thor Hegg Eriksen, president

of Trelleborg’s offshore
operation, says, “The overall
effect of reduced oil prices is
applying pressure across the
supply chain, and that’s
evidenced by the research
findings. While the market buys into choosing a value-add partner over a
purely transactional arrangement, it doesn’t appear to be maximising the
third-party expertise we know can make the difference.
“Our survey points toward an offshore industry that believes it is putting

long-term strategies first, when the research shows short-term decisions
with cost front of mind. The market also seems to under-prioritise some of
the most important value-add attributes that it should be seeking from a
provider that can compete on more than just price.
“Innovation, for example, should be high on the agenda but it appears the

link between new thinking, products and solutions and a healthier bottom
line is missing.
“Indeed, only 3 per cent of respondents identified ‘creative approach to

the brief’ as a sought after supplier competency. This could lead to truly
innovative suppliers being overlooked and potential overall cost savings
being unexploited.”
“The picture that emerges here is one of an industry that is a little set in

its ways,” concludes the report. “Tried and tested methods and technologies
hold sway thanks to an ‘if it ain’t broke don’t fix it’ approach. There are
certainly opportunities for improvement, and those willing to embrace
change could secure a competitive advantage.
“Whether it’s a greater knowledge of material properties and applications,

streamlining project management, or simply being more open to innovation,

The report highlights the most important
supplier attributes in the offshore industry
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PETROFAC HAS
ANNOUNCED that
Petrofac Emirates,
its joint partnership
with Nama Project
Services, in
consortium with
Daewoo
Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering
(DSME) has
successfully
achieved the sail-
away of the first two modules for ZADCO’s Upper Zakum,
UZ750 field development, situated offshore Abu Dhabi. 
Gulf Piping Company W.L.L. designed the two piperacks as

part of a wider project, which sailed from their yard in
Mussafah on an 80 km sea journey to the project’s south
island. According to the firm, this totalled a weight of more
than 800 tonnes, with the biggest module around 60 metres
long. 
George Salibi, project director, stated, “This is a landmark

achievement for everyone involved in the project. These are
the first two modular items that we’ve sailed and the success
of the operation is testimony to the dedication, efforts and
teamwork of everyone involved.”

Petrofac joins forces with Nama

Petrofac celebrated the sail-away of the first
two modules for ZADCO’s Upper Zakum

Missing value link in offshore
industry
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strategic partnerships will be crucial to unlocking these opportunities. These
will help to spread the costs and risks associated with the development of
new and improved technology, and help operators access the cutting-edge
skills and knowledge required to drive progress. 
“Collaboration is the key to growth as we drill ever deeper in search of

success.”
Trelleborg’s offshore operation surveyed a global audience sample of

original equipment manufacturers, operators, contractors and consultants, to
identify ways in which the industry can respond to pressure against a
backdrop of slowed market growth. 

The report can be downloaded at www.trelleborg.com/next-level-report.
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WHILE THE DEMAND for crude is
increasing globally, non-OPEC countries
are producing less of it, aiding with an
equilibrium in supply and demand in oil,
said OPEC general secretary Abdalla
Salem El-Badri. At a conference held in
Kuwait City, El-Badri said that the current
market situation appears positive and he
expects a balanced market in 2016, should
the current situation continues. 
OPEC is expected to maintain output

at 30mn bpd to re-balance the market and
support prices, with no plans for a change
expected from any OPEC member, said
Kuwait oil minister Ali Al-Omair. OPEC has
kept the group’s official production target
unchanged since June and has since
exceeded it for 16 consecutive months,
according to Bloomberg, in an effort to
maintain market share amid a worldwide
supply glut. 

By Q3 2016, the gap between demand
and supply for crude should become
narrower, said Kuwait National Petroluem
Company CEO Mohammad Ghazi Al-
Mutairi. OPEC's monthly report states
that the organisation expects demand for
its crude to reach 30.8mn bpd in 2016. In
September, OPEC members pumped
31.57mn bpd - the highest level since
2012. 
Further, demand is expected to touch

110mn bpd by 2040, showing promise for
the industry, added El-Badri. Specifically,
Kuwait is set to boost output to more
than 3mn bpd in Q1 2016, Al-Omair said.
The country will increase production by as
much as 100,000 bpd from current levels
and plans for output to reach 3.2mn bpd. 
OPEC's next policy meeting is likely to

take place on 4 December 2015 at its
Vienna headquarters.

BP AND CHINA’S CNPC are expected to form
a strategic alliance to develop oil resources in
Iraq's Rumaila oilfield and other regions.
Chinese president Xi Jinping who has been

on an official visit to the UK, is expected to
sign this deal among others, stated a Reuters
report. BP and CNPC will also seek to expand
into new joint ventures in other parts of the
world, according to the sources. No clear
production or investment targets are expected
to be included in the deal, they said.
Rumaila in southern Iraq is the world's

second-largest oilfield that produced 1.34mn
bpd in 2014, said the BP website. Rumaila now
delivers more than a third of Iraq's oil as
production has risen from 950,000 bpd back in 2010. 
BP and CNPC own stakes in the Rumaila oilfield. The 25-year technical service contract (TSC) was

signed between SOC and BP (47.6 per cent), PetroChina (46.4 per cent) and the State Oil Marketing
Organisation (six per cent), which sets out the framework to re-develop Rumaila and significantly
increase production output, added the website. In June 2010, the Rumaila Operating Organization was
formed as a joint venture with these organizations, with the remit to operate and redevelop the field,
with BP as the lead contractor. In September 2014, the TSC was extended by another five years to
service the field through to 2034, with the target of producing 2.1mn bpd.

FOLLOWING THE LIFTING of sanctions, Iran is expected to raise production by 500,000 bpd,
according to senior oil industry officials. This target is expected to take less than a week after
sanctions are lifted, they added. 
The country is keen to regain its market share in the oil sector, and those likely to benefit

from this increase in production are customers in Europe and Asia. 
Conditional sanction waivers have been

approved by the USA but they will not come
into effect until Tehran curbs its nuclear
programme as per the nuclear deal that was
agreed upon in July in Vienna. Since the deal
was announced, Iran has been eager to
increase oil production and exports, and
eventually regain its position in OPEC as a
major oil producer. 
Iranian oil minister Bijan Zangeneh has said

that OPEC would give room for Iran's gradual
return to the market. Ever since sanctions
were imposed, Iran’s oil exports more than
halved to 1.1mn bpd, compared to the 2012
levels of 2.5mn bpd. 

'Balanced oil market likely 
next year'

THE DEEPWATER ZOHR gas discovery in Egypt is of major significance to the Eastern
Mediterranean region, says global consultancy IHS. As the largest gas find in the
Mediterranean Sea, Zohr has the potential to supply much of Egypt’s increasing domestic
gas demand and will likely have an impact on regional gas commercialisation plans, the
consultancy says. Eni’s announcement in late August describing deepwater discovery well,
Zohr 1X NFW, put initial potential reserves at an estimated 30 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of
natural gas, or 5.5bn billion barrels of oil equivalent (boe). IHS Energy analysis estimates
that the find has significant technical, commercial and strategic implications for the gas
market in Egypt, the region and the industry, where Egypt’s access to monetisation
infrastructure will likely put it ahead of rivals if commercial terms are right.
“Egypt has fast-growing domestic demand and decreasing production at the same

time, so the Zohr discovery represents a major source of relief in the context of increasing
gas imports,” said Mohamed Zine, regional director for Africa at IHS Energy.
Egypt has been facing increasing energy deficits over the last four years.

Iran to ramp up production following lifting of sanctions 

Egypt gas discovery significant for Eastern Med 

BP and CNPC to strengthen oil alliance  

Iran is hopeful of regaining its position as a
leading OPEC oil producer. (Photo:
Schmucki/Pixabay)

 E&P

Demand for oil could reach 110mn bpd by
2040, said El-Badri. 

Rumaila’s production was 1.34mn bpd in 2014.
((Photo: GeneratorPowerProducts/Pixabay)
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PROVED AND PROBABLE oil
reserves at Gulf Keystone
Petroleum’s Shaikan oilfield have
increased from 299mn gross
barrels to 639mn gross barrels,
based on an updated Competent
Person’s Report from Gaffney,
Cline & Associates.
The oilfield’s proven reserves

have now increased 55 per cent
to 306mn barrels from 198mn
barrels last March, said the
report.
Based on the new findings,

the Iraqi oil and gas explorer can
focus on developing the field at
lower costs. The company’s Shaikan oilfield, located in northern
Iraq, has the potential to produce 100,000boepd. Using gas to aid
oil recovery rather than water means the field’s performance is
more predictable, said the company. Now, each well can yield
more reserves and operating costs (per barrel) are lower.
The company’s chief executive Jón Ferrier described the new

development as “a further independent endorsement of the
calibre of Shaikan as a world-class field”, adding that its technical
confidence has markedly improved following the update.
Further, the company is preparing a revised field development

plan based on fewer wells.

Shaikan oilfield’s proven and 
probable reserves rises

The Iraqi oilfield can now be
developed at optimised costs.
(Photo: LindseyG/Flickr)

MOROCCO'S OIL REFINERY Samir has been given capital of US$1.04bn to
resume production and end the company's financial troubles. The
company had suspended oil production in August 2015 at the
Mohammedia plant, which was producing 200,000 bpd. 
Samir is the country's only refinery, controlled by Saudi Arabia's

Corral Petroleum Holdings, is planning to resume production. As
Morocco's sole refinery, its closure would make the country entirely
reliant on imports. At just under 300,000 bpd, Morocco's petroleum
consumption is Africa's fifth largest, according to the US Energy
Information Administration.
Samir officials said that Corral Petroleum Holdings will receive

US$672mn of the capital increase before 15 November from owner
Mohammed al-Amoudi, if minority stakeholders do not subscribe. 

Morocco’s oil refinery given lifeline 

Samir is Morocco’s only oil refinery. (Photo: jp26jp/Pixabay)

LEADING OIL PRODUCER Saudi Arabia is
expected to continue with investments in oil and
gas as well as solar despite the fall in oil prices,
said the country's oil minister Ali al-Naimi. 
The industry, according to al-Naimi, has

witnessed a series of ebbs and flows from the
1970s that have affected oil and energy sectors. 
“This volatile situation is not in the interest of

the producing and consuming countries, and the
G20 countries can contribute to the stability of
the market,” he said. 

Global oil investments this year are expected
to drop by 20 per cent, marking their biggest
decline in history, said International Energy
Agency head Fatih Birol. Naimi said Saudi
Arabia's investments should continue in
exploration, production, refining as well as other
alternative sources such as solar energy. "The
world needs clean, continuous and available
energy now and for future generations," he said. 
Naimi met with his USA, Russian and

Indonesian counterparts in Istanbul, where they

discussed bilateral relations in the field of
petroleum and protecting the environment. 
Oil prices have almost halved in the past year

because of excess supply, although analysts see
signs that OPEC's strategy of allowing prices to
fall to put a squeeze on growth in high-cost
production areas is having some impact.
International oil companies have significantly
lowered spending this year due to persistently
low oil prices, cutting budgets and thousands of
jobs. 

Saudi Arabia will continue with oil and gas investments, said Ali al-Naimi 
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SOUND ENERGY HAS signed heads of
terms with Maghreb Petroleum
Exploration (MPE) to purchase the latter’s
25 per cent carried working interests in
three onshore permits in Sidi Moktar,
Morocco.

The permits cover 2,700 sq km in the
Essaouira Basin and contain a material
existing gas discovery in the Lower
Liassic (Kechoula) where two wells have
already been drilled and a near term well
test is awaited prior to possible
commercial production. Initial estimates
by MPE have confirmed Kechoula to have
an unrisked mid case gas originally in-
place (GOIP) of 8.3bn standard cu/m.
There is also significant (in excess of
28.3bn cu/m of unrisked GOIP) Triassic
exploration potential.

Under the heads of terms MPE has
agreed to grant Sound Energy an option
to purchase its 25 per cent carried
working interest in the Sidi Moktar
Licences for US$1.13mn at any time up to
first commercial gas from a Sidi Moktar
Licence. On grant of the option, Sound
Energy will issue MPE with new ordinary
shares in the company with a market
value of US$5.5mn.

Sound Energy will now finalise due
diligence and work with MPE in the
preparation and negotiation of contracts
for execution.

CEO James Parsons said, “The option
will, when granted, enable Sound Energy
to secure a 25 per cent carried interest in
an already successfully drilled gas
discovery with potential near-term
production and significant deeper
exploration potential. An interest in Sidi
Moktar would also represent the second
material asset in Sound Energy’s onshore
Moroccan gas portfolio, which is
underpinned by strong European gas
fundamentals.”

QATAR’S BARZAN GAS Project
(BGP) is expected to begin
production by the end of 2015,
according to a report by the Qatar
National Bank (QNB).
The GCC nation’s domestic gas

consumption has grown by around
80 per cent over the past five years
– increasing from 24.9 bcm in 2009
to 44.8 bcm in 2014 – largely
propelled by increasing demand for
electricity and water.
The BGP was approved in 2011,

with ExxonMobil and Qatar
Petroleum (QP) signing agreements,
and LNG enterprise RasGas managing the project.
The main drilling platform to supply the gas plant is located 80 km northeast of Ras Laffan

Industrial City, with onshore and offshore facilities to be completed by Japan’s JGC and South Korea’s
Hyundai Heavy Industries.

BP IS SET to begin production of gas from
the North Alexandria concession in early
2017, rather than the previously planned
mid-2017, according to Egypt’s petroleum
minister Tarek El Molla.

Output is expected to be around 12.74
cu/m per day in 2017 and touch 33.98 cu/m
per day by the end of 2019, the minister
said.

Egypt’s production of gas could aid the
country by offsetting the energy shortage,
which has affected industrial production
across the country, said BP.

Earlier in October, the British oil major
had been awarded three offshore
exploration blocks, with an investment of
US$229mn along with partners.

BP added that Egyptian authorities have been working to improve terms for foreign oil and
gas businesses and introduce competitive pricing that would encourage investment.

Formerly an energy exporter, Egypt’s oil and gas production has been declining while
consumption has been on the rise, forcing the country to divert supplies to the domestic
market.

Sound Energy to buy MPE’s 
Moroccan interests

BAHRAIN IS SET to award a US$400mn
contract to build a floating LNG (FLNG)
terminal off the country’s northeast coast in
November.

Bahraini energy minister Abdulhussain
Mirza said that the LNG terminal will be
constructed near Khalifa Bin Salman Port
and is expected to be operational and able
to receive ship deliveries of LNG by Q1
2018, according to a report in Gulf Daily
News.

“This will allow us to import 11.3mn
standard cu/m of gas per day with flexibility

to expand it to 22.6mn standard cu/m per
day. This will be a complete solution for
Bahrain’s gas requirements and the country
will never be short on the quantity of gas
needed,” he added.

It was reported earlier this year that the
National Oil and Gas Authority (Noga) was
planning to build the floating LNG terminal
to augment gas production. 

“The bidding closed in January for the
provision, which is a combination of an LNG
floating storage unit and an onshore re-
gasification plant,” said Mirza.

BP to begin North Alexandria gas production 
by early 2017

Bahrain set to build US$400mn FLNG terminal

Barzan project expected to begin production by year-end

Egypt’s energy self-sufficiency is being given a boost
by the government (Photo: Mike Mozart/Flickr)

 Gas

The three blocks have been producing gas
since the 1950s (Photo: Tod Baker/Flickr)

The Barzan Gas Project will contribute towards satisfying
Qatar's electricity and water requirements. (Image source:
ShinyThings/Flickr)
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SIEMENS HAS SIGNED a contract with
Dolphin Energy Limited, headquartered in
Abu Dhabi, to extend for an additional 18
years the existing service agreement for
aero-derivative gas turbine trains operating
at the Dolphin Gas Project. 

Under terms of the deal, Siemens will
provide service and maintenance for the
nine Industrial Trent 60 aero-derivative gas
turbines with nine Dresser-Rand DATUM
centrifugal compressors operating at Dolphin
Energy’s gas compression and processing
plant, located at Ras Laffan, Qatar. 

The contract will be managed locally
through the Siemens Qatar team both at
Dolphin Energy Tower in Doha and at the
main operational site at Ras Laffan
Industrial city.

A signing ceremony was held at
Dolphin’s headquarters in Abu Dhabi,
during which Adel Ahmed Albuainain, CEO
of Dolphin Energy, and Fatih Sakiz, CEO
of Siemens Qatar, signed the contract in
the presence of senior representatives
from both companies.

“This long-term service agreement
places our company on an even stronger
footing because it supports our efforts to
ensure the sustainability, reliability and
availability of natural gas exports to the
UAE and Oman,” commented Albuainain.
“It also builds on the existing strong
relationship we developed with Rolls-
Royce, which has now transferred to
Siemens and continues to provide Dolphin
Energy with direct access to the original
equipment manufacturer, thereby
providing us the best service available in
the market.”

The Dolphin Gas Project, Dolphin
Energy’s major strategic initiative, involves
the production and processing of natural
gas from Qatar’s North Field and
transportation of the dry gas by sub-sea
export pipeline from Qatar to the UAE,
which began in July 2007.

NOBLE GROUP HAS been awarded a
number of new slots for mid-term
delivery of LNG cargoes to Egypt’s
second floating import terminal, which
is due to begin operations next month. 
The slots were awarded by state-

owned Egyptian Natural Gas Holding
Company (EGAS) following a
competitive tendering process. 
Egypt is the fastest-growing market

for LNG globally and plans for a third
import facility could see it become one
of the five largest importers. 
Gareth Griffiths, Noble’s global head

of power, gas and carbon trading, said,
“LNG imports are a crucial part of the
Egyptian energy mix, helping to ensure a reliable supply of gas for the power and industrial sectors. 
“The new LNG supplies will help address Egypt’s energy deficit and play an important role in its

economic growth in the coming years. Egypt is emerging as a key LNG market and we are pleased
that we continue to build on our successful track record in the country.”
The agreement follows Noble’s previous success in Egypt’s first import tender early in 2015, and

builds on Noble’s existing business in the country. 
The company commissioned Egypt’s first terminal in Ain Sokhna and delivered the first two LNG

cargoes ever imported into the country. Further deliveries under this first import contract are
scheduled in 2015 and 2016.

SHELL HAS WON a two-year contract to
provide Jordan with liquefied natural gas
(LNG) in 2016 and 2017. 

The director general of Jordan’s
National Electric Power Company (NEPCO)
Abdel Fattah Daradkeh said that, under the
terms of the contract, Shell is expected to
provide up to 20 shipments of LNG over
the next two years. 

With each shipment standing at around
3.3 trillion British Thermal Units (BTUs), the
supply will cover about 40 per cent of
Jordan's annual power needs. 

Back in July 2015, NEPCO floated a
tender for the purchase of LNG for four years, but awarded the contract to Shell for two years
because several companies had submitted bids.

Jordan imports nearly 97 per cent of its required energy, and is particularly reliant on LNG
for power generation.

Siemens signs service deal with 
UAE’s Dolphin Energy  

THE UAE’S SHAH Gas Development project has reached its full production capacity of
28.3mn cu/m, according to Al Hosn Gas chief executive Saif Ahmed al Ghafli.

Al Hosn Gas is a 60:40 joint venture between UAE’s ADNOC and USA’s Occidental
Petroleum, and manages the Shah sour gas field that lies around 200 km west of Abu Dhabi.

The project is considered a highly ambitious one for the UAE as it is designed to
develop and process very sour gas. 

Some of the largest amine treating and sulphur recovery units have been used on this
plant for extraction, with the project likely to process 0.5 bcf per day of sour gas, according
to officials.

Earlier this year, Ghafli had anticipated that the project would reach its full capacity by
the end of 2015. He had said that the scale of the project was larger than any other sour
gas project worldwide. The field has very high levels of hydrogen sulphide and carbon
dioxide, making it a hugely profitable project for the country.

Shell pens two-year Jordan LNG supply contract 

Shah development project reaches full capacity

Noble Group awarded new slots for Egypt LNG delivery 

Shell is expected to provide up to 20 shipments of LNG
over the next two years (Photo: Shell/Flikr)

 Gas

The Siemens Industrial Trent 60 is one of
the most advanced aero-derivative gas
turbines available (Photo: Siemens)

Egypt is the world’s fastest
growing LNG market
(Photo: Ken Hodge/Flikr)
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GLOBAL GAS
PROCESSING capacity is
projected to increase from
around 458 billion cubic
feet per day (bcfd) in 2015
to almost 516 bcfd by
2019, driven by a full slate
of projects in the Middle
East, North America and
Asia, according to
research and consulting
firm GlobalData.

The company’s latest
report states that
increasing domestic demand and opportunities for exports are
driving gas processing construction plans in the Middle East and
North America. The two regions together account for more than
half of the planned global gas processing capacity growth and
capital expenditure (capex) through the end of 2019.

The report highlights that some of the largest planned gas
processing plants slated to come online are located in the Middle
East, including the Kish terminal in Iran and the Wasit terminal in
Saudi Arabia, with capacities of around 3 bcfd each.

“The Middle East has the most gas processing capacity growth
with the highest spending of anywhere in the world over the next
five years,” said Matthew Jurecky, GlobalData’s head of oil and gas
research and consulting. “Around US$32bn is estimated to be
spent on the proposed projects to increase capacity to 17.9 bcfd.”

GlobalData names Gazprom, Shell and Saudi Aramco as some
of the companies leading the construction of the most significant
planned gas processing plants. 

Middle East leads gas processing capacity 
expansion, says GlobalData  

Companies leading the construction of
the largest planned facilities include
Shell, Saudi Aramco and Gazprom
(Photo: Shell/Flikr)

NORTH AFRICA-FOCUSED FIRM
San Leon Energy has announced
the discovery of gas at Tarfaya
Block onshore Morocco.
Morocco’s Office National des

Hydrocarbures et des Mines
(ONHYM) and San Leon Energy
intend to jointly apply for a new
eight-year exploration licence. 
The company also wants to

acquire a 3D seismic survey
across the multiple channels of
the Tertiary play, one channel of
which was drilled by the
Laayoune-4 well.
The well (formerly known

as El Aaiun-4) was drilled with
Entrepose Drilling’s Cabot 750
rig, targeting Tertiary channel sandstones and with an expected
total depth of around 2,000 metres below rotary table (mBRT).
The work confirmed the presence of gas shows, the ‘good

quality’ of the reservoir and the ‘encouraging potential of the
block’, San Leon said.

San Leon have confirmed the
presence and ‘good quality’ of
gas (Photo: Mike Fisher/Flikr)

San Leon Energy hits Morocco gas 
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C
HINA IS SHOWING its increasing strength, not only as an
energy production and demand centre, but also as a leader
in the world energy arena, with three companies in the Top
10 according to the Platts Top 250 Global Energy Company

Rankings announced on 27 October. The Rankings, now in their 14th
year, were unveiled to more than 300 energy executives at an annual
dinner in Singapore, hosted by Platts. They reflect the financial
performance of publicly traded energy companies with assets
greater than US$5 billion, and are based on a combination of asset
value, revenue, profit and return on invested capital (ROIC) for the
latest fiscal year (2014).

Two Chinese state-backed energy giants, CNOOC Limited and
PetroChina Company Ltd., moved into the Top 5 for the first time
since the rankings began in 2002, PetroChina having appeared in the
Top 10 for 11 years, and CNOOC Limited hovering in the 13th and
12th spots for the last several years. Despite weaker coal markets,
China Shenhua Energy jumped into the Top 10 for the first time at
number 9, up from 15th place last year, as shrinking earnings from
leading oil producers gave it a relative boost. It was the only coal and
consumable fuel company in the leaderboard and marked the first
time that China has had three companies in the top ranks,
traditionally dominated by European and American counterparts.

Retaining its stronghold
Exxon Mobil Corporation retained its stronghold on the number one
spot for the 11th consecutive year, although integrated oil majors
made up only half of this year’s Top 10, with the sector’s slightly
weaker standing paving the way for two refining and marketing
companies – Phillips 66 and Valero Energy Corporation – to join the
Top 10 in 6th place and 8th place, respectively.  Besides climbing
from its 2014 rank of 13th place, Phillips 66 retained its position as
the world's biggest refiner. Valero, the world’s biggest independent
refiner, continued to benefit from the glut of US crude oils in the US
Gulf Coast region. 

The Americas moved up the regional rankings, with Americas
energy firms now comprising 45 per cent of the Top 250, crowding
out a number of rivals from Asia and Europe. The changes also mark
an inflection point for Asia’s energy sector, which for years has seen
its overall standing in the Platts Rankings edge higher and higher.
While Asia’s emerging economies, led by China, continue to pull in
the biggest share of incremental global commodity demand growth,
the pace of growth is now clearly slowing, says Platts.

Noticeably missing from the Top 5 and 10, were the UK’s BP plc,
France’s TOTAL SA, and Russia’s OJSC Gazprom. The latter state gas
supplier, which ranked 4th overall last year, fell 39 places to 43rd,
buffeted by the ruble’s collapse, its impact on long-term credit, and
other factors. TOTAL, once a Top 10 fixture, tumbled to 26th place
this year as its earnings and returns faltered. While BP, ranked
second last year, fell to 29th place this year, due in large part to its
weaker profits and poor ROIC.

The number of EMEA entries on the list continued to slide this
year; of the Top 50 Fastest Growing energy firms, only four were
based in EMEA. The APAC region also slipped in terms of number,
growth rates and average rank, although its fastest growing ten
companies had an average 3-year compound growth rate (CGR) of 21
per cent, bettering the 14.8 per cent CGR of its European
counterparts. 

Shale oil retained centre stage, helping to usher 113 Americas
companies (89 US and 14 Canada) into this year’s Top 250, with an
average ranking of 119.  This is up from 103 companies with an
average rank of 126 in 2014, but still below the 2003 peak of 149
companies. Despite being in its fifth year and in a much lower price
environment, the shale oil revolution in some places of the USA has
barely begun, says Platts. Basins such as the Permian in West Texas
and Mexico are reportedly becoming more productive, and producers
continue to knock down the cost of production, requiring fewer rigs
to continue high oil output.

Dominating the world’s Top 10 and Top 50 Fastest Growing Energy
Company rosters are the Americas’ tight and shale oil producers, as
well as mid-stream and refining companies that are carrying and
processing their increasing production volumes. 

India also performed well with 14 energy companies on 2015 list,
as compared with 13 in 2014. India’s three leading energy companies
included Reliance Industries (14th), ONGC (17th) and Coal India
(38th). n

Chinese energy companies are becoming increasingly powerful, according to the Platts Top 250
Global Energy Company Rankings.

The rise of the Chinese

energy giants

Two Chinese state-backed energy
giants moved into the Top 5 for the first time”
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 News

The Platts Top 10 Global Energy Companies
2015 Rank Company Name 2014 Rank

1 Exxon Mobil Corp 1

2 Chevron Corp 3

3 Royal Dutch Shell plc 5

4 CNOOC Limited 12

5 PetroChina Ltd 7

6 Phillips 66 13

7 ConocoPhillips 10

8 Valero Energy Corp 19

9 China Shenhua Energy Co Ltd 15

10 OJSC Rosneft Oil Co 6

Source: Platts
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LOBAL OIL MARKETS might have
pulled themselves out of a recent
low, but amid continued
overproduction and uncertainty

over whether last year’s strong demand
growth will be sustained, even a late-2016
market tightening might prove elusive.
Meanwhile, the direction of global supply is
clouded as well, with the capex cuts of the
past year continuing, while Iran’s oil exports
might soon be unfettered by sanctions.
The oil industry is facing uncertainty at a

time when producers around the world are
starting to feel the pain from low prices.
Following last year’s rout, spring gave rise to
optimism over demand growth being able to
catch up with runaway supply relatively
soon. Consequently, crude prices made a

partial rebound. By the end of summer
another rout occurred, however, and
demand optimists had to give way for
“lower for longer” price scenarios. 
Arguably, demand growth surprised on

the upside during the second half of 2014
and the beginning of 2015. Forecasts had to
be revised to allow for the price factor
pulling demand growth sharply upward,
particularly because of the return of
impressive demand growth in China and
North America. 
By October 2015 it looks as if that

scenario might have run its course, however.
While demand growth is likely to continue
through 2015 and 2016 as long as the global
economy stays its course, China has
officially adjusted its GDP growth forecasts
lower and predicted a greater part of
economic expansion will come from its
service sector. This means gasoline and
diesel demand growth will respond
comparatively less to GDP growth than in
the previous years of rapid industrial
expansion. Moreover, doubts regarding the

veracity of China’s official growth data are
aired with increasing frequency and by an
increasing number of analysts.  
The loss of confidence in rapid demand

growth, which had been hoped to counter
the oversupply in the not too distant future,
means many market actors are increasingly
scrapping some of the most optimistic crude
price scenarios. Fewer expect oversupply to
decline until before late-2016, with end-2017
seemingly gaining adherents recently.
Uncertainty about Chinese demand and
statistics is only one part of that.

Little changed
On the supply side, little has changed. True,
decline is evident in US shale oil, but more
will have to come to really make a
difference. Meanwhile, coordinated output
cuts from OPEC and other countries, such
as Russia and Mexico, seem as unrealistic
as ever. Russia has even declared that it
might be lacking the technical means to cut
output without impacting its ultimate
recovery levels at mature oilfields. If so, that

China has adjusted its growth forecasts downwards
(Photo: Jason Mrachina)

The oil markets face a period of continuing
uncertainly, says Samuel Cizcuk.

Competition among oil producers

intensifies 

The oil industry is
facing uncertainty on an
almost momentous scale”
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10, A.Rajabli-2 street, Baku, AZ 1075, Azerbaijan
Tel: (+994 12) 565-15-15
Fax: (+994 12) 565-15-55
E-mail: office@socar-aqs.com
URL: www.socar-aqs.com
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SOCAR-AQS LLC was established in 2007 as the joint venture by 
parent companies: SOCAR and AQS. SOCAR-AQS is an 
integrated drilling and well services management company, 
specializing in drilling of oil and gas wells, including horizontal 
and multilateral wells, cementing, pressure testing, completion, 
well workover and sidetracking.

Currently, SOCAR-AQS implements works on drilling the wells 
from fixed platform 11 located on Shallow Water Gunashli Field, 
and from fixed platform 1 located on Umid Field. At the same 
time, the company is continuing preparatory works on drilling 
the wells on the West Absheron, Bulla and Gunashli 7 platforms.

SOCAR-AQS has an Integrated Management System that meets 
the requirements of ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management 
System, ISO 14001:2004 Environmental Management System and 
OHSAS 18001:2007 Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System. The company’s implemented Integrated 
Management System was successfully certificated based on the 
requirements of the above standards.

At present, SOCAR-AQS is carrying out the works on 
implementation and subsequent certification of its system based 
on the requirements of API Spec Q2. In 2015, SOCAR-AQS was 
certified by Azerms for completing the Enterprise Development 
and Training Programme in Oil Well Services.   

To become a modern international 
company for the provision 
integrated drilling and well services, 
by expanding scope of services 
and geography of operations.

To restore Azerbaijan’s historically 
leading role in modern world 
drilling industry. 
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should put such an alternative to rest, as
Russia’s remaining option would be cutting
its output only at newer East Siberian
oilfields. Doing that would undercut a
decade’s efforts to build Asian market shares
through the ESPO pipeline bridgehead  – an
unthinkable strategy.
That, together with the support the two

countries extend to opposing sides in the
Syrian conflict and elsewhere in the Middle
East, should likely put a damper on attempts
to build trust and cooperation on cuts
between the parties.
Furthermore, it still makes very little

sense for Saudi Arabia and its Gulf producer
allies within OPEC to relent in their drive
against high cost producers (of which Russia
to some extent is one) at this point. Output
cuts would lead to a crude price rebound,
which would quickly spur new shale oil
expansion, leading to a renewed loss of
market share for Gulf producers and a
derailing of the shale industry’s nascent
drive towards consolidation. This
consolidation is necessary to at least
somewhat change the impulsive nature of
the shale oil industry, by limiting the number
of small players without any global demand-
tuned outlook, whose only parameter of
success is achieving near-term output
growth.
The supply picture is, like demand,

complicated too, however. While North
American shale and oil sand producers are
very much on the defensive, the battle for
market share seems to be coming home to
the very centre of OPEC. The ratification of
the Iran nuclear agreement by all sides in
the past month means that the most serious
remaining hurdles to the agreement’s
implementation are out of the way. Provided
that Iran continues to demonstrate the
political will to meet the agreement’s
stipulations – reneging now would be an
almost unthinkable squandering of invested
political capital without the prospect of a real
upside – any risk of the USA breaking out of
its circle of allies and abandoning the deal,
has declined. Sanctions on Iran’s oil exports,
shipping insurance and bank transfers will be
gradually lifted as the deal is implemented.

Window for Iran
This opens up a window for Iran to try to
regain its crude oil market share, at least
until the next US president is inaugurated,
but quite likely also beyond that. Iran’s
capabilities, after years of sanctions and

before that, years of mismanaged
investment and maintenance budgets, are in
doubt. Annual natural decline rates in Iran
were averaging as much as 8 per cent
before sanctions set in, and reached 10-12
per cent at some key large mature oilfields.
As investment in new production capacity
has frozen to a virtual standstill in the past
few years, a rapid return of the almost 1mn
bpd of the export capacity shut in by
sanctions, seems highly unlikely. Added to
the mature decline, there are maintenance
and reservoir management issues stemming
from underinvestment and a dearth of
western technology. Taken together, these
issues are likely to cap Iran’s exports at
1.7mn bpd for the foreseeable future. Yet,
even reaching that level will be hard. Within
the coming 18 months only an additional
400,000-500,000 bpd, on top of Iran’s
current exports of around 1mn bpd, can
realistically be expected.
Of course, Iran holds vast potential for

upstream growth, but this hinges on a return
of foreign investment on a large scale.
Investment in both oil and gas had dried up
in Iran several years before hydrocarbon
export sanctions kicked in during 2012,
mainly due to poor investment terms
dictated by resource nationalism. A new
model contract designed to overcome IOC
scepticism and attract new entrants is being
designed, but has yet to be unveiled. The
process is being engineered by oil minister
Bijan Zanganeh, who authored Iran’s last
successful push to attract upstream foreign
investment in the 1990s. One has to be
clear, however, that the same political forces
that successively derailed the upstream
liberalisation in Iran and turned it in a

renewed resource nationalist direction,
remain entrenched throughout the
legislature and the Supreme Leader’s office. 
That, together with the sanction snap-

back facility built in to the nuclear agreement
and the risk of congressional pressure on
the US president to slow or obstruct the
sanctions-lifting, will mean a very cautious
return of IOCs to Iran. Given the industry’s
lead times, that means sustained upstream
production capacity growth in Iran is likely to
be well over a decade away, particularly if
investors wait until after a new US president
has defined the long term road ahead a bit
more clearly.
Along with all the political hurdles to

Iranian foreign upstream investment,
probably the biggest obstacle will be the
market. Amid low prices and slashed capital
spending, investor interest is likely to be put
on hold. Tough times throughout the region
might also spur the liberalisation of
upstream investment regulations in other
producing countries, notably Iraq, creating
some competition. 
The upshot might be that, while

technology and project costs have come
down and might come down further after a
decade of cost inflation, given both Iran and
Iraq’s entry into the current price
environment with cash-strapped economies,
this situation is likely to benefit those Gulf
states that were able to build financial
reserves during the fat years far more. These
Gulf states will be in a better position to
protect their market share. All this boils
down to Iran likely trying to make the most
of whatever crude export hike it can achieve,
condensate-heavy floating storage included,
at whatever price proves possible. n

North American shale and oil sand producers are on the defensive 
(Photo: Max Phillips / Jeremy Buckingham MLC)

Sustained upstream
production capacity growth
in Iran is likely to be well
over a decade away”
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T
HE LOW OIL price may be
impacting all oil and gas-producing
regions around the world, but the
Middle East, where contracts

continue to be awarded, has fared better
than most.
According to EICDataStream, Iraq has

made the most recent significant
investments in projects currently under
development. This is predominantly down
to the huge ongoing West Qurna oil and
gas projects, north of the Rumaila field
which, based on estimated figures,
attracted US$81bn of investment across
its four related projects. This is not
surprising, considering the area is
believed to hold as much as 43bn barrels
of recoverable reserves. The project has
secured the interests of ExxonMobil
(West Qurna One Oil & Gas, Phases 1 and
2), which invested US$51bn, and LUKoil
(West Qurna Two Oil Field, Phases 1 and
2), investing US$30bn. Another major
project in Iraq is the Majnoon Oil Field
Development, 60km from Basra, with an
estimated 13bn barrels of oil, in which
Shell has invested around US$30bn.  

Although data for future developments
across the Middle East would suggest
that contracting activity will somewhat
diminish, many of the projects listed are
still in their early stages of development,
and the stated capital expenditure (capex)
figures could be on the conservative side.
The information should therefore be used
to give an estimate of the climate ahead,
while not overlooking the significant

opportunities that currently exist. The total
figure of CAPEX, US$92bn, reflects the
amount of future developments among
the major players in the region. Countries
with the heaviest investment for proposed
projects include Saudi Arabia (US$23.4bn),
the UAE (US$26.5bn) and Iran
(US$31.7bn). 

Saudi Arabia looks to
unconventionals
Besides holding one of the world’s largest
recoverable reserves of oil, Saudi Arabia
is understood to have as much as 645
trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of technically
recoverable shale gas, which equates to
one fifth of the world’s deposits. Saudi
Aramco is therefore considering investing

significant sums in unconventional gas,
with a US$3bn proposal to develop shale
gas resources in the Empty Quarter,
South Ghawar in the Eastern Province,
and Jafurah, located in the northern
desert region of Saudi Arabia. Front-end
engineering design (FEED) work is being
undertaken by Foster Wheeler. The
company’s focus on gas, the preferred
fuel for power generation and water
desalination, is a response to the
country’s huge expected population
growth and the increase in energy
demand that this will bring, not to
mention the thousands of extra jobs it
would generate for the country.
Aramco is also looking at offshore

projects following the discovery of gas in

Source: EIC

Terry Willis, director of the Middle East, Africa & CIS at the UK’s Energy Industries Council (EIC),
presents a snapshot of proposed developments in the Middle East and the opportunities they could
offer, based on EICDataStream, the EIC’s global energy projects database.

The outlook for regional

contracting activity

Iraq has made the
most recent significant
investments in projects
currently under development”
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the offshore frontier areas of the Red Sea
and oil at Al-Haryd. The company
announced that it would spend US$25bn
in exploration & production (E&P) work to
develop oil and gas resources in the Red
Sea, and following seismic activity, it is
estimated that the region contains 100bn
barrels of oil equivalent (boe). Although
the development of the asset is on hold
due to the current costs and requirement
for further studies, the size of the
potential resource is extremely significant
for the region. Furthermore, deep water
discoveries traditionally lend themselves
to subsea technical expertise, an area that
the region has limited experience in, and
with rig rates falling, we could soon see
an increase in exploration drilling
applications for these deeper waters.

UAE pushes ahead
In the UAE, Abu Dhabi is attracting a lot
of attention from operators, not least
because of the ADCO (Abu Dhabi
Company for Onshore Petroleum
Operations) concessions that are currently
being renewed. Shell is proposing to
invest US$10bn in the Abu Dhabi Onshore
and Offshore Sour Gas Development
Programme, Bab Field, which will be
developed to produce 500-800mn cubic
feet per day of gas. Fluor (UK) has been
awarded the FEED for the project and
WorleyParsons (Vancouver) has the
project management consulting (PMC) for
the FEED. Engineering, procurement &
construction (EPC) contracts are expected
to be awarded in 2017. This project follows
hot on the heels of Hosn Gas’ US$10bn
investment in the Shah Field, also
associated with the sour gas programme
that is now in production. 
Additionally, the national oil company

Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
(ADNOC), through its operating arm
ADMA-OPCO (Abu Dhabi Marine
Operating Company), is proposing a
substantial US$25bn investment in Abu
Dhabi Offshore Oil Production Capacity
Enhancement to increase total oil
production capacity in the UAE to 3.5mn
bpd by 2017-18. This sum alone reflects a
sharp increase from the US$5.6bn that
ADNOC has already invested in its various
projects currently under development. 

All eyes on Iran
Meanwhile, all eyes are focused on Iran
as we await news regarding the lifting of
sanctions. The country could become a
major marketplace in the not too distant
future, with tremendous opportunities
emerging for the supply chain.
Furthermore, much of the existing
infrastructure remains dated and
unmaintained, as the country has not

been able to source spares and upgrades
that were originally procured from the
West. This will result in significant
opportunities for operations &
maintenance (O&M) players. 
The development of the South Pars

gas field remains the focus of investment
with US$13bn already committed to
phases 13 and 14 by the National Iranian
Oil Company (NIOC). The SP14 Block is
located in the south central sector of the
South Pars gas field and has estimated
natural gas reserves of 13.1 Tcf (370
billion cubic metres). Plans are in place to
deliver 24 phases for this significant
development. In addition, NIOC is
proposing to invest US$5bn to develop
the Madar gas field, planned to start up in
2020, which has around 495 bcm of in-
place gas with an 80 per cent expected
recovery rate. 

Pars Oil & Gas Company (POGC), an
operator under the NIOC umbrella, is
another major player in Iran. Like ADNOC,
its budget for future developments
(US$11bn) outstrips its Capex on active
projects (only US$7.2mn). This includes a
proposed US$6bn investment in Golshan
and Ferdowsi gas fields, located 65km

southwest of the Iranian Coasts in the
Gulf, holding 42-56 tcf of in-place gas.
Iran’s current lead in future developments
is thought to be just the beginning, and it
can be certain that as and when sanctions
are removed, the country could prove to
be the focus for UK companies operating
in the energy sector.

Oman’s EOR potential
Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) continues to
have a lot of potential in Oman, with
associated methods currently capable of
increasing recovery from the typical 30-50
per cent quantity up to 80 per cent.
Although these technologies are at a
relatively early stage in the Middle East,
Oman is leading the way in
implementation, with the major operator
Petroleum Development Oman (PDO)
anticipating that 22 per cent of its
production will come from enhanced
recovery by 2020. 
The Middle East has always been an

attractive market for UK companies, and
although our data indicates a decline in
contracting activity for the future, there
remain significant opportunities in the
region, with Iran in particular being one to
watch. This is reflected by the popularity
of ADIPEC (Abu Dhabi International
Petroleum Exhibition & Conference),
which now hosts the EIC’s largest
overseas pavilion. ADIPEC itself has
grown to be one of the world’s largest oil
and gas trade shows, and is surely a
testament to the high value that the
Middle East brings to the UK supply
chain. n

Source: EIC

Much of the existing
infrastructure remains dated
and unmaintained”
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P
RIOR TO MACONDO, the shape and scale of the approach to
oil spill preparedness and response had been determined by
the marine transportation oil spills through the later decades
of the twentieth century. The frequency and severity of these

maritime oil spills led to a range of regulatory and industry initiatives
including international conventions, changes in vessel design,
development of crew competency as well as a broad acceptance
that national governments are better placed to have national
contingency plans in place and to lead the response to a major oil
spill within their jurisdiction. The result of all these initiatives has
been a steady decline in the number of major maritime oil spills
through the late 1990s to the present time. 

The upstream industry, sustained by a long track record of
offshore drilling without serious incident, operated under this
paradigm until the Montara (Australia, 2009) and Macondo (Gulf of

Mexico, 2010) incidents highlighted the particular challenges to oil
spill preparedness and response that exploration and production
activity can bring. The intent by the industry in the last five years on
strengthening oil spill preparedness and response capability for
upstream activities has been highlighted by the collaboration across
the Joint Industry Project (JIP) work groups and the significant
investment in developing an industry subsea intervention capability. 

Contingency planning
Contingency planning has become more structured and detailed. A
comprehensive understanding of risk ensures that areas or
resources under threat from an oil spill are identified, the most
appropriate response strategies are developed and resourced and
that there is the opportunity to engage with the relevant
stakeholders in advance of any activity. A scenario-based approach to
contingency planning gives flexibility in determining the threats that
an oil spill presents to an operation and, importantly, ownership in
the accurate assessment and mitigation. 

Lengthy contingency plans that focused on regulatory approval
have evolved into more fit for purpose and functional plans. A
portfolio of contingency plans including site specific plans, tactical
response plans and logistics plans provides a more holistic and

Incidents such as the Macondo oil spill
have catalysed collaborative efforts to
strengthen oil spill preparedness and
response capability (Photo: ideum)

The approach to risk assessment and its mitigation has changed significantly post Macondo, says
Declan O’Driscoll, HSEQ director at Oil Spill Response Limited.

A new approach to prevent and 

respond to oil spills

Contingency planning has become
more structured and detailed”
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Unique regional challenges require customized completion 
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pragmatic capability to mitigating risk. The tools available to the
contingency planner have become more sophisticated with, notably,
three dimensional modelling becoming the norm to assess resources
at risk from an oil spill. Verifying that resources identified in a
contingency plan exist in practice and are accessible in the event of
an incident has also become more evident. 

The tiered response concept remains a key tenet in how to
deploy industry resources in the most effective way. The traditional
nine-box square has long been used to determine whether an oil spill
was a tier 1, 2 or 3 incident and, hence, what was the appropriate
level of response leading to an implied staging of resources. The
three tier model has recently been adapted, recognising the
advances in response technology, logistical capability and
communication tools that have improved the ability for global
resources to be cascaded to an incident location. A new capability
wheel now identifies 15 elements of spill response capability and
places the planning focus on assessing the capability for each
element in the area of operation in terms of what resources can be
sourced locally (tier 1) and what resources must be imported from
further afield (tier 2 or tier 3). This approach will give a more

integrated response and ensure that the necessary resources can be
cascaded in a timely manner into the area of operation. The approach
should be to maximise the initial response to an incident; scaling
down is inevitably easier than having to source and import additional
resources should an incident becomes more serious. 

The core of any capability is whether the responsible party for an
oil spill incident has the operational wherewithal to respond. Ever
more attention is justifiably focused on incident management
systems. The Incident Management System provides an
organisational structure that can be flexed to the scale of the
incident, as well as identifying the roles and responsibilities to deal
with it. The response to an upstream incident can be complex and
prolonged, requiring organisations to have both the capability and
experience to effectively manage the incident over an extended
period. In addition to this operational capability, regulators are also
now looking for financial assurance that a responsible party can
sustain a response. 

Technology developments
Technology developments offer opportunities to enhance the
encounter rate in combating oil spills. Dedicated aircraft with sensors
and communication tools can quickly relay key information on an oil
spill to the command centre. This facilitates greater speed and quality
in decision making and the initiation of the most appropriate
response strategy. Looking forward, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
and autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) offer further
opportunities to maximise encounter rates and monitor the progress
of a response. Perhaps, the greatest technological challenge in the
future will not be the lack of data but rather the ability to store and
process all the data from an ever-growing range of sources into a
timely and meaningful output to support decision-making. 

Intuitively, it would seem sensible to use the most effective
response strategy first in a response, but the application of
dispersants, which offers the best means of combating an oil spill on
the widest scale, remains a challenge in terms of approval and
strategic choice by regulators, and misunderstood by the media and
the community. Ensuring global consistency in dispersant approvals
and permitting is an industry priority, as is improving awareness on
the benefits of dispersants inside industry and in the community. 

Significant progress has been made in evolving and developing
the approach to risk assessment and resource planning in the last
five years. However, much of this progress has been led by a core
group of international oil companies, and it is important to ensure the
good practices that have either been reviewed or newly developed,
be disseminated throughout the wider industry if they are to be
sustained and adopted as the new benchmark of industry good
practice. While the current focus has been primarily on upstream
operations, industry should also be aware of new or emerging risks
(as well as maintaining focus on pre-existing shipping sourced risks)
that may arise and which may offer a new set of oil spill
preparedness and response challenges in the future. n

Significant progress has been made in evolving and developing the
approach to risk assessment and resource planning in the last five years
(Photo: Oil Spill Response Limited)

Technology developments offer
opportunities to enhance the encounter rate in
combating oil spills”
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Dedicated aircraft can relay key information on an oil spill to a control
centre (Photo: Brendon Rankin)
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I
N THE CURRENT climate of low oil prices,
innovations in the oil and gas industry
have taken a hit, according to a new
report. The Technology Radar 2015 from

Lloyd’s Register Energy says that 47 per
cent, or almost half the oil and gas
executives it surveyed, admitted to falling
short of their own innovation goals. This is
almost double the number of 26 per cent
who had said that they had fallen short of
their innovation goals in the spring of 2014.

The report, Innovating in a New
Environment, says that the current
environment is ripe for innovations, and
through interviews with senior industry
practitioners and a global survey of oil and
gas professionals, it provides a compelling
case for increased technological innovation
in the industry.

“The oil and gas industry is undergoing a
period of significant uncertainty,” said John
Wishart, group energy director at Lloyd’s
Register. “The oil price slowdown is clearly
impacting investment in innovation
initiatives. However, our report finds that
contrary to perceived wisdom, innovation
has a crucial role to play in the current

environment, where it creates operational
efficiencies and is cost-effective.”

In the opening part of Technology Radar
2015, the report considers the role for
innovation in the changing landscape and
concludes that the cyclical downturn should
be a driver of innovation, not a barrier.
Crucially for industry professionals, the
report outlines three scenarios for how
different oil prices may affect innovation,
examining the types of innovation that will
be prioritised in each scenario. The majority
of oil and gas executives believe the oil price
will sit between US$50-$70 per barrel in the
next year, with just more than a quarter
believing it will hover around US$70. It is
feared that this will hinder investment in
innovation in many cases.

“To innovate properly and achieve
business goals, companies must address a
number of common challenges, including
collaborating more openly, using data more
effectively and changing traditional mind-
sets,” added Wishart. “Encouragingly, our
findings show that overall the industry
understands the need for innovation and has
begun reaching out to other sectors to gain

technological insight.”
The report also looks at how executives

are placing increasing emphasis on
collaboration, both internally and outside of
the industry, as they adapt technologies
from other sectors. Two-thirds of
respondents say they are under pressure to
collaborate with other organisations within
the sector. When they do collaborate,
upstream companies focus on the early
stages of a project, and often around safety.
The report reveals an overarching cultural
shift is still required to fully integrate
genuine collaboration in innovation.

Finally, in part three the role for data
collection and analytics in driving innovation
is assessed, finding that more advanced
data collection and analytics are a must have
in the current low oil price environment.
Lack of data and systems integration across
different parts of the business are huge
barriers to successful data collection and
analytics, with silos the biggest cause of the
issue. n

The full Technology Radar 2015 report can
be found at www.lr.org/technologyradar.

Innovation can help the industry increase
operational and cost efficiencies 
(Photo: num_skyman/Shutterstock)

New study reveals the need for greater collaboration, data analysis and
cultural change to address innovation challenges.

Tough times in oil and gas call for

greater innovations
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T
HESE ARE CHALLENGING times for
the petroleum industry; the halving
of the oil price to less than US$50 a
barrel in the past year has left both

the upstream and downstream sectors in a
state of flux. There have also been rising
concerns that a China-led global economic
slowdown would drastically hit oil
consumption at a time of plentiful supply.

Despite these uncertainties, it is
important that the oil, gas and petrochemical
sectors continue in their efforts to find fresh
answers to the challenges, through
technology and catalytic innovations as well
as through optimised operational efficiency.
There remains a clear drive and commitment
to improve product specifications, increase
conversion, reduce emissions and increase
margins.

The response to this period of
uncertainty has varied, with many
companies preferring to delay projects for
the time being, adopting a wait-and-see
approach, although a significant number of
companies have driven ahead with planned
investments backed by sound financial
resources, as has been the case in the
Middle East region. The total investment for
the region during the next five years is
estimated at US$800bn, factoring in project
cost inflation.

Saudi Arabia remains the top investor
despite a noticeable shift in its approach –
Saudi Aramco has set a target of reducing
CAPEX by 20 per cent and has turned its
focus to driving operational excellence to
increase all round efficiency.

In Kuwait, KNPC recently awarded
contracts for the development of the Al-Zour
new refinery project (NRP), located 90km
south of Kuwait City. The grassroots refinery,
with a production capacity of 615,000 bbl/d
crude oil, will be developed in five packages,
and is expected to account for more than 40
per cent of the total refining capacity of the
country. It is set to be the largest in the
Middle East upon completion in 2019. KNPC
is considering integrating the Al Zour
refinery with a proposed petrochemical
complex and a liquefied natural gas (LNG)
import facility. This project, along with other
ongoing mega projects, is set to change the
landscape of the oil refining industry in the
region.

Navigating the challenges
The petrochemical industry is also navigating
many challenges and adapting to very
volatile feedstock prices, changes in global
supply and demand patterns, and strict
environmental regulations. The collapse in oil
prices has added another layer of complexity

to the fundamental changes taking place in
global energy markets and impacting the
dynamics of the petrochemical sector. 

The drop in naphtha prices has re-
addressed the competitive position of
European and Asian petrochemical
producers versus Middle East and US
producers. The global petrochemicals
landscape was changing prior to the collapse
of oil prices in the second half of 2014. A
large amount of petrochemical capacity has
been added in China, the USA and the
Middle East, threatening the fragile supply-
demand balance globally. The strategies
implemented by the petrochemical industry
in each region are quite distinct and are
shaped by the particular conditions and
characteristics of each region. Some of
these strategies have been challenged by
the decline in oil prices, leading to a
potential re-shaping of the global
petrochemical sector.

The Middle East enjoys the world’s
lowest cost ethylene production thanks to
cheap ethane – US$0.75 per million Btu

Ekaterina Kalinenko, project manager, Euro
Petroleum Consultants DMCC

Luisa Sykes, senior consultant, and Ekaterina Kalinenko, project manager, Europetro Consultants
DMCC, discuss the benefits of implementing Operational Excellence models.

Driving Operational Excellence in

refining & petrochem

The petrochemical
industry is navigating many
challenges and adapting to
very volatile feedstock prices”
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Luisa Sykes, senior consultant, Europetro
Consultants DMCC
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versus an average of US$3.5 per million Btu
in the USA in the last three years. The region
has seen substantial capacity additions in
the last decade – growing at an average of
10 per cent since 2008. The expansion rate
is expected to be more moderate in the
future, but several petrochemical projects
are still underway or at the planning stage.
The majority of the additional petrochemical
production will be targeting export markets.  

It becomes quite clear from
developments in several parts of the globe
that the expansion of the petrochemical
industry could lead to overcapacity and
intense competition amongst petrochemical
producers. The question facing many
petrochemical producers around the world is
how to cope with a greater degree of
uncertainty and still run profitable operations
and make the right investment decisions.
Petrochemical producers globally will need
to win competitive advantage to maintain or
increase market share based on feedstock
costs, location and efficient running of their
operations. Promoting maximum
organisational efficiency and improving
operational performance should be top
objectives for all petrochemical operations.

Promoting efficiency during
times of uncertainty 
In times of economic uncertainty,
companies are searching ways to maximise
their returns and obtain ‘the competitive
edge’. An effective way to promote these
objectives is to implement Operational
Excellence models, which are gaining a good
track record within the oil, gas and
petrochemical industries. Many

petrochemical companies are adopting
Operational Excellence models using Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure
business and operational systems such as
management and leadership, loss production
and control, production optimisation,
reliability and maintenance, etc. 

The main objective of Operational
Excellence programmes is to neutralise risk
and maximise value creation. The
Operational Excellence approach is placing
people at the centre of business
improvement practices. Key drivers of
Operational Excellence for improving
organisational performance include strong
leadership; conductive organisational
structure; and a clear focus and plan of
action. Strong leadership implies
commitment by corporate leaders to
embrace the Operational Excellence
approach – the leadership must present
clear and unambiguous goals and plans. A
suitable organisational structure can be
categorised as including a well-informed
workforce with well integrated team
structures, a clear line of accountability and
performance measurements and

motivational feedback on goals and
achievements within the teams. A clear
focus and plan of action is the ‘touchstone’
of the Operational Excellence process,
requiring a good communication system. The
aim is to identify all the areas which need to
be tackled and improved, with particular
emphasis for training and development. A
clear plan of action is designed to promote
best practices and work towards improving
organisational performance.

The successful implementation
of Operational Excellence
programmes
The programme developed and
implemented by Petrochemical Industries
Company (PIC) is a good example of a
successful Operational Excellence project.
The achieved results were presented at the
International Operational Excellence
Conference organised by Euro Petroleum
Consultants last spring in Istanbul.

Based in Kuwait, PIC was founded in
1963 as the first chemical fertilizer complex
of its kind in the region. Today, PIC is a
petrochemical industry leader in Kuwait and
throughout the Middle East. In addition to
manufacturing and marketing fertilizers,
olefins and aromatics in Kuwait, PIC
participates in multiple joint ventures that
also produce and market chemicals both
locally and internationally.

At the initial stage of the programme
development, PIC’s concept of operational
improvements implied formulation of vision,
strategy and objectives. The company
decided to develop the programme on the
basis of three classical principles: Lean

The region has seen substantial
capacity additions over the last decade

(Photo: nekoho / Shutterstock)

Promoting maximum
organisational efficiency and
improving operational
performance should be top
objectives”
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Production (Lean), Quality Management (Six
Sigma) and Project Management (PM). 
Among the top priorities were HR

performance, focus on the consumer’s
individual needs, and the process approach
under the slogan “Better, Faster, Cheaper!”.
The operational performance metric included
criteria such as expenditure level, production
cycle time and rejection rate. Improvements
were introduced by using a standard
procedure aimed at building a knowledge
management system as the backbone for
further optimisation. A critical factor was
effective employee engagement, i.e. explicit
goal-setting and adequate incentives,
effective interaction and communication, and
a consistent process of project evaluation
and selection. Such a process needs to be
well established, continuous and consider
borrowing needs.    
According to PIC, as a result of

continuous leadership training of top
managers, annual awareness sessions and
quarterly training for identifying improvement
possibilities the company saved US$173mn,
successfully completed 524 projects,
obtained 84 certified project managers
(leaders), acquired new competencies and
revised the corporate culture to conform to
the best global practices.    

Ambitious goals
Operational Excellence was no less topical
for Russian petrochemical companies. One
of the most remarkable examples is the new
production system developed under the
Operational Excellence programme and
implemented at the enterprises of the

Russian petrochemical giant PJSC SIBUR
HOLDING.
SIBUR is a Russian gas processing and

petrochemicals company headquartered in
Moscow. It operates 26 production sites
located all over Russia and employs over
25,000 personnel.
SIBUR pursued an ambitious goal – to

gain Operational Excellence and become
world-class in terms of market
competitiveness, return on assets and
production competencies. The efforts were
focused towards the creating of a system of
unified principles, standards and procedures
to form the kernel of the corporate culture
for continuous improvement of the whole
company.

The system was built by reorganising the
company culture, in the first place, through
integration of the leadership vision and
practices; teamwork in addressing problems;
diagnostics of the business goals described
above; implementation mechanism
structuring (analysis – implementation –
maintenance); and release of the available
added value potential. Apart from attaining

the global objectives, the expected
deliverables included the development of a
‘road map’ with sustainable annual cost
recovery, a significant increase in the daily
average output and perceivable
improvements in the corporate culture. The
programme was developed with
international cooperation – SIBUR used
consultancy of DuPont in building its
Operational Excellence system. 
The Operational Excellence pilot project

was launched at SIBUR’s synthetic rubber
plant. The top priority task was to optimise
workplaces and motivate the staff to get
involved in generating ideas for performance
improvement. It was elimination of losses
and recognition of each participant’s
contribution to the plant’s performance that
was used as the foundation for the
improvement programme. The results
obtained built a case for rolling the programme
out across the entire organisation.
Tomskneftekhim, another SIBUR plant

and one of the largest Russian polymer
producers, has also benefitted from the
implementation of the Operational
Excellence programme. The first stage of
the programme was to train key executives
to understand the principles of the
programme. In the opinion of the company’s
management, organisational changes
depend on how well managers understand
the essence of the corporate improvement
culture and the actual results impacting the
workplace where the updated plant
management system is expected to have
maximum effect. 
As the improvement projects were being

implemented, the updated estimates
showed a two-fold growth in the economic
benefit of the projects, with work time
losses reduced by 40 per cent and the
increase in the plant’s profitability nearly 20
times as high as the consultancy costs.

Best operational results
Both refining and petrochemical industries
need to adapt to the high level of uncertainty
and volatility in energy markets and still
remain competitive. Investing in projects
benefiting from competitive advantage is one
of the keys for success, as is having a clear
view of the most promising markets and
clients. Investing in Operational Excellence
will guarantee best practices, best results
and best operational performance.
Operational Excellence models are being
widely applied across the petrochemical
industry as the positive impact of the
implementation of these models becomes
more evident. These models are based on
the concept of leadership, teamwork and
problem solving, aiming to create a
continuous improvement environment
throughput the organisation –  focusing on
client/market requirements and optimising all
activities for best operational results. n

Operational Excellence models
are being widely applied across
the petrochemical industry 
(Photo: arka38/Shutterstock)

Investing in
Operational Excellence will
guarantee best practices,
best results and best
operational performance”
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IRAN’S EXPORTS OF petrochemicals hit
2.48mn tonnes in the first six months of
the current Iranian calendar year (started
on 21 March 2015), bringing in more than
US$1.63bn revenue to the country, the
SHANA news agency has reported. 

The country’s petrochemical output is
anticipated to take a year-end hike once
Phases 15, 16, 17, and 18 of the South
Pars gas field come on-stream, swelling
revenue from the sector up to US$2bn,
reports added. 

Iran’s petrochemical sector has also
set an annual output target of around
129mn tonnes by the end of the country’s
sixth five-year development plan (2016-
2021), Hamidreza Rostami, planning and
management head of Iran’s National
Petrochemical Company, has said. 

Increasing amounts of foreign
financing as well as effective planning by
the Oil Ministry will contribute to
realisation of the goal. This enhanced
production is especially brought about by
the pumping of US$11.5bn into the sector
during the sixth development plan and
also, accomplishment of 122 progressive
petrochemical projects. The official further
noted the petrochemical sector will have
brought in US$40bn revenue for the
country by 2021 when the sixth
development plan is over.

Also, pumping US$41bn into 36 new
projects will bring about an annual
petrochemical production of around
180mn tonnes. 

Iran had exported around US$14bn of
petrochemical products in 2014, the Fars
news agency reported in April this year,
down from more than US$18bn in 2011.

SABIC AND SOUTH Korean petrochemical company
SK Global Chemical’s new US$640mn industrial plant
will manufacture a range of high-performance
polyethylene products using Nexlene™ Solution
Technology in Ulsan, South Korea.
The 50-50 joint venture holding company, SABIC SK

Nexlene Company (SSNC) was established last July
and is headquartered in Singapore. Its wholly-owned
subsidiary, Korea Nexlene Company (KNC), owns the
plant in Ulsan, which has an annual capacity of
230,000 tonnes. 
“The new industrial facility will enhance the

petrochemical industries through innovating world
unique solutions utilising Nexlene technology,” said
SABIC chairman Prince Saud bin Abdullah bin
Thenayan al Saud. 
“Through this cutting-edge technology we will be

able to meet our customers’ needs around the world,
through a more advanced, high value, and unique, customer-focused selection of products.”
The plant will produce metallocene linear low density polyethylene (mLLDPE), polyolefin

plastomers (POP) and polyolefin elastomers (POE) that will meet the growing needs of diverse
industries such as advanced packaging, automotive, healthcare, footwear and electrical and lighting.
“We are very pleased to take this latest step in our partnership with SK Global Chemical, which

further expands SABIC’s presence worldwide,” said Yousef Al-Benyan, SABIC’s acting vice chairman
and CEO. 
“This new plant symbolises our determination to open new markets and underscores our position

as a global leader  – a major goal of our 2025 strategy.”

KUWAIT’S NATIONAL PETROLEUM
Company (KNPC) has announced that it will
soon sign the main contracts awarded to
companies for the new Al-Zour oil Refinery.

Construction of the 615,000 bpd refinery,
which is touted to be the largest in the
Middle East, could be a major boost to
Kuwait’s economy. “This is an important

milestone,” KNPC CEO Mohammed Al-
Mutairi told Reuters.

Al-Mutairi added that the commissioning
of the refinery is expected to start in
November 2019 and the project cost is
about US$15.9bn. Heavy oil from new fields
in the country will be used at the refinery to
produce low-sulfur diesel, 340,000 bpd of
high value light products and 225,000 bpd of
fuel oil to feed power-generation plants in
the country.

Commissioning for Kuwait’s Clean Fuel
Project is also expected to begin in April
2018. The project includes the upgrade and
expansion of two of Kuwait’s largest
refineries to focus on producing higher-value
products for export, such as diesel and
kerosene.

“We are in the final stages of talking
with the government on corporate
financing,” he said.

Al-Mutairi added that the company would
look to finance 70 per cent of the project
externally and the other 30 per cent would
be funded internally through the Kuwait
Petroleum Corporation (KPC).

A tender to build a permanent LNG
import terminal will close in November 2015,
with the awarding of contracts for the
project expected by early 2016, Al-Mutairi
revealed.The cost of the 85mn cu/m per day
terminal is about US$2.9bn.

Iran’s petchem exports hit 
close to 2.5mn tonnes 

Kuwait set to sign Al-Zour refinery contracts

SABIC and South Korean firm’s new plant to create
polyethylene products

Al-Mutairi has confirmed KNPC’s plans to
discuss building an integrated petrochemical
complex at the site (Photo: zandura577/sxc.hu)

 Petrochemicals

Iran’s petrochemical sector has set an annual
output target of around 129mn tonnes by the
end of 2021 (Image source: Louis Vest/Flickr)

The new facilities mark the latest SABIC
investments in manufacturing and research
capability in Asia after its partnership with
the China Petrochemical Corporation
(Sinopec) and the SABIC Technology Center
in Shanghai, inaugurated in 2013 (Photo:
Wikimedia Commons)
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PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION IN the
GCC rose by 8.3 per cent in 2014,
making it the second-highest growth
region in the world, according to the
latest industry report by Gulf
Petrochemicals and Chemicals
Association (GPCA).

With revenues reaching almost
US$88bn in 2014, the petrochemicals
industry contributed to 31 per cent of
the GCC’s total manufacturing GDP, the
report added. However, the falling oil
price and economic slowdown in China
have had a direct negative impact on
petrochemical prices, with revenues
declining from US$89.4bn in 2013,
according to the GCC Petrochemicals
and Chemicals Facts and Figures 2014,
which will be released at the 10th Annual
GPCA Forum in November 2015.

Abdulwahab Al-Sadoun, secretary
general of GPCA, said, “The health of
the global economy since the decline in
oil prices and the slowdown of the
Chinese economy, combined with the
possibility of a nuclear deal with Iran,
contributed to weak petrochemicals
prices and created a difficult near-term
outlook for the global petrochemicals and
chemicals sector.

“Given that the GCC petrochemicals
producers are not price-setters, it means
that Gulf producers need to be more
agile, collaborative and innovative to
succeed.”

Al-Sadoun added that looking ahead,
the long-term scenario is more positive.
The industry is expected to grow at six
per cent per annum over the next five
years, with the region producing more
than 190mn tonnes of petrochemicals
annually by 2020. “The drive into higher
value products such as speciality and
performance chemicals is gaining
momentum and is expected to act as a
catalyst for an even stronger growth of
the GCC petrochemical industry in the
years to come.”

As the region’s largest petrochemical
producer, Saudi Arabia’s manufacturing
portfolio comprised 63 per cent of the
region’s chemical portfolio and earned
US$68.3bn, followed by Qatar’s
revenues of almost US$8bn. 

The GCC’s total chemical capacity for
2014 exceeded 136.2mn tonnes. The
strong sector attracted considerable GCC
nationals into its workforce in 2014, with
a nationalisation rate of 67 per cent
among GPCA member companies.

ABU DHABI NATIONAL Oil Company (ADNOC) has restarted a secondary unit at its newly expanded
Ruwais Refinery and has increased its operating rates to over 80 per cent, according to industry
sources.
The Ruwais Refinery, with a total capacity of 922,000 bpd, lowered its run rate to just above 70 per

cent in August this year after it unexpectedly shut its residue fluid catalytic cracker (RFCC) — a unit
which processes heavy fuel oil into higher value products such as diesel and gasoline.
Once fully commissioned, the expanded refinery is expected to produce an additional eight million

tonnes a year of diesel and another four million tonnes a year of jet fuel on top of the current five
million tonnes of diesel and six million tonnes of jet fuel.
The RFCC was restarted beginning October and is currently running at near maximum capacity,

one of the sources said.
The refinery was operating at close to 95 per cent in the first two weeks of October, before

reducing to between 80 and 85 per cent currently, the source added. The reason for the reduction in
capacity since early October was not immediately clear, but is normal as crude oil intake fluctuates,
the source said.
ADNOC will also likely increase its term volumes for its jet fuel and diesel exports for next year,

though this will depend on the market outlook, the sources said.
The refinery signed term contracts to supply ultra low sulphur diesel for exports for the first time

from July 2015 to June 2016 and resumed its jet fuel exports for the period after skipping them from
July 2014 to June 2015.

FRANCE’S TOTAL AND state-owned oil firm Saudi Aramco have expressed interest in
expanding petrochemical production at their joint refining project, SATORP, in Saudi Arabia.

Jean-Jacques Mosconi, senior vice-president for refining and petrochemicals in the Middle
East and Asia, told Reuters that the expansion would be large and involve production of linear
alpha olefins, poly alpha olefins and elastomers.

However, he added that the partners would need to solve the issue of obtaining natural
gas supplies before moving on to detailed studies of the project, which the companies have
been considering for several years. “Total and Saudi Aramco remain interested in this project
but to launch it we need gas allocations, and we are working on that,” said Mosconi.

The Kingdom’s petrochemical companies have been struggling to expand production
because of limited gas supplies, although the country is spending billions of dollars on
locating and developing new supplies. Satorp, located in Jubail, is a 400,000 bpd refinery
complex which produces about one million tonnes of petrochemicals annually. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Aramco is also considering building a US$20bn refining and
petrochemical complex at Yanbu on the Red Sea coast. The new refinery would have a
capacity of 400,000 bpd and be located next to an existing refinery at Yanbu, which has a
capacity of 240,000 bpd. According to company sources, UK-based Amec Foster Wheeler
was expected to win the contract to execute front-end engineering and design (FEED) work
for the project. The project, planning for which is still in the initial stages, is likely to be
completed in 2023, if it goes ahead.

GCC petchem output rises by 
8.3 per cent in 2014

Saudi Arabian refinery may see rise in production

UAE’s Ruwais Refinery resumes operations
to increase fuel oil exports

SATORP, located in Jubail, is a 400,000 bpd
refinery complex which produces about one
million tonnes of petrochemicals annually

 Petrochemicals
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S
UPPORT FOR THE World Bank’s
’Zero Routine Flaring by 2030’
initiative is gaining momentum in the
Middle East as the oil and gas

industry looks to alternative solutions to end
routine gas flaring and address heightened
climate change concerns.
According to a report prepared by the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOOA) in co-operation with
the World Bank-led Global Gas Flaring
Reduction Partnership, Saudi Arabia, Oman
and Qatar are among the top 20 countries
with the highest volume of flared gas, based
on the satellite data for the period 2007 to
2011. Russia, Nigeria, Iran, Iraq and the
United States topped the list. 
The World Bank estimates that flaring

140bcm would cause more than 350 million
tonnes (mt) of CO2 release into the
atmosphere. This is equivalent to the
combined gas consumption of Kuwait, Iraq,
Oman, Qatar and the UAE in 2013.
Capturing the flared or vented gas

presents an opportunity for Middle East and
global operators to reduce the
environmental impact, as well as providing
an economic opportunity to generate an
additional revenue stream. 

To address both the need to end routine
gas flaring and tackle climate change
concerns, DNV GL has conducted new
research ‘Natural Gas Capture – Clean and
Economic’, which examines the viability of
alternative solutions and their revenue
potential. 
The conceptual study involved looked at

four existing oil and gas facilities, onshore in

North Dakota, Algeria and Russia and
offshore Vietnam, which provided a variety
of volumes and rates of gas being flared.
This enabled the team to model a range of
diverse technologies on real locations and
field conditions, as most flaring occurs at
either ageing and/or remote installations.

Understanding gas flaring
challenges
A number of factors can impact on the drive
and desire to undertake a reduction in gas
flaring. Existing solutions are mature for
large-scale applications, but fewer
technologies have been used commercially
at the small-scale level. This is perhaps due
to uncertainty in the industry about the
viability of capturing the gas at these levels. 
Retrofits and transportation of recovered

gas to processing facilities can be costly.
Without a global cost penalty for emitted
carbon there is seen to be little benefit to

capture the flared gas, particularly in
countries with developing economies.
Similarly, different geographies throw up
various technical, regulatory and economic
drivers and limitations. Access to funding to
develop projects and the implementation of
technologies is also a major factor.
In the Middle East we find that flaring

often occurs at ageing and remote locations
and can be cheaper due to subsidised
internal pricing. Regulatory mechanisms are
quite loose, although a number of countries
in the Middle East now have national
strategies to reduce the amount of flaring
and other environmental initiatives to reduce
emissions. This is underpinned by strong
commitments to improve the environmental
footprint of the industry in some countries.
For example, the Qatar National Vision 2030
places significant emphasis on
environmental aspects. Furthermore,
operators in the country have initiated

DNV GL has conducted new research
‘Natural Gas Capture – Clean and
Economic’, which examines the
viability of alternative solutions and
their revenue potential

Martin Layfield, global segment leader of the Gas Value Chain with
DNV GL, looks at prospects and initiatives for reducing gas flaring.

Creating value from flared 

natural gas

A number of
countries in the Middle East
now have national strategies
to reduce flaring”
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significant targets to reduce flaring levels.
Unlike the USA, the Middle East does not,
however, have penalties in place to scale
production if flare targets are not achieved.
Notably, audience discussions during the

2nd Annual Gas Flaring Summit in Abu
Dhabi largely centred around solutions to
reduce the amount of flared gas. This might

consist of checking process upset, good
maintenance procedures, flare
modifications, installation of flare gas
recovery units, flare modifications, etc.
However, little was on the agenda around
how flared gas might be captured to
generate a revenue stream and provide
societal benefit, and the volumes that will
continue to be flared still present an
economic opportunity for natural gas
capture.    
Such societal uses for valuable resources

could have highly sustainable environmental
benefits. The DNV GL work has
demonstrated that there are a number of
high potential capture and utilisation
methods for onshore production in the
Middle East for example, including water

desalination as well as gas conversion
options and transportation methods.
Where there are carbon emissions

regulations in place, there is obviously more
incentive to capture the waste from gas
flaring. As a result of new limits that have
been introduced in the USA, new
technologies are emerging with a variety of
solutions. Since issuing their research, DNV
GL has seen a number of companies
approach them for assistance with the
qualification process to help establish their
technologies in the market.

Developing technology solutions
Gas flaring releases toxic components and
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere that
can have harmful effects on the health and

Figure 1

Greater awareness
and understanding of the
technical and economic
possibilities for gas flaring is
needed”
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wellbeing of local communities as well as contributing to climate
change.
If the 350 million tonnes of CO2 estimated by the World Bank to

come from flaring 140bcm could be harnessed for power, it could
produce 750 billion kilowatt hours per year, more than Africa’s entire
annual consumption.
During the conceptual study, the company considered the techno-

economic viability of 19 different conversion methods (as
summarised in Figure 1). These were considered at different flow
rates, gas composition and the distance to market. Over 150
suppliers/vendors and their technologies/methods were researched. 
By examining the most cost-effective ways of transporting the

gas and to convert the gas into products of a higher value, they were
able to identify opportunities to produce valuable product alternatives
like ammonia, ethanol, gas to liquids and hydrogen.  
Other novel techniques examined considered how to bring the

market closer to the source of the flaring and capturing it in-situ.
These included water desalination, gas to power, LPG and natural
gas liquids recovery and carbon black. 
In the Bakken shale region of the USA, the fracking process

generates produced water. Using desalination can clean that water
and use it for local communities as a water source. Although some
solutions might be immature for near-term implementation, current
applications such as micro LNG, compressed natural gas, natural gas
hydrates (NGHs) and conversion methods can deliver significant
benefits, and are proving to do so in some cases in certain markets
like North America.
Many of the novel techniques explored in the DNV GL study,

particularly for small-scale capture of natural gas, are maturing well in
the USA, but have yet to be adopted elsewhere. Innovation is being
largely driven by the US shale industry.
By using the four case studies with small-scale gas flow rates,

the study proved that economically viable solutions to assist in
carbon abatement and develop flare gas for societal use are possible.
The solutions proposed by the study analysed the techno-

economics of specific cases at a variety of small scale ranges. These
are largely dependent on the flow rate, gas compositions and
distance to market, and the viability of different technologies will vary
accordingly. It is a complex process to determine suitable technology
solutions as alternatives to flaring, and the flowchart (see Figure 2)
shows the methodology used by DNV GL in carrying out the
conceptual study. 
The technology solutions and means of transportation explored

can also be applied to: 
• Monetisation of small-scale stranded gas fields
• Monetisation of associated gas from extended well tests 
• Resolve demands at remote areas where there is no infrastructure 
• Capturing vented gas. 

The future for gas flaring
Though support for the World Bank’s ’Zero Routine Flaring by 2030’
initiative is gaining momentum, greater awareness and
understanding of the technical and economic possibilities for gas
flaring is needed to encourage commitment from operators and
policy makers. As such, DNV GL has been developing a decision
support tool to screen options for developers and operators and
facilitate a quick evaluation of the most viable technologies prior to
more detailed feasibility studies. In the Middle East, discussions
need to include natural gas capture as well as the drive to improve
operational processes to reduce flaring. 
New technologies – or smarter uses of existing products and

tools – are one answer to generating new value chains and revenue
streams. However, if the industry is serious about ending routine gas
flaring and addressing climate change concerns, it also needs to
overcome the non-technical hurdles such as financial investment,
time and resource commitment and the requirement for regulatory
and legal frameworks. n

Technology 
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D
EPLETING OIL RESERVES are increasingly becoming
dependent on enhanced oil recovery (EOR). Dow offers
chemistries to help achieve more efficient flow; control
contaminants, scale and microbes; and enhance all phases

of an asset’s performance.
Many of Dow’s products and solutions for EOR enhance already

existing EOR operations. For instance, the CO2 conformance control
solution is often implemented several years after initial CO2 injection.
Due to the relatively young miscible CO2 EOR projects in the region,
the solution is awaiting implementation. Dow is participating in a trial
for the improvement of water flooding in region via the use of novel
surfactants for wettability alteration of carbonate reservoirs.  The trial
is in the late planning stages.

EOR technologies 
Dow’s innovative technologies help reach and recover more oil in
tertiary recovery operations. On the one hand, Dow, as a leading

There has been a growing interest from regional oil
and gas players to implement secondary and tertiary

schemes during the production planning process

Adriano Gentilucci, commercial director – IMEA, Dow Oil, Gas & Mining, explains how Dow’s
innovative technologies can help reach and recover more oil in tertiary operations.

Innovative EOR technologies can

thrive in low oil prices

Dow helps provide solutions to the
treatment of seawater and produced water
prior to injection by using physical separation
systems such as ion exchange, ultra-filtration
and reverse osmosis”
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global manufacturer of surfactants, can develop customised
surfactant formulations for specific reservoir conditions depending on
the field characteristics. For instance, the ELEVATE™ line of CO2
foaming surfactants help to improve CO2 conformance in
heterogeneous reservoirs or those with mobility control or gravity
override issues. Also, reservoir conditions – such as natural fractures
in the reservoir rock or resistance from heavier or more viscous oils –
can cause traditional water flooding to be less effective in injection
operations. The addition of a surfactant from ELEVATE™ lines can
further increase oil recovery by lower surface tension between oil
and the reservoir rock. To effectively apply this solution in an oilfield,
the technical service and support team offers reservoir evaluations
and modelling, customised product selection and validation,
economic evaluations and field implementation. 
Secondly, Dow has delivered state-of-the-art water treatment

technologies such as DOW FILMTEC™ reverse osmosis membranes
and nano-filtration elements that are being used worldwide. Globally,
oil operators are able to customise the water salinity for maximum
efficiency of water floods using Dow membranes. The use of
customised water salinity, sometimes referred to as Smart Water,
has been proven to be one of the most efficient ways of extracting
oil, especially in the Middle East. Dow’s approach in the Middle East
is to work very closely with operators and research institutes,
leveraging the expertise and local knowledge of its oil and gas, water
treatment and microbial control teams, to provide a multi-disciplinary
approach to addressing the region’s challenging conditions.

Optimising costs and efficiency
Gentilucci says that EOR techniques that have low capital costs can
thrive in low oil price environments, when operators look to extend
lives of existing assets rather than investing in high cost exploration
activities. Nonetheless, the incremental cost of additional oil
recovered is an important factor in the implementation of EOR
projects. “Our R&D experience, backed by the support of our global

technical service team, delivers cost-effective and environmentally
sensitive solutions to enhance all phases of an asset’s performance.” 

Growing demand in the Middle East
There has been a growing interest from regional oil and gas players
to implement secondary and tertiary schemes during the production
planning process, as less than 30 per cent of the original oil in place
is recovered through primary production methods. In Middle East
oilfields, injection of seawater as an EOR technique is widely used
and is critical in maintaining the production of crude (on an average
10-15 per cent extra oil).

However, the key challenges to implementing EOR in this region
are mainly technical in nature — the region has significant reserves
in tight carbonate formations that have made it difficult to implement
polymer based EOR. Much of the region has fresh water scarcity and
projects must incorporate water treatment for injection and produced
water treatment.  
Dow helps provide solutions for the treatment of seawater and

produced water prior to injection by using physical separation
systems such as ion exchange, ultra-filtration and reverse osmosis.
Dow is also developing surfactant formulations that can be used in
carbonate formations, which prove to be an obstacle to using a
variety of traditional surfactants. 

Capturing CO2 for vertical conformance
Another trend that the company is witnessing in the region,
especially in the UAE and Oman, are increasing efforts to capture
CO2 for use in EOR operations. However, we know that tertiary oil
recovery using CO2 is an inefficient process if the CO2 is in
supercritical form, since its lower viscosity to water and oil can lead
to a number of conformance issues. Dow’s ELEVATE CO2 EOR
Conformance Solution addresses exactly this problem. ELEVATE™
uses ‘foams’ of supercritical CO2 fluid and water in the formation to
alter the mobility and improve vertical conformance. These changes
can lead to decreased CO2 utilisation rates and, ultimately, help
move more oil up the pipe.“Dow is also focused on helping preserve
the asset integrity and the control of microbial growth in the oil by
offering solutions that can remove sulphates from the injected
seawater, such as DOW FILMTEC™ SR90 elements and also highly
efficient and environmentally friendly biocides,” adds Gentilucci.

Looking forward to ADIPEC 2015
As the leading oil and gas industry event in the region, ADIPEC is an
excellent platform to showcase Dow’s innovations across the oil and
gas value chain, to the largest audience of industry players in the
region, according to the commercial director. 
Some of the innovations to be highlighted at ADIPEC this year will

include solutions for exploration and production – EMBARK™
Rheology Modifiers, ACCENT™ Scale Inhibitors, DEMTROL™
Demulsifiers; microbial control – AQUCAR™ Water Treatment
Biocides; water treatment – DOW IntegraPac™ Skid pre-engineered
ultra-filtration, DOW FILMTEC™ Reverse Osmosis Membranes;
transmission – HYPERLASTTM, NEPTUNETM Insulation systems; and
refining and gas processing – AMINE MANAGEMENTSM Program,
UCARSOL™ and SELEXOL™ Specialty Solvents, DOWTHERMTM

Heat Transfer Fluids. n
Adriano Gentilucci, commercial director  –
IMEA, Dow Oil, Gas & Mining

Our R&D experience, backed by the
support of our global technical service team,
delivers cost-effective and environmentally
sensitive solutions to enhance all phases of an
asset’s performance”
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Continuing our annual presence at this prestigious event, 
Bapco is indeed proud to participate in ADIPEC 2015. Global 
insight, technical sessions and panel discussions beckon as we  
descend upon Abu Dhabi from November 9-12, 2015 to engage in one 

 
Come visit Bapco’s stand at ADIPEC 2015 this November and meet 
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A
S THE SEARCH for hydrocarbons
increasingly requires drilling and
production in challenging
environments, the associated risks

are magnified. This is particularly relevant in
the current climate of US$50 oil, where
significant pressure is placed on realising
value and maintaining positive cashflow
against reduced revenues. The sheer volume
of data that now requires to be processed,
and the pace of operations in today’s
competitive marketplace, can also present a
challenge. Operators, be they National Oil
Companies or smaller independents, are all
exposed to risks associated with optimal
planning. 

Successfully executing any oil and gas
project – regardless of market conditions –
requires input from a range of specialists
whose expertise is needed at various stages
of the exploration and production life cycle.
With current industry pressures resulting in
much tighter financial margins, the
development and implementation of more
cost-effective methodologies is proving to be
critical. Increasingly, specific technical
capabilities are being used to improve the
efficiency of a development, reducing risk
and optimising well productivity. This in turn
can improve the return on CAPEX and OPEX
investment, whilst maintaining safe and
efficient operations. 

In a typical oil and gas field development,
production optimisation begins once the
exploration and appraisal stages are
complete. Ideally, specialist input is required
early in the well planning process, and
continues through to assisting with
completion design and well construction.
Experts in niche specialisms such as core
analysis, geomechanics, formation damage,
production technology, drilling optimisation,
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), well
and reservoir engineering, advanced drilling
techniques and well integrity, are among the
technical authorities sought by most
operators looking to optimise the production
of a well. 

Taking a holistic approach
Within LR Senergy, we are acutely aware of
the technical challenges and financial
constraints facing operators and we have,
over the years, established several groups
which align to optimise production. By
providing an integrated approach, the
technical capabilities of all the specialisms
required in production optimisation can be
delivered in a systematic and efficient
manner. The combined and proven expertise
is therefore delivered and project-managed
via a single source, ensuring effective
collaboration and greater efficiency. We
believe that taking a holistic approach to
production optimisation produces the best
results. 

Independent experts in areas such as
core analysis or production chemistry are
absolutely capable of delivering an effective
and technically accurate service. However,
where a more efficient offering can be
demonstrated in terms of value, is via an all-
inclusive approach – looking at and
considering the impact of the whole project
as opposed to concentrating on particular
elements. Collaboration between the
technical disciplines can only improve
efficiencies. 

Obviously, every project is different. It is
up to the technical experts to come up with
the best solution for the specific challenge
being faced by the client. 

One of our recent studies demonstrates
the application of this integrated process. In
this case, the risk of sand production,
coupled with the potential erosion issues
arising from a combination of high gas flow
rates and sand production in the wellbore
and facilities components, were evaluated.
Two engineering studies were undertaken to
evaluate the geomechanical strength of the
producing formations, select the most
appropriate sand mitigation strategy and
then identify the potential erosion issues at
various critical points in the production
network. This incorporated a CFD modelling
approach, using LR Senergy’s WellscopeTM

approach to rank the relative erosion risks in
various well components, and calculate the
corresponding erosion rates for a range of
operating conditions. 

It was identified that although the intact
rock strengths were relatively high, there
was a rock strength reduction in the
presence of brine, likely related to the fines
content of the rock, clay-water interactions
as well as capillary force reduction.

The well component erosion modelling
study, conducted in parallel with this work,
indicated significant erosion potential at the
wellhead choke, effectively ruling out surface
sand management as a viable option. A
comparative/screening analysis considered
various active sand control techniques and,

Phil McCurdy, principal geomechanics engineer,
LR Senergy

Integrating the specialist disciplines required during the life cycle of an oil and gas project can help
optimise production and improve efficiency, says Phil McCurdy, principal geomechanics engineer
with global energy services company, LR Senergy.

Increasing value in a challenging

environment

Collaboration
between the technical
disciplines can only improve
efficiencies”
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in light of the formation properties,
completion and production conditions, two
methods were recommended: standalone
control using premium or ceramic screens;
and a chemical consolidation treatment. In
addition, since both these techniques could
be conducted through tubing, without the
need for a major workover, the economics
were considered favourable. 

Finally, the study modelled the gas
velocity in the tubing, the SSSV and the
choke, concluding from detailed solids
erosion modelling that the choke cage
suffers the most metal loss when the choke
is fully open. Simulation results suggested
that a 14 per cent choke opening has the
least metal loss on the choke cage. Whilst
minimising the volume of sand produced
would reduce the erosion risk identified,
reducing the gas production rate by closing
the choke would also reduce the erosion
risk, although this would of course impact
on hydrocarbon production and revenues.

Integrated reservoir study
In another example, an initial appraisal well,
drilled in the southern North Sea, produced
only 3MMscf/d and effectively condemned
the discovery to be non-viable. The operator
subsequently relinquished the licence. 

The new field operator commissioned an
integrated reservoir study which
demonstrated that the poor well productivity
and high interpreted skin factors were due
to exposure of the reservoir formation to
water-based drilling and completion fluids
which caused extensive formation damage
as a result of water retention, fines
migration and solids mud invasion.

Following extensive geomechanical
analyses to ensure formation integrity during
drilling and testing, and core testing to
optimise drill-in fluid design and
performance, a comprehensive plan was
developed to access the hydrocarbons
utilising best practice in well construction
and completion design. The second appraisal
well, drilled at lower overbalance using a
specially-designed oil-based mud system,
was tested at 17.6MMscf/d with low skin
factor and no sand production, in line with
expectation. In the absence of significant
formation damage, the absolute open flow
potential (AOF) was increased tenfold
compared to the original welltest.

The recognition of the true reservoir
potential by the new operator, and the
integrated formation damage mitigation
methodology, opened up a significant
development opportunity which turned an
unwanted asset into a commercially viable
development, valued at around US$500mn
in a subsequent acquisition.

A further example is from well
construction perspective. An integrated
drilling support team was requested to

provide pore pressure and drilling
optimisation support during a 2013 drilling
campaign in West Africa. During the drilling
campaign three deepwater wildcat
exploration wells were successfully drilled to
TD. 

Given it was an unexplored basin, there
was considerable uncertainty in the possible
pore pressure and other issues such as
shallow hazards which could give rise to
drilling risks. With operational support the
well was navigated through pressure ramps
and the mud weight kept within the correct
range for kick prevention and trip margins.

In addition, drilling rate-of-penetration
restrictions were removed from all hole
sections following a hole cleaning review.
Every section was completed in line with
the planned one bit run strategy, through
complex geological setting. The benefits in
this case were over US$2.7mn of savings
and a collaborative technical environment
where the drilling team worked closely with
the more specialist disciplines to the benefit
of the project. 

LR Senergy has numerous technical

specialists within its team, including several
Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE)
Distinguished Lecturers, who are recognised
experts in their field. This combined
expertise and experience coupled with
innovative technologies and software
solutions, allows us to offer an integrated
approach in response to our clients’ needs,
as demonstrated in this study.

Working together
By having a greater understanding of the
whole project and the challenges being
faced in other specialist areas, a more
cohesive solution can be delivered. Working
closely together, right from the early well-
planning phase, allows efficiencies to be
realised almost immediately. In addition,
utilising collective knowledge across
disciplines affords a greater opportunity for
ensuring a timely construction phase, which
can allow production to begin earlier with
minimal impairment to reservoir productivity.
Optimisation and intervention options can be
evaluated alongside production management
decisions to minimise ongoing OPEX. By
retaining this involvement in a project
through to the production phase, a more
holistic approach helps the team to identify
late-life extension options to continue to
maximise further hydrocarbon recovery and
delay cessation of production decisions.
Many fields are economic in a US$50 oil
environment, but often only if a truly
integrated approach to production
management is followed. n

The choke is in 100 per cent open position, flowing at 33MMscf/d gas and 120 kg/day sand

The benefits in this
case were over US$2.7mn of
savings and a collaborative
technical environment”
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RELIABILITY IN
OIL WELL CEMENTS

Oil Well Cement (OWC) produced by Oman Cement Company 
(S.A.O.G) under accurate temperatures is an obvious choice for oil well 
cementing worldwide and now it is ready to face the challenges of 
highly specialized arctic and horizontal cementing:

● Conforms to the American Petroleum Institute (API) specification
 – 10A Class-G- (HSR), Class-B- (HSR) and Class-A- (O) grades.
●  Tested and used by worldwide cementing companies
●  Easy to disperse resulting in considerable cost savings
●  First choice of major oilfield companies
● Exported to GC Countries, Iraq, Yemen, Libya, Sudan, Tanzania,
 Turkmenistan, Ethiopia, Pakistan, India and Syria.

Oman Cement manufacturing facility operates on world class quality
management system ISO 9001 and environmental management 
system ISO 14001. Quality control is online and laboratory automation 
systems consist of online x-ray spectrometers and robotic samplers, 
linked to process controllers and a raw mill proportioning system.

OCC has an enduring commitment to customer satisfaction, continual 
improvement and a stronger foundation for tomorrow.

Winner of His Majesty’s Cup for the Best Five Factories in the
Sultanate of Oman for 10 times.

Oman Cement Company (S.A.O.G) Corporate Office:
PO Box 560, Ruwi, PC 112, Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +968 24437070  Marketing: Ext 145 / 444 
Fax: +968 24437799

Email: admin@omancement.com
Website: www.omancement.com

CERTIFIED CO
CERT NO. IND13.3020/U/Q

CERTIFIED CO
CERT NO. IND10.7570

API CERTIFIED CO
LICENSE NO. 10A-0059
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F
LARING IS USED in the oil and gas
industry to burn hydrocarbons coming
from different steps of the oil refining
process or from gas field operations.

It is primarily a safety device to burn all the
superfluous gases and system leakage.
MPR Industries, a Moret Industries

company, has been designing,
manufacturing and supplying flare gas
recovery systems (FGRS) to the oil and gas
industry for more than 40 years. An FGRS
increases the safety of the flaring process,
but equally importantly, it also reduces
flaring which has multiple benefits.
Reduction in the amount of flaring can

help companies save costs if they use the
recovered gas, which will otherwise be
wastes, to produce electricity to power the
plant operations. It will reduce the need to
purchase additional power. Depending on
the complexity of the installation, MPR
Industries estimates that a facility will see
return on investing in an FGRS between 16
to 48 months, with the investment paying
itself off at an average of 24 months. Costs
are also reduced by the extension of flare tip
life, which will mean requirement of fewer
spare parts and longer times between
maintenance, which requires a shutdown of
the facility.
Typically, all waste gases from leakages,

vents and other sources go to flare. Some of
those gases are clean enough to be used for
power generation directly, and the others
can be redirected to the refining inlet.
Reduced flaring also leads to lower

carbon emissions. It is not only better for
the environment, but can also earn the
company carbon credits and make it easier
to meet relevant regulations.
A key equipment of an FGRS is the

compressor. There are numerous
compressor technologies available, each
with its advantages and disadvantages. MPR
Industries mainly designs and manufactures
FGRS with sliding vane compressors.
The sliding vane compressor is a

volumetric, positive displacement type of
compressor. The vanes slide within the
grooves of an eccentric rotor to form
compartments and gas is trapped between
the vanes. They are elementary machines
that can also operate with a variable speed
drive unit. MPR Industries’s sliding vane

compressors have a flow range of 30-10,000
cu/m per hour and a pressure range of 0.01-
25 bars.
MPR Industries says that the advantages

of using its sliding vane compressors are
increased efficiency in power consumption
(by up to 70 per cent), flexibility and
adaptability for dirty operations and their
durable design (mean time between failures
of 5,000 hours).
A flare gas recovery unit is a strategic

piece of equipment for any refining facility.
According to MPR Industries, gas flaring
reduction programmes by some oil
companies have allowed them to reach
close to zero flaring, while the industry
average is 20 per cent of gas production.
With 90 years of experience in

manufacturing vacuum pumps and
compressors, MPR provides complete
packaged solutions for FGRS, including
engineering, supply, commissioning and
after sales support. It has partnered with
many oil and gas companies over the years
to aid in flare gas recovery solutions,
including FGRS. n

MPR Industries’ FGRS are mostly based on sliding
vane compressors (Photo: MPR Industries)

Installing a flare gas recovery
system at oil and gas
facilities saves costs,
increases efficiency and
reduces emissions.

Flare gas recovery a win-win for

oil and gas industry

According to MPR Industries, gas flaring reduction
programmes have allowed some oil companies to reach close to
zero flaring, compared to the industry average of 20 per cent of
gas production.”
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EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT has launched an innovative new
corrosion monitoring system for refineries. The Roxar Corrosion Monitoring
system, consisting of wireless-based probes, will provide refineries with
flexible, responsive, integrated and highly accurate corrosion monitoring.

Combined with Emerson’s non-intrusive Field Signature Method (FSM)
technology, a non-intrusive system for monitoring internal corrosion at the
pipewall, refinery operators will be able to access more comprehensive
corrosion information and corrosion rates, leading to improved operator
insight and control over assets. The new system will ensure optimal
production processes and reduce refinery downtime with only the
necessary amount of corrosion inhibitors being injected to meet
environmental requirements.

The wireless-based corrosion monitoring solution also comes with fast
response times, continuous measurements and installation in the plant’s
most critical and often inaccessible sections. The system provides crucial
information to risk-based inspections with other wireless benefits including
reduced installation costs and improved data management.

The system will also help identify and track opportunity/high TAN crudes
and their corrosive elements. Such crudes are less expensive but more
corrosive than others with the new system enabling the maximum amount
of such crudes to be blended into the mix without increasing corrosion risk.
An increase in opportunity crudes from 1.5 per cent to 3.5 per cent in a
refinery with a capacity of 300,000 bpd can result in savings of US$8.6mn
per year based on a four dollar price difference, according to Emerson.

“Aging plants, extended operating windows (eg. the use of opportunity
crudes) and an increased focus on safety and environmental regulations
have placed corrosion and integrity management in the spotlight like never
before,” said Emerson’s Kjell Wold, who was instrumental in developing the
engineering principles behind the new system.

“That’s why we developed our new integrated
corrosion monitoring system – to help our customers
take full control of their refinery assets and ensure all
their production processes are operating at peak
potential. Securing the ideal blend of crudes without
increasing corrosion threats is also a major benefit to
refinery operators.”

The Roxar corrosion monitoring system consists of
high quality electrical resistance (ER) and linear
polarization resistance (LPR) probes and weight loss
coupons – all coming with high temperature ratings, high
resolution (10-100 nanometers) and fast response times.
The ER and LPR monitoring functions are also available
on the same instrument, and a 20 metre cable provides
added flexibility with respect to positioning, optimised
signal routing, easier maintenance and probe
replacement. It also comes with advanced wireless
capabilities and is compatible with the WirelessHART
protocol as well as Emerson’s broad product refinery
range. The system is part of a complete asset integrity
solution and works alongside the Roxar Field Signature
Method (FSM) and Rosemount® Pressure & Temperature
transmitters and repeaters. It can be installed in a
number of refinery applications, including side streams,
cooling systems and in addressing naphthenic acid
corrosion in high temperature distillation processes. It
can also tackle increased corrosion triggered by high
velocity and temperatures, malfunctioning desalting
units and high sulfur content.

PETROLEUM SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
continues to evolve and take advantage of
high-performance computing, new advanced
algorithms and deeper integration across the
geosciences. These advances have
significantly reduced the economic and
environmental risks associated with drilling,
and deliver considerable improvements in
targeting prospects and successfully
developing fields.
Oil companies can now substantially

enhance their understanding of reservoir
properties, make better well location
decisions and improve the quality and
predictive nature of their reservoir models
through integrated reservoir characterisation,
petrophysical interpretation and reservoir
modeling workflows.
CGG GeoSoftware has launched major

new releases across its geoscience software
portfolio. All three application suites, Jason
9.0, Hampson-Russell 10.0 and Insight Earth
3.0, feature technological advancements,
improved workflow integration and greater
ease-of-use to help oil and gas companies
better understand and characterise the Earth’s
subsurface. New functionalities also enable
users to assimilate and understand complex
information for quick, accurate decisions.
Jason 9.0 has a new anisotropic inversion

tool for analysing anisotropy for effective
well design and optimum production. The
relationship between elastic dependence
and anisotropy allows Quantitative
Interpretation teams to more accurately
characterise reservoirs that have significant
anisotropy. Teams can realise the full
potential of azimuthal seismic data and take
advantage of the reservoir information to
define optimum reservoir drilling locations. 
A new integrated platform enables the

sharing of well, seismic and geostatistically-
derived lithology information across the
GeoSoftware Seismic to Simulation (STS)
workflow. Well-based petrophysical

evaluations of a reservoir’s lithology can be
compared to and integrated with equivalent
seismically or geostatistically-derived
lithology interpretations. This dramatically
reduces the time asset teams spend on data
and project management tasks. Changes
made in one application are instantly shared
in others. 
Hampson-Russell 10.0 has a new GeoSI

tool for geostatistical inversion that helps
deliver lithology and other rock property
volumes for a better understanding of your
reservoir. The new RockSI tool helps users
explore the link between rock properties and
seismic data for quantitative interpretation.  
Within Insight Earth 3.0, CGG

GeoSoftware has introduced dip-guided
auto-tracking so users can track horizons,
faults, salt, canyons and other geological
features in 2D, 3D, and curtain slice tracking
modes using estimates of dip to properly
constrain elements that define the feature.
New tight, interactive ‘stopping conditions’
enable the user to impart their geological
knowledge on the interpretation and
maintain control to produce the most
accurate subsurface interpretation possible
in the shortest project timeframe. Complex
geologic settings can be interpreted with
one auto-tracker.

CGG GeoSoftware launches new geoscience solutions

GeoSI stochastic inversion can provide seismic
resolution close to well log resolution (Photo: CGG)

Technology

The new
wireless-based

probe
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T
HE “OSORB REGEN-DESIGN, Selection and Engineering of
an Offshore Osorb Regeneration Package” Joint Industry
Project (JIP) between Qatar Petroleum, Petroleum
Development Oman (PDO) and ProSep, seeks to

demonstrate a practical regeneration process for Osorb media.*
The 12-month project, which commenced in December 2014,

sees ProSep work collaboratively with both parties in the Middle East
to develop an offshore capable unit for oil-in-water removal and
media regeneration using ProSep’s produced water treatment
technology. Part of this project involves the development and testing
of regeneration processes at small scale before a field test is

completed towards the end of the year with a skidded, fully-
automated water treatment and regeneration package.
The Osorb media can be regenerated using a variety of

techniques and resources. One of the objectives of the JIP is to
collect data on a specific and relevant set of resources in order to
create a regeneration process that is both economically and
operationally practical. This is because operators and oilfields have
different resources available to regenerate the spent Osorb media.
ProSep, with the guidance of Qatar Petroleum and PDO, focused on
two regeneration processes, including a method to regenerate media
used for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) operations. By providing their
continued insight and support into the final regeneration process,
Qatar Petroleum and PDO are helping to facilitate the quickest
implementation of the technology.

Critical aspect
A critical aspect of the project has involved ProSep conducting tests
to investigate and verify regeneration processes. The scope of this
testing included verifying the efficiency of ProSep’s regeneration
process on media used for the removal of oil from chemically
enhanced oil recovery (CEOR) operations, as well as utilising natural
gas to regenerate the media. In the CEOR produced water treatment
evaluation, a proprietary regeneration fluid followed by steam was
used. The second regeneration process evaluated the use of NGLs to
replace the regeneration fluid and potentially the steam. 
The results from each of the regeneration tests support previous

regeneration processes as being economically and operationally
feasible. The regeneration of Osorb media exposed to CEOR, as well
as larger scale regeneration testing, continues to support the
regeneration processes developed by ProSep. Additionally, the
expanded testing into using natural gas liquids demonstrates the
flexibility of the media to adapt to applications according to resource
availability. 
The most important aspect of the regeneration testing is the

recovery of water treatment capabilities after regeneration. The
results from the CEOR produced water testing displays the media’s
superior performance at removing oil from this problematic waste
stream through several regeneration cycles. The data generated from
these tests is important for scaling up to commercial systems and
verifying the media’s water treatment abilities over extended periods.
The results from the NGL testing provided data for alternative
regeneration methods using resources which are available on site. If
the location of an Osorb water treatment system is near a facility
capable of generating natural gas liquids, the requirement to bring
ProSep’s regeneration fluid to the site is decreased or eliminated. n

* Osorb
®
Media technology adsorbs free, dispersed, and water

soluble hydrocarbons, as well as many oilfield chemicals from
produced water. ProSep will evaluate Osorb® Media’s performance
over repeated capture and regeneration cycles on customer-specified
water streams. The JIP will culminate with the integration of a
commercial unit into the target process stream for extended trialing.
The unit will be in commission for a period of three months, with the
objective of full technology adoption into the field thereafter.

A Joint Industry Project (JIP) sees the USA’s
ProSep collaborating with PDO and Qatar
Petroleum.

Collaborating on produced

water treatment
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STAINLESS STEEL, DUPLEX, SUPERDUPLEX, SUPERAUSTENITICS & NICKEL ALLOYS

OF BUTT WELD FITTINGS 
FROM ½” TO 56”

 OF PIPES, TUBES, 
FITTINGS & FLANGES 

raccortubigroup.com Warehouse No. RA07AC05  P.O. Box: 17639 
Jebel  Ali Dubai UAE  t +971 4 887 6211  f +971 4 887 6212

VISIT US
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F
INDING AN ENGINE generator that
meets your varying requirements at
all times is an impossible task. So
parallel operation of two or more sets

working together in an expandable ‘bank’ is
the normal solution. 
This review summarises the issues faced

by genset operators who are not connected
to the national grid at all, so-called ‘island’
applications. Synchronising with a utility
supply is more complex. The simplest way
to proceed is to start with individual sets
that are precisely matched, with the same
nameplate and age, output rating and
alternator pitch, linked up synchronously by
the latest generation of special paralleling
switchgear.
The objective of such an ideal array is to

produce maximum output at peak times
while maintaining an acceptable minimum
level of supply when just one set needs to
be running, feeding lighting,
communications and air conditioning, for
example. Capability for flexible power output
is much more desirable than having a single
large engine/alternator combination that is
just ticking over some of the time. Large or
small, no diesel-fuelled set thrives in these
conditions.
The conventional solution, a multiple

installation in parallel operation, ensures
maximum reliability and expandability of the
system and most effective use of capital
resources – along with ease of maintenance
in the sort of challenging remote
environment oil and gas operators are
accustomed to.
Today’s fully-integrated digital control

equipment from specialised power-
management equipment suppliers such as
Eaton Corp (teamed with Caterpillar),
Emerson Network Power (ASCO) and GE
Industrial Solutions (Zenith) makes it easy –
temporarily or permanently – to import an
extra set, possibly borrowed from a
company-operated site nearby. The
generators do not have to be of the same
type or output rating, although nameplate

matching always helps.
Each genset within such a parallel-

connected system can incorporate several
micro-controllers that are teamed together.
Matching devices incorporating either
analog or digital components that are
specifically designed to work with one
another are the optimum combination, but
your supplier should be able to cope with a
range of manufacturers and technologies.
The points needing attention include control
of the individual prime-mover RPMs, the
balancing of loads, synchronisation of the
phase of each alternator, and matching of
the individual output voltages. All to be
achievable within a few moments from
start-up.

A proactive relay controller will ensure
both the synchronisation and load/voltage
balance issues are satisfactorily resolved.
The supplier will also fit an overall controller
to match up all the output parameters of
each engine/alternator unit within the ‘bank’.
Digital controllers that are easy to monitor
remotely are the norm within both large and
small genset combinations today. With
appropriate security, even a hand-held
device will often do.
All the line output features outlined above

will be regulated by the microcontrollers built
into each set, matched up by the master
controller within an old-style analog system.
Accurately specifying and then hard wiring
this is a significant task, hiking relative cost-
per-installation in the case of small banks of
equipment especially. Each controller has to
be individually synchronised with the parallel
system overseen by the master device;
simultaneous operation of these may
introduce electrical ‘noise’  which can affect
the operation of some applications – notably
ICT equipment. So excessive supervision and
adjustment may be necessary if an analog
system is being extended.
Today’s universal digital control outdates

all this. Each engine generating set so
equipped incorporates just one plug-and-play
device that is used to simultaneously
monitor, control and boost all the output
parameters; this keeps the level of
interference down, enhances the
performance of the whole system, and
reduces the trouble-shooting and general
maintenance requirements of an extensively
hard-wired network. Most checks can be
made on a remote device via the Internet or
phone network.
The key requirement is to ensure that the

necessary technical expertise is on hand
from your supplier at the paralleling design
stage, so that when actual installation takes
place the entire system is properly
configured, incorporating the latest
appropriate technologies. For busy energy
operators this is rarely an in-house task. n

Diesel gensets are found on most oil and gas
installations (Photo: Cummins Power
Generation)

Off-grid power supply inadequate? It should be easy to increase
the capacity of your existing bank of diesel gensets.

The case for 

parallel operation

The simplest way to
proceed is to start with
individual sets that are
precisely matched”
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ADNOC

O
NE OF THE world’s leading oil exporters, Abu Dhabi
produces more than 2.7mn barrels of crude per day - that’s
nearly all of the combined output coming out of the United
Arab Emirates - and more is to come.

The industry is dominated by state-owned Abu Dhabi National Oil
Company (ADNOC), with its multiple subsidiaries that span all
corners of the energy sector, both upstream and downstream. 
Despite the recent downturn in oil prices, these group companies

continue to invest heavily in new capacity and in maintaining
established operations. 
There are plans to spend an estimated US$25bn over the next

five years to keep the oil flowing and to feed the hungry Asia market,
which now consumes around 90 per cent of Abu Dhabi’s crude.
Going forward, ADNOC hopes to raise output to as much as

3.5mn bpd, although such ambition could be challenged, or delayed,
by soft oil prices. 
Investment in other infrastructure, from downstream facilities to

marine terminals is also ongoing, a reflection of the sheer size of the
emirate’s energy sector.  
And ADNOC is actively developing its upstream gas portfolio too,

partly in a response to rising demand at home, and shortages that
have plagued the domestic market. Abu Dhabi has been importing
natural gas via Qatar’s Dolphin pipeline for some years.

Onshore operations 
At the heart of ADNOC’s empire is the Abu Dhabi Company for
Onshore Petroleum Operations Ltd (ADCO), which manages the
nation’s onshore oil concessions.
It is focused on various integrated asset groups around key fields

like Bab, Bu Hasa, South East (Sahil, Asab, Shah, Qusahwira,
Mender) and Northeast Bab (Al Dabb’iya, Rumaitha, Shanayel).
Collectively, these onshore fields contribute the bulk of the

nation’s oil output. ADCO hopes to raise its own production to 1.8mn
bpd in 2017, an illustration of the company’s ambition even in the face
of tough market conditions. 
This is being tested, however, amid a lengthy concession renewal

process, which groups ADCO with various international firms.
Historically, this has been a partnership with big Western oil

companies, but there is a shift to embrace new partners from Asia,
where Abu Dhabi’s major customers are now located. It is a political
process, and the battle for a strategic hold in the onshore sector
remains ongoing.
There have been some appointments, though. Total of France has

secured a 10 per cent interest in the new-look ADCO concession

ADNOC is looking to increase capacity to 3.5mn bpd 
(Photo: Huyangshu/Shutterstock)

Full steam ahead for

ADNOC

Despite the recent downturn, these
group companies continue to invest heavily in
new capacity”

Despite weaker energy prices, ADNOC remains
committed to boosting output, both onshore and
offshore, says Martin Clark.
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make-up and has been appointed leader for the South East and Bu
Hasa integrated asset groups.
ADNOC has also signed a 40-year agreement with JODCO

Onshore Ltd, a unit of Japan’s Inpex, handing it a five per cent
interest in the consortium. JODCO also holds a share in offshore
operators, ADMA-OPCO (Abu Dhabi Marine Operating Company) and
ZADCO (Zakum Development Company) - both key ADNOC
companies. South Korea’s GS Energy, backed by Korea National Oil
Corp. (KNOC) has also been awarded a small equity stake. 
Other international names linked to the ADCO deal include long

established European and North American partners including Shell
and BP.
ADCO activated the latest part of its growth plan just recently,

handing a US$344mn contract for the development of the Mender
field to China Petroleum Engineering and Construction Corporation,
another indicator of its growing links with the Far East. 
The Mender field, part of ADCO’s South-East Abu Dhabi asset

group, will have a production capacity of about 20,000 bpd. The
CPECC contract covers the construction of gathering stations,
pipelines and power transmission lines, as well as sewerage
systems.

Offshore focus
Increasingly, however, much of ADNOC’s focus will turn offshore,
and this is expected to account for almost half of overall production
within a few years.
ZADCO - which groups ADNOC with JODCO and ExxonMobil - is

currently working on a massive upgrade of the Upper Zakum oilfield,
north-west of Abu Dhabi, that will boost output from 550,000 bpd to
750,000 bpd. Huge work packages have been issued for what is one
of the biggest offshore fields in the Gulf. The largest, worth
US$3.7bn, was awarded to Petrofac and Daewoo Shipbuilding and
Marine Engineering, while Technip of France and the National
Petroleum Construction Company (NPCC) also secured a US$800mn
contract for work on the field. 
The field site includes four artificial islands all with associated

drilling and production facilities, underlining the scale of the project,
which is set for completion in late 2017.
ADMA-OPCO is also working on several key upstream

developments with plans to add 270,000 bpd of additional production
from its new fields Umm Lulu, Nasr and Satah Al Razboot (SARB).

The company, which groups ADNOC with Total and BP, as well as
JODCO, produces about 650,000 bpd. Again, there’s a huge price
tag, with three major contracts for the Nasr full field development
project totalling US$3bn alone, with Hyundai Heavy Industries, NPCC
and Technip securing the lion’s share of the work.

Natural gas
As well as bolstering oil production for export, ADNOC is also leading
the charge to diversify the UAE’s energy mix and reduce its
dependence on natural gas imports for power generation. 
Although renowned around the globe as an oil exporter, the

exploitation of Abu Dhabi’s gas resources has been a key theme of
recent upstream projects, and a high priority for government as it has
in many other Gulf states facing rising energy needs.
The irony is that, despite suffering shortages in recent years, the

emirate has long been a producer of liquefied natural gas (LNG) to
the Asia market, which consumes a large proportion of any gas
produced locally. 
Much of ADNOC’s recent efforts have thus been geared to

reversing that situation.
ADMA-OPCO also awarded a separate US$500mn contract to

NPCC for gas work at the Umm Shaif complex as part of its overall
development, for instance. 
And there are signs that this new focus and investment is starting

to pay off. In October, officials declared that the Shah gas field -
ADNOC’s flagship gas project with the USA’s Occidental Petroleum -
had reached full capacity.The project, developed by ADNOC unit, Al
Hosn Gas, in partnership with Occidental, is now producing at 1
billion cubic feet per day (bcf). ADNOC holds 60 per cent of the joint
venture with its American partner holding 40 per cent. The multi-
billion dollar project produces usable gas from Shah's high-sulphur
content gas field.
ADNOC is also working alongside Shell on another sour gas

project, at the Bab field.

Transitional times
Given the tough market conditions facing all oil and gas companies
right now, these are crucial times for ADNOC.
With the UAE facing up to its own critical energy supply issues,

there is little margin for error in its swathe of development work, nor
in maintaining the enormous infrastructure that already exists
offshore and onshore.
Looking ahead, other projects are in the pipeline too, including

another tie-up with Occidental to evaluate the Hail and Ghasha
oilfields. The pair will spend up to US$500mn on 3D seismic surveys,
engineering studies and appraisal wells to assess development
prospects by 2017.
But the UAE is navigating a transitional time as well, with fossil

fuels dependency poised to soften in the decades ahead as new
technology and a shift to renewables and even nuclear energy
gathers pace. 
The strong political will to proceed on these fronts means Abu

Dhabi – already named the world headquarters for the International
Renewable Energy Agency – will gradually start to shape a new-look
energy sector, side-by-side with its hydrocarbon industry.
ADNOC’s position, therefore, becomes even more significant, as

it helps the country ease through this long phased shift, all the while
maintaining the security of the oil and gas sector and the immense
income that it returns for the nation. n

Offshore production is expected to account for almost half of overall
production by 2018

ADNOC is also leading the charge to
diversify the UAE’s energy mix”
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W
ITH THE ADVENT of ADIPEC 2015, Abu Dhabi National
Oil Company (ADNOC) strategy & coordination director
and ADIPEC 2015 chairman Ali Khalifa Al Shamsi,
speaks with Oil Review Middle East about the UAE’s

role in supporting energy industry growth across the globe.

How can innovation and sustainability in the oil and gas industry
help in today’s transforming energy landscape? 
The UAE leadership has formally declared 2015 as the “Year of
Innovation”, ensuring the achievement of Sustainable Development

Goals for 2030 put forward by the UN. This, combined with current
market conditions, makes innovation and sustainability fundamental
to the progress of the energy sector.  
Innovation sits at the core of sustainable energy production. It

helps reduce costs, enabling companies to become more
competitive in this economic environment. For example,
developments in technology have allowed us to tap into very tight
reserves, which was once not possible or very expensive to do.
However, innovative technologies are allowing us to explore new
resources both safely and economically.

How does ADIPEC contribute to the global oil and gas
community both globally and regionally? What value does it
bring?
The oil and gas industry is currently going through a transformation.
Innovation, research, and development are an absolute must to keep
up with evolving market demands. It is projected that demand for
energy will increase 37 per cent by 2035, and fossil fuels will
continue to serve the majority of the world’s energy needs. 
ADIPEC provides an ideal global platform for bringing the best and

brightest minds – including industry leaders, business innovators,
and decision makers – to not only discuss impending challenges and
opportunities in the oil and gas industry, but also to exchange
valuable knowledge and information that will play a pivotal role in
securing a sustainable energy future. 

What do you think will be the most important issues discussed
at ADIPEC this year?
Exploration and production is becoming increasingly challenging, as
extracting hydrocarbons from the deep reaches of the earth is no
easy task. The level of technology and innovation required rivals that
of any other high technology industry. Today, most of the ‘easy oil’
has been discovered and the task to produce and recover more

ADIPEC 2015 is set to play an ever-important
role to help oil and gas firms maximise output
in this economically challenging environment.

Innovation at the core of 

sustainable oil output
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hydrocarbons from tight reserves, particularly in today’s economic
environment, is becoming more difficult. Meeting those challenges
and advancing the industry through technology and innovation
across every aspect of exploration and production will drive
discussions at ADIPEC this year. 
This will be addressed through various components of the

ADIPEC 2015 Conference Programme, including two ministerial
sessions, two CEO plenary sessions, six panel sessions, industry
breakfasts and luncheons, and 79 technical sessions that will look at
topics ranging from field development to Operational Excellence.

How will ADIPEC address the issue of HSE, and how much
progress do you think has been made in the oil and gas
industry in this area?
Effective Health, Safety, and Environment (HSE) policies are crucial
for every company, a moral and ethical obligation, and fundamental
to its success and organic growth. Injury or damage to people and
the environment not only harms a company’s valuable assets and
potentially its public image, but also leads to money lost. Therefore,
direct and indirect costs need to be taken into consideration when
making decisions on cost optimisation.
The current business environment presents a challenge to the

industry, but also presents an opportunity for companies to maintain
and enhance HSE in innovative ways without significantly impacting
the bottom line. 

The HSE panel discussion at ADIPEC invites speakers to
highlight their achievements in addressing these challenges without
compromising on HSE, and also share their proven initiatives that
have improved HSE commitment and performance.
Companies in the region and around the world have made great

strides when it comes to HSE, and the relentless efforts of
regulators and associations, combined with the industry’s
unwavering commitment to protect its employees and the
environment, have helped make this possible.

ADIPEC will, for the first time, launch the Offshore, Marine, and
Heavy Equipment Zone. How will the sector benefit from this
new addition?
The newly launched Offshore, Marine, and Heavy Equipment Zone
consists of a purpose-built area that provides water access,
mooring, and quayside exhibition space that will allow more than
200 exhibitors to showcase a host of offshore products and
services, including ships, rigs, and vessels. The new area will cover
8,000 gross square metres of space, with a jetty that extends 500
metres long.
Globally, about 30 per cent of oil produced worldwide comes

from offshore oil wells, and offshore resources are playing a greater
role in supplying the rising demand for energy, with a growing
interest in the potential of deep water reserves. Extracting oil and
gas from offshore reserves is a complicated and often expensive
process, and, therefore, advancing the sector through
developments in research and technology is becoming more critical
to preserving it as a valuable energy resource.
The Offshore, Marine and Heavy Equipment Zone and the

Offshore and Marine Conference offer experts the perfect platform
to discuss these developments and exchange knowledge and
information that will drive the sector’s growth. n

It is projected that demand for energy
will increase 37 per cent by 2035, and fossil
fuels will continue to serve the majority of the
world’s energy needs”
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ADIPEC 2015
Date: 9-12 November 2015
Venue: Abu Dhabi, UAE
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 EXHIBITION

T
HE OIL AND gas industry’s
commitment to innovation, research,
and development will ultimately
determine its capacity to sustainably

meet the ever-growing global demand for
energy, experts said ahead of the largest
Abu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition
and Conference (ADIPEC) to date. Global
energy demand will be 37 per cent higher by
2040, according to the International Energy
Agency’s World Energy Outlook. With the
Middle East expected to become the major
source of oil supply growth, investment in
cutting-edge innovation and technology will
help the region’s energy industry meet
growing needs.
Held under the patronage of His

Highness Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al
Nahyan, President of the UAE, ADIPEC will
take place from 9-12 November at the Abu
Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC). 
Inspired by the UAE leadership’s

declaration of 2015 as the “Year of
Innovation”, the theme for ADIPEC this year
is “Innovation and Sustainability in a New
Energy World”, bringing together the best
and brightest minds, including ministers,
senior-level industry executives, world
renowned energy experts, and thought-
leaders to shed light on the critical topics
driving the transformation of the energy
sector – from the innovative technologies
advancing exploration and production, to the
evolving global energy mix and the emerging

role of unconventional resources. 
Ali Khalifa Al Shamsi, director of strategy

& coordination at the Abu Dhabi National Oil
Company (ADNOC), and ADIPEC 2015
chairman, said, “ADIPEC provides a
significant global platform for oil and gas
professionals to exchange ideas and
knowledge and share best practice in the
industry. Global leaders across the sector

recognise the value that ADIPEC brings and
the role it plays in support of industry
development and growth. This recognition
positively reflects on ADIPEC and is what
has helped the event achieve significant
growth over the last three decades of its
history.” 
ADIPEC is supported by the Ministry of

Energy, ADNOC, and the Abu Dhabi
Chamber, and organised by dmg events.
Despite the low oil price scenario, the
acclaimed event is expected to host more
than 2,000 exhibitors from more than 120
countries, 85,000 attendees, and 7,000
delegates this year.
15 national oil companies and 15

international oil companies have already
confirmed their participation, including
regional market players the Kuwait Oil
Company, Qatar Petroleum, and Saudi
Aramco, as well as global giants BP,
ExxonMobil, Shell, and Total.

The packed exhibition floor at the 2014 event

Innovation and sustainability in a

new energy world

ADIPEC provides a
significant global platform
for oil and gas professionals
to exchange ideas and
knowledge and share best
practice”

Showing little sign of being hit
by the downturn, the leading
oil and gas exhibition returns
to Abu Dhabi in November,
with a focus on innovation and
sustainability.
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Saif Ahmed Alghfeli, CEO of Al Hosn
Gas, and co-chairman of ADIPEC 2015, said,
“Innovation and creativity have been
hallmarks of the oil and gas industry, and
those who have been in the industry long
enough have experienced first-hand how it
has transformed over the years, thanks to
innovation.”
In addition to providing a platform for

exchanging industry-setting knowledge and
technical expertise, ADIPEC also offers the
ideal meeting place for stakeholders – be it
investors, service providers, contractors, or
suppliers – to forge new partnerships and
seek business opportunities. 

Bringing the world’s thought-
leaders to Abu Dhabi
The ADIPEC Conference Programme comes
back even bigger and better this year, with
more than 600 speakers and 7,000 delegates
from both technical and non-technical
functions exploring regional and global views
on impending industry topics.
The ADIPEC 2015 keynote presentation

will be given by Dr. Daniel Yergin, the world’s
leading authority on energy and award-
winning author, who will offer insights on
the challenges and opportunities in meeting
the ever-growing global energy demand,
including recent developments in the areas
of conventional and unconventional
hydrocarbon resources.
Two dedicated ministerial sessions and

two CEO plenary sessions will bring
together international and regional ministers,
industry chiefs, and decision makers to
discuss and address the challenges
presented by the new energy landscape. 
The record-breaking ADIPEC Technical

Conference, which is organised by the
Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) and
received more than 2,000 abstract
submissions this year, is also back with
nearly 600 technical presentations in more
than eight categories organised across 79
technical sessions.
Fareed Abdulla, senior vice president –

North East Bab (NEB) Asset at the Abu
Dhabi Company for Onshore Oil Operations

Ltd. (ADCO), ADIPEC 2015 Technical
Conference chairman, and SPE regional
director, Middle East and North Africa, said,
“It has been amazing to see the growth of
ADIPEC’s Technical Conference over the
years. In the oil and gas industry, the
ADIPEC 2015 Call for Papers has broken the
world record for the number of submitted
abstracts. This impressive achievement
comes at a time when we are in the middle
of reduced oil prices.” 

The exclusive VIP Conference
Programme, organised for members of the
Middle East Petroleum Club (MEPC), the
definitive club for senior oil and gas
executives, will also welcome big names to
the stage, including world renowned
adventurist Sir Ranulph Fiennes, who will
highlight the important values of endurance
and resilience when facing challenges.
The VIP Conference Programme will also

give MEPC members an opportunity to
listen to insights from Jon Duschinsky, a
thought-leader on social engagement and
future business who will draw on the areas
of innovation, leadership, and motivation as
tools for creating change and fostering
engagement within the business
environment.

All-new Offshore, Marine and
Heavy Equipment Zone 
In line with regional and global efforts to
continue exploring and developing offshore
production, ADIPEC will be launching a
dedicated Offshore, Marine and Heavy
Equipment Zone, making it the first oil and
gas exhibition in the region to dedicate an
entire waterfront section to offshore,

subsea, and marine products and services.
The exhibition will be complemented

with the inaugural ADIPEC Offshore and
Marine Conference, located in a dedicated
waterside theatre, where more than 40
industry experts will present valuable
offshore oil and gas information. 
“New field discoveries indicate the future

of oil and gas lies offshore, and this creates
the pressing need for a dedicated platform
where experts from the sector can meet
with the common goal of sustainably
advancing offshore exploration and
production,” said Jean-Philippe Cossé,
ADIPEC 2015 event director at dmg events.
“Visitors to this year’s event will truly

witness the growth and scale of ADIPEC,
with a dedicated zone that is easily
accessible and within 150 metres of walking
distance from the main exhibition floor.
Guests will have an opportunity not only to
see oil rigs in their natural setting, but also
to attend a conference that will address
current topics in offshore production.” 
Also returning to ADIPEC 2015 will be the

ADIPEC Awards, which celebrate innovation,
best practice, and excellence in energy for
people, companies, projects and initiatives in
the oil and gas industry regionally and
internationally. Winners will be announced
during a gala dinner taking place at the
Emirates Palace on ADIPEC’s opening night.
Challenging the perception that the oil

and gas industry is a male-dominated
environment, the official ADIPEC Women in
Industry series will give attendees the
opportunity of meeting with peers and
discussing the future role of women in the
energy arena, with a full day gathering on
Sunday 8 November. 
Young ADIPEC, the hugely successful

programme designed to engage the younger
generation in the oil and gas industry, is
back for its third year and expanding its
reach with the creation of a Young
Ambassador for each participating school.
The programme will also feature interactive
engagement sessions to help students learn
more about the energy sector and develop
key skills. n

The media briefing for ADIPEC 2015

ADIPEC will be
launching a dedicated
Offshore, Marine and Heavy
Equipment Zone”
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O
IL AND GAS companies must
embrace sustainability in today’s
transforming energy landscape or
risk losing to competitors who are

redefining their approach to business, says
Jon Duschinsky, globally acclaimed thinker
and speaker on engagement, leadership, and
the future of business. 
Duschinsky will give an exclusive speech

on ‘Staying ahead in today’s energy
landscape’ as part of ADIPEC’s VIP
programme, with insights on how oil and
gas companies can leverage current market
challenges as opportunities to drive long-
term profitability. 
The industry is “at a crossroads”,

according to Duschinsky. Either it can stay
attached to the status quo and lay low until
oil prices rise, or it can embrace
sustainability and profitability.
“In the long term, those that choose the

first path don’t have a future,” he says.
Whether it is the next market fluctuation, or
the one after it, or the next technology step-
change, at some point they will see their
market share and profitability eroded to the
point where they are taken over or put out
of business by companies who have made
the investment in changing now.    
“This economic environment marks the

industry’s opportunity to change not just its
capital and operating bottom lines, but its
mindset. Because however we spin it, we
are collectively consuming our planet in
ways that are simply not sustainable nor
healthy. And this needs to change.”
By working closely with stakeholders to

give back to the community, not only
through a streamlined corporate social
responsibility programme, but also through
transparency and ethical practice, companies
can help paint a positive picture of the
industry, says Duschinsky. 
“The only way to be able to change this

is to set out a vision for an energy industry
that is a force for good,” he comments.
“Engage people in working out what that
means for them. Work out how your
companies, how oil can set a path for a
better tomorrow. Be part of the solution, not
the problem. And be honest about what you
do and how you can do it better.”    
As demand for energy continues to

increase and operational efficiency becomes
a growing concern for the industry, research
and development on its own will not be
sufficient to stay competitive, Duschinsky
warns. Rather, it must be complimented
with the disposition to challenge the
paradigm that “oil moves all things”.

“In Canada, there is an oil company that
is applying Silicon Valley thinking to their
work. It offers a young, dynamic workforce a
chance to collaborate, innovate, be creative
and fail. They have a flat organisation – with
few hierarchical levels, a meditation room,
lego blocks, creative spaces in its offices...
The company has no problem hiring and
retaining talent,” says Duschinsky. 
“And it’s producing new thinking that is

both more sustainable and more profitable;
installing solar panels to provide the energy
for two of its wells, for example, to reduce
operating costs, but also provide an additional
sustainable income stream once the well
runs dry. This is the kind of thinking that can
emerge from a different paradigm.” n

Embracing sustainability is key to surviving oil and gas industry
transformation, says world renowned thought leader Jon Duschinsky.

John Duschinsky

Staying ahead in today’s 

energy landscape
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IBM, THE GLOBALLY integrated technology
and consulting company, is exhibiting at
ADIPEC for the first time this year.
With regional headquarters in Dubai,

IBM’s presence in the Middle East and
Pakistan dates back over 60 years to the
installation of the first computer at Saudi
Aramco in 1947.
IBM has industry leading experience

of working with major oil and gas
companies, with a presence in more
than 170 countries. IBM’s industry
expertise and solutions are backed by
IBM research capabilities. It has several
oil and gas centres of excellence spread
across the world. IBM continues to
invest in path breaking research
initiatives such as Watson, and
collaborates with business partners to
deliver a full suite of solutions across
the geographies to help oil and gas
companies to work smarter.

Stand: 13047

IBM present for first time

THE OIL AND gas industry is highly vulnerable
to fire hazards. Workers in oil and gas facilities
face a serious and real risk from flash fires,
and employers must ensure their safety.
Bulwark FR, the leading suppliers of fire

retardant (FR) clothing, invites visitors to its
stand to discover how it can help companies
to solve their FR challenges and navigate the
every-changing sea of safety standards. The
company manufactures FR garments for a
wide range of hazards, including arc flash
and flash fire. Its products comply with
rigorous industry standards.
Bulwark FR will be running free sessions

at ADIPEC, at which the speaker will be
Derek Sang, technical training manager at
Bulwark and a recognised Subject Matter
Expert (SME) and certified Safety Manager
Trainer (SMT) for the National Association of
Safety Professionals (NASP). He will discuss
the various test standards and methods for
the ultimate FR apparel and the implications
for your business. 
The sessions will run at 2pm on Monday 9

November; 11am and 2pm on Tuesday 10
November; 12pm and 3pm on Wednesday 11
November; and 11am and 1pm on Thursday
12 November.
Participation can be confirmed by emailing

BulwarkFR_ADIPEC@vfimagewear.ae.

Stand: 13187

Bulwark FR to run free
sessions at ADIPEC
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T
HE ADIPEC 2015 Conference will invite the world’s best
and brightest minds to the stage to address the challenges
and opportunities facing the oil and gas industry.
Ali Khalifa Al Shamsi, strategy and coordination director at

Abu Dhabi National Oil Company and ADIPEC 2015 chairman, said,
“Sharing knowledge and forging partnerships is key to innovation.
ADIPEC provides a perfect platform for collaborating, sharing and
partnering as we maximise our joint resources and expertise.”
Energy security is a responsibility shared by all industry

stakeholders, one that relies on the application of innovative,

environmentally-safe technologies, according to the world’s oil and
gas giants.
“Global energy demand is set to rise by up to 75 per cent by

the middle of the century as many people are lifted out of poverty,
and our industry has a strong role to play in helping meet that
demand,” said Andrew Vaughan, vice president for Abu Dhabi and
Kuwait for Shell, and country chairman for Shell Abu Dhabi.
“The challenge we face is how to meet that demand in a cost-

effective manner while protecting the environment and, in
particular, facing the real challenge of climate change. The
opportunities are for those companies that can innovate and
maximise recovery and efficiency of production,” said Vaughan.
“Over the past decade, we have seen huge advances in

enhanced oil recovery, drilling technologies with expandable
tubulars, reservoir imaging with advanced seismic processing, as
well as recent advances in carbon dioxide capture and storage,
which will ultimately contribute to mitigating the effects of climate
change,” Vaughan added.
Although fossil fuels will continue to meet the majority of the

world’s growing energy demand through to 2035, cleaner and
more cost-efficient resources will experience rapid growth. This is
why companies need to maintain a long-term approach to
business, making the right investments in the global journey
towards sustainable energy, according to experts.
“We are all adapting to life in a lower oil price world. We need

to run safe, reliable, simple, and efficient businesses,” said Lamar
McKay, upstream CEO at BP and an ADIPEC 2015 Conference
speaker. “We need to manage capital spending. We need to
reschedule some projects. But we also need to make the right
choices about where investments for the future will occur.”
The technology challenges for the oil and gas industry seem

reasonably clear, according to McKay – producing hydrocarbons
safely, accessing new resources economically, using energy more
efficiently and creating a more sustainable energy future.
Aside from the current economic environment and the

geopolitical instability in some parts of the region, the major
challenges facing the Middle East energy sector are maximising
resources, including balancing regional supply and demand, and
increasing the contribution from sustainable energy, according to
Hatem Nuseibeh, president of Total UAE.
“With respect to maximising reserves, Total’s long term

presence and knowledge of the region’s reservoirs and their
geology are enabling us to make a major contribution,” Nuseibeh
said. “Through such intra-country projects as Dolphin, which
supplies gas from Qatar to the UAE, we are also helping to
balance supply and demand.”
The four-day ADIPEC 2015 Conference Programme kicks off on 9

November and is organised by the Society of Petroleum Engineers. n

Recent advances in R&D will help
mitigate the effects of climate change,
says Andrew Vaughan

Developing safe, ecologically-friendly and cost-efficient methods
of hydrocarbon production is the primary focus of ADIPEC 2015.

Innovation through R&D to lead

ADIPEC 2015 agenda
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Safe, Reliable and Accurate Pipeline Operations.
With more than 40 years of experience as a trusted and global provider in  

the oil and gas transport industry, Honeywell offers a broad suite of leading 

technologies and lifecycle solutions to enhance the integrity of your pipeline 

operations. Whether you’re transporting natural gas, crude oil or LPG, our 

integrated safety and SCADA systems, integrity management, measurement, 

and custody transfer solutions ensure the safe and secure operations of  

your pipelines while reducing costs. If you haven’t turned to Honeywell for  

safe, more reliable and accurate pipeline operations, now’s the time. 

Discover More with Honeywell.

dare to discover

For more information about Honeywell’s Pipeline Solutions, visit www.honeywellprocess.com/oilandgas 
©2015 Honeywell International, Inc. All rights reserved.
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POWER SUPPLY AND temperature control rental solutions provider
to the oil and gas industry Aggreko is the Power & Cooling Partner at
ADIPEC 2015 and will be showcasing its solutions for offshore and
onshore operations in the region.
As an established business in the Middle East for over 15 years

with clients in the energy, construction, petrochemicals, events,
manufacturing, services and utility sectors, Aggreko’s  generator
range scales from small 30kVA units to multi-MW packages. The
temperature control solutions include air conditioners, water chillers,
cooling towers as well as specialised Process Cooling Services
tailored for the petrochemical industry. 
Aggreko’s diesel generators are by far the most utilised, however,

gas fuelled generators also have a huge market as they are often
more efficient where a gas fuel infrastructure is available. Several
years ago, the company introduced heavy fuel oil (HFO)
generators into their power product range. HFO is an
unrefined fuel and Aggreko is using this low cost fuel to
power its generators. For example, Saudi Arabia and Iraq
are creating numerous opportunities for use of this fuel
type because of the huge amount of heavy oil
prevalence in these countries. This development clearly
demonstrates Aggreko’s ability to innovate and be a
recognised leader in the market.
Exhibiting at the recently held Kuwait Oil and

Gas Show (KOGS), Patrick Haberthuer, area
manager in Kuwait, talked about the
positive domestic operations but
would like to expand Aggreko’s
presence and operations in the
country. “We see good
opportunities on the horizon with
some projects recently
announced by KNPC and KOC.
The 2016 outlook for Kuwait
looks positive in the oil and gas
and construction sectors both of
which Aggreko have a vast
experience of providing solutions
for.”
The power rental market in the

Middle East region is currently
estimated at US$1bn, according to
Steve Bailey, head of sales and
marketing at Aggreko. However, he
noted that the figures change on an

annual basis based on geopolitical and economic factors. “We
operate in a market worth approximately US$800mn and have a
significant market share across the region. 
“Yes, construction is an important market for us but Aggreko

provides rental solutions and services to all key industry sectors.
Petrochemical, manufacturing as well as food and beverage markets
are equally important, not only for power, but also for our cooling
solutions in the Middle East region. 
“In this part of the world where the ambient temperatures are

extreme, we have developed unique solutions to maximise
production output for our customers. Maintaining the correct
temperature during a manufacturing or a petrochemical process is
critical and Aggreko have developed specialised process services and
solutions to assist these industries,” Bailey added.

Health and Safety for its staff, equipment and customer site
is taken very seriously by Aggreko. QHSE processes and
procedures are carried out diligently by the Aggreko
operations team at all their sites to ensure minimum risk is
faced by all parties involved. This is especially important in
the oil & gas and petrochemical sectors where we are
surrounded by various chemicals and fuels. 
Being one of the market leaders in the power rental &

cooling industry, Aggreko has many value propositions. For
example, offering their customers the option of saving capital

expenditure costs by providing long-term rental solutions
complete with full servicing, maintenance and fuel

management. This allows the customer to
concentrate on their core business and
reallocate the expenditure elsewhere. 

Innovation is paramount to Aggreko and
with a strong R&D backdrop, the company’s
focus lies in sustainability as well. 

Bailey said, “In 2012, Aggreko opened
its new world-class manufacturing facility
in Dunbartonshire, Scotland, which was
an important milestone in our growth.
The new facility enabled us to meet
increased customer demand for our
products and ensure that we had
the ability to continually innovate
and develop our products. This is
the key to Aggreko’s future,
success and growth.”

Stand: HV165, 3530

Innovation is the way forward: Aggreko

Steve Bailey, head of sales and
marketing at Aggreko
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U
S-HEADQUARTERED MANUFACTURER OF advanced
portable lighting and protective case solutions, Pelican
Products (Pelican), will present its latest lighting solutions,
including new lights that meet EU ATEX standards and

torches that have approval from US safety regulators, at ADIPEC
2015. Pelican’s advanced lighting tools are innovative and tough, and
have been used by professionals working in the oil and gas industry
for nearly four decades. The company offers more than 15 lighting
solutions and here are some of the products that visitors to ADIPEC
can find on display at the Pelican stand.

Peli 9415Z0 LED lantern
This lantern is Pelican’s most powerful rechargeable lantern,
approved by ATEX Zone 0 (Cat. 1) and complies with the new 2015
ATEX regulations. Weighing only 1.65 kg and producing 392
lumens of light, the Peli 9415Z0 LED lantern packs a lot of power
without being too heavy. It features four LEDs powered by the

latest generation Ni-MH batteries. Among the innovative features in the
lantern are a 120° rotating head, a
battery status indicator and a three-
mode switch that can shift the light
between high, low and flashing. The
battery is rechargeable and runs for
11 hours on the low setting and four
and a half hours on the high setting.
The lantern also comes with a
shoulder strap.

Peli 3715 LED light
This right angle light with downcast LEDs
features 189 lumens on high setting, 90
lumens on low setting and 23 lumens when
downcast. This light complies with the 2015
new ATEX regulations, and is approved as
Zone 0 (Cat. 1). It is compact, rugged, and
lightweight, and comes with a built-in
battery life indicator.

Peli 9435 Remote Area Lighting
System
The 9435 is certified as ATEX Zone 2
(Cat. 3) for use in hazardous locations.
It features 18 LEDs and a beam
spread of 90 degrees which lights up
a large area effectively. It offers two
brightness settings.  The high setting
shines 1,500 lumens for five hours
and the low setting shines 750 lumens
for 10 hours. n

Stand: CN134
Peli 9435 uses 18 LEDs to provide 1,500
lumens of light (Photo: Pelican Products)

Peli 9415 weighs only 1.5 kg and still provides 392 lumens of light 
(Photo: Pelican Products)

New lighting solutions from 

Pelican Products
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PELICAN
TM

AT THE INTERSECTION OF SAFETY 
AND POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY
OVER 50 SAFETY CERTIFIED MODELS
Since 1976, Pelican Products has been the global leader in design and 
manufacture of advanced portable lighting systems, including Safety 
approved flashlights, and tough case solutions. Our products are used  
by professionals in the most demanding markets including Oil & Gas,  
Fire & Rescue, Industrial and Defense.

US and European safety approvals

PELICAN PRODUCTS MIDDLE EAST 
JAFZA One Building office A 1511/1512, Jebel Ali Free Zone gate 5, Dubai – UAE | P.O.Box 261008 

Tel: +971 4 8876550 | Fax: +971 4 8876549 | www.pelican.com

Contact: Ahmed Khodeir | Ahmed.khodeir@peli.com

Follow us on:

• ATEX Certified  
Zone 0 (Cat.1) 

• 392 lumens and only 
1,65 Kg of weight

• Rechargeable with  
up to 11 hours of  
run time

• ATEX Certified Zone 0 (Cat. 1) 
• 189 lumens (high), 90 lumens  

(low) and 23 lumens (downcast) 
• Compact, rugged and with built  

in battery life indicator 

• ATEX Certified Zone 2 (Cat. 3) 
• 1,500 lumens for 5 hours  

in high-mode and 750 lumens  
for 10 hours in low-mode

• 18 LEDs and a beam spread  
of 90 degrees  

9435 REMOTE AREA  
LIGHTING SYSTEM (RALS)

PELI 3715 LED  
FLASHLIGHT

9415Z0 LED  
LANTERN

ADIPEC 2015 
STAND CN134
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GLOBALSTAR EUROPE SATELLITE Services Ltd.
(Globalstar), a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Globalstar Inc., and wireless communications
specialist IDENTEC SOLUTIONS (Identec) will be
at ADIPEC 2015 to showcase their new, highly
capable and versatile asset tracking solution
enabled by the Globalstar constellation of low
Earth orbit satellites.
The Identec iQ350LX GPS/SAT uses the

Globalstar STX3 chipset and integrated sensors
to report the precise location of an asset, be it a
container, vehicle or any other heavy
equipment, even when in remote areas beyond
the reach of GSM networks. The iQ350LX

GPS/SAT is the first-ever ATEX-certified, multi-
frequency asset tracking solution. It also
provides valuable metrics on movement,
instantly reporting whether the asset has
experienced damage or shock.
James Pentreath, global V-P sales for oil and

gas at Identec, said, “The iQ350LX GPS/SAT tag is
a game changer for the industry as we help
operators track billions of dollars worth of assets
across the region and provide real-time visibility
to maximise operational efficiency.”
A technological breakthrough made by Identec

is its use of both satellite technology as well as
Active RFID features. This hybrid multi-frequency

capability means that users can take advantage
of low power and long range Active RFID
transmissions as well as reliable satellite
transmissions. The system dynamically switches
transmission types to deliver uninterrupted
tracking visibility.
Globalstar’s STX3 simplex satellite transmitter

features the lowest power-consuming technology
on the market. It can be integrated into a variety
of devices and applications to enable remote
sensing, tracking and monitoring of high-value
items with maximum cost and energy efficiency.
Globalstar’s network of satellite fleets in orbit

will enable Identec’s customers to know the
precise location and status of their assets,
wherever they are, including far-flung locations
where communications infrastructure is
inadequate, uncertain or even non-existent.
Globalstar’s network has coverage to support
major international oil and gas operations, so
customers around the globe can help their
businesses perform better with reliable, high-
quality asset-monitoring.
“Helping companies to reliably and accurately

keep track of their assets, while supplying
essential data that can help them optimise their
operations, has long been at the core of what we
do at Globalstar,” said Corry Brennan, regional
sales manager, Simplex at Globalstar. “We look
forward to meeting those involved in the Middle
East oil and gas industry at ADIPEC 2015, and to
explore how businesses can benefit from the
latest in satellite asset tracking.”

Stand: 15084

Globalstar and IDENTEC SOLUTIONS to show new tracking technology

The device reports the precise
location of assets even in remote
areas beyond the reach of GSM
networks (Photo: Globalstar)
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THE DROP IN oil prices and the decline in mature oilfields have prompted
the Middle East oil and gas industry to shift towards technological
innovation to lower costs and increase process efficiency. Dow has been
providing chemical solutions to this industry in the region for more than four
decades. At ADIPEC this year, Dow wants to demonstrate its chemistry
expertise in helping industry players improve their efficiency, speed,
capacity and environmental sustainability of their operations. For that, the
company will present solutions that help in the effective management of
oilfield water.
The quantities of water required in upstream processes are quite

significant, making oilfield water management a key challenge faced by
both the global and regional industry. The problem is especially acute in
water-challenged regions like the Middle East where companies are
compelled to ensure oilfield water is managed effectively and efficiently, so
that the burden on local water resources is reduced. Oil operators are
looking for techniques that will manage oilfield water more efficiently by
maximising water recycling, increasing reservoir productivity and reducing
the environmental impacts of wastewater disposal.
These techniques call for sophisticated chemistries, particularly in water

treatment and microbial control. Some solutions from Dow that enable
complete or tailored removal of ionic, organic and particulate contaminants
from source waters for injection or produced waters for discharge are
DOW Ultrafiltration modules and skids, DOW FILMTEC Reverse Osmosis and
Nanofiltration membranes, DOWEX Ion Exchange resins and TEQUATIC
PLUS fine particle filter modules.
The company will highlight the following solutions at ADIPEC 2015:

• Exploration and production: EMBARK Rheology Modifiers, ACCENT
Scale Inhibitors, DEMTROL Demulsifiers

• Microbial control: AQUCAR Water Treatment Biocides
• Water treatment: DOW IntegraPac Skid pre-engineered ultrafiltration,

DOW FILMTEC Reverse Osmosis Membranes
• Transmission: HYPERLAST: NEPTUNE Insulation systems
• Refining & gas processing: AMINE MANAGEMENT Program, UCARSOL

and SELEXOL Specialty Solvents, DOWTHERM Heat Transfer Fluids

Stand: 6230

Proper oilfield water management is especially important in the water-
scarce regions like the Middle East (Photo: Dow Chemical)

Dow to showcase its oilfield water management solutions
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www.leistritz.com | pumps@leistritz.com

THE SCREW PUMP EXPERTS
↗ screw pumps and systems made in Germany since 1924

↗ complete screw pump range: single volute 2-, 3-, 5-spindle
 and double volute 2-spindle

↗ wide range of applications from crude oil to final product

Visit us at 
ADIPEC 2015
November 9 - 12
Booth: 8721

      

Van Beest B.V. Manufacturer and Supplier of wire rope- and chain fittings. 
Registered trade marks: Green Pin® and Excel®

Visit us at ADIPEC 
in Abu Dhabi

booth
11230!

E-mail: sales@vanbeest.com               www.vanbeest.com              Member of Van Beest International   
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EISTRITZ SCREW PUMPS are used
globally in various application areas,
such as in tank farms, in the power
generation industry and in the

chemical and petrochemical industry, to
mention but a few. In the oil and gas
industry they are applied for handling crude
oil, emulsions, produced water, multiphase
fluids with high gas contents as well as
intermediate and final liquid products. With
an extensive product range of twin-, triple-,
and even five-screw pumps, Leistritz is
serving the oil and gas industry upstream,
midstream and downstream. Today, pumps
and systems made by the German experts
are priming the most modern oil and gas
processes. Continuous improvement of its
products and state-of-the-art engineering
are the keys to its success, says the
company.

Multiphase pumps in Algeria
“Leistritz entered the African market years
ago,” says Lotfi Chouba, director of Sales
Africa at Leistritz. “Our pumps are used in
numerous projects all over the continent,
for example in South Africa, Egypt, Libya,
Sudan and Angola.” The most recent project
in this range was executed in an oil field in
Algeria. Since February 2014 five Leistritz
Multiphase Pumps have been transferring
crude oil and gas with a gas volume fraction
(GVF) of 97 per cent from well-heads and
manifolds to centralised treatment facilities.
Following the separation of oil and gas, the
oil is transferred over a distance of 700
kilometres across the Sahara to the
Mediterranean.
“Handling liquids and gas at the wellhead

of an oil field is a costly procedure,” Chouba
explains. The conventional way is to separate
the associated gas from the liquid fraction

(hydro-carbons with water) and to convey
them in separate pipelines to a gathering
point for a first separation process before
feeding them into trunk pipelines.
“Conventional equipment like separators,
compressors, liquid pumps, heaters or
individual flow lines are replaced by eco-
nomical multiphase pumps which also boost
the well flow to a central treatment facility
through a single pipeline,” the pump expert
continues.

Sophisticated technology
Leistritz multiphase pumps are used for
handling untreated well flow with capacities
of up to 5,000 m³/h and differential
pressures of up to 100 bar. Multiphase
pumps are based on twin screw pump
technology. The self-priming pumps are of
double volute design and hence, axially
balanced. The possibility of speed variations
by means of variable frequency drives offers

a wide operating range. The pump, along
with all further equipment including required
controls and electric motors, is usually skid-
mounted. The special Leistritz Liquid
Management System guarantees the
operation for GVF of up to 100 per cent.
“One very important aspect must be

highlighted; by using multiphase pumps,
flaring is vastly eliminated,” Chouba points
out. “So, by handling the entire well flow
within one machine we not only contribute
to a cleaner environment, but also to a more
efficient use of our energy resources.
“Africa represents a very promising

market for us, since its prospects and
potential for further oil and gas finds remain
exceedingly positive,” he concludes. “We
will continue to intensify our presence on
this continent. We are looking forward to
future projects here.” n

Stand: 8721

The Leistritz multiphase pump skid

Leistritz Pumpen GmbH, the leading Germany-based screw pumps manufacturer, has
established itself as a reliable partner in the African oil and gas industry.

Promising prospects in 

Africa

Our pumps are used
in numerous projects all over
the continent”
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THE PACKERS PLUS StackFRAC® Titanium® XV multi-stage completion
system enables operators to stimulate wells in situations where high
treating pressures are required for zones with high fracture
gradients/breakdown pressures.
Rock temperatures above 149 deg C and pressures above 10,000 psi (69

MPa) are commonly used to describe high pressure, high temperature
(HPHT) wells. For tools to function safely without failure in this environment,
it is critical for materials to be carefully selected and tested to ensure
performance. The StackFRAC Titanium XV system builds on the benefits and
features of the company’s existing technology, with the added capability of
withstanding HPHT environments. The burst and collapse pressure rating on
all metal parts of the Titanium XV system ensures that the liner and tools do
not deteriorate when exposed to high differential pressures up to 15,000 psi
(103 MPa) inside the wellbore. The HPHT capability of this system makes it
ideal for deep wells with long laterals and tight stage spacing.
It is this HPHT capability which an operator in Oman required. The

operator was working in the Khazzan field and required a completion
system with equipment rated for a 15,000 psi working pressure. Traditional
cemented completions resulted in poor production in the area, and swell
packers rated at 10,000 psi and above were unproven. After some
consideration, the operator decided to use a ball-activated completion
design for the lower toe stages and a plug-and-perf design for the upper
stages. Packers Plus was single sourced by the operator after an eight-
month-long feasibility study. The Titanium XV tools were successfully tested
within just six weeks of the project start date.

Since 2011, Packers Plus has completed over 215 wells using Titanium XV
systems, amounting to over 4,050 stages.

Stand: 12940

The device was used in Oman’s Khazzan field (Photo: Packers Plus) 

Reducing operational risk in HPHT formation with Packers Plus 
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AT THIS YEAR’S ADIPEC, Raccortubi Middle East FZE,
stockholder and supplier of pipes, fittings and flanges, will be
exhibiting with support from an even wider manufacturing range
integrated within Raccortubi Group.
Raccortubi’s acquisition at the end of 2014 of Petrol Raccord,

manufacturer of butt weld fittings in stainless steel, duplex,
superduplex, superaustenitics and nickel alloys, represents an
extended Group production range, from ½” to 56”, almost
without wall thickness limitations. A significant part of Petrol
Raccord’s production is also dedicated to special/customised
fittings such as flow/barred tees, “Y” pieces, laterals, manifolds
and headers, which can be produced to customer
specifications. 
Petrol Raccord has a considerable number of end-user

approvals, including that of Saudi Aramco, as well as quality
certification for the nuclear industry. Add this to dedicated
internal specifications and quality homologations at the Group’s
other Tecninox fittings plant, and the result is ex-stock material
that already adheres to the most stringent market requirements.
Sunzeev Swami, managing director of Raccortubi Middle

East, explains where the added value lies for the client.  “The
fact that we can call on our integrated manufacturing facilities
for the production of fittings, for continuous stock
replenishment or completion of a package where necessary,
means that we are able to offer customers full piping solutions
to short timescales.”
Indeed, the Raccortubi Middle East warehouse contains

pipes, tubes, fittings and flanges, in stainless steel, duplex,
superduplex and special alloys, for projects in a variety of
industrial applications, from chemical, petrochemical and oil
installations, to power plants, shipyards and offshore platforms.
Raccortubi Middle East is looking forward to welcoming

visitors to its stand and presenting the benefits of the Group’s
latest developments.

Stand: 1230

Raccortubi offers an extended product range as a result of its
acquisition of Petrol Raccord

Extended range from Raccortubi
Group
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SPECTREX, INC. (SPECTREX) will bring its top-
end range of 40/40 series flame detection
systems to ADIPEC 2015. The US-based
company, now a part of Emerson
Process Management, will showcase
the 40/40VID system at the show.
The Spectrex 40/40VID is a

reliable, high performance flame
detection system, featuring the
advantages of proven its IR3
flame detection, combined with
a smart camera, making it a new
and unique way to ensure
superior flame identification at oil
and gas facilities.
The system provides flame

detection capabilities at up to 65
metres and the highest immunity to
false alarms at all times,
irrespective of external conditions
such as extreme weather and
environmental illumination. This
is achieved by combining the
power of IR3 flame detection
with advanced video analysis
technology. The IR3 flame
detector identifies the unique
infrared spectral signature
emitted by a hydrocarbon fire, while
the smart video provides picture
analysis of the real-time video feed in order to
interpret flame characteristics, which is an

important factor in fire-control. The 40/40VID
can be connected to the CCTV system,

providing remote surveillance capabilities to
display the protected area in high quality,

with clear markings of the area of the
fire. This combination allows those
monitoring the output to
differentiate between real fires
and other radiant sources, while
obtaining the actual size and
location of the fire helps fire-
response personnel to select
the best response to the
situation.
Spectrex offers a wide range

of flame detectors, from ultra-fast
detection time (in milliseconds) to
high sensitivity hydrocarbon and
hydrogen flame detection, alongside
the equally large open path gas
detection (OPGD) range that can
detect hazardous gases, from
flammable hydrocarbons to toxic
ammonia (NH3) and hydrogen sulphide
(H2S). The company’s patented optical
UV/IR and IR3 flame detector designs,
as well as its patented Xenon Flash
designs in OPGD detectors are widely
used in oil and gas projects. All Spectrex
products can operate in the toughest
conditions, from the heat of African
deserts to the chill of Alaskan waters.

Stand: 13107

US-BASED AND MANUFACTURERS of
high-performance case solutions and
advanced portable lighting systems Pelican
Products, Inc. will exhibit at ADIPEC 2015
for the first time. The company also
recently announced expansion in its Middle
East facility at Jebel Ali Free Zone.
As the biggest energy forum, ADIPEC is

an apt platform for the company and
Pelican has revealed plans to showcase its
unique products at the event.
Ahmed Khodeir, business development

manager – Middle East, said, “We plan to
do something big at ADIPEC like a
conference or a presentation where we
would showcase our units to customers.
We have products  – cases and flashlights
– that can be applied to oil and gas,
industrial, piping and HSE sectors, besides
many other industries.”
The company is one of the few who

builds on its ranges almost every other
month, the most recent being Pelican
3310ELS, Pelican 2780 LED headlight and
Pelican 7000 LED flashlight.

The Peli 3310ELS is a wall-mountable
emergency lighting station that includes a
clear polymer protective enclosure that
houses a Peli 3310PL photoluminescent
LED light. It is made of virtually
indestructible polymer material that gathers
ambient light to glow in the dark when the
lights are off, making it easy to locate in
blackout situations. The 3310PL body is
engineered to fit the natural grasp of
gloved and bare hands and the ridges along
the handle allow for a strict non-slip grip. It
measures 15.6cm and weighs 176g only
(including batteries). 
With three AA batteries (included), the

light offers three modes: high (234 lumens),
low (28 lumens) providing up to 190 hours
of light for long-term power outages, and
flashing mode which can be used for
signalling purposes. It leads the way with a
beam distance of 240 m and a peak beam
intensity of 14,500 candelas.
Falling oil prices being the primary

concern of most of the companies
worldwide, Khodeir said that it does not

discourage him as oil and gas companies
still need to operate with certain products
and flashlights are a very integral part of
their operations.

Stand: CN134

Pelican to make its ADIPEC debut this year

Ahmed Khodeir, business development
manager – Middle East

The real-time video feed from the 40/40VID’s smart camera helps
interpret physical characteristics of the flame (Photo: Spectrex, Inc.)
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P
T SAGATRADE MURNI, Indonesia-based manufacturer of
quality oilfield equipment, continues to experience growth,
with a US$4mn-plus expansion completed in early 2015. This
has involved the installation of new equipent and

sophisticated CNC machinery to meet production requirements and
enable the company to diversify its product base.
Based in Samarinda, East Kalimantan, the company, which employs

300 Indonesian workers and has a revenue stream exceeding
US$50mn, manufactures products to API specifications and
recognised safety standards with many threading options available,
under the operational management of Tony Beale, president and Akbar
Rivai, vice president. The extensive product list ranges from welded
centralisers to hydraulic liner hangars and cementing manifolds.

Recent developments
Developments in 2014 included the launch of the Saga Inflatable
Casing Packer. In addition, PT Sagatrade Murni Ltd entered into a
joint venture with Houston-based Lancaster Flow Automation, LLC
which will manufacture choke valves for oil and gas exploration and
production in Indonesia and worldwide.
In 2015 PT Sagatrade Murni has to date entered into two joint

ventures in Australia; the first a sales, marketing and service

company, Integrated Oil Field Services Pty Ltd, will sell all Sagatrade
Murni products. The second, Pro-Test Well Services Pty Ltd, provides
services including open/cased hole drill stem testing, injection face
off testing and diagnostic fracture injection testing as well as data
acquisition services. Both joint ventures are operated under the
supervision of director Ewan McDonald.  
Also this year, PT Sagatrade Murni will unveil a new packer product

and will establish a new Saga division for well testing in Indonesia.

International expansion 
The mandate of PT Sagatrade Murni and Saga-PCE Ltd is to create
jobs, develop local expertise and assist the petroleum industry in
Indonesia and internationally.
PT Sagatrade Murni Ltd opened their international sales office

Saga-PCE Pte Ltd in Singapore in 2008, following which Kim Sadler,
international sales director, opened a Middle East office in Oman. The
company has also established a manufacturing base in Mexico under
the directorship of Ron Wilson, and a sales office in Brazil under the
directorship of Brian Tytler. 
In the Middle East, Saga-PCE Pte Ltd / Sagatrade Murni Ltd are

looking to expand their production and sales with an investment of
US$5mn in production facilities and the expansion of their sales
offices in Oman and UAE.
Sagatrade Murni and Saga-PCE have many large international clients

throughout the world, and the international sales offices are
experiencing increased demand as the range of products continues to
diversify. The company looks forward to many years of growth ahead. n

Stand: 7430

PT Sagatrade Murni’s production facility in Samarinda, East Kalimantan

The growth story of oilfield equipment manufacturer
PT Sagatrade Murni continues.

30 years young and 

growing

The international sales offices are
experiencing increased demand as the range of
products diversifies”
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WELL FLOW INTERNATIONAL, an independent
provider of technology-enabled stimulation
chemicals, wellbore cleanup chemicals and
associated downhole tools, showcased its
products at the Kuwait Oil & Gas Show (KOGS)
2015 in October. 
“Well Flow provides a wide range of

stimulation chemicals, which focus on scale
removal rather than reservoir stimulation in oil
and gas wells,” said Tom Sherwin, vice president
and group commercial director.
Scale deposits, like barium sulphate, can build

up inside the wellbore after drilling. The
hydrochloric acid-based cleanup solutions
offered by most companies are not completely
effective in removing scale. 
“Our solutions mitigate wellbore damage in all

types of formations and reservoir environments.
By combining Well Flow’s chemicals and tools,
resource holders can improve recovery and
injectivity rates, accelerate production, and
maximise existing production or disposal
infrastructure,” Sherwin asserted.
At ADIPEC, Well Flow will launch its newest,

state-of-the-art stimulation chemical, HDC®-3.
“It is the most powerful barite-dissolving
chemical we’ve ever seen,” said Sherwin,
adding, “And this solution is a game-changer. It
is effective in downhole temperatures greater
than 200ºC/400ºF, can dissolve 300 gm/litre or

more of drilling-grade barite.” 
Already being extensively tested by customers

in the region, Sherwin said it will have a great
impact on solubility. Other products include tools
and chemicals that provide efficient and cost-

effective wellbore cleanout appropriate in nearly
every major producing region.
KOGS was a huge support in promoting

engineered chemistry technologies in scale
remediation to the Kuwaiti market, Sherwin
noted. “Kuwait is a major oil producer and we
understand there is a huge market for
specialised, technology-driven chemical and
mechanical solutions for oil and gas industry
leaders worldwide.”
Focussing on ADIPEC 2015, Sherwin reiterated

that Well Flow looks to engage with as many
customers as possible at the international event,
as well as increase brand and product
awareness. “There is an opportunity to expand
operations into the UAE, Kuwait, Oman and Iraq,
and Well Flow will also be exhibiting at trade
shows in those areas,” said Sherwin. 
Outside of Well Flow’s long-time partnership

with Saudi Aramco and IOCs such as BP,
Halliburton and Shell, the company is active in
pilot projects specifically focused on analytics-
oriented solutions. “ADIPEC is an international
gathering of the strongest, smartest, most
strategic organisations in the world, and the Well
Flow team looks forward to promoting new
advancements in this ever-changing industry,”
Sherwin remarked.

Stand: 13485

Well Flow pushes for stronger hold in Middle East with tech-driven solutions
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EMIRATI ESTABLISHMENT TERRACOTTA and French energy
services consultant CURISTEC have announced that they would be
launching a joint venture Curiscotta to cater to the oil and gas
companies in the region. 
Already associated with big names like ADNOC, Philippe Thirion,

managing director at Terracotta, said, “We are a local company with
global expertise. The reason we have associated ourselves with
CURISTEC is to bring their R&D and software expertise to the Gulf
to benefit local companies here.”
Axel-Pierre Bois, CEO at CURISTEC, added, “We did not want an

agent or a branch. This JV with Terracotta will help us get connected
to the right people in the Middle East region. We have the best
solution for oil and gas industry. What we want is to create value for
the services we provide. We want to show that Curiscotta is about
creating values.”
Already working with clients in Oman, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia,

CURISTEC is hopeful that their association in the UAE will be long-
term. 
Apart from imparting training skill sets to locals, Terracotta’s

Thirion said that with oil prices going down, many companies are
looking to spend on solutions rather than not spend at all. With
CURISTEC technology and expertise, the joint venture can bring help
clients save costs and optimise operations. “Innovation is the key,”
Bois added. 
CURISTEC’s CEO also noted that the company is a pioneer in

creating one-of-a-kind software like CurisData and CurisIntegrity. 

Stand: 9230E

Terracotta and CURISTEC to launch
joint venture in UAE

Tom Sherwin, vice president at 
Well Flow International

KUWAIT’S AL-REWAQ AL-DAHABI established its foothold at
KOGS that was held from 11-14 October 2015.
Ibrahim Al Muwaizri, commercial manager at  Al-Rewaq Al-

Dahabi, said, “We are the supplier of best and highly-certified
European products in the GCC specialising in design, installation,
integration, training, maintenance and consultation in electro-
mechanical, O&G, petrochemical industries, defence, security
and construction.”
Al-Rewaq Al-Dahabi client list includes Spain’s Cofen, Umirs

from Hungary and H&G Explosives from the UK. 
Showcasing world-class solutions at KOGS, the commercial

manager noted that Al-Rewaq Al-Dahabi also tailors products as
per the customers’ needs in Kuwait. Giving an example, Muwaizri
mentioned USA’s AVANTE that provides web-based 24/7 end-to-
end tracking services by using its RFID ZONER™-RELAYER™
container security devices, carrier-based and yard based fixed
site communication links and personnel badges to provide cargo
container visibility and security management.
With oil prices falling, he opined that companies are looking at

health and safety to optimise costs. 
Muwaizri added, “With regards to business, we are growing

and strategising further reach in the GCC. We are a local
company working with international companies. I believe there is
a need for domestic companies to grow in Kuwait to push the
economy in these times.”

Al-Rewaq Al-Dahabi brings the best of
Europe to Kuwait
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MILLE SAS WILL be presenting its new GM’S-branded range of
safety shoes at ADIPEC.
The GM’S range is comprised of five heavy duty models

(Winboots, Sunboots, Monster brown and black, and Dealer) and
three executive models (Oxford, Derby and Loafer).
Available in European sizes ranging from 39 to 48 (7 to 14 for

the US market), the shoes have a number of strengths that mark
them out from the competition, according to the French company,
including a wide fit for maximum comfort and a non-metallic toe
cap for greater insulation from heat and the cold.
The footwear also has a puncture-proof outsole that is metallic

on the five heavy duty
models and non-metallic
on the three executive
models, as well as a
lightweight outsole for
maximum comfort, a deep
tread, high stability and high-
performance anti-slip
technology.
With the EN ISO 20345

and ASTM certified GM’s
range, Mille SAS is able to
meet the requirements
of professionals across
a wide range of
business sectors,
including construction,
industry, oil & gas and risk
prevention.
Renowned for its expertise in the

manufacture of safety shoes, Mille SAS
offers a wide variety of injected, welt
and cemented footwear. 
Founded in 1912, the ISO 9001-

certified company sells 1,500 pairs of safety shoes a day,
generating US$12.5mn turnover, around 20 per cent of which
comes from exports to countries including the UAE.

Stand: 9220B

KERMEL WILL BE showcasing its fabrics and
clothing, which protect against heat, flames
and electric arc, at this year’s ADIPEC
exhibition, offering solutions for both
individuals (safety equipment for high-risk
industries, fire brigades, law enforcement,
public order, military personnel) and industry
(hot-gas filtration, transport, electrical
insulation, etc).
Kermel fibre textile solutions are

specifically suited to the needs of end users
and to the climatic and technical constraints
they face. 
Kermel garments are the ideal solution for

hot and humid conditions, such as those found
in the Middle East: lightweight (for greater
comfort), soft to the touch and offering a level

of protection that meets international
standards.
A regular participant in the exhibition, the

French company is able to meet the needs of
customers by offering exclusive customized
solutions when it comes to yarns, fabrics,
knits and protective clothing, to cater for the
specific requirements of buyers or end users. 
Last year, Kermel sold its 165 gsm K-

Durashield suits to various types of end user in
the oil and gas industries of the UAE and Qatar.
The company has also encountered a great

deal of success with its 150 gsm Sofshield
suits, whose light weight closely meets the
needs of customer.

Stand: 9220D

FRENCH OIL AND gas firms will once again take part in the ADIPEC
exhibition in Abu Dhabi on 9-12 November 2015, with 33 companies
representing the various sectors of the industry. 
The French companies will be grouped together in a 315 m²

French section organized by Business France, a government agency
supporting the international development of the French economy. 

The French oil and gas sector brings together the world’s leading
operators, such as Total and ENGIE, with companies who provide
equipment or services to the oil and gas industry, some of them
global giants such as CGG and TECHNIP.
But this sector also has a network of SMEs to cover its needs

from exploration through to the processing of hydrocarbons.
French oil and gas companies generate around US$38.6bn in

turnover and provide 60,000 high-level technical and scientific jobs,
while French technologies enjoy an excellent international reputation. 
With more than 90 per cent of turnover generated abroad, France

is the second-largest global exporter after the United States. 
This extraordinary performance reflects the high technological

level of French companies, bolstered by ambitious research and
development programmes.
By attending the ADIPEC exhibition, French companies are looking

to develop or consolidate their business in the Middle East, a key
region in the oil and gas industry. 

Hall 9

Mille SAS unveils new range of safety shoes at 
ADIPEC 2015

More French companies to showcase
at ADIPEC 

French companies will exhibit in a 315 m² section organised by
Business France

The GM’S range consists
of eight different models

Kermel offers protective solutions for individuals in high-
risk industries like oil and gas
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DUBAI-BASED CONTAINER SOLUTIONS will
bring its entire range of services, including
shipping and offshore container conversion,
trading and depot services as well as container
transportation in the Middle East and nearby
regions, to ADIPEC 2015. The company has had a
busy year and hopes to garner more business at
the premier event for the oil and gas industry.
Along with more than a decade of experience

dealing with the oil and gas industry in the
Middle East, Container Solutions offers the
following advantages to existing and potential
customers in the region:
• Branches in Oman, Qatar and head office in

the UAE
• More than 800,000 sq ft depot space in Dubai,

UAE and Sohar, Oman
• Dry and refrigerated container repair services
• ISO 9001 and OHSAS 18001 certifications
• Dedicated sales and operations teams
• Exclusive partner of TAL International, USA

Container Solutions has displayed its proficiency
in managing oil and gas projects through winning
and successfully completing various contracts in
the industry. In 2015, the company has already

designed, built and supplied 1,000 custom-built 40
ft containers to Borouge, a 20-man living space
for Dragon Oil’s Turkmenistan operations and five
40 ft trailer-mounted office-cum-accommodation
units to Halliburton. In addition, the company has
also supplied other oil and gas companies in the
region with various types of modified modules,

based on DNV GL –certified offshore containers. 
Set up in 2003, Container Solutions has

become a major player in the region’s container
industry in a relatively short time, and has also
expanded operations beyond the Middle East.

Stand: CN116

The company has an in-house team to design and implement
container conversions (Photo: Container Solutions)

Container Solutions to meet your container design and manufacture needs
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H
OSTED UNDER THE patronage of Her Excellency Sheikha
Lubna Al Qasimi, Minister of International Cooperation and
Development, the conference will take place on Sunday, 8
November at the Eastern Mangroves Hotel and Spa by

Anantara. 
With an established track record of raising passionate debate on

the issues surrounding the role of women in the energy sector, the
‘Women In Industry’ Conference aims to address the challenges
faced by women in the oil and gas industry. It brings women leaders
to the stage to share their experiences and insights. 

This year’s conference programme includes a keynote address by
HE Sheikha Lubna on empowering women to achieve success and
contribute to society, including a live on-stage interview. 

Also giving a keynote address on the important role of women in
energy will be Ali Khalifa Al Shamsi, strategy and coordination
director at the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC), and
ADIPEC 2015 chairman. 

“Inclusive workplace policies will enable more women to enter

and thrive in the oil and gas industry, which will ultimately bring value
and promote an overall forward-thinking attitude within the sector,” Al
Shamsi said. 

“A comprehensive approach is key to bridging the gender gap,
and this includes action on both sides – educating women from the
grassroots about the wide range of opportunities available in the
industry, and creating workplace environments that enable the
growth and development of female professionals,”  Al Shamsi added.

The first half of the conference, which kicks off at 9am, will be
open to both men and women, followed by women’s only sessions,
roundtable discussions, and a majlis gathering from 2pm onwards. 

The morning sessions include a live on-stage interview with Vicki
Hollub, senior executive vice president and president of Occidental
Oil and Gas, on her experiences transitioning from manager to C-
level, and a keynote innovation address by Mohammad Husain, CEO
of the Kuwait-based petrochemical company Equate, on innovation
and diversity in the workplace and how it can drive a competitive
advantage in any business.

Other sessions will cover the importance of women in today’s
energy market; how implementing a diverse workforce makes
business sense; current industry challenges and building a business
around a diverse culture; and building a talent pipeline to satisfy
increasing demands in a new energy world.

The value of inviting men as both speakers and audience
members to the conference is two-fold, explained Claire Pallen,

The ‘Women in Industry’ Conference provides a forum to explore ideas
for promoting more female participation in the oil and gas industry

ADIPEC’s acclaimed ‘ Women in Industry’ Conference has expanded into a full-day programme this
year, inviting male participation and attendance for the first time since the series’ inception.

First mixed-gender event for

‘Women in Industry’

Inclusive workplace policies will enable
more women to enter and thrive in the oil and
gas industry”
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conference director at dmg events. 
“First, it offers the perfect platform for men to listen to the

concerns of their female colleagues, concerns that might otherwise
go unheard,” she said. “Second, it enables male speakers to set
precedent for other male colleagues, and inspire industry-wide
change in corporate policy – one that promotes workplace diversity.”

Additional confirmed panellists this year include Melanie
Kenderdine, director of Office, Energy Policy and Systems Analysis,
US Department of Energy; and a one-to-one interview with Sara
Akbar, CEO and co-founder of Kuwait Energy, on her career
highlights, which include insights into being the only female on
Kuwait’s Wild Well Killers team back in 1991.

Importance of role models
The oil and gas industry, traditionally a male-dominated domain, has
witnessed great strides in attracting and retaining more women into
engineering positions. Women comprise a larger proportion of the
global energy workforce today than at any point in history. 

Figures from Shell Global show that 29 per cent of its employees
in supervisory/professional positions are women, and the proportion
of women in its senior leadership positions has nearly doubled over
the last decade – from 9.9 per cent in 2005, to 18 per cent in 2014.
Similarly, about 28 per cent of ExxonMobil’s global workforce is
women, and in 2014, 40 per cent of management and professional
new hires were women, significantly higher than the percentage of
women in its overall employee population.

However, there are still challenges to be met. According to a 2015
report by PricewaterhouseCoopers, only 5 per cent of executive
board seats in the top UK-headquartered energy firms are currently
held by women, while 61 per cent of leadership boards have no
women present at all.

Continuous efforts will have to be made to support the industry’s
female workforce, and distinguishing women achievers as role
models is an important component of that process, according to
women in the industry.

The ADIPEC 2015 Oil & Gas Woman of the Year Award will
recognise a female whose career has progressed at a rapid pace,
demonstrating the empowerment process in her company that
encouraged her to reach her aspirations.  

Hosnia Hashim, vice president – Operations at the Kuwait Foreign
Petroleum Exploration Company, one of Forbes Most Powerful Arab
Women in 2014, and a speaker at the ‘Women in Industry’
Conference, said, “Recognising women achievers in energy is more
important than ever to challenge the perception that the oil and gas
industry is a male domain. The journey to success is not an easy
one, but can be achieved with commitment, determination, and the
support of corporate policy. The ADIPEC 2015 Oil & Gas Woman of
the Year Award helps to transform what may seem as only a dream
for young women to pursue a career in energy into a tangible reality.” 

Winners and runners-up will be announced at the ADIPEC Gala
Awards Dinner on ADIPEC’s opening night, 9 November 2015. 

In addition to recognising female achievers and bringing to light
role models within the industry, the Oil & Gas Woman of the Year
Award is a powerful message to society that women are equally
capable and can play significant roles, said Reem Al Anbari, chief
financial officer at Borouge, an ADNOC Group company, and a
speaker at the ‘Women in Industry’ Conference.

“Many organisations are now focusing on diversity as a way of
increasing their effectiveness and competitiveness by attracting the

best talent regardless of gender. In many countries, women
comprise more than half of the population, and leaving this resource
untapped is a detrimental mistake. The oil and gas industry is an
engine for the economy, and we need to get women involved across
all corporate levels to change the dynamics and make sure their
voices are heard, not overlooked or ignored,” Al Anbari said. 

“Thanks to the UAE government’s unwavering support for
women, many companies offer effective career development tools
and policies – it is now up to women to take advantage of these
opportunities by asking questions, taking risks, and being involved in
major projects to try and deliver results,” added Al Anbari. 

Mariam Al Badr, director of orporate communications at Dolphin
Energy, said: “When it comes to oil and gas, there tends to be
negative connotations about women as engineers, working offshore
and developing a career in the sector. As someone who works in
communications I can see that there is a strong need to dispel these
misperceptions by engaging more effectively with females and
profiling the different opportunities and roles they can assume within
the energy sector.

“The notion of equal opportunity, training and education is very
important,” added Al Badr, who is also a speaker at the ‘Women in
Industry’ Conference. “For example, at Dolphin Energy it is made
very clear what is needed to progress to the next level. This is of
great help because not only are you given clear targets to aim for but
also as a woman you feel part of the company’s future plans for
success. It is very motivating.”

Although corporate tools and policies play a critical role in
supporting women through their career development, Amna Al
Maqtari, process engineer at the TAKREER Research Centre, says
before looking outside for external support, it is important that
women look inside first. 

“Managing your internal expectations is key, and this holds true
for any employee whether male or female. We are here to prove that
women are just as capable and competent as men, and so expecting
that you will receive special treatment because you are a woman
does not work in our favour,” said Al Maqtari.

The best resource in the workplace for women looking for
guidance on their journey to success are their senior colleagues, Al
Maqtari added. “My superiors are my greatest mentors and have
always lent their support and advice when I needed it most. So
finding someone that you can trust – a person who will not push you
aside, but push you forward – can be of great help, especially in
times of difficulty,” she said. n

Hosnia Hashim, vice president - operations, Kuwait Foreign Petroleum
Exploration Company

Recognising women achievers in
energy is more important than ever”
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Providing engineering and 
project management across 
the full project lifecycle.

• Concept & Feasibility Studies

• FEED

• Detailed Engineering 

• PMC

Brownfield 
engineering to 
improve productivity 
and efficiency.

Our Offices:
Abu Dhabi: Regional Head Office 
London: Corporate Head Office
Global Regions: Middle East, Europe, 
Americas, Asia Pacific

www.penspen.com

Visit us at Adipec 2015, Stand 8420B Hall 8
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VICTAULIC, THE WORLD'S leading
producer of grooved mechanical couplings
and pipe-joining systems, will present a
wide range of products - including the
new Style 809 coupling - at ADIPEC for
the first time. The coupling provides high
pressure joint integrity while maintaining
a degree of flexibility to facilitate easy
joint assembly where slight misalignment
conditions exist. 

The new Style 809 coupling engages
directly onto rings, which are supplied
with each coupling and are welded to the
O.D. of the pipe. It is ideal for oil and gas
applications and can accommodate
working pressures up to 3000 psi/20700
kPa on 6 – 10"/ 150 – 250 mm Schedule
80 or heavier wall carbon steel pipe. The
gasket in the coupling is a special
compound with excellent oil resistance
and a high resistance to extrusion.
Temperature tolerance is –20°F to +180°F/
–29°C to +82°C.

“The Style 809 coupling was
developed specifically to address
requirements for a highly reliable high
pressure coupling that maintains full pipe
wall thickness without intrusion into the
pipe ID,” said Daniel Christian, Victaulic Oil
& Gas, Chemical & Power Markets
director. “It is therefore perfect for
demanding applications in the oil and gas
industry.”

“The pressures being placed on
construction may be increasing, but
accelerated schedules are also an
opportunity for owners, project managers
and contractors to look at alternatives to
the traditional time-intensive welded
pipe,” concluded Christian. “Victaulic
systems perform as well as welded and
flanged pipe but offer built-in flexibility,
safety and time-saving installation
methods.” 

Stand: 8311

CORROTHERM INTERNATIONAL, SPECIALIST in the
supply of nickel and nickel alloy materials, will be
showing its wide range of heat- and corrosion-
resistant nickel alloys, available as seamless pipes,
fittings, flanges and plates. In particular, nickel-based
alloys from the INCONEL®, INCOLOY® and MONEL®
ranges are ideal for the cost-effective manufacture of
pumps, valves and process control equipment. From
all-round robust alloys like INCOLOY® alloy 825, which
offers  outstanding resistance to general and localised
corrosion, to specialist alloys like INCONEL® alloy 725,
used for the manufacture of down-hole tubulars,
hangers and tooling, these alloys offer solutions to fit
the bill for all kinds of onshore and offshore extraction
applications across the oil and gas industry. The latest product in the Corrotherm line-up is electro-
deposited nickel foil. This is ultra-thin and yet offers excellent corrosion, welding and forming
properties. It can be manufactured in incredibly thin sheets, down to a minimum of 6µm – thinner than
a human hair – and has a wide range of applications within the engineering sector.

Corrotherm’s expertise has helped build many strong relationships in the energy industry across
the region, strengthened by the regional sales office. 

Stand: 8510B 

AEG POWER SOLUTIONS, a global provider of power electronic systems and solutions for
industrial power supplies and renewable energy applications, will be showing its latest
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) and industrial chargers at ADIPEC. 

AEG PS will display its full industrial range of solutions which meet the most stringent
international standards to guarantee power supply to mission-critical applications in the up,
mid and downstream segments of the oil and gas and petrochemical industry. The company

will be displaying its Protect 8 UPS
system, which is designed to ensure
the continuous availability of power
and safe operations for all types of
critical applications in the harshest
environments. Protect 8 is adapted to
be rugged, and to cope with
extremes in temperature and
humidity, as well as dust and sand.
AEG PS will also be showing its
Protect RCS series of robust industrial
rectifiers, chargers and DC systems. 

Stand: 8530E

Victaulic debuts new coupling

PROSEP, THE OIL, gas and produced water treatment specialist, will be showing its
portfolio of proprietary solutions for the effective treatment of oil, gas, and produced water
at ADIPEC. Its proprietary ProPure mixer technology, which is already being utilized by
major operators including Pemex, Statoil and Saudi Aramco – offers a cost-effective and
reliable solution for reducing chemical consumption, maximizing hydrocarbon recovery, and
process optimisation.

ProSep has recently signed a collaboration agreement with Generon IGS, an industry-
leading provider of comprehensive gas separation and compression solutions, to develop
and commercialise a state-of-the-art line of CO2 separation membrane products. Generon’s
CO2 membrane modules dramatically increase hydrocarbon recovery and minimise
permeate loss. ProSep will engineer, manufacture and distribute gas treatment packages,
including Generon’s membrane technologies, for the upstream oil and gas industry.

Stand: 7327

Power solutions for oil and gas applications 

Prosep to focus on mixing technologies

Corrotherm to show nickel alloy engineering expertise

AEG solutions are used throughout the oil,
gas and petrochemical industry

The Style 809 coupling

Corrotherm's Middle East regional team
will show its nickel and nickel alloy
engineering expertise
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COMPRESSOR SOLUTIONS PROVIDER for the oil
and gas industry in upstream, midstream and
downstream, Bauer Kompressoren has impressed
many exploration companies with its seismic survey
compressors. These compressor packages produce
acoustic waves to generate data about oil and gas
reserves.

The solutions mainly include Breathing Air
compressors for H2S protection, commercial divers
offshore; nitrogen generators for blow out
preventers (BOP); air compressors for rig tensioning
and motion compensation. Nitrogen generator with
high flowrate (Nitromax) is used for critical horizontal
drilling using coil tubing. 

In the midstream segment, medium pressure
compressors are used in surge vessel applications.
Also, LNG carrier vessels are classic examples
where nitrogen generators are used for inerting
or blanketing applications. For downstream,
Bauer’s nitrogen compressors are used for the
purging of mechanical seals, and distance pieces of
turbo machineries. The Breathing Air packages are certified
by major refining companies for their internal fire stations and H2S
Protection.

For the last 68 years, Bauer has progressively developed solutions
adapting to various industrial demands. Beginning with breathing air
compressors that meet European specifications, the company has

diversified
its businesses
catering to special
requirements for
industrial compressors. NFPA, ASME and ABS are well-versed
standards, which are rigorously followed by Bauer’s packaging facility
in the USA. Catering to oil and gas industry’s special requirements,
explosion proof packages, which are ATEX certified, are also available.

On sustainability, Colin Fountain, managing director of Bauer
Kompressoren GCC FZE, said that Bauer has never stepped back
when it comes to innovation.

“Thanks to our marketing and product development teams, we
are working closely with the end-users to understand technology
trends and market demands. Our focus has been to produce
compact, user-friendly, completely integrated solutions. This has
brought us to the market leader position over many years.”

UNICUS 4i is the most recently developed Breathing Air package,
which includes compressor, storage and filling station all together in a
compact unit. Its special PLC panel is designed to produce air quality
reports directly.

Another innovative product is the Instru Aire package, which is
designed to produce ANSI grade instrument air without the use of
desiccant dryer.

The oil price drop is affecting everyone and Bauer is no different.
“Projects are on hold and contractors have been asked to reduce the
prices for services. We cannot escape the situation. Therefore, we
are diversifying into the other business areas that will help us survive
the slowdown.”

Still, Bauer is not slowing its operations down. It is working
closely with EPC firms for projects like Emirates Global Aluminum,
Dubai Airport and a jet fuel pipeline project in Qatar.

“We are expecting a bio-methane project in the UAE, which will
showcase our ‘Go-Green’ initiative. Oman is still going strong with
new development plans in oil and gas, which will be monitored
closely by all equipment manufacturers,” Fountain added. 

Bauer Kompressoren will be at ADIPEC 2015 promoting the
Breathing Air package for H2S protection and nitrogen generators for
coil tubing and blow out preventers.

Stand: 5210, 5220

Bauer Kompressoren launches compressors for offshore operations

Breathing Air compressor
unit by Bauer Kompressoren
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GLOBUS WILL DISPLAY high-
performance hand protection solutions,
specialist chemical protective clothing and
respiratory protection for hazardous
working environments at ADIPEC. 

It is essential that workers across the
oil and gas sector protect their hands,
with gloves playing an important role in
optimising hand safety. In the oil and gas
industry, gloves need to be chosen to
match the hazards and the task, as well
as worker requirements so that the job
can be carried out without restriction. The
right choice of glove should impact
positively on the company’s hand accident
rates and productivity levels. 

Globus has developed effective hand
protection solutions to perform in extreme
climates and to protect from impact,
chemicals, cuts, abrasion, water and
punctures. As well as reducing the risk of
hand accidents, the specialist gloves on
display at ADIPEC help to provide wearers
with powerful grip in wet and oily
handling conditions. 

Following Globus’ recent corporate
acquisition, a complementary range of
Alpha Solway’s latest innovations in
chemical protective clothing and
respiratory protection products for
hazardous environments across the oil
and gas sector will also be on display.
These proven ranges are manufactured
using cutting-edge technologies and are
designed to keep petrochemical workers
safe when performing chemical handling
operations and when protection is needed
against inhaling hazardous substances.

Steve Shale, marketing manager of
Globus said, “We are delighted to be
showcasing our hand protection solutions
as well as our newly acquired range of
Alpha Solway chemical protective clothing
and respiratory equipment at ADIPEC. Oil
and gas workers shouldn’t be at risk of
injury caused by ineffective personal
protective equipment (PPE).”

Stand: 8410A 

CAPITAL SAFETY, THE leading provider of safety solutions for workers at height, will present its
extensive offering in fall protection equipment at ADIPEC.

Capital Safety will showcase the latest addition to the DBI-SALA portfolio – the ExoFit STRATATM,
the lightest-wearing safety harness ever created. The ExoFit STRATATM is designed to take the
weight off workers’ shoulders and redistribute it to the hips. It features PolarMesh™ padding, which
keeps users’ backs cooler with greater air flow alongside a Revolver™ vertical torso adjuster and Tri-
Lock Revolver™ connectors which provide added security around the legs.

The company will also be showcasing a full range of confined space equipment, various fall
protection harnesses including the new Delta™ Comfort harness, as well as horizontal and vertical

lifelines and personal self-retracting lifelines.
Newly acquired Python Safety Inc., specialist manufacturer

of tool drop prevention equipment, will also make its debut on
the Capital Safety stand. Members of the team will be on hand
to provide insight and advice into the dangers of dropped tools
and solutions which will help prevent incidents of personal
injury, equipment damage, and tool loss.

Capital Safety experts will be available to discuss specific
application challenges and solutions for workers at height
within the oil and gas industry.

Stand: 13205 & 13225 (Yusuf bin Ahmed Kanoo Company
Limited)

E2S WARNING SIGNALS, the UK-based
independent audible and visual warning
device manufacturer, is launching two new
families of alarm horn sounders and light
strobes at ADIPEC, as well as introducing
two ranges launched earlier in 2015. The
stand focuses on explosion-proof and
intrinsically safe warning signals developed
to meet the challenging needs of the
offshore and onshore oil and gas industry. 

The centrepiece of the stand is a preview
of the new premium ‘STEx’ stainless steel
enclosure explosion proof warning signal
range, which offers outstanding corrosion
resistance in aggressive environments,
combined with outstanding performance.
Also on show is the new ‘D1x’ range,
intended for NEC/CEC Class I and Class II
Division 1 and Zone 1 & 20 applications. The
strobe units are available with a UV stable
polycarbonate, field replaceable filter; the

alarm horns with either traditional flared
horns or an omni-directional compact radial
horn. A threaded flame path enables quick
installation and simplifies maintenance
inspection, and the innovative internal
arrangement maximises wiring space.

Stand: 8320 

Hand protection solutions

FFE WILL BE showing its ATEX-certified, explosion-proof Fireray optical beam smoke
detectors and Talentum flame detectors at ADIPEC. FFE’s Fireray 3000 Exd optical beam
smoke detectors protect wide areas (up to 1,500m2) against smoking fires in potentially
explosive environments. They are designed for large enclosures within oil rigs, refineries,
ordinance stores and similar premises, and provide an early warning of smouldering or
highly smoke-generative fires which may not be picked up by flame detectors. Fireray’s
intrinsically safe, flameproof Talentum flame detectors use infra-red (IR) sensing technology
to detect flames from all fuel types – from hydrocarbon fires with 4.3µm emissions
through to invisible hydrogen fires – and can even detect flames through dust, steam and
smoke. They are also immune to the effects of wind. FFE’s Fireray smoke detectors and
Talentum flame detectors are ideal for high value, high risk installations with potentially
explosive atmospheres, such as offshore platforms, onshore oil refineries, storage farms,
pipelines and LPG/LNG facilities.

Stand: 8510C

E2S Warning Signals to launch new products 

FFE brings smoke and flame detection innovations

Capital Safety to showcase extensive product range

An example of the STEx warning signal range

Globus gloves provide wearers with powerful grip

Python Safety will be represented
on the stand
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Centralizers, Float Equipments, DV Tools, Rubber Cementing Plugs, 
Cementing Head , Bridge Plug and Cement Retainer
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3M GULF’S OIL and Gas Solutions division will
debut its newest 3M Glass Bubbles product in
the Middle East region at ADIPEC. The new
HGS4K28, which will be commercially available
later this year, with sample and field trial
quantities available for order since October, is a
high-strength, low-density additive specially
designed to afford greater density reduction
capabilities than other lightweight additives
under similar downhole conditions. 

"With the improvement in the strength-to-
density ratio, our newest addition to the Glass
Bubbles portfolio is ideal for low to moderate
downhole pressures," said Konstantinos
Spyropoulos, leader of Industrial Business Group
for Middle East and Africa. "No other additive on
the market today can match the value we provide
with Glass Bubbles, as these hollow glass
microspheres offer more strength at less volume,
meaning you purchase less, ship less, inventory
less, and reduce storage costs."

The use of HGS4K28 as a density reducing
agent for completion, work-over and cement
slurries offers the potential for improved well
integrity, reduced non-productive time and
increased well productivity when drilling in highly
depleted zones and weaker formations, as it may
help minimise or eliminate problems associated
with fluid loss, lost circulation and formation
damage.

“With HGS4K28, coupled with our higher

strength Glass Bubbles HGS19K46, which
launched globally earlier this year, 3M
demonstrates that less can be more, even under
pressure, as these products reduce costs by
creating lighter cement slurries and drilling fluids
while requiring less additive to achieve target
density at pressure,” Konstantinos continued.
“Using less additive creates stronger, cured
cement for better performance, and in drilling,
completion and work-over fluids less additive gives
customers more pressure control, as HGS4K28 and
HGS19K46 help to achieve and maintain target
density throughout the operation.”

Glass Bubbles HGS4K28 and HGS19K46

complement 3M's popular Glass Bubbles
portfolio, which includes a variety of strengths,
densities and sizes. 3M's portfolio of hollow glass
microspheres are used as an additive for a
number of applications in the oil and gas
industry, as well as automotive, aerospace,
rubber and plastics, paints and coatings,
construction materials, and electronics
industries. The technology behind Glass Bubbles,
first introduced in 1968, has become widely
accepted for its performance and processing
enhancements across a number of industries. 

Stand: 10730

3M Glass Bubbles

3M Gulf to debut its latest Glass Bubble product at ADIPEC
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THE USA IS expected to put on a show of strength at ADIPEC with
more than 200 exhibitors expected from the country, including
heavyweights such as ExxonMobil, Schlumberger and Baker Hughes.
The country's presence at ADIPEC is organised by Kallman
Worldwide, in association with numerous government agencies such
as the US Commercial Service.

The USA pavilion spans 3,400 sq m, spread across halls 7, 8 and
13 at the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC). 

Kallman worldwide president and CEO Tom Kallman said, “When
the USA commits to exhibit at ADIPEC, we’re saying we believe in
the power of this event to attract real business prospects and
customers. The steady growth and diversification of this show speaks
for itself. As the organiser of the US international pavilion, our team is
proud to help our exhibitors capitalise on this international business
event to grow their share of the regional marketplace, and further
extend our nation’s global oil and gas leadership.”

Of the 104 companies participating in the pavilion, 35 are new to
the show while 10 of the 35 are new to the market altogether. The
USA pavilion is expected to create a wealth of opportunities and
strengthen relationships with the buyers in the region. 

Some of the product highlights presented by the USA include
Bayco Products state-of-the-art dual-light flashlight; Galvanic Applied
Sciences Inc.'s tail and gas pit analyser to monitor H2S, SO2, CS2
and COS; Vulcan Systems' innovative drilling waster solutions; Kerite's
electrical submersible pump cable; DrawWorks' Casing Running Tool
(DWCRT) and Flush Mount Spider (DWFMS); Lamons' fire safe flange
isolation kits; Aereon's steam-flare assist options; inoVX's V-Suite
business application; Victaulic's ball valve for upstream oil systems

and Cestus' anti-vibration glove called TrembleX. 
In addition, some other companies are using ADIPEC as a launch

platform for major announcements - one such is the opening of
Oxifree's office in the UK, which could potentially help technical and
business development, and RedGuard's Middle East expansion plans. 

The pavilion is primary destination for buyers to meet USA
companies, and will be an on-site business hub for exhibitors looking to
maximise their exposure and time at the event, said Kallman officials. 

USA to put up biggest country pavilion at ADIPEC 

The pavilion is expected to provide a good base for networking
opportunities at ADIPEC 
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JOINT YOOCHANG THERMAL System Company (Joint Yoochang) is
showcasing a variety of its innovative pipe joints at ADIPEC 2016. The
company is a South Korea-based manufacturer of expansion joints used in a
range of industries. 

For the oil and gas industry, Joint Yoochang’s products include
ball, slip and multi joints. The piping systems in oil and gas facilities
have to deal with both high temperature and high pressure, and both
those factors are not constant either. It is therefore imperative
to use joints that can withstand the physical changes in the
pipes that are caused by the changes.

The company’s Spare Pak Slip Joint can
absorb 10-120 cm of displacement
caused by thermal expansion and
contraction in piping systems. This
compares favourably with the
bellows expansion joints typically
used in oil and gas installations,
which tend to absorb only 5-10 cm of
displacement. The larger traverse
absorption using slip joints means that
fewer expansion joints and anchors
are needed for any given length of
pipeline, thereby reducing the points
at which leaks can occur.

Joint Yoochang’s Spare Pak Ball Joint can absorb 3D displacement as
well as seismic displacement, and the length of its traverse absorption is the
distance between the centres of two ball joints. The Spare Pak Multi Joint
combines the slip and ball joints, and can therefore absorb both linear and
3D displacements.

The joints have an in-built maintenance tool to
handle leak occurrences. They are fitted

with a packing injection that contains
graphite powder which can be used
under full line pressure. This allows
for maintenance to be carried out
without needing to shut down the
pipeline operations, thus saving

downtime in the facility, which directly
affects productivity in a positive way.
All the joint products from Joint Yoochang

are made of a carbon steel/stainless steel alloy,
and can handle pressure up to 75 kg/cm3 and a maximum

temperature of 650°C. The company says that its Underground Slip
Joint was the first product of its kind in the world to have passed

the steam cycle test 100,000 times. All its various joints are certified by US-
based safety consulting and certification company UL.

Stand: 12710

SEEING THE CURRENT slowdown in the oil and
gas industry in the Middle East as a good time for
companies to reengineer their steel structures,
SSAB is coming to ADIPEC 2015 offering high-
strength steel solutions for offshore facilities. The
company says there is a great potential to save
both weight and cost in many OEM applications
and structures simply by optimising the
structures with new designs and stronger steels,
and without compromising on safety or reliability.

Joakim Nyström, key segment manager at
SSAB, says that companies need to “put a stop
to copy paste engineering and make use of the

latest 30 years of steel development and design
knowledge.” Pointing out that there are areas
where high yield strength in a steel structure
would not be suitable, he goes on to list
important factors that make for good
optimisation.

The first factor is proper knowledge of load
distribution and the dynamics of the load.
Calculation systems that can make detailed load
analyses are available now, and a better
understanding of the load distribution makes it
easier to find the critical areas in a structure and
then adjust the design accordingly to have the

entire structure perform better.
The second factor is to adapt the design for

managing the higher stress in the material, says
Nyström. With more elastic behaviour, joints
need to be designed with more care. With
dynamic loads that can cause fatigue, the ideal
would be to create solutions without any welding
at the most critical areas. Using a high quality
cold formed steel is often a good way of moving
a critical joint from the most difficult position. 

The third key to successful optimisation is to
use a high quality steel. Allowing higher stress in
the material also increases its sensitivity to
porosity, inclusions and crack propagation. With
dynamic loads, thickness steps between plates
will create load concentrations, so there is a
higher demand for narrow thickness tolerances.
High impact toughness comes from clean steel
with low alloy content, and it provides both a
good safety margin and good welding ability.

By using cold forming where possible, moving
welds from critical positions and reducing the
plate thickness by 30 per cent by allowing higher
stress in the design, more than 50 per cent of the
weld cost can be reduced. The lower cost for
welding, cutting, transport, installation and
storage compensates for the higher plate price.

At ADIPEC, SSAB will showcase different
types of high-strength steel from its Strenx brand
that can be used in the oil and gas sector to
make facilities stronger and structures lighter,
while also reducing costs. The Sweden-based
company has more than 100 engineers and
experts to support customers with designs.

Stand: 121160

SSAB’s high grade steels are also used in
cranes and containers, both of which are
commonly found on offshore platforms
(Photo: SSAB AB)

The Spare Pak Multi Joint can
absorb both linear and 3D

displacements (Photo: Joint
Yoochang Thermal System Company)

SSAB offers high-strength steel solutions for oil and gas structures

Pipeline maintenance made easier with Joint Yoochang’s expansion joints
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90%
reduced space and 
weight compared to 
traditional pumps.

The Danfoss pump range combines compact axial piston pump 
technology with precision production in high-grade material. 
Pump reliability for the oil and gas industry has never been this good. 

Chemical liquid pumps
just got smaller, lighter and 
tougher
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BASED IN DAVENTRY, Hi-Force has rapidly emerged as the UK’s
leading manufacturer and supplier of hydraulic tools and bolting
equipment.

The product offering includes cylinders, pumps, torque tools,
bolt tensioners, hydrotest pumps, crimping tools, nut splitters,
puller kits and many other industry-specific tools in use every day
in a variety of industries worldwide. Hi-Force has regional
operations in seven countries and an increasing distribution
network covering more than 100 countries.

Incorporated in 1997, the Hi-Force Abu Dhabi office grew from a
need to serve the requirements of the thriving oil and gas industry
within the emirate. Over the years and with continued growth, the
Abu Dhabi office has tripled its stock levels and staffing, enabling it
to offer supply, after sales services, repair and calibration, on-site
services and tool rentals to its huge customer base. 

Having operated successfully from its current location for more
than 15 years, Hi-Force Abu Dhabi regional office has relocated to
a new, purpose-built facility. Situated within the existing premises,
the new, two-storey office block covers an area of over 5,000 sq ft
and houses a significantly larger warehouse and a fully equipped
workshop repair and rental facility. 

Stand: 140

WEG, A LEADING global manufacturer of
motor and drive technology, will
demonstrate how its energy-efficient
solutions can help the oil and gas industry
address today’s challenges at ADIPEC.
Visitors to Stand 12130 in Hall 12 will have
the opportunity to learn more about WEG’s
Super Premium W22Xd motors – the most
energy-efficient explosion-proof motors
currently available on the market, according
to the company - as well as some of WEG’s
most ambitious oil and gas projects,
including the supply of motors to enhance
gas recovery in Oman’s US$550mn Saih
Rawl Field Depletion Project.  

“Today’s oil and gas industry is faced
with new challenges including the current
low oil prices and the need to reduce
energy consumption and keep costs down.
With some of the most easily accessed oil
fields becoming exhausted, the industry is
also finding itself operating under harsher
environmental conditions – often in deeper
waters and under higher temperatures and
pressures,” comments Colin Cox, managing
director, WEG Middle East. “With this
mind, this year we will show visitors at
ADIPEC our state-of-the-art motor
technology which combines best-in-class
energy-efficiency with strength, reliability
and safety to endure the most aggressive
environments while complying with global
hazardous area safety certification
requirements.” 

Now available in rated power from 0.12
kW to 5.6 MW and frame sizes from IEC 71

to 800 (NEMA equivalent available), the
W22Xd is one of the broadest ranges of
energy-efficient explosion-proof motors on
the market. It features an advanced cooling
system with cooling fins that reduce noise
levels while significantly increasing heat
dissipation, thus contributing to higher
efficiency up to IE4 levels. 

The standard W22Xd series is ATEX-
certified and designed for use in IEC Zone 1
and 2 hazardous areas and with group IIA,
IIB and IIC gases. The W22XdBD and
W22XdCD versions provide additional
protection against explosive dusts for use in
aggressive atmospheres classified as Zone

21 or 22, group IIIA, IIIB or IIIC, and EPL
Db. The W22XdM version is suitable for use
in coal pits with classification Group I,
Category M2 and EPL Mb.

To demonstrate its expertise as a full-
spectrum manufacturer of automation
solutions for the oil and gas sector, WEG
will also be showcasing a range of motor
control equipment, including the CFW500
range of variable speed drives for
applications including centrifugal and
process pumps, fans and compressors, and
the SSW06 and SSW07 soft starters. 

Stand: 12130

A WEG W22Xd series motor

WEG shows oil and gas industry the way to increasing energy efficiency at ADIPEC 

Hi-Force’s new facility in Abu Dhabi  
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DSL MENA IS opening a new facility in Hamriyah, UAE, with
quayside access providing direct access to the Gulf. This facility
will support DSL’s growth in the Middle East and enable expansion
of products and services for upstream customers in the region.
The facility is equipped with a modern office space, 3,700 sq m of
fabrication workshop, 4,000 sq m of fabrication/rig up yard space
and direct quayside access to the Gulf.

DSL will support customers in the MENA region by offering an
extensive range of products and services, including mast and sub-
structure manufacture, derrick manufacture, recertification of
drilling structures, API 4G CAT III/IV inspections, drops surveys,
offshore trades and rope access. DSL also has a significant
engineering resource in this operation to support design
requirements for our customers.

“The new facility demonstrates our commitment to building
upon our reputation in the Middle East. We are excited by the
opportunities available in the region and look forward to utilising
our experience and expertise to support the growth and
development of the Middle East oil and gas market," said Mike
Smith, managing director of DSL. 

Stand: 8520B

DSL MENA opens new facility in Hamriyah
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A
DIPEC HAS ANNOUNCED the 33 shortlisted entries across
eight categories for the 2015 edition of the ADIPEC
Awards.The distinguished and internationally coveted
accolades celebrate achievement in energy, and recognise

the leading companies, individuals, initiatives, projects, and
technologies that have demonstrated excellence – further cementing
Abu Dhabi’s position as a global hub for knowledge-exchange in the
oil and gas industry.
Driving the ADIPEC Awards growth and success is the pressing

need for sharing best and sustainable practice, says Abdul Munim
Saif Al Kindy, CEO of the Abu Dhabi Company for Onshore Oil
Operations Ltd., (ADCO), and ADIPEC Awards chairman.
“Today, companies are looking for ways they can optimise their

operational efficiencies and sustainably enhance exploration and
production while meeting the world’s growing demand for energy,” Al
Kindy said.
“The Awards enable industry peers to shed light on some of the

world’s greatest projects, people, and ideas. This dissemination of
knowledge and best practice is critical now more than ever in today’s
evolving energy landscape.”

Record number of submissions
The ADIPEC Awards received a record 501 submissions from 32
countries this year, with participation from 247 organisations from
around the world. Posting continuous growth since their launch in
2010, the awards received 105 more submissions than last year,
representing six more countries, and with the participation of a
remarkable 140 more organisations.
Nominees were shortlisted after a meticulous assessment by the

Regional Select Jury comprising 28 experts from across the oil and
gas industry. Each shortlisted entry was thoroughly screened  at the
Regional Select Jury Meeting on 21 October 2015.
New to this year’s Awards is the ‘Best Practice’ category, which

recognises the creation and successful implementation of an
initiative that offers improvement to an internal business process,
structure, or culture.
"Best practice and innovation are crucial to the success of our

industry, especially in the new commodity price environment," said
Edward LaFehr, CEO of Abu Dhabi National Energy Company PJSC
(TAQA), and member of the ADIPEC Awards jury.
Also new is the new ‘Best Dissertation of the Year’ category.

“Going forward, we are all aware that the oil and gas industry will
be facing both challenges and enormous opportunities – developing
our knowledge and understanding of the sector is absolutely
essential if we are to grow and develop the industry,” said Dr.
Thomas Hochstettler, president of the Petroleum Institute and RSJ
member. “The Best Dissertation Award will promote academic
excellence and help to deliver real-world understanding.
“Advancing the oil and gas industry can only be achieved by

benchmarking success, and the ADIPEC Awards provide the perfect
platform for companies to share their achievements in their journey
towards sustainability,” said Jean-Philippe Cossé, ADIPEC 2015 event
director at dmg events.
“This year’s selection demonstrates how far the industry, both in

the region and worldwide, has come because of its tireless efforts
and unwavering commitment to progress, be it in research and
development, innovation and technology, or corporate social
responsibility.”

The shortlisted companies are as follows:

Category 1 – Best Oil & Gas Mega Project
• International Petroleum Investment Company 
• Abu Dhabi Crude Oil Pipeline Project (ADCOP)
• Petroleum Development Oman (PDO)
• Harweel 2AB: PDO First and World’s Largest Miscible Sour Gas

Injection Project

Abdul Munim Saif Al Kindy, CEO
ADCO and ADIPEC Awards chairman

A record number of entries have been
submitted for the ADIPEC Awards this year.

Celebrating achievement in

energy

The Awards enable industry peers to
shed light on some of the world’s greatest
projects, people and ideas”
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2-wire Proline Prowirl 200 –  
for steam, gas and liquid measurement
Whether it is reliable control at high pressures and temperatures, or reliable measured 
values during continuous operation, the new Prowirl 200 has been designed to meet 

and highest reliability in operation.

Inlet-run compensation for measurements even when installation space is at a minimum 

 without process interruption

www.endress.com/prowirl-f-200x

Endress+Hauser 
Instruments International AG, 
Middle East Support Center

Dubai Airport Free Zone

Dubai, UAE

Reliable in experience and technology.

Please visit us at ADIPEC 
9–12 November 2015,  
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• Zakum Development Company 
• Upper Zakum 750 Initial Production - Leveraging Opportunities

Category 2 – Best Oil & Gas Innovation or Technology 
(Surface or Sub-Surface)
Surface
• Petroleum Development Oman (PDO), GlassPoint Solar
• Solar Steam Generation for Enhanced Oil Recovery
• Schlumberger
• Vx Spectra Flowmeter—Multiphase Metering Comes of Age
• Total Research Center-Qatar, Total E&P Pau – France
• LIPS: A New Instrument Performing High Resolution Logs and Big

Data of Organic Carbon

Sub-Surface
• BP Exploration (Epsilon) Ltd. - Oman Branch, Schlumberger 
• Geo-Engineered Completion Optimization in a Giant

Unconventional Tight Gas Reservoir, Khazzan Field, Oman
• Schlumberger
• ZEiTECS Shuttle Rigless ESP Deployment System
• Schlumberger
• Manara Production and Reservoir Management System

Category 3 – Best Oil & Gas CSR/HSE Project or Initiative
• ADCO
• Achieving Sustainable Zero Flaring through Spiking Gas

Compressor at ADCO Shah Field
• Samsung Engineering Co., Ltd.
• The Shah Gas Field Development Project: From Barren to Barrel

• Saudi Aramco
• Saudi Aramco Environmental Education Program

Category 4 – Oil & Gas Woman of the Year
• KUFPEC, Kuwait Oil Company 
• Hosnia Hashim, a Visionary Leader
• Mubadala Petroleum
• Salma Al Hajeri, Oil & Gas Woman of the Year
• Petroleum Development Oman LLC (PDO), Shell Development
Oman LLC

• Intisaar Al-Kindy, Exploration Director, PDO

Category 5 – Best Oilfield Services Company 
(Local, Regional or International)
Local
• EMDAD LLC
• EMDAD LLC Integrated Service Company
• Megarme General Contracting Co. LLC
• Best Oilfield Services Company - Inspection, Repair, Maintenance

Utilizing Rope Access Solutions
• Trizac Abu Dhabi, Oilfield Supplies and Services
• 30 Years of Operational Excellence
Regional
• Gulf Drilling International 
• GDI: Towards Sustainability and Operational Efficiency
• Narayana Expert Engineering, Industrial Inspection, Technology &
Energy Consultancy (NeemTech)

• Best Oilfield Services Company
• Zamil Offshore Services Company
• Offshore Fleet, Services Expansion & Quality Enhancement
International
• Halliburton
• Halliburton - Solving Challenges
• Schlumberger
• Global Strength, Local Understanding
• Weatherford Manufacturing and Services
• Ahead of the Curve, Proudly Made in the UAE

Category 6 – Young ADIPEC Engineer
• Talha Ahmad, Saudi Aramco
• Ali Al-Khatib, Saudi Aramco
• Abubaker Saeed, Saudi Aramco

Category 7 – Best Dissertation of the Year
• Amar J. Alshehri, Stanford University
• An X-ray CT Study of Multidimensional Imbibition in Dual Porosity

Carbonates
• Marzieh Riahinezhad, University of Waterloo
• Can Copolymerization Kinetics Help Tailor Properties Of Poly

(Acrylamide/Acrylic Acid) For Enhanced Oil Recovery?
• Saif Al-Ghafri, Imperial College London
• Phase Behaviour and Physical Properties of Reservoir Fluids

Under Addition of Carbon Dioxide

Category 8 – Best Practice Award
• ADMA-OPCO, NDC, Nobel-Denton, LOC
• New Rig Pre-loading Procedure on Difficult Location
• BAPCO 
• Rapid Operational Excellence by Technology Assisted Governance
• Petroleum Development Oman 
• Delivering Technical Integrity & In-Country Value (ICV) Through the

In-Sourcing of Equipment Repairs

Winners and runners-up will be announced at the ADIPEC Awards
Gala Dinner, which is hosted by the Abu Dhabi National Oil
Company (ADNOC) and takes place at Emirates Palace on 9
November 2015. n
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ROCKWELL AUTOMATION’S INTEGRATED and scalable solutions
for digital oilfield and other technological advancements will be
exhibited at ADIPEC 2015 to address challenges in reducing
energy consumption, upgrading legacy systems and making better
use of data.

World energy consumption is projected to increase by 49 per
cent from 2007 to 2035. That kind of unprecedented demand
means you need to maximise uptime, increase recovery from new
and existing fields, and consistently drive innovation from new
production technologies. ADIPEC will be held at Abu Dhabi
National Exhibition Center from 9-12 November 2015.
Keeping in tune with this year’s theme around innovation and

sustainability in a new energy world, Rockwell Automation will
focus on exhibiting technologies and solutions that cater to helping
companies optimise product processes, maximise the company’s
profit, and reduce operational costs.
Neil Enright, sales director for Rockwell Automation Middle

East, said, “We will be presenting PlantPAx to help drive
productivity, Optilift Platforms to optimise production and more.
“This year we opt to give more information about the benefits

of harnessing a connected enterprise. We believe that there is a
great opportunity for oil and gas and energy producers to improve
on their operations and gain increased competitiveness should this
be realised.” 
Rockwell Automation will showcase its latest advancements in

tools, technologies, services and solutions that can help the oil
and gas companies understand the value of being more connected
between operational technology and information technology
disciplines and having a higher level of information visibility.
In a 90 sq m floor space, Rockwell Automation will be exhibiting:

• Advanced wireless communication solutions
• Optilift Platforms: Artificial Lift Surveillance, Optilift-RPC (Rod
Pump Controller) and NF (Natural Flowing Wells)

• OptiSIS: Optimized and Packaged Process Safety Instrumented
System

• Plant PAx: Modern and world class Distributed Control System
(DCS)

• ConnectedProduction™: Secure pathway from production data
to actionable knowledge.

Stand: 1220

Rockwell Automation to exhibit product portfolio 
for oil and gas sector at ADIPEC 2015

The PlantPAx system uses scalable, multi-disciplined control
technology to provide a common automation platform for seamless
integration between it and the balance of the plant
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SANDVIK SULPHUR 
SOLIDIFICATION SOLUTIONS

Sandvik Process Systems
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E
DGEN MURRAY, A subsidiary of
Sumitomo Corporation, will be
attending ADIPEC 2015 to showcase
its specialised steel products for the

energy and infrastructure industries,
including the oil and gas sector. The
company manages procurement, value
added services and delivery of high
performance plate, section, pipes, fittings,
flanges and valves through its global
distribution network. Edgen Murray also
provides a wide range of testing, cutting
and finishing services, along with global
project management and fabrication

coordination for the delivery of finished
material packages.
The company operates in the Middle East

through Edgen Murray FZE, located in
Dubai’s Jebel Ali Free Zone with a facility
that covers 22,000 sq m in yard area and
another 1,600 sq m of covered warehouse
space. Three overhead gantry cranes with
the capacity of 20 tonnes each allows the
company to offer storage solutions as well.
Operating in the region for 35 years now,

the location allows the company to offer a
comprehensive inventory of plate, pipe
components, sections and valves to meet

immediate supply requirements for
businesses in the region. Edgen Murray also
offers a wide range of testing, cutting and
finishing services at the location, making it a
complete turnkey supply solution.
Edgen Murray’s inventory includes

offshore and onshore material grades,
pressure vessel and shipbuilding grades,
including Hydrogen Induced Cracking (HIC)
plate. The company’s global inventory is in
excess of 100,000 tonnes of plate, welded
and seamless pipe, pipe components, a
wide variety of sections and valves.
Some of the strengths the company

brings on board for its customers are:
• Specialised product offerings from
multiple supply partners

• Long-standing mill and manufacturing
partnerships

• On-hand inventory
• Global scale and purchasing power
• Quality control and coordination of
logistics, staged delivery, fabrication and
other services, including documentation

• Staff with experience and in-depth
knowledge of the market dynamics, price
trends and lead times.

Valve offerings
Through its subsidiary HSP Valves, Edgen
Murray supplies manual and actuated valves
to end users, contractors, distributors and
module suppliers in the oil and gas,
petrochemical and power industries. Edgen
Murray established a valves division in Dubai
in April 2015 to support HSP Valves, which
supplies a wide range of products including
ball valves, gate, globe and check valves,
butterfly valves, plug valves, solenoid valves
and actuators. HSP Valves plans to open a
new office in Abu Dhabi later this year.
Derrick Mackenzie, director of sales at

Edgen Murray, said, “Our new valve division
in Dubai is a testament of our commitment
to be closer to our clients and better serve
their needs. Our success has come about
through a strong attention to detail and
sense of urgency from our staff.” n

Edgen Murray will be at the Sumitomo
Corporation stand at ADIPEC 2015.

Stand: 1121
Other than their standard product offerings and engineered valves, like in the lower picture, the
company also customises products for clients, such as the 27m long pipe above (Photo: Edgen Murray)

Edgen Murray products made of

specialised steel
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T
HE MEDRILLTECH CONFERENCE & Exhibition 2015, a joint
initiative by ADMA-OPCO and E&P Management, with
support from NDC, ADCO, ZADCO and KOC,was attended by
a regional and international audience from the Middle East oil

and gas drilling sector. 
Oil and gas rig counts have reached an all-time low. Currently,

global rig counts are 995 lower than the 1,590 rigs in 2014. Also,
faced with declining oil prices, major oil producing nations especially
in the Gulf region, are seeking innovative ways to increase efficiency
of oil production. The declining prices have created an environment
conducive for inter-industry cooperation with an aim to increase
efficiency and efficacy to reflect new technological and process
advances. The MEDrillTech consortium which focused on the drilling
sector “Provided a platform for an inclusive approach to highlight the
great work and leadership of operating companies and their
partners,” said Rafeeq Kunhi, director Oil & Gas, E&P Management.
Medhat G. Saleh, manager, Fluids Engineering (Mud & Cement),

ZADCO, added, “Oil prices are low and it is better if we look at
developing new technologies whereby we can reduce the well
duration. However, it’s the reverse trend in the Middle East,
especially in Abu Dhabi. We have more rig numbers compared to
earlier years  – 21 jackup units and artificial island rigs in addition to
four barges. The challenge is to get good calibre personnel to operate
these rigs.” 

The inaugural MEDrillTEch witnessed high attendance and
participation of senior and leading professionals, engineers, and
experts key technology and services providers, end user operators,
various departments and organisations from the local, regional and
international oil and gas industry.
The programme was headed and chaired by Ali Al Jarwan, CEO,

ADMA-OPCO and supported with a keynote speech from Abdalla Al

Suwaidi CEO, NDC, as well as presentations from key sponsoring
and supporting organisations including Shelf Drilling, Weatherford,
Schlumberger, Halliburton, Baker Hughes and COSL Drilling. 
Faisal Al Hosaini, ADCO vice president, said, “There is lot of

sharing when it comes to drilling technology. We can see an increase
in the number of rigs in the Gulf, whereas everywhere else it is
declining. What I can see is that this event is adding a lot of value for
us. There are lot of chances for international companies to move to
the MENA region. Aramco is expanding, and so is Kuwait Oil
Company (KOC). The new discovery in Egypt will also be expanding
the region’s growth.”
A focus of the discussions and knowledge sharing initiatives,

through inclusive panel discussions and multiple networking
opportunities, was on new technologies and methodologies in
comparison to existing protocols and technology. “These discussions
gave service providers a chance to speak firsthand with project
owners to understand the current status quo and identify areas in
which they could contribute for the future,” said Kunhi. n

Ali Rashid Al Jarwan, CEO, ADMA-OPCO with Abdalla Al Suwaidi, CEO,
National Drilling Company

The MEDrillTech event gave attendees a valuable platform to
share knowledge and expertise to maximise rig efficiency.

Promoting drilling efficiency

in the Middle East

The Middle East is seeing an increase
in the number of rigs, in contrast with other
parts of the globe”
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 Exhibition

MEDrillTech Conference & Exibition
Date: 5-7 October 2015
Venue: Abu Dhabi
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T
HE REPERCUSSIONS OF the sharp
decline in oil price are being felt
globally but, in this new era of cost-
cutting and increasing efficiency, the

industry must ensure it keeps its people
safe and continues to develop the skills of
the workforce.
In times of cost reduction all too often,

and wrongly, training and development
budgets are prime targets for cuts. But
sweeping cuts in these areas are often born
from ignorance of the real harm they cause
and only serve as short term measures.
History shows that the true cost of cuts in
training come back to haunt us later in the
form of skills shortages and wage inflation.

Hazards and risk remain the same
regardless of the oil price, and a lower BOE
must not mean that they are managed
differently.
A robust people strategy must be applied

in a downturn to keep the workforce safe
and ensure the operator is well placed and
has a competitive edge to take advantage of
the upturn when it arrives, as it undoubtedly
will, given the history of the industry. 
It is the smart organisations who realise

that in times of cost cutting and a drive for
increased efficiency, it is our people who are
the key to our success. It is a highly skilled,
safe and motivated workforce that will
ensure the industry remains competitive.
Even in the current climate, production
operations will continue, as will the need for
maintenance. If we take a cynical view that
maintenance activities will be reduced, then
the need to ensure the workforce is trained
and competent becomes greater.
Doing more with less will be the way of

the future for some years, and by taking a
standards-based approach to training
through skills and training standards body
OPITO, companies can ensure the workforce
has the right skills, operates safely and is
therefore much more efficient.
In the Middle East the oil and gas market

is holding up better than in other areas
around the world. OPITO is seeing some
inevitable rationalisation in the region as a
result of the shrinkage in the number of

David Doig, group chief executive, OPITO
International

A skilled and safe workforce is key to operating efficiently and remaining competitive in the current
climate, says David Doig, group chief executive, OPITO International.

A standards-based approach to

training

The smart employers
and governments are seeking
the standards-based
approach to training to
improve skills and
competence”
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Inmarco and Kompaflex
come together to Service

the middleast Market. With
Technical expertise from
Kompaflex, Inmarco will
extend all the technical
Assistance required by
client with a local flavor

Rapid
Manufacturing.

Rectangular Multiply
Expansion Joints.

Customized
Expansion Joints.

Multiply
Expansion Joints.

Large Diameter
Expansion Joints.

INMARCO FZC, P.O Box 120284 SAIF Zone Sharjah, UAE • Tel: +971 6 5578378 • Fax: +971 6 5578948
Web: www.inmarco.ae • Email: info@inmarco.ae

“Kompaflex is a extremely knowledgeable and flexible partner, especially in pioneering research, 
flexible thinking and creative solutions. Kompaflex is able to solve the most challenging tasks, thanks 
to its vast experience and technical know-how in expansion joints, exceeding difficult requirements for 

quality and technology from CERN are met every time”
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people being trained. This is to be expected
as the market corrects itself. Less activity
leads to fewer people required and therefore
less training. But as the region matures,
there is greater sophistication required,
which makes for very interesting dynamics
in the market.
One of these is the growing demand for

OPITO standards. Training providers in the
Middle East want to grow and develop and
are looking to broaden what they offer -
moving from basic survival and safety
training to more specialist and technician
training. We are seeing an increase in
accreditations and approvals for rigger and
lifting, offshore installation management and
fire-fighting training. Training providers in the
region want to capture a bigger share of a
shrinking market, and the best way to do
that is to be accredited and approved by
OPITO. Equally, the smart employers and
governments are seeking the standards-
based approach to training to improve skills
and competence.
An example of this is our work in Iraq

with Shell to ensure that 15,000 Iraqi oil and
gas workers are being trained to a globally
recognised standard in dealing safely with
the potential hazards of hydrogen sulphide
(H2S). A corrosive and hazardous gas, also
known as “sour gas”, H2S occurs in the
production of oil and gas fields which have a
high content of this gas in their reservoirs
and is one of the biggest risks in production
in Iraq. 

This is the first industry-led training
programme to be rolled out across Iraq
since OPITO signed an agreement with the
Ministry of Oil to help develop the country’s
local workforce with the necessary skills and
training to safely utilise Iraq’s hydrocarbon
resources, and provide qualifications needed
for Iraqis to access jobs in the country’s
energy sector.
As one of the largest international

companies in Iraq, Shell has invested in a
new training centre in Majnoon (near Basrah)
and worked closely with OPITO to
customise the training standard relating to
H2S for the Iraqi workforce.
Shell’s training centre in Majnoon is now

up and running and is the first OPITO-
approved centre in Iraq. This is a major step

in our journey towards building a safe Iraqi
workforce that is accredited to international
standards.
Shell has shown real leadership in the

development and roll-out of this training
standard and must be recognised and
commended for investing time and financial
resources in its delivery, which will
ultimately save lives. We are confident that
the other major employers operating in Iraq’s
oil and gas sector will follow Shell’s example
and commit to training their workers in this
standard.
This initiative represents an

acknowledgement of OPITO’s role in
influencing and shaping common global
safety standards. But, more importantly, it is
the catalyst for the development of a
learning infrastructure for the people of Iraq
who, if they are to successfully re-build their
country, must create a safe, sustainable and
profitable oil and gas industry.

Building an indigenous workforce
In Oman, government and employers are
also looking to improve the delivery of
training, which will result in a skilled and
safe oil and gas workforce and make a
positive contribution to the country’s
economy. 
With a track record in helping oil and gas

producing countries to build indigenous
workforces to exploit their reserves, OPITO
is working on a phased plan that will provide
the Omani Government with a sustainable
solution to the employment needs of its
people and to the demands of the industry. 
The first phase is an analysis of the

current provision of vocational and non-
vocational training throughout Oman. OPITO

will be visiting training centres and colleges
to identify the standard of training and then
provide recommendations on how technical
training provision can be improved to deliver
a framework of qualifications which will
meet current and future skills demands and
improve competence in the operations and
maintenance activities associated with the
extraction of hydrocarbons. 
By working with the government and

employers, we will help Oman develop an
in-country learning infrastructure which will
be able to deliver industry-designed and
industry-recognised qualifications
underpinned by technical training standards,
occupational standards, a robust
assessment process and accredited
certification and qualifications. This will
ensure that the training is delivered in the
correct way, by the right people, using the
right equipment in a safe and well-managed
environment where competence can be
effectively measured.
As a result of OPITO’s ground-breaking

work in Oman, hundreds of Omanis will be
trained to recognised industry qualifications
in electrical and mechanical maintenance as
well as instrumentation and controls,
allowing them to work in the oil and gas
industry. This will open-up new economic
opportunities for the Omani people,
impacting positively on the economy and
giving the oil industry confidence in the
competence of their technicians. 
As a not for profit organisation, owned by

the industry, OPITO will reinvest the
revenues generated by this work in the
continuous development of educational
products and services for the benefit of the
Middle East and the wider industry. n

A well-trained workforce will ensure that the industry remains competitive 
(Photo: Sornranison Prakittrakoon)

Hundreds of Omanis
will be trained to recognised
industry qualifications in
electrical and mechanical
maintenance as well as
instrumentation and controls”
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How do you see HSE practice in the
region; what are the new trends and how
do you view the future of HSE
professionals in the GCC/Middle East?
HSE standards in the GCC are generally
high, but are also generally compliance-
driven. The importance of core compliance
cannot be overstated, but in order to mature
the industry, we need to transition HSE and
HSE professionals to be more focused on
the proactive measures that have been
proven to keep our workers safe.  For
example, walking around completing a
mandatory inspection is a critical element of
our business, but I think the importance of
the behavioural elements commonly get
lost. By really focusing on human behaviour,
we will prevent people from being injured in
this business, whereas a checklist will not
do that. Virtually all hazards are at one point
or another, the result of substandard or
unsafe behaviours. By setting up your
systems and programmes to identify and
eliminate those behaviours, you will
intuitively eliminate hazards. To mature as a
region, we need to start applying an equal
focus on behavioural-based safety as we do
on compliance. This does not mean more
stop cards either, it means people looking
out for one another because they truly care
and they, like their colleagues, want to get
home to their families the same condition in
which they left.

What are the key challenges facing HSE
practitioners, and how do you think they
can be overcome?
One of the biggest challenges today is the
significant headcount reduction seen across
the industry, resulting from weak
commodity prices. Over the last 12 months,
our industry has been in full survival mode
and has reduced global headcount by
upwards of 50 per cent in some markets, so
we are doing more with less. Coupled with
this is the ever more critical aspect of
maintaining a safe workplace in the interests

of competitive advantage. We will overcome
this by becoming standardised in our
processes and disciplined in our
implementation, as well as by implementing
technology where we can to allow us to
transition the focus from administration to
execution. 

The Middle East's workforce is comprised
of many different nationalities and
cultures. In your opinion, can this affect
an individual’s understanding of the
importance of health and safety practices
at workplaces in the region, and what
measures can be taken to ensure
employees from different backgrounds
share the same understanding of health
and safety practices?
The demographic variation we have in this
business poses a major challenge and is one
that will not go away anytime soon. In
addition to the obvious elements, such as
language, customs, standards, religion etc.,
we rarely consider the massive variation in
risk tolerance amongst different cultures
around the world. Many factors impact
individual risk tolerance, including age,
experience, skills, knowledge, training,
where you grew up, etc.  The real key is for
an organisation to identify their internal
tolerance of risk, and to then construct the
entire HSE system and programmes to drive
the culture around working within that
tolerance, and stop work whenever it’s
exceeded. This is a very challenging process
to implement, because you are continually
raising the standards for some people, but
concurrently lowering the bar for others, in
the effort to achieve a single approach that
works for everyone, regardless of nationality
or culture.

What role can technologies play in
improving health and safety in the Middle
East?
The effective implementation of technology
in our business enables us to work smarter,
not harder. By utilising systems and
technology effectively, you can relieve a
dramatic amount of administrative burden on
our operational personnel and allow them
significantly more time to address proactive
HSE measures, such as enhanced focus on
BBS systems and observation programmes.
Our industry, at the field level, needs to

Derek Hibbard, director HSE, USA and
International Operations, Trinidad Drilling

Derek Hibbard, Director HSE, USA and International Operations, Trinidad Drilling, speaks to
Oil Review about HSE trends and the benefits of MACS-G Solutions’ AEGIS QHSE
management solution.

Optimising 

HSE processes

One of the biggest
challenges today is the
significant headcount
reduction seen across the
industry”
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accelerate the process of implementing
technology to enhance and optimise existing
or traditional processes. This generates more
effective time utilisation and can lead to
significant cost reductions and better
resource allocation.

What were the major reasons for
selecting AEGIS as your QHSE
Management solution?
AEGIS enabled my company to quickly
implement a working “off the shelf” product
that was cost effective and simple enough
to be successfully implemented at the field
level. The ability to customise the system
dramatically also played a critical role in its
selection. Having the ability to essentially
tailor system inputs on an as-needed basis,
dramatically expedited our ability to
implement AEGIS in the field and to make
corrections and amendments in real time.
Having the ability to initiate immediate
change when the need arises allows us to
have credibility in the field, and significantly
improves the engagement of our workforce
to drive the implementation process.

How has AEGIS assisted you in resolving
some of the more pertinent HSE issues
within your organisation?
AEGIS has helped us to centralise much of
our QHSE data, which has, in turn,
dramatically enhanced our internal efficiency
and data analysis capabilities. The ability for
the system to consolidate customisable
corrective action assignment and mail

notifications has also improved our ability to
communicate and more easily verify action
implementation. In addition, consolidating
our internal inspection and audit protocols
has dramatically improved our ability to
standardise across our global fleet, providing
consistent data that has allowed us to more
proactively identify issues and problems so
we can get ahead of them.

What do you think will be AEGIS’ role
within your operations, moving forward? 
AEGIS will play a significant role in our
operations moving forward. The system has
been put in place to establish a baseline to
measure the application of our management
system in the field. Over time, as we fully
integrate the system, I expect that we will
see a tremendous amount of value added
due to the critical and proactive processes
that the system is set up to manage. Now
that the foundation has been established

with the AEGIS platform, we will be taking
lessons learned from the implementation
process and identifying ways of optimising
our management system processes to
better tie into the system, in order to be in a
position to better quantify our internal
effectiveness and efficiencies. The ability to
capture essentially real time data from the
field provides us with the ability to enhance
our data analysis and trending capabilities to
optimise our operations.

How can organisations align their HSE
objectives to organisational objectives
and targets?
Really this one is simple; without an
integrated focus on HSE and Operations, an
organisation cannot reach its true potential.
The goal is to make HSE a core value, as
important as EBITA, cash flow and customer
satisfaction. All of these metrics are critical
measures of an organisation’s success, but
are generally meaningless if you’re hurting
people. In order to achieve alignment, HSE
has to become a valued member of the
management team and have a valued seat
at the table. That said, it is critical to
establish effective and objective KPIs that
help the organisation to quantify the
criticality of effective HSE management and
programmes. Leading companies are now
looking at HSE as an investment in both
current and future success, not only a non-
revenue generating cost centre. The real
business value of strong HSE performance
is immeasurable. n

Without an integrated focus on HSE and Operations,
an organisation cannot reach its true potential
(Photo: Lindsey G/Flikr)

Consolidating our
internal inspection and audit
protocols has dramatically
improved our ability to
standardise across our global
fleet”
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UK’S LEADING MANUFACTURER of high
pressure hydraulic tools Hi-Force has taken
over all the manufacturing rights to produce
a wide range of lightweight aluminium jacks,
previously manufactured and sold under the
ASTRO brand. The deal was concluded in
August 2015. 
As part of the deal four HAAS CNC

Machines and associated tooling were
transferred from ASTRO facilities, in
Birmingham, to the Hi-Force manufacturing
plant in Daventry, Northants, where they are
now producing component parts, under the
strict quality control of Hi-Force. 
Hi-Force has for many years been

marketing its own range of JAH Series
lightweight aluminium jacks, under an own
brand agreement with ASTRO. This currently
comprises eighteen models, available in 20,
30 and 60 tonnes lifting capacities, with a
choice of 152mm or 305mm lifting heights
and options like claw attachments for “toe
lifting” and mechanical lock rings, for
sustained load holding. Predominantly made
of lightweight aluminium, the design of
these jacks makes them useful in a wide
variety of industries, including aerospace,
railways, defence, steel and aluminium
plants and heavy industries worldwide.
Expressing his pleasure at a further

significant expansion of Hi-Force in-house
manufacturing capability, Hi-Force group

managing director Kevin Brown said, “Once
we get production into full swing and we are
able to offer our global customer base,
product from stock, I am confident that our
sales of this highly popular range of
products will continue to grow at a healthy
rate. Secondly, we are well advanced in the
planning and design of additional models, to

add to the range, particularly focused
towards the aerospace industry, where we
see tremendous potential.”  
Customers who previously bought jacks

from ASTRO, either under the ASTRO brand
name or as own-branded product, are invited
to contact Hi-Force, to discuss any future
requirements for lightweight aluminium
jacks and/or spare parts. 

Hi-Force to manufacture aluminium hydraulic jacks

JAH series lightweight aluminium jack 

 Innovations 
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ZAHARA GROUP HAS been involved in the downstream petroleum products
trading across Middle East for the last twenty years. It has expanded its
presence in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, India and Singapore since its
inception. Encouraged by its continued success and having gathered vital
sector experience, Zahara Group is now ready to take its trading
capabilities to the next level.
In emerging economies, the demand for global crude oil and downstream

petroleum products like diesel, base oils, bitumen, naphtha and others is on
the rise. Taking a look at the global market - base oil is set to grow at more
than one per cent annually until 2020 and the bitumen market is set to grow
at whopping 3.6 per cent annually until 2017. With bulk of the future demand
expected from Asia, Middle East and Africa, the trade hubs like the UAE is
set to see an increased transactional activity.
In this increasingly vibrant trading atmosphere and all time low price of

oil, owning a storage terminal might become a strategic asset for a
petroleum product trading company. With a third of global oil exports
passing through the region, the addition of oil terminal at a strategic
location is expected to boost the trading capabilities of any firm. It can
bring enhanced flexibility in pricing, provide ability to fulfill bulk orders and
empower Zahara to meet fragmented distribution requirements as well.
Given the rising traffic in Hamriyah port and the wide trading network
established by Zahara during last 20 years, commissioning of a storage
terminal at Hamriyah Free Zone Phase 1, close to the Strait of Hormuz, is a
good idea to leverage this increased trading activity.
For the project, Zahara has already leased a land of 10,000 sqm area to

build nine storage tanks with the total capacity of 73848 cu/m complying
with all health, safety and environmental standards. The terminal will cater

to Class I, Class II as well Class III petroleum products. The capacity
dedicated to each class of petroleum product has been decided after
analysing the trading requirement of the firm.
The project will be equipped with state-of-the-art fire detection and

protection system and latest instrumentation and control systems. Strategic
features like jetty lines; water separation system and blending system will
be part of the facility. All essential support systems like nitrogen generation
package unit, Hot Oil System for fuel oil and bitumen storage tanks are also
included in the project. The tank terminal project will consist of computer
control and data acquisition system, which will carry out real-time
monitoring and management to the entire tank terminal and its corollary
facilities, realising automation of the storage and transportation system of
the tank terminal. The PLC based control system, Emergency Shutdown
System, CCTV System, telecommunication systems, weigh bridge system
and interfaces to other systems will collect and provide data to assist in
optimising the terminal operations.
The oil storage terminal is expected to be operational in Q3 2016. 

An oil terminal at a strategic location can boost a firm’s trading
capabilities. (Image source: Zahara Energy) 

Zahara Group eyeing growth in petroleum products trading
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DUBAI'S MARSOL INTERNATIONAL has
introduced a multipurpose workboat
Rhino Craft specifically for the oil and gas
industry. The vehicle functions as a
support vessel for maintenance
operations (a sound replacement for
small, inflatable boats) as well as the
ability to assist with firefighting duties. 
Rhino Craft can also be used as a Dive

SRP boat - a game changer according to
Marsol International managing director
Mike Young. "The practical applications of
this craft are immense. Offering Rhino
Craft to the offshore oil and gas market is
at the request of our clients, and our
years of operational experience, who have
a need for a multi-purpose support vessel
tailored to meet their needs," he said. 

Rhino Craft hulls are fabricated from
High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) which
is a ductile, high strength plastic with
excellent abrasion, UV and chemical
resistance. HDPE is ideally suited to use
in harsh environments and is easy to
repair by relatively unskilled staff when
damaged. These qualities make Rhino
Craft tailormade for the offshore oil and
gas market where the conditions are
rough and craft are exposed to severe
impact loadings.  
Marsol International leads a number of

initiatives in the marine sector including
emergency pipeline repair, hose
management, asset integrity
management, and MIRMO (management,
inspection, repair maintenance, and
operation) of offshore terminals. Rhino
Craft’s versatility ensures the right craft is
used for the job, ensuring safe, efficient,
and high quality operations, said Young. 

SOLUTIONS PROVIDER INTERTEK has won a
third party inspection procurement contract from
Iraq’s South Oil Company (SOC) to step up quality
and safety of projects contracted to oil and gas
companies. The UAE company’s scope of work
includes conducting inspections of components
and materials used by SOC-managed oil and gas

companies. Intertek staff will also verify the
quality of products and processes throughout the
supply chain – right from sourcing materials
through to the manufacturing and fabrication of
products. Additionally, some technical inspection
services will take place at the factories to
oversee the way production processes are

piloted, ensure they comply with international
standards and adhere to specifications set by the
client. Other inspections and testing will be
conducted in Intertek laboratories across the
world. This is the first time SOC has appointed a
third party inspection company to ensure the
quality and safety of their projects. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT INSTALLED on field requires
protection from high ambient temperatures and direct
sunlight. Bulk’s new sunshade TYPE 115, made in hot
pressed glassfibre reinforced polyester (GRP) is suited to
protecting instruments with extremely compact dimensions
from solar radiation.
Non-flammable and self-extinguishing, the sunshade has

a ”V” classification according to UL 94 June 2009 (Istituto
Giordano test report nr 311399). It is resistant to most
corrosive types of industrial environments, acids and
alkalis, as well as to the absorption of hydrocarbons.
The sunshade has a high structural strength and is UV resistant according to ISO 179-1 (IMQ test

report 43SL00177 ), with a working temperature range between  -40°C and +100°C. It has been positively
tested in a wind tunnel with speeds of up to 160 km/h (Politecnico di Milano test report nr P48-07), and is
suitable for pipestand or wall/panel mounting.
Bulk protection systems are designed to reduce the malfuncioning of instruments as a result of

environmental causes, and to guarantee long life, thus contributing to a considerable reduction in plant
maintenance costs. The objective is guarantee maximum protection for instrumentation against
corrosive agents, atmospheric events, frost, shocks and fire.
Further information is available at www.bulksrl.it. 

RhinoBoat launched for offshore
oil and gas use

AS AN EXHIBITOR at Middle East Health & Safety Forum, Enablon showcased its broad
range of solutions which cover Sustainability, EHS and Risk compliance management for
industries from O&G to pharmaceuticals to fashion.
Enablon offers the industry’s most comprehensive software platform with technology,

content and services that help organisations manage risks, ensure compliance and
continually improve performance.
Steven Robinson, global account manager at Enablon, explained, “The advantage we

have is that we offer a complete package — when a client has a particular business need,
they can start off anywhere in our product range and then expand and add other modules
as and when needed. This saves them the time and expense of going to another vendor.”
On the EHS side, Robinson said that the firm effectively helps create action plans, track

completion, manage reminders, ensure follow-up and create reports for clients. This helps
drive improvement starting by gaining better understanding current performance levels.
Enablon dashboards can display relevant reports of incidents in real-time and manage

the corrective measures that can be taken immediately.
“We help our clients capture that information in real-time so they can start analysing the

data, seeing trends, seeing areas of improvement and improving in a much faster way than
they would otherwise, and compared to their competitors.”
Enablon Incident Management software allows companies to identify new areas for

improvement through analysis of the underlying causes of the incidents, dashboards and
reports for monitoring progress, automatic warnings in the event of significant disparities
with regard to targets or prevailing legislation, and data traceability and audit ability
facilitates achievement and/or maintenance of OHSAS 18001 certification.
Talking about the event, Robinson said, “The forum had a very interesting panel session

on HSE laws. Some of the organisations involved in the legal side of things said that
companies in the region have two challenges — firstly to understand the regulations and
legislation which they need to comply with, and secondly to manage that process of
achieving compliance within their organisation. That’s a challenge for all businesses around
the world, including within the GCC, and that’s where Enablon can significantly help.”

Bulk launches new sunshade to protect 
electronic instruments 

Real-time reporting necessary for good HSE practice

SOC chooses Intertek for quality control of oil and gas projects 

The Bulk instrument enclosure and
sunshade

 Innovations 

Mike Young and the Marsol team at the
Rhino Craft launch
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POWER MANAGEMENT COMPANY Eaton has
introduced the Synflex® 33CH-08 high collapse
resistant thermoplastic hose, designed mainly for
subsea oil and gas applications. The new hose
features a liner tube made of polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF), which can handle fluids with
higher concentrations of acid and lowers
permeability with methanol and other similar
fluids. The hose can manage hydraulic flying
leads, Installation/Intervention Work Over Control
(IWOC) umbilical hoses, high flow rate
applications and methanol injection.

Eaton product manager Johannes Kammerlohr
said, “The 33CH-08 is the latest addition to Eaton’s
Synflex line of subsea hose products, built to meet
the evolving needs of the oil and gas industry. In
handling fluids with high concentrations of acid, and
significantly reducing permeation of methanol-type
fluids, this hose product will help end users achieve
their production goals both safely and sustainably.”
Comprising a stainless steel carcass, which is

reinforced with two braids of Kevlar aramid fibre,
the 33CH-08 hose is jacketed with blue
polyurethane. The blue colouring makes the hose

easily identifiable underwater compared to
conventional subsea hoses. The jacket is pin-
pricked in accordance with American Petroleum
Institute (API) specification 17E. 
The new hose is rated for 345 bar (5000 psi)

working pressure (WP), with a full ISO 13628-5
rating, including a 4-to-1 burst to WP ratio and
more than 200,000 test cycles at 460 bar (6650 psi).
The 33CH-08 is expected for use at temperatures
from -40°C to +70°C, and is lightweight at only 23
kg per 30 m (50.1 pounds per 100 feet). It is
available in continuous lengths of up to 3 km. 

Eaton launches high collapse-resistant thermoplastic hose 
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YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC CORPORATION
has released the Exaquantum R3.01
plant management system, which
delivers a six-fold increase in data
acquisition performance and can handle
five times as many data points. Plant
operators need to keep track of
temperature, pressure and other kinds
of data to improve plant operations, and
the Exaquantum R3.01 delivers a
quantum increase in data acquisition
speed and the number of tags that can
be handled by a server, giving plant
operators detailed data. 
The upgraded version provides

increased data acquisition and processing
speed of 600,000 tag updates per minute –
six times faster than the company’s
previous release. In less time, this software
can obtain more detailed information on
the changes that are taking place in a
plant's processes. Being able to handle up
to 500,000 tags and more, customers have
a more information at their disposal. By
analysing a wider range of process data,
they can obtain an accurate understanding
of a process and zero in on solutions that
will improve their plant operations.
Additionally, users can now access their

data not only from a browser on a desktop
or laptop PC, but also from any Windows or
iOS tablet. Exaquantum R3.01 comes with
an improved conversion tool that allows
users to convert Exaquantum R3.01 graphic
windows so that they can be viewed from
inside an operation and monitoring window
(graphic window) of Yokogawa’s flagship
product, the CENTUM(R) VP integrated
production control system. This conversion
tool now has the capability to
simultaneously convert multiple process
graphics. 

Yokogawa's Exaquantum
R3.01 for enhanced oil
and gas data results
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How is business going for you currently in the Middle East?
Despite the economic challenges the oil and gas industry has
witnessed lately, it is good to see that Intergraph

®
Process, Power &

Marine clients continue to put their faith in our solutions. This has
enabled us to see record revenues over the past year, further
increasing the distance between us and the competition in the
region.

One of the recent customer success highlights is the YASREF
project, where Intergraph SmartPlant

®
Enterprise solutions were

chosen to optimise the operation and maintenance of YASREF’s full-
conversion refinery. This is a complex and large project, including the
construction and operation of a 400,000 bpd integrated petroleum
refinery in Saudi Arabia.

Which of your applications are you seeing a demand for in the
Middle East, and what are the benefits?
There has been increased adoption of SmartPlant Enterprise
solutions by owner operators who are dedicated to decrease CAPEX
and OPEX expenditures, deliver projects faster and safer, while
improving overall efficiency.

At the same time, SmartPlant Fusion is gaining ground in
companies that are eager to lengthen the life cycle of their existing
assets and maximise the quality of asset information. SmartPlant
Fusion is an easy-to-use and fast to implement engineering
information management system that enables users to dramatically
reduce the time and effort required to find and validate engineering
documents, discover content that would otherwise be hidden, and
avoid bad decisions caused by relying on the wrong information.

Intergraph’s SmartPlant Cloud is the first technology in the sector
to facilitate the use of a full range of solutions – Intergraph, third-
party and in-house – through a cloud-based option. The availability of
information helps companies to reduce project risk, shorten project
schedules by maximising reuse of data, and stop data erosion in
projects. 

How do you view prospects for your business in the Middle East,
and how are you looking to develop your business further?
We can see that more advanced, next-generation engineering
solutions are clearly becoming more and more popular. These
solutions make all the engineering data and information available at
all levels of the organisation, which makes all the difference when
operating a plant.

So these solutions help to make the existing engineering

information more intelligent, and provide our customers with
significant productivity gains and increased plant uptime, in other
words, killing inefficiency!

Are there any particular issues or challenges you have come up
against?
During the past year, we have witnessed the growing need in the
industry to minimise CAPEX and OPEX as well as to enhance both
productivity and efficiency, to tackle the challenges related to the oil
price. Having the right tools in place helps companies to adapt to
changing economic and industry climates – no matter what happens,
the next-generation solutions can help companies to adjust their
business effectively. 

What do you think are the main ingredients for achieving
success in the Middle East?
The key is to understand the unique requirements and challenges in
the region, and to be able to provide adequate solutions to enable
businesses to overcome these threats. There are of course also
cultural factors to be taken in to consideration, thus having a strong
local presence is an important ingredient for success. n

Philippe Marceau, executive vice president, Intergraph®Process,
Power & Marine 

Oil Review Middle East speaks to Philippe Marceau, executive vice president of enterprise
engineering software provider Intergraph

®
Process, Power & Marine.

The drive to reduce spending and

increase efficiency

More advanced, next-generation
engineering solutions are clearly becoming
more popular”
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ESTABLISHED IN 1967, General Navigation and Commerce Company
(GENAVCO) LLC, a member of the Juma Al Majid Group, has
maintained its position as a major supplier of industrial, construction,
material handling equipment and commercial vehicles in the UAE.

GENAVCO provides a range of high quality products from around
the globe, representing world leading brands such as MTU and
Detroit Diesel Engines, Allison Transmission, Isuzu Commercial
Vehicle, British Petroleum (BP) Lubricants, Vogele Asphalt Pavers,
JLG Aerial Work Platform, Kleemann & Terex Crushing and Screening
Equipment, Wirtgen Road Milling & Recycling Machines,
Benninghoven Asphalt Plants, Hamm Rollers, Liebherr Construction
Equipment, SDMO Diesel Generators, Boge Stationary Air
Compressors, CompAir Portable Air Compressors, Crown Electric
Forklifts, and Flexi Narrow Aisle Articulated Lift Trucks.

GENAVCO has a longstanding relationship with Detroit Diesel Co.
and Allison Transmission (GM), beginning in 1967. Since then, the
company has invested in order to develop the level of service
provided to its customers, and extend its product range. Its qualified,
trained and highly expert technicians and engineers are able to
provide overhaul for all models and provide technical training for key
international customers.

GENAVCO’s position has been enhanced this year by the signing
of an agreement with MTU/Allison to promote its own developed
Power Package product throughout the MENA region.

MTU is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of large diesel
engines and complete propulsion systems. Its robust and durable
engines reliably propel large ships, heavy agricultural and rail
vehicles, and industrial applications. While Indianapolis-based Allison
Transmission is the world’s largest manufacturer of commercial-duty
automatic transmissions and hybrid propulsion systems, with an
international presence spanning more than 80 countries. Its products

are specified by more than 300 of the
world’s leading vehicle manufacturers and are used in a range of
market sectors. 

The GENAVCO Power Package (GPP) is built to suit the need of
today’s pumping units, delivering high performance, efficiency and
reliability, even under extreme conditions. From 300HP up to 2500HP,
all GPPs integrate an MTU/Detroit diesel engine with an Allison
transmission, complete with all the components. All components are
engineered to meet the highest quality standards and designed for
easy serviceability. Several options are available to meet specific
work needs, and GENAVCO parts and service solutions, as well as
expert support, are available in the Middle East region.

DUBAI-BASED OILFIELD specialty supplier Stevens Supply
International (SSI) is celebrating 15 years of excellence in the oil
and gas industry this year. Since its beginning in 2000, SSI has
been providing the oil, gas, and energy related industries with the
best products and service available and has become the company
the industry turns to when they have to have the right product and
the best service possible, on time, every time.
Representing some of the premier manufactures of oil and gas
equipment, Stevens Supply offers its extensive list of clients a
one- stop shop solution for all
of their supply needs. In
addition, Stevens Supply
provides agency services to
some of the region’s premier
service providers for both
upstream and downstream
operations.
Bobby Stevens said, “Having
my own business had been a
lifelong dream of mine. I
realised after first arriving in
Dubai in the early 90’s that
this region would be a
fantastic location to do just
that. After working as a field
engineer and then in a sales
role, I decided in the year
2000 to have a go at it and
started Stevens Supply.  I had
no idea what an interesting

and eventful journey I had set off on, and as I look back over the
past 15 years I realise how fortunate I have been. Although the
industry is experiencing one of, if not the, worst downturns I have
seen in my 35 years in the business, I still enjoy being a part of
and a player in what I consider the most important industry in the
world. I am extremely grateful for the support the people of this
industry have given me over the past 15 years and look forward to
the next 15, and all the challenges and opportunity for success
they will bring.”

GENAVCO Power Package (GPP) launched

Stevens Supply celebrates 15 years in the industry

All GPPs integrate an
MTU/Detroit diesel engine
with an Allison transmission 

Bobby Stevens

Dubai, with its excellent infrastructure, has proved to be the ideal base
for the company (Photo: Michael Theis)
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TRANS ASIA PIPELINE Services specialises
in the pre-commissioning of newly-
constructed pipelines that are inspected
and certified as fit-to-service. Managing
director Surendranath Dhanekula spoke to
Oil Review Middle East about the
company’s projects and diversification
plans. The Middle East is a primary target
market, he stated. “We are seeing some
major projects being awarded in the UAE,
Kuwait and Saudi Arabia with each nation
wanting to increase production capacity.”

The oil prices have caused several oil
and gas companies and their related
service sectors to re-strategise profit
making plans. “In general, the oil and gas
market is the prime mover of growth in the
region, so any volatility and downturn in oil
price does affect the market seriously.
Existing projects and ones under execution
do not get impacted but new projects
usually do. We expect that the new project
awards might get slowed down or might

altogether be put on hold.”
At such a time, the challenge is for

companies like Trans Asia Pipeline Services
to provide innovative engineered solutions
to the clients. Operational efficiency is the
buzzword of oil companies, EPC contractors
and service companies. “At ADIPEC, we
are also trying to look for innovative
products and services to supplement and
complement our core competencies in

addition to diversification.” 
In addition to maximising opportunities at

ADIPEC, Trans Asia Pipeline Services is
keen to capitalise on its versatility in
offering solutions. “Clients in the oil and gas
industry are looking more frequently for a
single source to provide them with all their
pre-commissioning and maintenance needs
rather than having to deal with a number of
contractors for individual services. Our
capabilities allow us to get involved in the
early phases of a project and look at
potential problems before they have a huge
impact on the execution schedule. The
savings made alone by remedial work can
actually cover the cost of the total
precommissioning work if the planning is
not done from the initial stages.”

Cost efficiency includes in-house
packaging and customised designs. A
readily available inventory of equipment
allows the company to manage utilisation
and pass on cost savings to clients as well.  

Trans Asia Pipeline Services offers versatile
pipeline solutions for clients 

Cost efficiency in oil and gas solutions key to maximising profits
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UNLIKE CONVENTIONAL LINEAR luminaires that are ill-equipped to
withstand extreme temperatures and harsh environments, LED
tube lights from R. STAHL’s 6036 Series, however, are quite a
different calibre. They can tolerate temperatures as low as -55°C
and are, therefore, suitable for applications such as LPG exploration
in the Arctic region. On the other end of the spectrum, they
withstand heat up to +60°C and also tolerate extreme temperature
fluctuations. 

The LED tube lights are available with an IP66, IP67 or IP68
ingress protection rating, suitable also for maritime applications.
They are vibration-proof and impact-resistant up to IK 10. Available
in 0.75 metres, 1.1 metres, and 1.4 metres versions, these durable
units feature a nominal lifespan of 80,000 hours. While their design
is very rugged, the LED tube lights are absolute lightweights —
having a maximum weight of 2.45 kg amounts to less than half that
of comparable linear luminaires. The low-maintenance products are
suitable for general lighting purposes or for use as machine lamps.
Due to their slim design, they are easy to install even in hard-to-
access locations.

In addition, the 6036 series is extraordinarily light-efficient: the
overall power consumption is only about half that of conventional
box-type units and the specific power consumption per 100 lx is
merely 1.5 watt/sq m. Operating expenses are, therefore, greatly
reduced and realistic cost savings range from some 20 per cent to
more than 50 per cent. 

In addition to ATEX and IECEx certificates for zones 1/21 and
2/22, the lights feature many regional approvals for many major
markets (EAC TR CU, Gazpromnadzor, UL do Brasil, GL). The
versatility of the series is further enhanced by the choice of
connection cables. While H07RN-F is the default cable, users can
also choose Thermflex, low-temperature, special offshore cables, or
cables that are high-voltage-proof up to 1 kV.

AXIS COMMUNICATIONS
(AXIS), the Sweden-based
manufacturer of network
cameras, has introduced
its first explosion
protected network
cameras. With a stainless
steel housing and full
HDTV resolution image,
the Q1765 cameras are
ideally suited for video
surveillance monitoring of
onshore, offshore, marine and
heavy industrial environments, such as the
oil and gas industry, as well as dusty
environments, such as paper and textile
industries.

The XF40-Q1765 Explosion Protected
Fixed Network Camera and XP40-Q1765
Explosion Protected PTZ Network Camera
both feature a 316 litre stainless steel
housing certified for hazardous areas, and
are fitted with customized AXIS Q1765-LE
Network Cameras.

The cameras are designed not to cause
an explosion. Their housings prevent any
spark or explosion inside the housing to
escape and ignite gases or dust in the
surrounding air. The cameras can also be
equipped with certified, explosion protected
accessories, such as wall mounts, pole top
brackets and a pressurised washer tank.

They provide high-definition image
quality and colour fidelity, as well as a high
level of flexible integration with other

equipment, such as access
control and fire alarms. They
also offer flexible remote
accessibility, using any
existing IP-based networks.
The XP40-Q1765 also offers
continuous 360° pan-tilt
control.

“With the new explosion
protected network cameras, we are
offering plant managers in the oil, gas,
chemical processing, paper and textile
industries a powerful video surveillance
monitoring solution for hazardous areas,”
says Roy Alves, business development
manager for Middle East and Africa at Axis.

The cameras are
supported by the
industry’s largest
base of video
management
software through
the Axis Application
Development Partner
Programme, and AXIS

Camera Station. The
cameras also include

support for AXIS Camera
Application Platform and ONVIF
for easy camera system
integration and for application
developers to provide the
camera with intelligent
capabilities. 

“In addition, Axis’ broad safe
area product portfolio
complements these two new
cameras, opening for new
installations in new markets.
We have partnered with
Oxalis, a member of Eaton
Corp., combining our profound
knowledge of digital network

systems with the expertise in
explosion protection of Oxalis,” said Alves.
Oxalis is manufacturing and certifying the

cameras’ stainless steel housing.
The explosion protected network

cameras and their accessories are expected
to be available in Q4 2015 through Axis
distribution channels.

The new range of cameras is
well-suited for hazardous areas
like oil and gas refineries.
(Photo: Axis Communications)

The lightweight R. STAHL Series 6036
tubular light fitting (Photo: R. STAHL)

New range of explosion protected network cameras from Axis Communications

R. STAHL’s LED lights deliver glowing performance
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A
S OIL PRICES tumble, some energy
companies are trying to cut all
costs – including their
communications costs. But Susan

Bull, senior consultant with specialised
satellite communications consultancy
Comsys, argues that this isn’t necessarily a
rational approach. 

For example, a communications service
provider may charge an E&P operation, say,
US$10,000 a month, but the daily rig rental
fee would dwarf that – at up to, and possibly
beyond, US$200,000 a day. Thus, if the
energy company mandates 20 per cent
costs across the board, this may not
produce the desired efficiencies, Bull points
out. Why cut a telecommunications service
that costs, in relative terms, very little and
that could make a major difference to
operational efficiency – not to mention the
health and safety of staff on the rig? “Blanket
cost-cutting isn’t thinking things through and
will have material effects,” Bull says.

A more measured approach
But a more measured approach might be
simply to wait for market forces to do the
job. Telecommunications costs are already
falling. On land, consumer prices haven’t
risen much for services and yet bandwidth
availability is going up, usage is going up and
traffic is going up, effectively giving users
more for the same outlay. “It’s no different
for satellites,” says Bull. “Pricing for satellite
capacity is coming down significantly across
the world.” 

What is causing this price drop? In part,
it’s a result of the rush to market with HTS*
and Ka band services. These may not have
directly addressed the energy sector, but the
extra capacity they are supplying has had an
effect on pricing in that sector. However,
Brad Grady, senior analyst with satellite
industry market research and consulting
services company NSR, argues that bands
are less influential than the service they

operate on. “It's really HTS that’s changing
the pricing dynamics and HTS could be any
frequency,” he points out. “It’s people like
Intelsat (with Epic), Eutelsat and SES, and
others like O3B, which is a non-GEO** HTS
system, that are putting pressures on the
market.”

As is the growth of certain non-oil
sectors. Grady says, “A lot of people are
bringing capacity onto the aeronautical
market. That’s really changing the price
points – and is going to trickle down to oil
and gas and maritime. Also a lot more
maritime customers are moving to VSAT.
That means more bandwidth and a lot more
maritime capacity coming online. So the
price points are definitely lowering. And end
users are recognising that.”

Bandwidth price fall unplanned
But the falling price of bandwidth was not
planned. “I do not believe that anybody
looked at the business case,” Bull suggests,
citing the lack of business model, the
difficulties of selling space to multiple
operators, and managing the extra
bandwidth HTS implies, as well as the arrival
of fibre in key satellite markets such as
Africa and formerly underserved parts of the
Middle East. Even before HTS the price per
mega amp was going down, and then HTS
launches began offering five or 20 or more
times the capacity of a normal satellite.
What will that do to pricing? “It’s already
doing it,” Bull says. “It will help the energy
business because it’s pushing the price of
satellite capacity down.”

However, the energy business doesn’t
necessarily hold all the cards. “Drilling has
gone further offshore so satellite is more
vital – certainly for deepwater,” says Bull.
“And you can’t fibre up an offshore service
vessel. Satellite will be there one way or
another.” Even here, however, newer service
provider players like Speedcast and ITC
Global are threatening the former dominance

The extra capacity HTSs are
supplying has had an effect on

pricing in the energy sector.

The oil price is going down due to oversupply. So too is the price of satellite bandwidth - and
for similar reasons. What does this mean for energy companies - and can they look forward to
an extended period of falling communications costs? With the help of two industry experts,
Vaughan O’Grady looks at the present - and possible future - of satellite capacity pricing.

When oversupply is 

good news

It's really HTS that’s
changing the pricing
dynamics and HTS could be
any frequency.”
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of Harris CapRock, and RigNet, and giving
energy companies a bit more leverage when
negotiating contracts.

A non-satellite alternative?
Grady suggests that there may be a non-
satellite alternative in certain cases.
“Terrestrial microwave communications
continues to be able to push further and
further and deeper and deeper – so there’s
still that hedge,” he says, but he agrees that
offshore needs satellite. However he adds:
“The satellite industry needs oil and gas. I’m
not saying you can build an entire satellite
business case on this market. But it’s not an
insignificant amount of capacity and
revenues being generated.”

That’s the situation at present. How
about the future? Well, more flexibility in
choosing bands might help energy
companies save even more money. Harris
CapRock, a major player in the provision of
managed communications services in
remote locations, might argue that this
future is already here. It recently announced
CapRock One – an intelligent service
delivery architecture using proprietary multi-
band stabilised antennas.

Bull is impressed with the ambition of
the project and agrees that multi-frequency
antennas are a likely way forward. She does,
however, question the timing of what is
going to be a fairly expensive system  –
especially if you want built-in redundancy.
On the other hand, when CapRock One was
being developed, oil prices weren’t expected
to slip much below US$100 a barrel, let
alone US$50. At that time, affordability may
have been less important than reliability.
Nevertheless, while it’s easy to argue that
the market for CapRock One may not be as
strong, Bull says she understands the
service shows promise.

A sign of things to come
But CapRock One is still a sign of things to
come. “Everything’s going to go to multi-
band flexibility,” Grady says, “and there are a
number of reasons.” He cites changing
prices, access or regulatory requirements
from region to region – or just that one band
works better than another in a given place.
Clearly being able to change band would be
helpful for energy companies moving rigs or
vessels around the world or a region. But it
also makes sense from a service provider
perspective. “One of the biggest headaches
for service providers is end users who want
more capacity but they can’t give it to them,”
says Grady. “They would have to make a
deal with competitors or go to the spot
market, which could be very expensive. If
they had a multi-band terminal that could
either switch to new frequencies or take in
multiple frequencies at once it wouldn't be
too big an issue to dynamically configure
these remote networks. And a service

provider could manage its costs because it
could get the lowest available price for
capacity that it needs.”

Room to add antennas
Multi-band is not the only possibility, he
adds. There’s now room to add antennas if
you prefer. “Antennas are getting smaller
and have higher performance, plus smaller
dish size,” Grady explains. “Companies are
coming out with flat panel antenna
architectures that have fewer moving parts.
They’re smaller, they’re lighter, they don’t
take up so much space but they have similar
performance to a 1.2 metre Ku band dish.” 

But there’s another possibility – one that
may bring better news for communications
providers. At the offshore installation end of
the equation the bandwidth needs of the oil
and gas market are going to change and
grow. Many more apps are becoming
available for helping staff to manage activity
on the rig. Many more sensors are
monitoring equipment, which means much
more information being transmitted from the
rig to the shore. Video feeds and streams  –
especially in real time  – may use even more
capacity – especially as the evolving rig
automation process reduces staff numbers
in remote locations. Much further down the
line, drones and robots, undersea and in the
air, could eventually send information to
people in Houston or Aberdeen monitoring
drill sites from thousands of miles away.

But some of this will be high bandwidth
real-time data. How can it be sent back to
head office? One possible answer is HTS –
but not just from GEO and MEO
constellations but low earth orbit (LEO***)
constellations – like the recently announced
deal in which Intelsat and OneWeb plan to
build, deploy and operate a LEO Ku-band

satellite constellation. That means less
latency and more capacity. That also means,
in theory, more effective real-time
monitoring of rig operations at a distance.

That scenario, admittedly, is some years
off – 2019 in the case of Intelsat and
OneWeb. But by then will service providers
be serving a buoyant or troubled energy
market? Will demand rise to meet extra
capacity availability or will new entrants and
established players end up dumping excess
capacity on markets that don’t need it,
further depressing prices? Will the
accelerating pace of technological change
and new sources of capacity boost or
challenge the companies that supply oil, gas
and other sectors with satellite
communications?

No one really knows. Even the experts
aren’t sure. Susan Bull spoke at the VSAT
2015 event, which took place recently in
London. She summed things up rather well
when she said: “The potential technological
change – born from necessity – now
promises to change the fundamentals of the
satcoms market. And I’m not just talking
about LEOs! Wherever you look – antennas,
modems, spacecraft, launchers, business
models, M&A, competition, demand – it’s all
being thrown into the air.” n

Notes:
*HTS refers to high throughput satellites,
which use a number of technological
advances to allow a significant increase in
bandwidth capacity
**A GEO — or geosynchronous — orbit is
one where a satellite maintains the same
position relative to the earth's surface. It is
usually more than 35,000 km above the earth.
O3B is a MEO — medium earth orbit —
satellite constellation at an altitude of about
8,000 km.
***Low earth orbit (LEO) satellites are even
closer to the earth. The closer the satellite the
higher the bandwidth and the lower the
latency. But a higher orbit gives greater
coverage from fewer satellites.

Links:
http://comsys.co.uk
http://www.nsr.com
http://www.harriscaprock.com/hcr-one/
http://vsatevent.com/speaker-interviews/

High Throughput Satellites: Laying the foundations for
investment and financing. (Image courtesy: Fieldfisher)

At the offshore
installation end of the
equation the bandwidth
needs of the oil and gas
market are going to change
and grow. ”
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T
HE FLOW OF information is
becoming just as important as the
flow of product in the downstream
oil and gas industry. Critical

operational data needs to get to the right
place, at the right time, and with a high
degree of accuracy.

In recent years, new solutions have been
developed to support the efficient and
accurate flow of information, and yet the
industry is still playing catch-up in the
information age. We have begun addressing
some issues, such as paper bills of lading
(BOL), with suppliers and customers now
able to receive streamlined electronic BOLs
almost instantaneously after a load is pulled
from the terminal.

However, when it comes to inventory
balances and bulk movement activity, the

information flow between terminals and
suppliers has been operating at pre-21st
century levels. This critical information is
required to be transferred daily from terminal
and pipeline operators to suppliers, and, until
recently, was sent mostly via email or fax.
When considering suppliers managing
dozens of products across large terminal
networks are receiving hundreds of these

disparate reports a day, the potential
information management challenges can
turn from a headache into a full-blown
migraine, at the risk of potential supply
shortages, increased costs and lost revenue.

To facilitate the flow of information,
terminals and suppliers need a streamlined
solution that improves the accuracy and
efficiency of information transfer.
Additionally, breaking new ground in
managing inventory data creates the
opportunity to integrate with other terminal
data to create new insights and analysis.

Modern data flow
Terminals are required to provide daily
inventory reports to suppliers. Suppliers rely
on these reports to support many of their
operations, including supply, contract and

The information management side of the oil
and gas industry is still coming of age 

(Photo: Philip Lange / Shutterstock)

Scott Fleck, chief strategy and technology officer, outlines Schneider Electric’s inventory management
system for enhancing accuracy and speed of information transfer between terminals and suppliers.

New frontiers in 

downstream IT

The information flow
between terminals and
suppliers has been operating
at pre-21st century levels”
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risk management. Terminal operators record
this information, often manually, and send it
to their suppliers in various forms. Until
recently, the primary options for sending
have been email, or even fax.

Now imagine you're an inventory
manager for a major supplier. You are likely
tracking dozens of products and customer
contracts across hundreds of terminals. This
means each day, you would receive
hundreds of individual reports, at different
times, and each with its own individual
format and each needing to be individually
entered and validated against existing data
before being delivered for analysis and
decision-making.

This is a data management nightmare
and it has far reaching ramifications.

First, the resources needed to collect and
enter in all the data to balance the inventory
books for the day are significant, and grow
with the size and scope of supply
operations. Second, all the manual data-
handling, on both the collection and entry
side, creates many opportunities for human
error, which, because of the scope of the
data being collected, is also hard for human
monitors to catch. Third, any errors or delays
in this data-entry process can have
significant business ramifications, namely
supply unexpectedly running out at a
terminal, or needlessly shipping extra
product at less-than-ideal margins, or even a
loss to prevent a phantom outage.

As a solution, Schneider Electric has
developed a streamlined inventory
management system that simplifies the
communication process for terminals and
suppliers, while automating the
standardisation and validation of inventory
reports for suppliers to enhance the
accuracy and speed of information.

When there is a central, digital source of
shared data, multiple parties benefit from
the accuracy and efficiency of the inventory
management system process. This is a
concept Schneider Electric has used in the
past for eBOL (electronic bills of lading)
management and is now applying to daily
inventory reporting.

Instead of receiving dozens, or hundreds,
of individual reports, a terminal inventory
management system, or TIMS, collates
everything into one report formatted to be
compatible for entry into the supplier’s back
office systems. In the downstream
petroleum market, TIMS helps operators

automate the aggregation, translation and
delivery of inventory and pipeline-related
data from proprietary and third-party pipeline
and terminal networks. By accessing high-
quality information through a single
interface, schedulers, supply and marketing
analysts, inventory accountants and risk
management are positioned to do their jobs
more effectively. 

Integrating data
Even greater potential for efficiency exists in
what TIMS information can deliver when
integrated with other information in the
downstream supply chain.

As an example, suppliers have had the
ability for several years to track in near real-
time the individual outbound transactions
across their terminals. Terminal automation
solutions in conjunction with web-based
lifting control systems collect and provide
information to suppliers on each load pulled
by a given customer. By compiling and
analysing that data over a period of time,
suppliers can develop demand forecasts for
individual products at individual terminals,
helping them predict when and where they
will need to provide supply.

Terminal automation solutions only
provide insights on forecasted outbound
product. Without accurate and timely
information on inventory levels and the
scheduled delivery of supply to the
terminals, an accurate demand forecast
merely reduces the amount of guesswork
needed to manage supply. 

TIMS incorporates supply-side
information into the inventory management
equation. By incorporating information from
transportation schedulers and demand
forecasts derived from lifting control
systems data, along with accurate inventory
reports, suppliers can receive automated

notifications of when demand is forecasted
to outstrip supply. Receiving these warnings
as far in advance as possible is critical
because whether shipping product by
pipeline, rail or truck, it can sometimes take
weeks to deliver a new infusion of supply.
Early warning gives suppliers the ability to
evaluate options and make these moves
early, as well as adjust lifting permissions for
customers to ensure no contract goes unfilled.

As this integration becomes more
seamless, suppliers will get closer to true
real-time inventory monitoring.

Capital savings
Maximising the benefits of TIMS can help
reduce the capital deployed into the
terminals. Of course, there is a direct link
between the amount of inventory and
capital investment.

If terminal suppliers gain the ability to
better manage their inventory levels, they
have the opportunity to decrease the amount
of capital they commit in the terminals.

TIMS provides the visibility into the
distribution network that allows for decisions
to be based on real-time, comprehensive and
accurate data. Suppliers who lack access to
TIMS and are still relying on paper-based
data gathering and validation are going to err
on the side of having extra fuel products at
the terminal sites. That’s because they fear
supply outages. However, with excellent
visibility of the supply chain, a supplier can
reduce inventory, and the net benefit is less
capital deployed for a given product.

The information management side of the
oil and gas industry is still coming of age,
but future benefits like these are not far off.
Continuing to identify ways to not only
streamline data, but increase integration
across the enterprise, will ensure those
benefits come sooner rather than later. n

Streamlined processes offer the potential for efficiency savings 
(Photo: Stockphoto mania /Shutterstock)

Maximising the
benefits of TIMS can help
reduce the capital deployed
into the terminals”
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HARRIS CAPROCK COMMUNICATIONS has
transitioned 36 oil and gas customers to its
Advanced Very Small Aperture Terminal
(VSAT) solution, providing on-demand
bandwidth service to nearly 100 sites around
the world.
Harris CapRock’s Advanced VSAT is the first

secure, cost-effective service that dynamically
reassigns satellite capacity according to need
and availability in real time to meet the
growing communications requirements of
offshore and deepwater operations.
Harris CapRock’s dynamic bandwidth

management architecture provides customers
the required capacity for applications ranging
from data logging or drilling at the critical part
of a well to streaming a training video or
treating a medical emergency via
telemedicine. The bandwidth is available on
demand when needed. 
The company launched Advanced VSAT in

2014 and first deployed it on Royal Caribbean
Cruises’ global fleet and customer operations
networks in the Gulf of Mexico. It delivered
unmatched processing capacity and nearly 20
times the information rates of a prior solution.
“The Advanced VSAT network answers

customers’ need for unprecedented speed and
flexibility in capacity changes,” said Tracey
Haslam, president, Harris CapRock
Communications. “We combine next-
generation technologies, partnerships with key
equipment providers and an unmatched
commitment to customer service to help
advance oil and gas operations worldwide.”
Customer response to the service has been

very favourable. “On a traditional single
channel per carrier link, any operational
challenges related to connectivity could take
weeks, technician site visits and higher
dedicated bandwidth subscriptions to pinpoint,
troubleshoot and solve,” said an offshore
Information and Communications Technology
support manager. “Now that we’re on Harris
CapRock’s Advanced VSAT network, we can
adjust bandwidth for communications
applications as needed, saving us valuable
time and money in the field with a service
provider we trust to be safe and reliable.”
Harris CapRock Communications is a global

provider of managed satellite, terrestrial and
wireless communications solutions for the
maritime, energy and government markets. Its
global infrastructure includes teleports on six
continents, five 24/7 customer support centers,
a local presence in 24 countries and hundreds
of global field service personnel supporting
customer locations across the world. 

RIGNET INC., A leading global provider of remote managed offshore communications solutions,
telecoms systems integration services and collaborative applications to the oil and gas industry,
today announced that it has signed an agreement with Inmarsat to offer Fleet Xpress, the maritime
version of its Global Xpress service, to the oil and gas maritime sector. The agreement will enable
RigNet to extend high-speed communications to offshore service and supply vessels within the oil
and gas industry across the globe.

“RigNet differentiates
itself in the oil and gas
industry by providing fit-
for-purpose
technologies to help our
energy customers
operate remotely in a
more productive,
efficient and safe
manner,”said Mark
Slaughter, RigNet’s CEO
and president. “The
addition of Inmarsat’s
Fleet Xpress to our
energy maritime

offerings will enable RigNet to deliver a high degree of service and functionality to this important
sector of the oil and gas market.”
“We are continually looking to strengthen our partner network through working with organisations
that have the length and breadth of experience, industry knowledge and commitment to best service
the market”, commented Ronald Spithout, president, Inmarsat Maritime. “With the launch of Fleet
Xpress, the world’s first hybrid Ka/L-band mobile satellite system, we are committed to driving
innovation and bringing a new high-speed broadband service that will re-define maritime
connectivity. By working with organisations such as RigNet, we can extend our market reach and
open up new possibilities to the maritime community, offering competitive and innovative solutions.”

DUBAI-BASED GEOPHYSICAL SERVICES company Polarcus has extended its global VSAT
(Very Small Aperture Terminal) contract with Marlink for a further three years. The contract
includes on-going provision of reliable voice and data connectivity through Sealink, Marlink’s
C-band VSAT solution for Polarcus’ fleet of seismic vessels. This year the fleet will also be
migrated from a dedicated
configuration to a shared non-
contended configuration using
the new iDirect X7 modem to
benefit from more dynamic
bandwidth allocation to optimise
connectivity. 

Marlink provides VSAT based
broadband connectivity to
support Polarcus’ vessel
operations and enables the fleet
to operate safely and efficiently
worldwide. Using smart IP
connectivity from Marlink,
Polarcus can monitor advanced
operations from shore and
execute quick interventions when needed. 

“Reliable connectivity on board is essential to achieving safe and efficient operations, and
our experience with Marlink so far has shown that they can deliver the availability and quality
of service fulfilling both our own and our clients’ needs,” said Magnus Oberg, VP IT, Polarcus. 

As part of the contract extension with Marlink, Polarcus will continue to receive reliable
global VSAT coverage whilst benefitting from a faster link, with an increased Committed
Information Rate (CIR) of 512/1536 Kbps and a Maximum Information Rate (MIR) of
1536/3096 Kbps. Possible through the move to iDirect X7, the MIR is a burstable bandwidth
increase, ensuring that Polarcus in addition to its guaranteed IP connectivity always has
potential for more throughput if available at the time. 

Harris CapRock Communications
provides on-demand bandwidth 
to nearly 100 oil and gas sites

Polarcus extends global VSAT contract

RigNet to Offer Inmarsat Fleet Xpress to energy 
maritime industry

One of Polarcus’
seismic vessels

 IT

The Inmarsat Global Xpress I5
satellite (Photo: Inmarsat)
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REPORT 161

ABOUT THIS REPORT
Amidst rising costs of extraction and falling oil prices, the oil and gas (O&G) industries have
turned their attention to looking for solutions to optimise their upstream, midstream and
downstream operations and reduce costs. Oil is fast becoming an information technology
driven business. In this sector, all data is critical and is generated at an incredible rate.
Companies, traditionally, have been pulling out a lot of data, but are now constantly generating
extreme volumes at a higher exponential rate than ever before with advanced analytical tools.
However, not everything is used. According to the latest reports, O&G uses 1% of the data it
generates. Therefore, how to make the maximum use of the remaining 99% should remain the
focus of E&P companies.

Studies show that a gradual shift to data and technology driven oilfields is expected to
improve productivity by 30% on pipeline operation and safety. If the O&G industries improved
their performance by even 1%, it would increase oil production by half a million barrels per
day. In this regards, big data with advanced analytics can transform enterprises into a data-
driven, decision-centric industry, Sandeep Bhagat, big data analyst from Wipro, said.

Big data real-time analytics present opportunities to establish more efficient oil production,
reduce costs and risks, improve safety, enhance regulatory compliance and lead to overall
better decision-making. Growing populations and emerging economies are set to raise
demand, thereby encouraging exploration in new frontiers with new technologies. This will
need rapid application design and deployments.

The goal of this report is to help O&G decision makers understand the significance of big
data, which some companies like Total and Shell are already working towards, and bring to the
fore the ideas and guidance of industry leaders from the sector to gain insights and make
profitable decisions.

Encompassing upstream, midstream and downstream, the three-day Big Data Oil and Gas
event from 19-21 April in Abu Dhabi provided an insight on how to manage Big Data for
efficient production to attendees from across the world, Key industry experts from Wipro,
CommScope, Total, ADNOC, Booz Allen Hamilton, PPDM, Petrofac, Halliburton, Sigmoid,
along with independent data analysts, presented papers on how to address big data strategies.
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Why does O&G require big data? Analysts
opine that downstream uses data to deliver
fuel accurately to customers; finance uses
data to pay vendors and reconcile accounts;
data is used to determine oil/contract
pricing; HR uses data to manage staff
performance and improve productivity; and
upstream uses data to locate and mature
hydrocarbon prospects.

Taking the big picture into account, big
data is all about 4Vs — Volume, Velocity,
Variety and Value. 

O&G data has unique properties that make
it even more challenging to work with than
the data first companies like Google and
Amazon. The complex nature of big data is
primarily driven by the unstructured nature
of the data that is generated by modern
technologies such as that from web logs,
sensors embedded in devices, Internet
searches, social networks, portable
computers and smartphones. Therefore,
when dealing with larger datasets,
organisations face difficulties in being able to
create and manage big data. It is a problem
in business analytics because standard tools
and procedures are not designed to search
and analyse massive datasets.  

In order to effectively utilise big data, it
must be combined with structured data
(typically from a relational database) from
more conventional business applications
such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
or Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) systems. 

In order to simplify things, organisations
must look to innovate and apply new
technologies and give actionable insights.

Common E&P issues that companies

usually face include wrong coordinate
reference systems assigned to wellbore
directional surveys loaded in corporate data
stores; data corruption due to system or
application upgrade; wellbore directional
surveys loaded without depth units; poorly
computed well paths loaded in corporate
data stores; incorrect UWI or well names
across the different corporate databases;
wrong naming conventions applied to
acquired logs or logs acquired with a non
standard sample rate affecting log accuracy
in resolving bed thickness and bulk density;
and lack of standardised data management
procedures resulting in several versions of
the same data/document enterprise wide.

Data can be captured from drilling wells
and seismic activities, as well as webpages,
which may also be old but necessary. This
data, when captured, formatted,
manipulated, stored and analysed can help a
company to gain useful insights to increase
revenues, win or retain customers and
improve operations.

Research suggests that big data initiatives
are poised for explosive growth. Datasets of
interest to many businesses found today
include traditional structured databases of
inventories, orders and customer
information, as well as unstructured data
from web, social networking sites and
intelligent devices. By rapidly analysing
incoming technical and business data and
applying that information to complex models
in real time, O&G companies can generate
tactical insights that help increase drilling
and production performance while
preventing problems. 

Brownfield project: An area that has been
previously used for drilling oil and/or gas.

Data silos: A repository of fixed data that an
organisation does not regularly use in its day-
to-day operation.

Downstream: Commonly refers to the
refining of petroleum crude oil and the
processing and purifying of natural gas, as well
as the marketing and distribution of products
derived from crude oil and natural gas.

Greenfield: In O&G, a greenfield project is a
completely undeveloped area.

IoT: Internet of Things is a network of
physical objects embedded with electronics,
software, sensors and connectivity to enable it
to achieve greater value and service by
exchanging data with the manufacturer,
operator and/or other connected devices. 

Midstream: Involves the transportation by
pipeline, oil tanker or truck, storage, and
wholesale marketing of crude or refined
petroleum products. 

Open source: Promotes universal access via a
free license to a product’s design or blueprint,
and universal redistribution of that design or
blueprint, including subsequent improvements
to it by anyone.

Structured data: Data that resides in a fixed
field within a record or file. Includes data
contained in relational databases and
spreadsheets.

Unstructured data: All those things that
cannot be so readily classified — photos and
graphic images, videos, streaming instrument
data, webpages, PDF files, powerpoint
presentations, emails, blog entries, wikis and
word processing documents.

Upstream: Includes searching potential
underground or underwater crude oil and
natural gas fields, drilling of exploratory wells,
and subsequently drilling and operating the
wells that recover and bring the crude oil
and/or raw natural gas to the surface.

TERMINOLOGY
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There are multiple sources of mining
big data — geological, engineering,
production, equipment, to name a

few. We are talking about terabytes and
petabytes of data available and accessible. 

With machines evolving, companies are
generating a lot of data on a daily basis.
According to latest reports on big data, O&G,
however, uses only 1% of the data it
generates. Therefore, how to make the
maximum use of the remaining 99 per cent
should remain the focus of E&P companies.                                                                                                                                                                                        

A term coined by Erik Larson in 1989, big
data is everywhere. Although the concept has
been picking ground in the last few years, the
earliest recorded history of big data dates
back to the 17th century. Also in O&G, big
data has been around for a long time. But
with oil prices sliding, the real challenge of
big data will be to offer maximum
optimisation in minimum value.

Available data proves that if the global oil
and gas industry improved pump
performance by even 1%, it would increase
oil production by half a million barrels a day
and earn the industry an additional US$19bn
a year in revenues. With the continuous
churning of enormous data on a daily basis,

O&G has significant amount of data for
many analyses, especially the seismic

sector. “Some of the data have
been migrated to parallel
computing, but now we want to
talk about parallel scale-out
approach to take advantage of

the distributed grid and
process algorithm to

analyse big data for O&G,” said Satyam
Priyadarshy, chief data scientist at
Halliburton.

Recent years have seen O&G companies
invest a considerable amount in software and
tools to understand better the data coming
onto their systems. And with each year, the
systematic output is increasing that aids
O&G explorers with better information.
According to Priyadarshy, this can lead to
Return on Innovations (RoI) in the sector
with companies launching initiatives for the
low-level data  being pulled up. 

However, no method is fool-proof, say
analysts. There are challenges that the sector
is still facing with respect to data analytics
and availability of data banks. With potential
value gains from having access to more data,
it is seen that much of the data cannot be
shared efficiently due to legacy systems still
in use in many companies. Therefore, here
the data scientists play an important role to
push companies for latest technologies and
create a unified system for open source.

Ali Rebaie, independent analyst, compared
data traces to Matryoshka doll toy — a
concept wherein larger toys fit into smaller
ones. He said that the same can be aptly used
for a lot of bigger data that is being pushed
into efficient smaller devices like
smartphones. As data is becoming bigger,
companies are looking for apps with built-in
sensors that can be compact (for mobiles and
tablets) and smarter. It is transforming the
way we engage with ‘things’, he added.

“It is the age of ‘ephemeralisation’, our
ability to do more with less, until eventually
we can do everything with nothing. This
means by being more efficient and
accomplishing more work with fewer
materials, our entire economies will change.
The ephemeralisation of technology using big
data and the Internet of Things will continue
to move us to gradually replacing specific-
purpose devices. This transition will be
accelerated by today’s innovative
nanotechnologies that are present.” ●

INFORMATION
OVERLOAD

According to 
an IDC report, big data

technology and
services market is 

expected to grow from
US$3.2bn in 2010 to
US$16.9bn in 2015. 
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In O&G, huge amounts of data are
collected in the seismic world that comes
at a much slower speed but has

significant value. If it is misinterpreted by
few metres, the loss of millions in dollars is
bound to happen. The value is significant in
digital media world when compared to
government data. So companies  have to be
careful how to analyse data correctly,
analysts opine.

Emphasising the importance of data,
Emmanuel Udeh, subsurface data analyst
from Beneprojecti Nigeria, said that
downstream uses data to deliver fuel
accurately to customers and finance
department uses data to pay vendors and
reconcile accounts. He also added that data
determines oil or contract pricing and HR
uses data to manage staff performance and
improve productivity. In upstream, big data
locates mature hydrocarbon prospects.

But is this enough? Analysts don’t think so.
CDM DM value study findings say that 73%
of the value of E&P activity comes from the
subsurface and 38% of the understanding
comes from big data. Combining both, 28%
of E&P value comes from big data and hence
it is important. Quality data can be described
as being complete, accurate, timely and

consistent. Most times, poor quality data in
data centres/warehouses can lead to poor
decision making, reduced efficiency and
increased labour costs.

Now the question remains: How to unlock
data value? This can be fixed by finding and
addressing the root causes of errors, which
involves looking for and eliminating
inefficiencies in data collection, entry and
quality control procedures. To elaborate,
companies need to optimise big data
analytics to enable organisations to analyse a
mix of structured, semi-structured and
unstructured data in search of valuable
business information and insights.

To unlock data value, it is important to
establish a structured process framework for
data quality management based on proven
experiences from leading organisations like
the CDA, from industry-wide best practices
available through professional organisations
and experts like PPDM, Energistics and the
International Association for Information &
Data Quality (IAIDQ), from global resources
available within the enterprise.

In the O&G segment of the energy
industry, data-driven optimisation has
become an essential form of digital business.
As oil prices decline, IT and business leaders
alike are preparing for quantum changes in
management methods. CIOs are being called
on to integrate data across organisational
domains, enable advanced analytics to drive
innovation, enhance the quality of business
modelling such as predictive analysis and

support stronger data-driven
decision-making such as
prescriptive analysis.

Booz Allen Hamilton
believes that big data analytics
can aid a 6-8% boost in
production from data driven
oilfields. And also a 13%
increase in increased uptime in
offshore environments. That

way, E&P companies can save up to US$1bn
annually. ●
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HAVING ENOUGH DATA 
IS NOT ENOUGH

Big data has been
leveraged by many

other industries. With
the oil price slide, the
time is perfect for the

industry to leverage
data technology.

www.oilandgasbigdata.com

Sandeep Bhagat from Wipro talks about big
data anaytics and its influence today
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Sandeep Bhagat, big data and analytics
practitioner at Wipro, points out that big
data analytics can usher in a new era of

E&P technologies that will support seismic 4D
activities and horizontal drilling and upstream
drilling will shift toward newer and more
challenging fronts such as deepwater, shale,
arctic areas and sensitive geo-political areas,
requiring the industry to rely on more complex
applications and platforms. A more digital
generation of employees will persuade
movement toward rich, visual, flexible, mobile
interfaces and myriad user platforms.

Industrial companies are at varying stages of
adoption of big data analytics and as with all
the new technologies, a maturity curve is
emerging that is delineating the early adopters
from those who are at a more matured level.
One of the first stages in that maturity curve is
connecting operating assets with performance
monitoring and problem diagnosis. Companies
are focused on moving from this type of asset
monitoring to areas of higher operational
benefits. By introducing analytics and more
flexible production techniques, manufacturers,
for instance, can boost their productivity by as
much as 30%.

O&G companies have already, to a great
extent, mastered the challenge of providing
reliable reporting and routine analysis through
business intelligence technologies and rock-
solid management of information from IT
systems. Now, the industry is uncovering new
opportunities to improve performance through
fast, agile analytics aimed at modelling and
simulating business performance (predictive
analytics) and improving decision making
(prescriptive analysis).

Companies are also shifting their business
strategies sharply to emphasise data-driven
optimisation of business performance.
Technologies that model, simulate and predict
business performance have become priorities
for O&G CIOs and IT leaders.

Using existing asset data integrated with

digital visualisations, analytics and shared
situational intelligence, pipeline operators can
respond to potential events even faster. This
helps prioritise maintenance tasks, resource
allocation and capital spend more effectively
based on risk assessment, Bhagat adds.
According to Booz Allen Hamilton, the key
trends observed currently include:
• Oil extraction is becoming more complex

and thus more expensive; this coupled with
the volatility of oil prices necessitates
increased efficiency in execution of
operations

• As instrumentation becomes smarter, more
and more data is becoming available;
allowing for complex projects to be
undertaken

• The availability of digital technology has
enabled companies to access and monitor
data related to their operations around the
world in real-time

Some of the platforms that are critical to big
data analytics include Hadoop, Appliance,
Streaming and NoSQL.

How can advanced data analytics help? 
• In exploration, analytics such as pattern

recognition and seismic data acquisition can
help trace more hydrocarbon

• In drilling, big data can help real-time
anomalies to predict the success of failure of
well sites. It can also help predict equipment
failure and operational mistakes

• In production operations, enhancing oil
recovery from existing wells is a key
objective for oil and gas companies Analytics
can help engineers to map changes in the
reservoir and make profitable decisions

• Predictive maintenance, in midstream, can
help predict failures in pipelines and
connected equipment before its too late

• People management is another key aspect
where big data analytics plays a big role. It
can help HR with the recruitment of a
skilled workforce ●
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ADVANCED ANALYTICS &
ASSET MANAGEMENT

In the O&G sector, 
huge amount of 

data in the seismic 
world is collected. If
misinterpreted by a

few metres in the
field, firms can lose
millions of dollars.

Hence, the correct
analysis of data is

necessary.
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Many organisations are already
struggling to manage their
existing data. Inflow of more data

only adds complexity. Some of the persistent
questions that companies deal with include
what data should be stored and how long it
should be kept; what data should be included
in analytical processing and how to properly
analyse it; and do we keep existing
technology to study incoming data or
upgrade or totally replace it?

At ADNOC Distribution, in the year 2000
traditional analytics to study data constituted
Oracle Reports, MS Excel Sheet and Forrest
& Tree Tool that gave way to time-consuming
design, shortage of expertise on the domain
and not very user friendly applications. 

The year 2008 saw the Abu Dhabi-state
owned company do away with traditional
analytics and bring in interactive
dashboards, ad-hoc reporting, point and click
ease of use, heterogeneous database access
plus a unified view of data from multiple
sources.

Awad El Sidiq, senior database
administrator at ADNOC Distribution, said
that in the light of the need for big data
analytics, legacy systems must be either
upgraded or replaced. “The big data strategy
that we see today works on SMAC (social
networking, mobile, advanced analytics and
cloud computing) concept.”  

ADNOC Distribution, the world’s fourth
biggest oil company as measured by
hydrocarbon reserves, has now switched to
running Oracle E-Business Suite on Exadata,
becoming the first oil and gas company in the
Middle East to implement Oracle Exadata.
The move yielded immediate results, helping
the company boost order processing speeds
5-10 times and complete payroll processing
in 20 minutes compared to 2.5 hours before.
In its back offices, the energy company has
shrank financial closing cycles from hours to
minutes and eliminated long waits for
business reports. The company attributes the
improvement to Exadata’s scale-out
architecture, query accelerating technologies

such as Smart Scan, and the platform’s
massively faster I/O throughput
performance. All this has added up to savings
of thousands of hours of transaction time per
year and translated into a more productive
and competitive workforce.

In 2012, a Garter report stated that 78 per
cent of enterprise legacy applications will
witness a dramatic change over the next two
years. “Most of the organisations are now
talking about enhancing their legacy
applications, discontinuing them and
bringing new technology or upgrading them
to achieve SMAC elements,” Sidiq adds.

So which is the best approach? Upgrading
or replacing the existing data sets is the way
to go. The ADNOC executive asserts that
upgrading/enhancing will usher in
technology modernisation and transfer
everything to virtualisation, thereby getting
rid of mainframes and physical
infrastructure. This promises the reduction
of data centres and bringing in management
operability. App modernisation will help HR,
CRM and supply chain. This leads to experts
advising transformation to mobile-based
application. 

Replacing the legacy app with a vendor-
friendly app will mean new process and best
practices. The change in the
enterprise can be costly but
necessary as the current design can
be no longer service-enabled. ●

SMAC THAT SYSTEM: 
LEGACY TO MODERN

Legacy
infrastructure can be
complex and could
hinder business
ability to grow as it
lacks modern
interface.
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Sidiq emphasises on upgrading legacy
system for better business
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The O&G industry is uniquely positioned
to benefit from predictive analytics as
the facilities often operate in harsh

conditions and at hard-to-reach areas that
make safety and maintenance a critical
priority. Predictive maintenance can reduce
costs by up to 30% and eliminate breakdowns
by up to 70%, according to a study by the US
Department of Energy.

Jess Kozman, Asia Pacific’s regional
representative of Professional Petroleum Data
Management (PPDM), reveals that with falling
oil prices “not only is this the best time to do
data management but the only time to do it.
Since we do not have money to look into field
activities, we ought to look at engineering and
HR data”.

IDC report adds, “50% of O&G companies
will have advanced predictive analytics and
asset integrity capabilities by 2016.”

In drilling wells, the data analytics helps
O&G sector look for hydrocarbons in the right
place and improves recovery rates. Companies
can leverage big data technologies such as the
MapR Distribution for Hadoop to collect,
manage and rapidly analyse seismic, drilling
and production data. Oil companies can also
leverage this data to gain new insights that
help increase drilling and production
performance while preventing
environmental/safety problems. 

In the industry, an acceptable non-
productive time (NPT) in drilling is 4.9-5.8%,

whereas in actuality NPT is 7.9-
21.3%, which is costing the O&G

industry US$2.8mn per hour in
downtime. With the high cost of

exploration wells currently being
drilled in deepwater, minimising these

events and more effectively predicting
what lies ahead could pay huge dividends

by helping operators stay on budget, reach
total depth on time and execute a successful
drilling operation. Therefore, companies have
to determine what are the key performance
indicators (KPI) that analytics is looking to

address from big data perspectives. Kozmann
explains how structured data can be extracted
from surplus data and the properties then be
analysed in software to put it all together. 

“Data analytics is high-value information. It
can help predict and prevent losses. However,
it is advisable not to overdo predictive
maintenance as it may do more damage than
repair,” he added.

Identifying new patterns in multiple data
sets for use in clusters-in memory and
analytics servers can reduce hours to minutes
in the seismic world (via Hadoop). This also
reduces NPT. 

With big data analytics, a company can
achieve 25% in operating cost savings, 8%
higher production rate, 2-4% lower project and
6% improved resource recovery.
Apart from the 4Vs, big data is also about 4Ps
• Propagation: distribution and duplication

by iterative workflows in disparate
disciplines 

• Proliferation: rapid multiplication in
specialised tools with divergent
interpretations

• Pervasiveness: expansion to fill available
storage through multiple working
hypotheses and probable realisations 

• Persistence: value over decadal and
generational life spans 

Predictive analytics, in the O&G sector can
aid in predictive maintenance, forecasting,
energy trading, risk management and
optimisation. This gives an idea too as to
where to look for O&G next. But predictive
analytics for predictive maintenance can also
have its shortcomings and one needs to be
careful. 

In predictive analytics, one needs to watch
out for:
• Context from unstructured data
• Connection with third-party datasets
• Proactive management based on real-time

trends
• Quantitative competitive intelligence ●

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS &
REAL-TIME DECISIONS

The bottom line of 
the analysis is to get

people to the right
place at the right time.
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Kozman sees data analytics as high end
information in the value chain
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How do O&G companies manage big
data with a valid data centre
strategy? 

As data is increasing exponentially,
enterprises are coming to rely on efficient
data centres that store and protect important
information.

A data dashboard integrates multiple
systems and data storing applications coming
in from oilwells, pipelines and related O&G
equipment. A dashboard utilises data
visualisation to display a combination of
company metrics, and by using an API you
can integrate accounting software, sales
spreadsheets, customer relationship
management (CRM) systems, email, website
analytics and other systems into your
dashboard display. But it can’t tell you how
efficient your wells, pipelines, refineries and
everything else is actually built. So if the data
centre infrastructure management (DCIM)
goes down, companies lose the visual
representation of how they are actually doing
and that will potentially affect production
and lead to loss of money.

Ian Jones, global account manager, oil and
gas at Commscope, says, “As products are
growing, there is a lot of information coming
in. Whether it’s the temperature, geoseismic
data or the engineering, everything produces
data. Depending on technology, the data may
range from 2MB to 1GB a day. If a company
has thousand of wells and it has information
constantly being generated, it goes into the
analytics engines that gives us a dashboard,
which gives us the ability to be able to
decide where you need to put maintenance
and where potentially you are going to
have failures within your oil and gas
pipeline network.”

Then lays the most pertinent question:
What do we do with the rest of the data?

Are we keeping everything or are we
discarding a lot of the information
generated?

As analytics, engines and programmes are
getting bigger, better and more efficient,
companies can get more interesting

information. Therefore, how big data is
managed and stored is critical to operations.

Telecommunications network
infrastructure solutions provider
CommScope has been one of the global
companies instrumental in making data
centres efficient. 

According to Jones, a good data centre is
able to model, add changes and share all the
information between the subsystems.
“Everything we know these days is connected
— from a PDU to a SWAC switch and even to
the point where you can map what your
physical infrastructure looks like and what
goes from A to B.”

Experts opine that in a company, from
standards perspective, DCIM software is a
significant tool. “This gives the ability to look
what the data centre actually looks like. And
we can see how every single subsystem
interacts with one another. What one can
actually do is to model everything that is
going on in the data centre,” Jones adds. 

“In O&G, it is imperative to model
everything incase some system goes down.
Whether monitoring a small part of your data
centre or managing the entire enterprise, the
companies must need to have a clear view to
see how well they are meeting their business
performance objectives based on all data —
connected and interrelated.”

A DCIM, like iTRAC by CommScope, helps
deliver best-of-breed functionality in six
areas; namely operations management
(monitoring physical ecosystem), resource
management (lowering energy bills), cutting
asset costs, delivering services faster,
capacity planning and demand management
and resilience management. 

A company should always look at a good
data centre that can reduce both CapEx and
OpEx costs by maximising existing physical
footprint. And, to do that, enterprises need to
start building analytics in data centres.

If a data centre can reduce the chain
management cost and time of a company by
85%, then it’s a good sign. ●

STORING BIG DATA: 
DATA CENTRES 

Whether you are
monitoring a small

part of your data
centre or managing

your entire enterprise,
you need to have a

clear view to see how
well you are meeting

your business
performance

objectives based on
all data- connected

and interrelated.
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For Jones, having a modular data centre
can effectively lead to business growth
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DOF programmes are expanding the
universe of connected things in
upstream theatres of operations.

Abdulhameed Aborshaid, CEO of Sigmoid
Knowledge Development Consultancy,
demonstrated the technology evolution and
its impact on oilfield development and oil
recovery. He also stated that the O&G
industry follows the Sigmoid Model approach
in dealing with technology. 

“The Middle East is rich with a long
production history that is normally used as a
base for field development across the globe.
Several technologies have been very
successful in maximising oil recovery,
reducing operating cost, enhancing
operational efficiency and promoting safety.
These technologies include horizontal
drilling, geo-steering, advanced well
completions and intelligent field
applications.”

Earlier, like most regions, in the Middle
East vertical drilling was rampant, Aborshaid
reveals, adding that operators later started
horizontal drilling to save costs and saw it to
be more beneficial, which has now aligned
them towards the same method.

The advantages include reduced water and
gas coning; increased production rate
because of the greater wellbore length
exposed to the pay zone; reduced pressure
drop around the wellbore; lower fluid
velocities around the wellbore; and larger
and more efficient drainage pattern leading
to increased overall reserves recovery.

A “tsunami is happening in intelligent
fields,” Aborshaid adds, revealing that ifield
adds to values, sometimes producing 4,000
bpd and saving costs with operational
flexibility and safety. 

Reservoir management uses ifield data in
making and managing business as there is a
lot of information  in flow mechanism in the
reservoir. Low depletion rate is the strategy
in most regions as well, as maximising
hydrocarbon output. He advises that, before
firms embark into field development,
geological assessment is essential as well as

avoiding premature breakthrough to
maximise recovery. “Sigmoid recommends
what is called ‘pressure transient analysis’ to
help identify what kind of flow mechanism
the fields have.”

Horizontal drilling requires water and
Aborshaid warns about premature water
breaking as it leads to a reduction in a well’s
profitability because of both a reduction in
net oil rate and an additional cost for water
handling. He advises that after injection,
additional pressure coming out must be
monitored and then water injection reduced
accordingly. This leads to minimum oil
intervention.

Wireless technology has also proved to be
potential in transferring real-time data,
which is a cost-effective means for converting
brownfields to an ifield. Applications in
harsh operating conditions such as offshore,
remote and congested areas can benefit from
this technology since it requires minimal
infrastructure. Technology providers and
regularity authorities need to work on setting
guidelines, ensuring data security and
enhancing coverage.

Aborshaid also mentions geosteering as it
helps identify targets and achieve higher
production rate, therefore enhancing
decision-making process. “Real-time
geosteering has added a lot of value to
offshore operations while dealing with
complex architecture. It helps reduce costs

and increasing production rate to more than
six times.”

So what we need to now see is how
oilfields are being driven from data-driven
perspective?

Booz Allen Hamilton suggests that since
shareholders and operating companies want
to see their infrastructure safe, from a
security perspective, a lot of the work that the
company is doing in the Gulf region is
protecting and integrating the operations to
neural networks, implanting the ICS scale in
the environment and integrating and
securing that along with the enterprise.

From integration perspective, the
consultant has a robust understanding of
what are those interfaces where the data
lives, what are the business drivers to help
you integrate across project and support
teams. Some reports suggest few other ways
in which operators can harness big data and
the digital oilfield to maximise yield include:
• Monitoring the health of its production

equipment. BP said that this could cut
down on unplanned downtime and boost
output by 10 per cent, resulting in 214,000
additional barrels of oil per year

• Real-time production surveillance
provides engineers with an understanding
of how the field is performing. Onshore
automation means operators are able to
view the entire field allowing them to make
short-term changes

• Reservoir surveillance allows engineers to
understand its behaviour as well as
modelling scenarios using simulation
software. This can allow the creation of
long-term forecasting and planning the
placement of future wells or effective
IOR/EOR strategies

• Mostly importantly of all, the DOF can
drastically improve safety in oilfields. By
monitoring equipment in real-time,
operators can be alerted in advance when a
leak or event which may compromise the
integrity of an asset is likely to occur and
allow them to take action to prevent it ●

DOF FOR RESERVOIR 
MANAGEMENT

Sergey Fokin
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A
CCORDING TO THE company, the
technology, launched in Dubai,
combines the power of instant
access to a digital asset’s full

contextually-integrated information with a
simple, yet entirely intuitive, touch-driven
interface, all visualised and navigable in an
Ultra-High Definition (UHD) whole-model
view. Part of AVEVA’s ‘Future of Decision
Support’ programme, AVEVA Engage is
bringing a new dimension to decision
support for better, faster decisions across
the lifecycle, AVEVA added.

Entirely touch driven and capable of
running on the largest format touchscreens,
AVEVA Engage seamlessly combines whole-
model visualisation with immediate
contextually-filtered access to validated,
relevant documents and information which
helps customers design, review, plan and
execute work safely and efficiently.

“AVEVA Engage redefines what is
possible in engineering,” said Dave
Wheeldon, CTO, AVEVA. “Delivering quality
information through a highly intuitive
interface, AVEVA Engage gives users
immediate access to the wealth of
resources within their Digital Asset. Simple
and dynamic, its touch user experience is
both visually breathtaking and amazingly
insightful when combined with the huge
UHD touchscreen devices available today.
Early adoption of this technology has clearly
demonstrated just how game-changing
AVEVA Engage can be to our customers’
businesses.”

Wheeldon added that over the past six
months, ten companies have enrolled on the
Early Access Programme (EAP) across the
oil and gas, power and mining sectors for
the technology.

Robert Samudio, global design/drafting
manager, Shell New Orleans, who has
worked with AVEVA on the development of
AVEVA Engage, noted, “With AVEVA we

have pioneered touch-screen technology and
the ability to use 3D models with other
disciplines across global locations. We can
use it for collaboration, decision-making and
safety. It will help us to deliver multi-billion
dollar projects, setting industry benchmarks
for quality, cost and speed. More
importantly, it will change the way we work,
our processes, our tools, our collaboration
and the promise on how we deliver our
projects. Our relationship with AVEVA is the

best in the industry.”
According to Richard Longdon, AVEVA’s

CEO, AVEVA Engage reaffirms the
company’s position as a leader in the market
by delivering innovation that solves real-
world problems for its customers.

“Our mission is to create technology that
is constantly pushing the boundaries of
what our customers can achieve. With
AVEVA Engage we are helping customers to
truly realise their digital asset,” he said. n

AVEVA Engage allows whole model visualisation on a large touch-screen and opens new possibilities
for collaborative decision-making

AVEVA recently launched
AVEVA Engage, a collaborative
decision-support solution for
capital projects and operating
assets, including oil and gas.

AVEVA Engage redefines

decision support
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G
OVERNMENTS WITHIN THE GCC
have been making use of lean
practices while providing
government services for some

time now. In the UAE, for example, they
have gone as far as to make lean
administration one of the government’s four
pillars of its Smart government strategy.
Similarly, lean practices bring many benefits
to businesses, and now is the time for them
to be embraced by enterprises within the
region, given the lower oil prices and a
stagnation in regional economies.

Lean is a systematic approach to
identifying and eliminating waste through
continuous improvement, and covers the
complete spectrum of a value chain. While,
traditionally, lean has been the focus of high
volume repetitive industries, Engineer-to-
Order (ETO) companies in other sectors,
including oil and gas, can also benefit from
implementing lean principles and
incorporating business modelling, enterprise
operational intelligence, planning, execution,
waste analysis and reduction capabilities.

The benefits for adopting lean enterprise
concepts depend on the level of integration
that exists from design through engineering
into build, installation and service. They
include:
• Improved bid management and win ratios

from data re-use and business focus;
• Better project control, risk mitigation and

cost management through the integration
of project management activities with
back office functions;

• Improved design and delivery data
through web-portal collaboration with
customers and suppliers;

• Reduced data input and errors through
sharing common data from design to

manufacture, installation and service;
• Increased business capacity through

synchronising delivery milestones with
current work tasks;

• Reduced customer delivery cycle times
through parallel planning and concurrent
activities;

• Improved customer delivery dates from
common data and integrated design,
build and install solutions;

• Improved customer satisfaction from
better quality, lower prices and on-time
delivery;

• Improved quality and design by analysing
failures.

When adopting the concepts of a lean
enterprise, a systematic approach is needed.
An organisation needs to develop a strategy
for deploying these concepts, and there are
a range of systems and technologies to
guide them through this process. 

Basic principles
There are five basic principles to adopting

lean practices:

1. Value: Lean thinking demands that
anything that does not add value to a
customer must be eliminated. It is vital to
understand that, only what your customers
perceive as value is important. This often
requires a complete review of each step in
the customer buying process to create for
them a hassle-free buying and service
experience. If customers believe that short
order lead time from their suppliers is the
differentiating factor in the market, within
given standards of quality and functionality,
then those who can respond the fastest will
dominate. Price may become a secondary

issue, so premium pricing may apply to
those who deliver in the shortest time. 

2. The Value Stream: Once an enterprise
understands the value that it delivers to its
customers, there is a need to analyse all the
steps in their business processes to
determine which ones actually add value,
and review those processes that add value
to see how these can be improved.

3. Flow: This relates to the uninterrupted
movement of physical objects and data
within the enterprise. In a complex ETO
company, this will mean that information
from design will flow into engineering and
into estimating and into projects and then to
procurement. In a complex contract this will
mean that as sections are completed in one
department, they are made available to
others – rather than a single department
spending weeks completing the contract
before any information is made available.
Flow challenges the tradition of processing
in batches and moving these batches from
one department or machine to another. This
requires the removal of physical barriers and
co-operation across functions. The goal is to
reduce the time it takes to complete an end-
to-end process.

4. Pull: Rather than working from a forecast
of potential customer demands – a ‘push’
system - the goal in Lean is to perform a
process by linking it directly to a real
customer demand – a ‘pull’ system.  Often
in ETO organisations, there are broken links
between when the customer requires part
of the delivery, to when the delivery is
available. 

5. Perfection: As you continually eliminate
waste from your processes and flow
information, product or services, you will
realise that there are always changes that
can be made in the goal of perfection. The
continual re-evaluation of the entire value
stream is essential to remove non-customer
value adding activities. n

Ian Fleming, managing director, IFS Middle East, Africa and South Asia, discusses the benefits of
lean practices for businesses.

Developing a 

lean enterprise

Lean is a systematic approach to identifying and
eliminating waste through continuous improvement, and covers
the complete spectrum of a value chain”
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Rentals, Lease, New and Used Sales
Welders, Positioners, Specialty Equipment

Red-D-Arc Middle East LLC
Plot No: 597-621, Dubai Investment Park 2
P. O. Box 283043, Dubai, UAE

Red-D-Arc is the world’s leading provider of rental welding products and services, 
with over 60,000 units in a fleet that includes welders, welding positioners and other 
welding-related equipment, for almost any type of welding process and application.

Weld Automation Equipment for Rent, Lease and Sale
Positioners, Column & Booms, Rotators, Bespoke Systems

Red-D-Arc Weld Automation offers a complete line of weld automation 
products including positioners, column and booms, and rotators as well 
as fi t-up beds, growing line systems, and automated cladding systems.

Welders, Positioners, Specialty EquipmentWelders, Positioners, Specialty EquipmentWelders, Positioners, Specialty Equipment

Red-D-Arc Middle East LLC

Diesel Engine-Driven Welders, Stick Welders and Paks, MIG/MAG Welders, Advanced Process Welders,
TIG Welders, Semiautomatic Wirefeeders, Spoolguns, Wirefeeder/Welders, Automatic Wirefeeders,
Sub-Arc Tractors, Plasma Cutters, Automatic Girth Welders, Induction Heating Equipment,
Welding Positioners, Column and Boom Manipulators, Rotators

Red-D-Arc Middle East LLC
Plot No: 597-621, Dubai Investment Park 2
P. O. Box 283043, Dubai, UAE

-Arc Middle East LLC
Plot No: 597-621, Dubai Investment Park 2Plot No: 597-621, Dubai Investment Park 2

+971 (4) 885-8577

+971 (4) 885-8577
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Middle East & North Africa 
The Baker Hughes Rig Count tracks industry-wide rigs engaged in drilling and related operations, which include drilling, logging, cementing,
coring, well testing, waiting on weather, running casing and blowout preventer (BOP) testing. 

Source: Baker Hughes

 RIG COUNT

THIS MONTH VARIANCE LAST MONTH LAST YEAR
Country Land OffShore Total From Last Month Land OffShore Total Land OffShore Total

Middle East
ABU DHABI   24 16 40 0 22 16 38 25 11 36
DUBAI   0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 2
IRAQ   49 0 49 4 48 0 48 61 0 61 
JORDAN   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
KUWAIT   43 0 43 2 46 0 46 45 0 45 
OMAN   66 0 66 -1 66 0 66 57 0 57 
PAKISTAN 27 0 27 0 23 0 23 19 0 19 
QATAR   2 4 6 2 3 6 9 2 7 9 
SAUDI ARABIA   106 19 125 -3 98 22 120 97 18 115 
SUDAN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SYRIA   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
YEMEN   0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 
TOTAL 317 41 358 4 306 46 352 309 38 347

North Africa
ALGERIA   51 0 51 2 52 0 52 49 0 49
EGYPT   32 6 38 -1 35 6 41 46 16 52 
LIBYA   0 1 1 0 0 1 1 4 3 7 
TUNISIA   1 0 1 -1 1 0 1 3 0 3 
TOTAL 84 7 91 0 88 7 95 102 9 111
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Project Databank
Compiled by Data Media Systems

OIL, GAS AND PETROCHEMICAL PROJECTS - UAE
Project City Facility Budget ($US) Status
ADCO - Bab Far North CO2 Injection Pilot Project Bab Habshan Oilfield Development 305,000,000 Construction

ADCO - Bab Gas Compression Project (Phase 2) Bab Gas Production 500,000,000 Construction

ADCO - Mender Field Development Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 200,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

ADCO - Nitrogen Gas Injection (NGI) Abu Dhabi Gas Production 50,000,000 Construction

ADCO - North East Bab (NEB) - Phase 3 (Al Dabbiya) Abu Dhabi Oil Production 2,500,000,000 Construction

ADCO - North East Bab (NEB) - Phase 3 (Rumaitha-Shanayel) Abu Dhabi Oil Production 2,500,000,000 Construction

ADCO - Rumaitha North CO2 Injection Project Rumaitha Oilfield Development 500,000,000 Construction

ADCO - Sahil-Asab-Shah (SAS) Full Field Development - (Asab Field) Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 2,300,000,000 Construction

ADCO - Sahil-Asab-Shah (SAS) Full Field Development - Overview Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 3,750,000,000 Construction

ADCO - South East Asset- Sahil Field Development - Phase 2 Abu Dhabi Oil Field Development 800,000,000 Construction

ADCO- Bab Integrated Facilities Project- Expansion Bab Oilfield Development 3,000,000,000 EPC ITB

ADCO- Bab TH-F Peripheral Development Abu Dhabi Nitrogen 400,000,000 FEED ITB

ADCO- Bu Hasa Shuaiba South- Gas Lift Network Abu Dhabi Gas Network 800,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

ADCO- Fujairah MOT - Hydraulic Pressure Recovery System Turbine Fujairah Oilfield Development 800,000,000 FEED

ADCO- Qusahwira Field Development - Phase 2 Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 900,000,000 EPC ITB

ADCO- South East Asset- Tie-in Project Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 650,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

ADGAS - Das Island - Fuel Distribution Sulphur Recovery (Phase 4) Abu Dhabi Oil & Gas Field 491,000,000 FEED

ADGAS - Das Island Flaring & Emission Reduction (Package 2 & 3) Das Island Gas Production 100,000,000 Construction

ADGAS - Das Island Pentane Storage Facility Das Island Gas Storage Tanks 65,000,000 Construction

ADGAS- Integrated Facilities Project (IGD-S) Expansion Phase 4 Abu Dhabi Gas Field Development 1,057,000,000 EPC ITB

ADGAS- Integrated Gas Development (IGD) - Expansion Abu Dhabi Gas Field Development 1,057,000,000 Engineering & Procurement
(Phase 1 & 2 Overview)

ADGAS- Integrated Gas Development (IGD) - Expansion (Phase 1) Abu Dhabi Gas Field Development 1,057,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

ADGAS- Integrated Gas Development (IGD) - Expansion (Phase 2) Abu Dhabi Gas Field Development 1,057,000,000 EPC ITB

ADMA OPCO - Nasr Full Field Development - Phase 2 Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 20,000,000,000 Engineering & Procurement
(Package 2 - Platforms)

ADMA OPCO - Nasr Full Field Development - Phase 2 (Package 3) Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 200,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

ADMA OPCO- Nasr Full Field Development - Phase 2 Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 900,000,000 Construction
(Package 1 - Wellheads and Pipeline)

ADMA OPCO- Nitrogen Plant Upgrade Abu Dhabi Nitrogen 55,000,000 Design

ADMA OPCO-Umm Shaif Oil Network Expansion-Phase 2 Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 300,000,000 EPC ITB

ADMA-OPCO - 100 MBD DAS Facilities Upgrade Project Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 48,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - Das Island Flares Modifications - Revamp Project Das Island Gas Processing 50,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - Nasr Full Field Development - (Overview) Nasr Field Oilfield Development 3,500,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - SARB Offshore Oil Field Development - (Overview) Abu Dhabi Oil Processing Facility 2,000,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - SARB Offshore Oil Field Development - Package 2 Abu Dhabi Oil & Gas Field 500,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - SARB Offshore Oil Field Development - Package 3 Abu Dhabi Gas Pipeline 300,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - SARB Offshore Oil Field Development - Package 4 Abu Dhabi Gas Processing 500,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - Umm Al Lulu Field Development - (Overview) Umm Al Lulu Oilfield Development 2,500,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - Umm Al Lulu Field Development - Package 1 Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 2,500,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO - Umm Al Lulu Field Development - Package 2 Umm Al Lulu Oilfield Development 2,500,000,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

ADMA-OPCO - Umm Shaif Infield Pipelines Replacement Umm Shaif Oilfield Development 500,000,000 EPC ITB

ADMA-OPCO - Zakum Facilities for 4 Gas Injectors Abu Dhabi Gas Production 100,000,000 Construction

ADMA-OPCO- Lower Zakum - Oil Lines Replacement (Phase 1) Zakum Pipeline 950,000,000 Construction

ADOC - Hail Offshore Oilfield Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 500,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

ADOC - Mubaraz Field Expansion Abu Dhabi Oilfield Development 500,000,000 FEED ITB

ADPC & Al Gharbia Pipe Company - KIZAD- Pipeline Factory Abu Dhabi Oil 300,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

BOROUGE - Borouge III - Flare Gas Recovery Abu Dhabi Gas Processing 150,000,000 Construction

Borouge - Mix 4Cs Export Facility Abu Dhabi Butadiene 60,000,000 Design

BPGIC - Fujairah Oil Terminal (Phase 1 & 2) Fujairah Oil Storage Tanks 200,000,000 Construction

Chemaweyaat - Tacaamol Aromatics Project Abu Dhabi Petrochemical Plant 10,000,000,000 EPC ITB

Dana Gas - Zora Gas Field Sharjah Gas Exploration 100,000,000 Construction

Dolphin Energy - Northern Emirate Pipeline (NEP) Sharjah Gas Pipeline 45,000,000 EPC ITB

DPE - Al Jalila Field (Phase 2 - Offshore platform B and pipelines) Al Jalila Oilfield 100,000,000 Construction

Ecomar- Fujairah - Petroleum Regeneration and Processing Facility Fujairah Refinery 70,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

Emirates LNG - Fujairah LNG Fujairah Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) 3,000,000,000 EPC ITB

ENOC - Jebel Ali Refinery Capacity Expansion Jebel Ali Refinery 850,000,000 EPC ITB
Fujairah Port - Port Facilities Expansion Fujairah Oil Storage Tanks 100,000,000 Construction
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Project City Facility Budget ($US) Status
GASCO - Abu Dhabi Sales Gas Network- Compression Station Abu Dhabi Gas Pipeline 900,000,000 Feasibility Study

GASCO - Black Powder Management Abu Dhabi Gas Pipeline 44,000,000 Construction

GASCO - Habshan to Ruwais - 16 inch Condensate Abu Dhabi Gas Pipeline 90,000,000 Construction
Replacement Pipeline

GASCO - Habshan-Maqta-Taweelah Gas Pipeline Abu Dhabi Gas 150,000,000 Construction

GASCO - Integrated Gas Development (IGD) - Expansion Abu Dhabi Gas Production 12,000,000,000 Engineering & Procurement
(Onshore Pipeline)

GASCO - Shah Habshan Sulphur Granulation Plant Abu Dhabi Gas Production 479,000,000 Construction

GASCO - Yas - Mina Zayed Gas Pipeline Abu Dhabi Gas Processing 45,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

GASCO- Gas Turbine Replacement (Phase 1 - Asab & Buhasa) Abu Dhabi Gas Processing 130,000,000 FEED

GASCO- Habshan 5 - New Compression Train Abu Dhabi Gas Processing EPC ITB

GASCO- HP Connection- New NGV Filling Stations (Phase 2A) Abu Dhabi Gas Pipeline 10,000,000,000 EPC ITB

GASCO- Integrated Gas Development - Expansion (42 Inch Pipeline) Abu Dhabi Oil Field Development 12,000,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

GASCO- Taweelah Compression Station Abu Dhabi Gas Processing 70,000,000 FEED ITB

Gulf Petrochem - Fujairah - Bitumen Refinery Fujairah Bitumen 300,000,000 Feasibility Study

Gulf Petrochem - Oil Storage Terminal Facility at Fujairah - Phase 2 Fujairah Oil Storage Tanks 300,000,000 Feasibility Study

IPIC - Fujairah Refinery (EPC 1 & 2) Fujairah Refinery 3,500,000,000 EPC ITB

Kaloti Jewelery Group - Dubai - Precious Metals Refinery Dubai Gold 60,000,000 Construction

Kismat International - Petroleum Terminal (Phase 1) Sharjah Oil Storage Tanks 50,000,000 EPC ITB

Lamprell- Hamriyah Facility Upgrade Hamriyah Oil Storage Tanks 400,000,000 Construction

MASDAR & ADNOC - Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage - Abu Dhabi Carbon Dioxide 300,000,000 Construction
Phase 2 (Pipeline Network)

MASDAR - Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage - Abu Dhabi Carbon Dioxide 280,000,000 Construction
Phase I (Mussafah Steel Rolling Mill)

MASDAR - Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage - Phase I (Overview) Abu Dhabi Carbon Dioxide 2,500,000,000 Construction

MASDAR - Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage - Phase I Abu Dhabi Carbon Dioxide 280,000,000 Construction
(Pipeline Network)

Petrixo Oil & Gas - Fujairah Bio-Fuel Refinery Fujairah Biofuel Refinery 1,300,000,000 FEED

Primestar Energy - Prime Tank Terminal & Jetty Pipeline Fujairah Oil Storage Tanks 165,000,000 Construction

Saif Al Khaili & KIZAD - Emirates Chemical Plant Abu Dhabi Caustic Soda 800,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

Sharafco - Hamriyah Free Zone - Storage Terminal Sharjah Oil Storage Tanks 100,000,000 EPC ITB

Takreer - Abu Dhabi International Airport Expansion - Abu Dhabi Oil Storage Tanks 200,000,000 Construction
Aviation Fuel Depot

Takreer - Ruwais Refinery Expansion (Overview) Ruwais Refinery 10,000,000,000 Construction

Takreer - Ruwais Refinery Expansion (Package 1 - Ruwais Refinery 2,100,000,000 Construction
Crude Distillation Units)

Takreer - Ruwais Refinery Expansion Ruwais Refinery 3,100,000,000 Construction
(Package 2 - Residue Fluid Catalytic Cracking Unit)

Takreer- Carbon Black Plant Ruwais Polymers 200,000,000 Construction

Takreer- Hamriya Jetty and Pipeline Network Project - Marine Works 2 Hamriyah Oil Storage Tanks 250,000,000 Construction

Takreer- IRP - Phase 3 Abu Dhabi Refinery 200,000,000 FEED ITB

Takreer- Processing Offshore Crude Project Abu Dhabi Refinery 10,000,000,000 EPC ITB

Takreer- Ruwais Refinery East - Construction of Additional Outfall Ruwais Refinery 350,000,000 EPC ITB

Takreer- Ruwais Refinery East- SRU Replacement Abu Dhabi Refinery 100,000,000 FEED

Takreer- Ruwais Refinery Expansion (Package 3 - Offsites and Utilities) Ruwais Offsites & Utilities 2,730,000,000 Construction

Takreer- Ruwais Refinery Expansion Ruwais Oil Storage Tanks 1,300,000,000 Construction
(Package 4 - Tank Farm and Pipeline)

Takreer- Ruwais Refinery Expansion (Package 7 - Marine Works) Ruwais Refinery 270,000,000 Construction

Takreer- Waste Heat Recovery Abu Dhabi Refinery 150,000,000 FEED ITB

Takreer-Ruwais East Refinery- Air Emission Measurement System Ruwais Refinery 40,000,000 FEED ITB

Union Chlorine - ICAD Chlorine Alkali Plant Abu Dhabi Chlor Alkali 70,000,000 Construction

VOPAK HORIZON - Fujairah Oil Terminal Expansion (Phase 7) Fujairah Gas Storage Tanks 200,000,000 Engineering & Procurement

VTTI - Fujairah Terminal Fujairah Oil Storage Tanks 120,000,000 Construction

ZADCO - Umm Al Dalkh ESP Installation - Package 1 Umm al Dalkh Sub Sea Cable 650,000,000 Construction

ZADCO - Umm Al Dalkh ESP Installation - Package 2 Umm al Dalkh Sub Sea Cable 650,000,000 Construction
(Phases 3, 4 and 5)

ZADCO - Umm Al Dalkh Full Field Development (Overview) Umm al Dalkh Oilfield Development 650,000,000 Construction

ZADCO - Upper Zakum Full Field Development - 750 Project (Overview) Zakum Oilfield Development 15,600,000,000 Construction

ZADCO - Upper Zakum Full Field Development - 750 Project - Zakum Oilfield Development 1,300,000,000 Construction
Surface Facilities - EPC 1

ZADCO - Upper Zakum Full Field Development - 750 Project - Zakum Oil Production 4,200,000,000 Construction
Surface Facilities - EPC 2

ZADCO - Zirku 7th Crude Oil Storage Tanks Abu Dhabi Oil Storage Tanks 30,000,000 Construction

ZADCO - Zirku Facilities Capacity Enhancement Zirku Oilfield Development 400,000,000 EPC ITB

ZADCO- 750 West Region- Capacity Expansion & Sulphate Zirku Oil & Gas Field 300,000,000 EPC ITB
Reduction Plant- EPC 3

Zahara Group - Al Hamriyah - Storage Terminal Sharjah Oil Storage Tanks 200,000,000 Construction
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Project Databank
Compiled by Data Media Systems

Project Summary

Project Background

Abu Dhabi Oil Refining Company (TAKREER) has announced plans to carry out modifications to process heavier offshore crude oil at Ruwais. Murban crude, which is
used for feeding the new facilities, will be replaced by offshore crude from Upper Zakum fields and will be transferred by subsea pipeline to onshore. The project will
modify RRE and CBDC Facilities to process 420,000 bpsd of offshore crude from Upper Zakum instead of Murban Crude. 

Project Status

Sep 2015 Amec Foster Wheeler, Jacobs Engineering, Technip and Worley Parsons are currently bidding for the PMC contract.

Aug 2015 Technical proposal submission is scheduled for September. The bidders are revealed and listed in the bidder section.

Jun 2015 The project is currently under EPC bidding- technical. Companies participating in the bidding process cannot be disclosed at the moment.

Mar 2015 Bechtel have completed the FEED works on the project.

Jan 2014 Worley Parsons is the PMC for FEED for the project. The PMC for EPC will be allocated post EPC award. 

Project Name TAKREER- Processing Offshore Crude Project

Name of Client TAKREER - Abu Dhabi Oil Refining Company

Budget ($ US) 10,000,000,000

Facility Type Refinery

Status EPC ITB

Start Date Q4-2013

End Date Q1-2020

FEED Bechtel Corporation

Award Date Q3-2015

Project Focus
Compiled by Data Media Systems

Project Scope

FEED key areas of focus include:
• Crude assay characterisation
• Revamp process simulations
• Associated systems and processes 

Treatment through new de-sulphurisation processes for distillate and residue streams produced is required due to higher residue yield of the Upper Zakum offshore
crude and contaminants compared to Murban. Hence, there will be an addition of a 177,000bpsd Atmospheric Residue De-Sulphurisation (ARDS) Unit and supporting
facilities. The scope includes existing RRE and CBDC modification and works related to utilities (power, water, steam). 

Additional units implementation, including: Hydrogen Manufacturing Units, Saturated Gas Plant, Atmospheric Residue De-Sulphurisation Unit (ARDS), Sour Water
Stripper (SWS), Amine Regeneration Unit (ARU), Sulphur Recovery Units (SRU) Tail Gas Treating Unit (TGTU).

Modified units, including: Crude Distillation Unit (CDU), Saturated Gas Plant and Saturated LPG Splitter, LGO Diesel Hydro-treating Unit under UOP License,
HGO/LCO Mild Hydro-treating Unit under UOP License, Sea Water System.
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GE¤ GŸ«˘É√ hGd˘¨˘ÉR GŸôJ˘Ñ˘£Ú H˘¬. hS°˘ƒ± j˘©˘ªπ f¶ÉΩ
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G’fà¡ÉA eæ¬ e™ f¡Éjá YÉΩ 7102, Y∏≈ GEeóGO GŸƒGO

G’Chd˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á GÿÉΩ d˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘π e˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘õ e˘˘˘ø e˘˘˘ôGc˘˘˘õ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘é˘˘˘ª˘˘˘«˘˘˘™

G÷ój˘˘óI, hPd∂ YÈ K˘˘Óç T°˘˘Ñ˘˘µ˘˘Éä eù°˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘∏˘˘á e˘ø

GCfÉH«Ö eàØôYá hN£ƒ• G’CfÉH«Ö. 

GBaÉ¥ LójóI
he˘™ e˘ƒGL˘¡˘à˘¡˘É H˘à˘£˘ƒj˘ô eõjó eø M≤ƒ∫ GdæØ§

Gd˘©˘à˘«˘≤˘á Gd˘à˘» “ã˘π –ój˘É GCcÈ, Jù°©≈ T°ôcá fØ§

Gd˘˘µ˘ƒjâ GCj†°˘É GE¤ Ga˘à˘à˘Éì e˘æ˘ÉW˘≥ L˘ój˘óI d˘à˘£˘ƒj˘ô

b£É´ Gdàæ≤«Ö hG’EfàÉê. hbó YµØâ Gdû°ôcá eƒDNôG

Y∏≈ GELôGA eù°í KÓK» G’CH©ÉO Ÿæ£≤á N∏«è Gdµƒjâ

H˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘à˘˘˘©˘˘˘Éh¿ e˘˘˘™ hM˘˘˘óI R’R∫ Hû°˘˘˘ôc˘˘á PGBGdàÉH©á

d˘˘˘∏û°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘á Gdü°˘˘˘«˘˘˘æ˘˘˘«˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘ƒW˘˘æ˘˘«˘˘á d˘˘∏˘˘ÑÎh∫ )CPNC(.

hj¨£» GŸù°í, Gdò… eø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ jàº G’fà¡ÉA eæ¬

‘ T°˘¡˘ô j˘ƒf«ƒ/MõjôG¿ 7102eù°˘ÉM˘á JÑ∏≠ 0052

c˘º e˘ôH˘™ “à˘ó e˘ø T°˘ª˘É∫ M˘≤˘π GdÈb˘É¿ ‘ LæƒÜ

Gd˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒjâ GE¤ M˘˘˘≤˘˘˘π Gd˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘ë˘˘˘ôj˘˘ø ‘ Gdû°˘˘ª˘˘É∫. hS°˘˘ƒ±

Jû°˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘π Gd˘˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘Éf˘˘˘˘Éä Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘» ” Œª˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘É L˘˘˘˘õAGk e˘˘˘˘ø

G’S°ÎGJ«é«á GŸù°à≤Ñ∏«á d∏û°ôcá dóYº G’EfàÉê Y∏≈

GŸói G’CH©ó Mà≈ YÉΩ 0302.

hGE¤ LÉfÖ Yµƒa¡É Y∏≈ OQGS°á ›É’ä LójóI,

J˘˘à˘˘©˘Ée˘π T°˘ôc˘á f˘Ø˘§ Gd˘µ˘ƒjâ c˘òd∂ e˘™ G’Ee˘µ˘Éf˘Éä

Gd˘¡˘«˘óQhc˘ôH˘ƒf˘«á ZÒ Gdà≤∏«ójá d∏óhdá. a≤ó HóGCä

eû°˘˘˘ôh´ a˘˘˘ÉQS¢ d˘˘˘∏˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§ Gd˘˘ã˘˘≤˘˘«˘˘π GŸæ˘˘î˘˘Ø†¢, hGd˘˘ò…

Áµø GC¿ jôa™ G’EfàÉê Ã©ó∫ 06GCd∞ Hôe«π jƒe«É

H˘˘ë˘∏˘ƒ∫ Y˘ÉΩ 8102. hhb˘˘©â Gdû°˘˘ôc˘˘á e˘˘ƒDN˘ôG Y˘≤˘óG

dàæØ«ò GŸôM∏á G’Ch¤ eø GŸû°ôh´ Hàµ∏Øá 4e∏«ÉQGä

Oh’Q GCeôjµ» ‘ M≤π GdôJ≤á ‘ T°ªÉ∫ Gdµƒjâ e™

HÎhaÉ∑ h›ªƒYá G–ÉO GŸ≤ÉhdÚ )CCC(.

hhU°∞ gÉT°º gÉT°º, GdôF«ù¢ GdàæØ«ò… dû°ôcá

f˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘§ Gd˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘ƒjâ, g˘˘˘˘òG GŸû°˘˘˘˘ôh´ H˘˘˘˘ÉCf˘˘˘¬ Y˘˘˘Óe˘˘˘á H˘˘˘ÉQRI

d˘˘∏˘˘µ˘˘ƒjâ, a˘˘¡˘˘ƒ S°˘˘«˘˘ª˘˘µ˘æ˘¡˘É e˘ø GEf˘à˘Éê Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ Gd˘ã˘≤˘«˘π

Hµª«Éä ŒÉQjá ’Ch∫ eôI. 

hJàƒb™ Gdû°ôcá Jæª«á HôGYà¡É GdØæ«á hGdàû°¨«∏«á

‘ GEf˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘Éê Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘˘§ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ã˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘π YÈ eû°˘˘˘˘˘˘ôh´ a˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉQS¢

GŸæ˘î˘Ø†¢. hj˘≤˘ƒ∫ g˘ÉT°˘º GE¿ J˘£˘ƒj˘ô GdæØ§ Gdã≤«π

j˘˘˘¶˘˘˘π GCM˘˘˘ó G’Cg˘˘˘óG± G’S°ÎGJ˘˘˘«˘˘é˘˘«˘˘á dû°˘˘ôc˘˘á f˘˘Ø˘˘§

Gd˘µ˘ƒj˘à˘«˘á. hjû°˘ª˘π GŸû°˘ôh´ GŸÑ˘óF» eôa≥ GŸ©É÷á

GŸôcõjá )FPC(GdôF«ù°» hGdÑæ«á Gdàëà«á GŸôJÑ£á

H˘˘¬, hc˘˘òd∂ ›ª˘˘©˘˘Ék d˘˘óY˘˘º G’Ef˘à˘Éê. hg˘òG j˘à†°˘ª˘ø

GEfû°˘˘˘ÉA N˘˘˘§ GCf˘˘˘ÉH˘˘˘«Ö j˘˘˘Ñ˘˘∏˘˘≠ W˘˘ƒd˘˘¬ 261c˘º J˘≤˘ôj˘ÑÉ,

hS°˘«˘æ˘≤˘π Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ GÿÉΩ Gd˘ã˘≤˘«˘π e˘ø e˘ôa≥ GŸ©É÷á

GŸôcõjá GE¤ eæ£≤á U°¡ÉQjè Gdàîõjø G÷æƒH«á ‘

G’CMªó….

‰ƒ b£É´ 
Gdü°æÉYÉä Gdàëƒj∏«á

e˘ø GÙà˘ª˘π GC¿ j˘à˘º GEQS°˘É∫ g˘òG Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ Gdã≤«π `

YÈ bæƒGä ` GE¤ eü°ØÉI LójóI ‘ eæ£≤á GdõhQ,

hg» YÉd«á Gdà≤æ«á hb«ó Gdà£ƒjô MÉd«É. a≤ó JƒL¬

e˘˘©˘˘¶˘˘º Gg˘˘à˘˘ª˘ÉΩ Gd˘µ˘ƒjâ e˘ƒDN˘ôG GE¤ –ù°Ú b˘£˘É´

Gd˘à˘µ˘ôj˘ô hGdü°˘æ˘ÉYÉä Gdàëƒj∏«á GŸôJÑ£á H¬. hgòG

jû°ªπ Jû°¨«π eû°ôh´ GdõhQ Gdò… JÉCQLí WƒjÓ HÚ

G’Ej˘˘˘≤˘˘É± hGd˘˘àû°˘˘¨˘˘«˘˘π, hg˘˘» e˘˘Ñ˘˘ÉOQI J˘˘≤˘˘ƒOg˘˘É hM˘˘óI

GCN˘ôi J˘ÉH˘©˘á ŸƒDS°ù°˘á Gd˘ÑÎh∫ Gd˘µ˘ƒj˘à˘«˘á g˘» T°˘ôcá

Gd˘˘˘ÑÎh∫ Gd˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘à˘˘˘«˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘ƒW˘˘æ˘˘«˘˘á )CPNK(. hÃé˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ôO

G’f˘à˘¡˘ÉA e˘æ˘¡˘É, S°˘àµƒ¿ GŸü°ØÉI, Gdà» JÑ∏≠ Jµ∏Øà¡É

11e˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ÉQ Oh’Q GCe˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘»,  GEM˘˘˘˘ói GCcÈ eü°˘˘˘˘É‘

Gdàµôjô eø fƒY¡É ‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§, H£Ébá 516

GCd∞ Hôe«π jƒe«É, ‡É j†°ÉY∞ eø G’EfàÉê G◊É‹

H˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘á. c˘˘˘òd∂ S°Òa˘˘˘™ GŸôa˘˘˘≥ G÷ój˘˘˘ó b˘˘˘óQGä

Gdàµôjô HÉdµƒjâ eø 037GCd∞ Hôe«π jƒe«É G’B¿ GE¤

4^1e˘∏˘«˘ƒ¿ H˘ôe˘«˘π^ hjù°˘ª˘í d˘¡˘É H˘ÉEf˘à˘Éê ›ª˘ƒYá

cÉe∏á eø eæàéÉä GdƒbƒO GŸà£ƒQI.

ZÒ GC¿ Yª∏«á J£ƒjô M≤π GdõhQ bó JÉCL∏â GCj†°É

GCcÌ e˘˘ø e˘˘ôI Hù°˘˘ÑÖ Gd˘˘à˘˘óN˘˘π Gdù°˘˘«˘˘ÉS°˘», hb†°˘Éj˘É

Gd˘©˘£˘ÉAGä hGd˘Øù°˘ÉO. hd˘«ù°â g˘ò√ g» GŸôI G’Ch¤

Gdà» ” a«¡É eæí Gd©≤ó, eôI GCNôi, ÛªƒYá eø

GŸ≤˘˘˘˘ÉhdÚ Gd˘˘˘˘óhd˘˘˘˘«Ú e˘˘˘˘ø GBS°˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘É hGChQhH˘˘˘˘É hGd˘˘˘˘ƒ’j˘˘˘Éä

GŸà˘˘˘ë˘˘˘óI  d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘à˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óΩ H˘˘ÉŸû°˘˘ôh´ N˘˘£˘˘ƒI GCcÈ. hGEPG e˘˘É

S°˘ÉQä c˘Éa˘á G’Ce˘ƒQ ha˘≤˘É ŸÉ g˘ƒ fl£˘§ d˘¡˘É, a˘ÉEf˘¬

Áµ˘ø ` ‘ Gd˘æ˘¡˘Éj˘á ` Gc˘à˘ª˘É∫ GŸü°˘Ø˘ÉI hJû°˘¨˘«∏¡É e™

f¡Éjá YÉΩ 8102GCh HóGjá YÉΩ 9102.

c˘òd∂ hGL˘¡â T°˘ôc˘á Gd˘ÑÎh∫ Gd˘µƒjà«á GdƒWæ«á

–ójÉä GCNôi T°ª∏â S°éπ GCeÉ¿ eû°ƒÜ Y≤Ö hbƒ´

›ªƒYá eààÉH©á eø G◊ƒGOç hG◊ôGF≥ ‘ eƒGb™

Gd˘à˘µ˘ôj˘ô G’CN˘ôi d˘ój¡É. hJù°ÑÑâ GEMói G◊ôGF≥,

Gd˘à˘» Gf˘ód˘©â ‘ GCZù°˘£ù¢/GBÜ, ‘ GEZ˘Ó¥ eü°˘ØÉI

Gdû°©«Ñá Gdà» WÉbà¡É  002GCd∞ Hôe«π jƒe«É, hGdà»

J˘˘≤˘˘™ Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ H˘˘©˘ó 05c˘˘«˘˘∏˘˘ƒ eÎG e˘˘ø e˘˘ój˘˘æ˘á Gd˘µ˘ƒjâ.

hc˘˘˘˘˘˘Éfâ g˘˘˘˘˘˘ò√ G◊ÉOK˘˘˘˘˘˘á V°˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘ø GBN˘˘˘˘˘˘ô S°˘˘˘˘˘˘∏ù°˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘˘ø

G◊ƒGOç, QZ˘º GCf˘¬ ⁄ j˘à˘©˘ôV¢ GCM˘ó d˘∏†°˘ôQ. hg˘òG

j˘˘˘ÑÚ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘ë˘˘˘ój˘˘Éä Gd˘˘à˘˘» J˘˘ƒGL˘˘¡˘˘¡˘˘É T°˘˘ôc˘˘Éä Gd˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á

Gd˘ƒW˘æ˘«˘á H˘Éd˘µ˘ƒjâ, hGŸà˘ª˘ã∏á ‘ G◊ØÉ® Y∏≈ Hæ«á

–à«á eà≤ÉOeá d∏£Ébá h–ójã¡É, h‘ Gdƒbâ fØù°¬

Gd˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘óΩ f˘˘ë˘˘ƒ ›É’ä L˘˘ój˘˘óI, e˘˘ã˘˘π GEf˘˘à˘˘Éê Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘§

Gdã≤«π hGCfƒG´ hbƒO GCf¶∞.

d˘µ˘ø d˘«ù°â c˘π G’Ce˘ƒQ J˘Ñ˘©å Y˘∏˘≈ Gd˘à˘Ø˘ÉhD∫. a≤ó

U°ôMâ hcÉdá Gd£Ébá Gdóhd«á, Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°», GCf¡É

J˘©˘à˘≤˘ó H˘ÉC¿ GCg˘óG± Gd˘µ˘ƒjâ d©ÉΩ 0202c˘Éfâ ZÒ

hGb©«á ''HÉdæ¶ô GE¤ Gd¨«ÉÜ GdàÉΩ  Ÿû°ôhYÉä Gdà£ƒjô

GŸù°˘˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘á'', hg˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ G’Ce˘˘˘˘˘˘ô Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ò… j˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘ó√ GŸù°˘˘˘˘˘ƒDhd˘˘˘˘˘ƒ¿

Gd˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘à˘˘˘«˘˘˘ƒ¿. hj˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘à˘˘ë˘˘ó… G’B¿ GCe˘˘ÉΩ e˘˘ƒDS°ù°˘˘á

GdÑÎh∫ Gdµƒjà«á hhMóGJ¡É GdàÉH©á Gd©ójóI ‘ GEKÑÉä

GC¿ gò√ Gd¡ƒGLù¢ N£ÉC.

eójæá Gdµƒjâ
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U°˘¨˘ô eù°˘ÉM˘á Ohd˘á Gd˘µ˘ƒjâ j˘à˘æ˘Éb†¢ e˘™ GCg˘ª˘«á

b˘˘£˘ÉY˘¡˘É Gd˘æ˘Ø˘£˘» Gd˘¨˘æ˘». GEP GCf˘¡˘É Jo˘ü°˘æ˘∞ e˘ø HÚ

GCcÈ Gd˘óh∫ Gd˘©˘ÉŸ«˘á GŸæ˘à˘é˘á d˘∏˘æØ§ ‘ Gd©É⁄. aª™

eù°àƒi GEfàÉê jÑ∏≠ e©ósdo¬o 2^3e∏«ƒ¿ Hôe«π jƒe«É,

Jü°π eÑ«©ÉJ¡É GdæØ£«á GE¤ eÉ fù°Ñà¬ 06‘ GŸÉFá

e˘˘˘˘ø GEL˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘É‹ Gd˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘Éœ GÙ∏˘˘˘˘». hH˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘Øù¢ Gd˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óQ e˘˘˘ø

G’Cg˘ª˘«˘á, Gd˘à˘» J˘àù°˘º H˘¡˘É Gd˘àóa≤Éä Gd¡ÉF∏á d∏©ª∏á

G’CL˘æ˘Ñ˘«˘á, N˘∏˘≥ g˘òG Gd˘≤˘£˘É´ GCj†°˘É T°˘«˘Ä˘É e˘ø YóΩ

GdàƒGR¿ ‘ G’bàü°ÉO, hgƒ Gÿ∏π Gdò… j¶π YôV°á

dà≤∏ÑÉä S°©ô Gdù°∏©á. h⁄ joéóp Pd∂ fØ©É, ‘ H©†¢

G’CM˘«˘É¿, ŸÉ j˘©˘ƒ¥ hV°˘™ Gdù°˘«˘ÉS°Éä GŸÓFªá Hù°ÑÖ

Gdü°ôGYÉä Gdù°«ÉS°«á, hS°©» GŸù°ƒDhdÚ GE¤ Gdà¨∏Ö

Y˘˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘˘≈ b†°˘˘˘˘˘˘Éj˘˘˘˘˘˘É M˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ∫ G÷ó∫ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ò… j˘˘˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘§ H˘˘˘˘˘˘óhQ

Gdû°ôcÉä G’CLæÑ«á ‘ gòG Gd≤£É´.

e˘ã˘É∫ Y˘∏˘≈ Pd∂ {eû°˘ôh´ Gd˘µ˘ƒjâz S°«Å Gd£Éd™,

hg˘˘ƒ fiÉhd˘˘á, H˘˘óGCä e˘˘æ˘˘ò Yû°˘˘ôj˘˘ø Y˘Ée˘Ék ’L˘à˘òGÜ

eõjó eø G’S°àãªÉQGä d≤£É´ Gdàæ≤«Ö hG’EfàÉê eø

Gdû°˘ôc˘Éä G’CL˘æ˘Ñ˘«˘á, jù°˘∏˘§ Gd†°ƒA Y∏≈ H©†¢ eø

g˘˘˘˘˘ò√ Gd˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘ƒJ˘˘˘˘˘ôGä H˘˘˘˘˘ƒV°˘˘˘˘˘ƒì. hY˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘≈ Gd˘˘˘˘˘ôZ˘˘˘˘˘º e˘˘˘˘˘ø GC¿

Gdû°ôcÉä Gd©ÉŸ«á eû°ÉQcá HØ©Éd«á cû°ôcÉA ‘ b£É´

Gd˘˘˘£˘˘˘Éb˘˘˘á H˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘óhd˘˘˘á, a˘˘˘ÉEf˘˘˘¬ ` e˘˘™ Pd∂ ` j˘˘¶˘˘π N˘˘ÉV°˘˘©˘˘Ék

d˘∏˘µ˘«˘Éf˘Éä Gd˘µ˘ÑÒI GŸª˘∏ƒcá d∏óhdá, hGdà» JÎGCS°¡É

GÛª˘˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘ÉH†°˘˘˘˘á ŸƒDS°ù°˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘ÑÎh∫ Gd˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘à˘˘˘«˘˘˘á

)KPC(. 

hJ˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘ƒO T°˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘á f˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘§ Gd˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘ƒjâ )COK(U°æÉYá

U°˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉOQGä Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘˘§ –â GEOGQI e˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒDS°ù°˘˘˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ÑÎh∫

Gd˘µ˘ƒj˘à˘«˘á. hj˘≤˘™ e≤ô Gdû°ôcá ‘ G’CMªó…, hJû°ªπ

eù°ƒDhd«ÉJ¡É, Y∏≈ GŸói Gd£ƒjπ, GEOGQI M≤π GdÈbÉ¿

Gd˘˘˘¡˘˘ÉF˘˘π Gd˘˘ò… Áà˘˘ó Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ e˘˘©˘˘¶˘˘º eù°˘˘ÉM˘˘á U°˘˘ë˘˘ôGA

G÷æ˘ƒÜ Gdû°˘ôb˘» e˘ø Gd˘µ˘ƒjâ. hj˘©àÈ gòG GÛªq™

Gd˘æ˘Ø˘£˘» GdÈ… Gdû°˘ÉS°˘™ K˘ÉÊ GCcÈ M˘≤˘π ‘ Gd©É⁄

H©ó M≤π Gd¨ƒqGQ ‘ GŸª∏µá Gd©ôH«á Gdù°©ƒOjá. hbó

” J˘≤˘ój˘ô GEL˘ª˘É‹ Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ Gd˘ò… Áµ˘ø GS°˘àîôGL¬

e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ø g˘˘˘˘˘˘˘òG G◊≤˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π hM˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ó√ ÃÉ jü°˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π GE¤ 57e∏«ÉQ

H˘ôe˘«˘π, GEV°˘Éa˘á GE¤ GM˘àªÉ∫ hLƒO 07J˘ôd«ƒ¿ bóΩ

e˘µ˘©Ö e˘ø Gd˘¨˘ÉR Gd˘£˘Ñ˘«˘©». hHÉdôZº eø GC¿ GCMóç

Gd˘à˘≤˘ÉQj˘ô Jû°Ò GE¤ GC¿ G’M˘à˘«˘ÉW˘«˘Éä bó Jµƒ¿ G’B¿

J˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Éhä GE¤ 55e˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ÉQ H˘˘˘˘ôe˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘π H˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘ó  Y˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ƒO e˘˘˘ø

G’S°˘à˘î˘ôGê GŸ©˘õR d˘∏˘æ˘Ø˘§, a˘ÉE¿ g˘òG Gd˘≤˘£˘É´ j˘¶π

eƒQOGk ‘ ZÉjá G’Cgª«á. hjæàè M≤π GdÈbÉ¿ hMó√

GCcÌ e˘ø fü°˘∞ G’Ef˘à˘Éê Gd˘«˘ƒe˘» d˘∏˘óhd˘á, hg˘ƒ Áãπ

G’CU°π GdƒWæ» Gdò… Jo≤óuQ√ Gdµƒjâ.

J£ƒjô b£É´ 
Gdàæ≤«Ö hG’EfàÉê

QZ˘º g˘òG, j˘©˘æ˘» f˘£˘É¥ b˘£˘É´ GdæØ§ Gdµƒjà» GC¿

G’S°˘˘˘à˘˘˘ã˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ÉQ eù°˘˘˘à˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ôl ‘ e˘˘ôGa˘˘≥ G’Ef˘˘à˘˘Éê G÷ój˘˘óI,

hGd˘Ñ˘æ˘«˘á Gd˘à˘ë˘à˘«˘á GŸôJ˘Ñ˘£á H¡É. hGE
n

¤ LÉfÖ J£ƒjô

GŸû°˘˘ôhY˘˘Éä G÷ój˘˘óI, a˘˘ÉE¿ g˘˘òG j˘˘©˘˘æ˘» GCj†°˘É OY˘º

G’EfàÉê ‘ G◊≤ƒ∫ GŸ©ªôI. hdû°ó eÉ Jàƒ¥ G◊µƒeá

Gdµƒjà«á GE¤ QhDjá S°©á G’EfàÉê JôJØ™ dàü°π GE¤ 4

eÓjÚ Hôe«π Hë∏ƒ∫ YÉΩ 0202,  ‡É jëàº Y∏≈

T°˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘á f˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘§ Gd˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘ƒjâ ` hT°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É ` Gd˘˘˘©˘˘˘ª˘˘˘π H˘˘˘é˘˘˘ó

’S°˘˘˘à˘˘˘î˘˘˘ôGê Gd˘˘≤˘˘«˘˘ª˘˘á Gd˘˘≤ü°˘˘ƒi e˘˘ø M˘˘≤˘˘π GdÈb˘˘É¿,

hG◊≤˘ƒ∫ Gd˘©˘ój˘óI G’CN˘ôi GŸæ˘àû°ôI YÈ G’CQGV°»

Gdü°ëôGhjá HÉdµƒjâ.

h‘ T°¡ô jƒd«ƒ/“ƒR, eæëâ T°ôcá fØ§ Gdµƒjâ

Y˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘óGk b˘˘˘óQ√ 087e˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘ƒ¿ Oh’Q GCe˘˘ôj˘˘µ˘˘» Ûª˘˘ƒY˘á

Gÿóe˘˘˘˘Éä HÎha˘˘˘˘É∑ Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘» j˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘™ e˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ôg˘˘˘É H˘˘˘ÉŸª˘˘˘∏˘˘˘µ˘˘˘á

GŸàëóI, hPd∂ ’Efû°ÉA f¶ÉΩ N§ GCfÉH«Ö f≤π GdæØ§

GÛª™ GŸàæƒ´ )TGM(‘ T°ªÉ∫ GdÑÓO. hjû°µπ gòG

GŸû°˘ôh´ L˘õAGk e˘ø Gÿ£˘á G’EL˘ª˘Éd˘«˘á dû°ôcá fØ§

Gdµƒjâ eø GCLπ RjÉOI GEfàÉê GÿÉΩ, hG◊ØÉ® Y∏«¬

Y∏≈ eóGQ Gdù°æƒGä Gÿªù¢ GŸ≤Ñ∏á. 

c˘òd∂ j˘é˘ô… M˘Éd˘«˘É Jû°˘««ó KÓKá eôGcõ Œª«™

L˘˘˘ój˘˘óI )sCG(, hg˘˘˘˘˘» J˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘ƒq¿ L˘˘˘˘õAGk e˘˘˘˘ø GŸû°˘˘˘˘ôh´

G’CcÈ, e˘˘™ b˘˘«˘˘ÉΩ HÎha˘˘É∑ H˘˘à˘æ˘Ø˘«˘ò Y˘≤˘ó GCM˘ó g˘ò√

GŸôGc˘˘˘õ, hg˘˘˘ƒ e˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘õ Gd˘˘à˘˘é˘˘ª˘˘«˘˘™ Qb˘˘º 92. hS°˘˘«˘µ˘ƒ¿

HÉEeµÉ¿ cπ eôcõ eø gò√ GŸôGcõ GdãÓKá GEfàÉê eÉ

����� 
��	�� ���� �����
eÉQJø cÓQ∑ jû°ôì ‘ gòG GŸ≤É∫ N£§ Gdµƒjâ Wƒj∏á GŸói dõjÉOI GEfàÉê GdæØ§ hGS°àªôGQgÉ ‘
d©Ö OhQgÉ G’CS°ÉS°» ‘ GCS°ƒG¥ GdæØ§ Gd©ÉŸ«á hGdàëójÉä Gd©ójóI Gdà» JƒGL¡¡É.

Gdµƒjâ hGMóI eø GCcÈ eæàé» GdæØ§ ‘ Gd©É⁄
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• Multi-Disciplinary Conference Programme featuring  2 CEO Plenary Sessions, 5 Panel Sessions  
and 62 Technical Sessions with over 300 Papers

• NEW FEATURES AT IPTC 2015:  ‘Ask The Expert’ Sessions, Society Presidents Session, Project Case Study and the  
Top Rated Papers from AAPG, EAGE, SEG and SPE 

• Knowledge Sharing and Networking Opportunities including the IPTC Excellence in Project Integration Award Ceremony, Project Finalist 
Sessions, Training Courses, Non-Technical Seminars, Education Activities for students and teachers and more

• Over 5,000 attendees expected at the 5,000 sqm free-to-attend Exhibition showcasing the latest technologies,  
new product launches and valuable industry services

Conference: 6–9 December 2015
Exhibition: 7–9 December 2015

Qatar National Convention Centre
Doha, Qatar

www.iptcnet.org/go/2015

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OF 
HIS HIGHNESS SHEIKH TAMIM BIN HAMAD AL THANI, THE EMIR OF THE STATE OF QATAR

PLAN TO PARTICIPATE 
Attend  Network  Exhibit  Sponsor

Technology and Partnerships for a 
Sustainable Energy Future

O�cial Airline

25% OFF
YOUR FLIGHT TO IPTC

Principal Sponsors

Host Organisation Co-Host Organisation Sponsoring Societies
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fëø fù°ª™ cãÒG, ‘ gò√ G’CjÉΩ, Yø eû°ôhYÉä
Jà†°ªø GdàµÉeπ HÚ Gdàµôjô hGdÑÎhc«ª«ÉhjÉä. h‘

X˘π Gf˘î˘Ø˘ÉV¢ GCS°˘©˘ÉQ Gd˘æØ§ GÿÉΩ, J©àÈ GdµØÉAI
Gd˘˘àû°˘˘¨˘˘«˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘á Y˘˘æü°˘˘ôGk M˘˘«˘˘ƒj˘˘Ék, hd˘˘¡˘˘òG Áã˘˘π Gd˘˘à˘˘µ˘˘Ée˘π

W˘˘ôj˘˘≤˘˘á ‡à˘˘ÉRI d˘˘à˘˘ëù°Ú G’CQH˘˘Éì G’EL˘˘ª˘˘Éd˘˘«˘á. hb˘ó
T°˘˘¡˘˘óä g˘˘ò√ GŸæ˘˘£˘˘≤˘˘á H˘˘©†¢ GŸû°˘˘ôhY˘˘Éä GŸà˘˘µ˘˘Ée˘∏˘á
Gd†°˘˘˘˘î˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘á; e˘˘˘˘ã˘˘˘˘π T°˘˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘˘á GCQGe˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘ƒ J˘˘˘˘ƒJ˘˘˘˘É∫ d˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘à˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘ô
hGd˘ÑÎhc˘«˘ª˘«˘ÉhjÉä )S°ÉJƒQÜ(, hHÎh QGH≠ d∏àµôjô
hGd˘µ˘«˘ª˘«˘Éhj˘Éä, hU°óGQI d∏µ«ª«ÉhjÉä.  hbó M≤≤â
gò√ GŸû°ôhYÉä, Gdà» Gcàª∏â h” Jû°¨«∏¡É, ‚ÉMÉk

g˘˘˘ÉF˘˘˘Ók. ZÒ GC¿ GŸƒDS°ù°˘˘Éä Gd˘˘à˘˘» J˘˘ƒdâ J˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘«˘˘ò J˘˘∏∂
GŸû°ôhYÉä S°ƒ± J≤ô, Hµπ JÉCc«ó, GC¿ gæÉ∑ eæëæ≈
J˘©˘∏˘º e˘æ˘ë˘óQ, hGCf˘¬ jéÖ J£Ñ«≥ GdóQhS¢ GŸù°àØÉOI
Ÿû°ôhYÉä GdàµÉeπ GŸù°à≤Ñ∏«á. eØ¡ƒΩ GdàµÉeπ d«ù¢
H˘é˘ój˘ó. aû°˘ôc˘á GEcù°˘ƒ¿ e˘ƒH˘«˘π ` Y˘∏≈ S°Ñ«π GŸãÉ∫ `
Jàªà™ Ãù°àƒi eø GdàµÉeπ jØƒ¥ fù°Ñá 09‘ GŸÉFá.
hJØƒq¥ Gdû°ôcá, Hû°µπ OGFº, Y∏≈ f¶ôGF¡É eø M«å
Gd©ÉFó Y∏≈ QGCS¢ GŸÉ∫ GŸƒX∞, jôJÑ§ GQJÑÉWÉ hK«≤É
HÉdæ¡è G’Ceãπ Gdò… bó JÑæà¬ Gdû°ôcá Y∏≈ eóGQ YóI
GCY˘ƒGΩ. c˘òd∂ Y˘ª˘∏â T°˘ôc˘á J˘ƒJ˘É∫ Hp˘éó Y∏≈ JµÉeπ
GCU°˘˘˘˘ƒd˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘É. he˘˘˘˘™ Pd∂, hQZ˘˘˘˘º Gd˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘ó e˘˘˘˘ø S°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ƒGä
Gd˘˘æ˘˘é˘˘Éì, a˘˘≤˘˘ó c˘˘Éfâ GEcù°˘˘ƒ¿ e˘˘ƒH˘˘«˘˘π J˘˘©˘˘∏˘ø Ohe˘É GC¿
GdàµÉeπ ⁄ jµàªπ GCHóG, hGC¿ GdæéÉì jà£∏Ö GJÑÉ´ f¡è

eæ¶º Wƒjπ G’Ceó, jóYª¬ GdàõGΩ KÉHâ HÉS°àîóGΩ
J˘˘≤˘˘æ˘˘«˘˘á QGF˘óI. hg˘òG j˘©˘æ˘» GdÎc˘«˘õ Y˘∏˘≈ GS°˘à˘î˘óGΩ
Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘Éä ÿØ†¢ GS°˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘î˘˘˘˘óGΩ Gd˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘Éb˘˘˘˘á, hJ˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘«˘˘˘π
G’f˘Ñ˘©˘ÉK˘Éä hGd˘à˘µÉd«∞ hJ≤óË eæàéÉä PGä LƒOI

YÉd«á j£∏Ñ¡É Gd©ªÓA )hG÷¡Éä GŸæ¶ªá(. hGEcù°ƒ¿
eƒH«π dój¡É ‰ƒPêl eø Nªù¢ f≤É• cÉfâ J£Ñ≤¬ `
H˘˘µ˘˘π U°˘˘ôGe˘˘á ` Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ L˘˘ª˘˘«˘˘™ eû°˘˘ôhY˘˘ÉJ˘˘¡˘É GŸà˘µ˘Ée˘∏˘á.
hj˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘¡˘˘ó± e˘˘ø Pd∂ ‘ –ù°Ú GŸƒGO G’Chd˘˘«˘˘á
hGŸæ˘à˘é˘Éä h–ù°Ú Gd˘à˘µ˘Éd˘«˘∞ hQGCS¢ GŸÉ∫, hG’Cgº
e˘˘˘˘ø Pd∂ c˘˘˘∏˘˘˘¬ –ù°Ú G’CT°˘˘˘î˘˘˘ÉU¢. hJ˘˘˘©˘˘˘ó Gd˘˘˘æ˘˘˘≤˘˘˘£˘˘˘á
G’CNÒI ` –ójóG` ‘ ZÉjá G’Cgª«á; aªƒb™ eàµÉeπ

Áµæ¬ ` HÓ T°∂ ` JƒaÒ e«õI JæÉaù°«á YÉd«á. ZÒ
GC¿ gòG jé∏Ö e©¬ eù°àƒi eø Gdà©≤«ó jàëàº a¡ª¬
hGdà©Éeπ e©¬ eø LÉfÖ Gd©Ée∏Ú HÉŸƒb™. aªø GŸ¡º

L˘óG GC¿ j˘µ˘ƒ¿ d˘ój∂ Y˘Ée˘∏˘ƒ¿ Y˘∏˘≈ a˘¡º JÉΩ HéÉfÑ»
Gd˘à˘µ˘ôj˘ô hGd˘ÑÎhc«ª«ÉhjÉä d∏©ªπ GdàéÉQ…, hGCj†°É
J˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘º e˘˘˘˘ói G◊ÉL˘˘˘á GE¤ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘ëù°Ú YÈ S°˘˘˘∏ù°˘˘˘∏˘˘˘á
Gd¡«óQhcôHƒ¿, hd«ù¢ a≤§ ‘ ›É∫ fióO dÓEfàÉê.
hdàë≤«≥ Pd∂, jéÖ GC¿ jàƒL¬ GgàªÉΩ Gdû°ôcá fëƒ

‚Éì G’CY˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘É∫ GEL˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘É’, c˘˘˘ª˘˘˘É j˘˘˘éÖ GC¿ Jù°˘˘˘à˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ó GC…
eû°ôhYÉä ›õjá Y∏≈ Pd∂ Hó’ eø GCOGA GdƒMóGä
Gd˘Ø˘ôOj˘á. H˘©˘ó g˘òG, hY˘æ˘ó H˘æÉA aô¥ Gd≤«ÉOI hJæØ«ò
J˘î˘£˘«˘§ Gndr˘ƒnXn˘ÉFp˘∞ GŸ¡˘æ˘«˘á, e˘ø GŸ¡˘º V°˘ª˘É¿ “à˘™

GŸƒXØÚ G’CS°ÉS°«Ú HîÈI eµãØá ‘ cπ eø ›É‹
Gdàµôjô hGdÑÎhc«ª«ÉhjÉä.

GCe˘É H˘Éd˘æù°˘Ñ˘á d˘∏˘ªû°˘ôhY˘Éä G÷ój˘óI, a˘Ñ˘É’EeµÉ¿
J˘£˘ƒj˘ô Gd˘ã˘≤˘Éa˘á Gdàæ¶«ª«á Y∏≈ GCS°ÉS¢ GdàµÉeπ, e™
J˘˘˘©˘˘∏˘˘º Gd˘˘óQhS¢ e˘˘ø GChd˘˘Ä∂ Gd˘˘òj˘˘ø M˘˘≤˘˘≤˘˘ƒG Gd˘˘à˘˘µ˘˘Ée˘˘π
H˘æ˘é˘Éì. he˘ø hL˘¡˘á f˘¶˘ô GŸû°˘ôh´, h‘ YÉ⁄ J¡«ªø

Y∏«¬ GŸãÉd«á, jéÖ Oeè aôU¢ GdàµÉeπ ‘ GŸû°ôh´
e˘æ˘ò H˘óGj˘à˘¬. a˘Éd˘ƒGb˘™ GŸ©˘ÉT¢, hGd˘≤˘«˘ƒO GŸÉd˘«˘á –ó

‡É Áµ˘˘ø Y˘˘ª˘˘∏˘˘¬ Y˘˘æ˘˘ó H˘˘óA Jü°˘˘ª˘«˘º GŸû°˘ôh´, he˘™
Pd∂ Áµø {GEYÉOI J¡«Äáz Gd©ójó eø aôU¢ GdàµÉeπ,
hÁµ˘ø J˘£˘ƒj˘ôg˘É HÚ GŸƒDS°ù°˘Éä Gdû°˘ôj˘µ˘á T°˘ôj˘£˘á
J˘æ˘Ø˘«˘ò Gd˘à˘î˘£˘«˘§ GŸù°˘à˘≤˘Ñ˘∏˘» ‘ e˘ôGM˘π Gd˘àü°˘ª˘«˘º
G’Chd˘«˘á, hOe˘è hU°˘Óä e˘æ˘ÉS°˘Ñ˘á hY˘ª˘∏˘«Éä Yõ∫ ‘
Gdàü°ª«º. hgòG j©æ» GC¿ GdÎGH§ HÚ GŸû°q̈π hHÚ

e≤Éh∫ G’CYªÉ∫ Gd¡æóS°«á hGdû°ôGA hGdàû°««ó, hGCj†°É
e˘Éf˘í J˘ôGN˘«ü¢ Gd˘à˘≤˘æ˘«˘á,  j˘©˘àÈ GCe˘ôGk e˘¡ªÉk hjéÖ
GEOGQJ¬ HµØÉAI.

hM˘˘˘à˘˘˘≈ j˘˘µ˘˘ƒ¿ Gd˘˘à˘˘ƒa˘˘«˘˘≥ M˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘Ø˘˘¡˘˘É, ’H˘˘ó d˘˘∏û°˘˘ôc˘˘Éä
GŸæ˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘˘á GC¿ –¶˘˘˘˘˘≈ H˘˘˘˘˘ÉCY˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ OQL˘˘˘˘á e˘˘˘˘ø Gd˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘ÉÊ,
hG’d˘à˘õGΩ Gd˘à˘ÉΩ, hGC¿ j˘µ˘ƒ¿ d˘ój¡É Gdàæ¶«º GŸæÉS°Ö
’EOGQI Gd˘à˘µ˘Ée˘π. GEP j˘éÖ GC¿ j˘µ˘ƒ¿ g˘æ˘É∑ OY˘º Y∏≈
eù°˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒi ›∏ù¢ G’EOGQI, heû°˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉQc˘˘˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘˘˘¬ ‘ Y˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘á
GdàµÉeπ. h‘ MÉdá hLƒO GCWôG± eà©óOI, jéÖ GC¿
jµƒ¿ gæÉ∑ GdàõGΩ ha¡º dàë≤«≥ Mπ {eôHí OGFªÉz.

GCe˘É H˘Éd˘æù°˘Ñ˘á d˘∏˘ªû°˘ôhYÉä G÷ójóI, a«éÖ HóA
J˘î˘£˘«˘§ Gd˘à˘µ˘Éeπ GdàØü°«∏» ‘ GŸôM∏á G’Ch¤ eø
Gd©ª∏«á. cªÉ jéÖ GET°ôG∑ NÈGA eù°à≤∏Ú f«ÉHá Yø
GŸÉd˘˘˘˘µÚ, hPd∂ e˘˘˘˘ø GCL˘˘˘˘π –ój˘˘˘˘ó a˘˘˘ôU¢ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘µ˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘π
Gd©ójóI Gdà» JƒLó d∏ù°«æÉQjƒ GÙóO. GE¿ Gd©ªπ eø
GCLπ –≤«≥ eôhfá GŸƒGO GÿÉΩ S°ƒ± jµ∏∞ GdµãÒ

eÑóF«É, hdµæ¬ S°«†°ÉY∞ ` Hû°µπ MÉS°º ` eø GŸõGjÉ
GÙàª∏á, hGd©ÉFó Y∏≈ G’S°àãªÉQ. GE¿ GdàµÉeπ GdæÉLí
j˘˘à˘˘£˘∏Ö Gd˘à˘Ø˘µÒ Gd˘òc˘», hGŸ©˘ôa˘á hGÿÈI. hj˘éÖ

Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ c˘˘˘π T°˘˘˘îü¢ eû°˘˘˘ÉQ∑ ‘ g˘˘˘ò√ GŸû°˘˘˘ôhY˘˘˘Éä GC¿
j≤àæü¢ cπ aôU°á d∏à©∏qº eø G’BNôjø, hGC¿ jù°©≈
HÉS°àªôGQ dàëù°Ú f¡é¬.

..........................................................................................................................

J˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘àÈ ]CPE[�stnatlusnoC�muelorteP�oruE

)G’ChQhH˘«˘á d˘∏ù°˘àû°˘ÉQGä Gd˘ÑÎhd˘«˘á( ›ª˘ƒY˘á GS°àû°ÉQjá eù°à≤∏á

JÉCS°ù°â ‘ dæó¿ YÉΩ 6991. d∏ëü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ eõjó eø GŸ©∏ƒeÉä,
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)GCOj˘˘Ñ∂(, e˘˘ø L˘˘¡˘˘á GCN˘˘ôi, e˘˘∏˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘≈ e˘˘ã˘˘Éd˘˘«˘˘Ék ’CU°˘ë˘ÉÜ

G’Nàü°ÉU¢, S°ƒGA GŸù°àãªôjø GCh e≤óe» GÿóeÉä GCh

GŸ≤˘ÉhdÚ GCh GŸƒQOj˘ø, e˘ø GCL˘π GEb˘Ée˘á Y˘Ób˘Éä T°˘ôGc˘á

LójóI hGdÑëå ‘ GdØôU¢ GdàéÉQjá GŸàÉMáz. joòcô GC¿

GCcÌ eø fü°∞ Gıàü°Ú ‘ b£É´ GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR Gdòjø

j˘ë†°˘ôh¿ )GCOj˘Ñ∂( j˘à˘ª˘à˘©˘ƒ¿ Hü°˘ÓM˘«Éä eû°Îcá GCh

eÑÉT°ôI d∏û°ôGA, hgƒ eÉ S°Égº Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°» ‘ GEHôGΩ

U°Ø≤Éä ŒÉQjá cÑÒI. 

GCHƒXÑ» e∏à≤≈k d≤ÉOI GdØµô
jŏ˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘àÈ e˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒD“ô )GCOj˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘Ñ∂(, HÈf˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘É›¬ G◊Éa˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘˘π

HÉdØ©Éd«Éä, eæÈGk GEb∏«ª«Ék Qa«©Ék, hgƒ j≤óΩ eõjóGk eø

G÷∏ù°˘Éä hGÙÉV°˘ôGä g˘òG Gd˘©˘ÉΩ, Ãû°˘ÉQc˘á e˘É j˘õj˘ó

Y∏≈ 006eàëóç, hM†°ƒQ S°Ñ©á GB’± eƒaó. hjû°àªπ

GŸƒD“ô Y˘∏˘≈ a˘©˘Éd˘«˘Éä e˘à˘îü°ü°˘á hGCN˘ôi Y˘Éeá V°ªø

GCcÈ H˘˘ôf˘˘Ée˘˘è d˘˘∏˘ª˘ƒD“ôGä ‘ J˘ÉQj˘î˘¬, J˘à˘æ˘Éh∫ L˘ª˘«˘©˘¡˘É

flà˘∏˘∞ G’BQGA hhL˘¡˘Éä Gd˘æ˘¶˘ô G’Eb∏«ª«á eæ¡É hGdóhd«á

GŸà©∏≤á HÉd≤†°ÉjÉ GŸ¡ªá ‘ Gd≤£É´.

heø GŸæà¶ô GC¿ jo∏≤» GÿÑÒ Gd©ÉŸ» GdÑÉQR ‘ ›É∫

Gd£Ébá, GdócàƒQ OGf««π jôZÚ, c∏ªá QF«ù°«á ‘ eƒD“ô

{GCOj˘˘˘Ñ∂ 5102z. hS°˘˘˘«˘˘˘©˘˘˘ôV¢ GŸƒDd˘˘∞ G◊ÉF˘˘õ Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ Y˘˘óI

L˘ƒGF˘õ, N˘Ó∫ c˘∏˘ª˘à˘¬ GŸôJ˘≤˘Ñ˘á, QhDj˘à˘¬ Hû°ÉC¿ GdàëójÉä

hGd˘˘Ø˘˘ôU¢ GŸà˘˘©˘˘∏˘˘≤˘á H˘à˘∏˘Ñ˘«˘á Gd˘£˘∏Ö Gd˘©˘ÉŸ» GŸà˘õGj˘ó Y˘∏˘≈

Gd˘£˘Éb˘á, e˘à˘æ˘Éh’k Gd˘à£ƒQGä GdôGgæá G◊ÉU°∏á ‘ eƒGQO

Gd£Ébá Gdà≤∏«ójá hZÒ Gdà≤∏«ójá.

hjû°àªπ HôfÉeè eƒD“ô )GCOjÑ∂( Y∏≈ L∏ù°à» f≤ÉT¢

hRGQjàÚ hL∏ù°àÚ MƒGQjàÚ d∏àæØ«òjÚ S°ƒ± Œª©É¿

hRQGA heù°ƒDhdÚ Qa«©» GŸù°àƒi, hNÈGA hU°Éf©» bôGQ

e˘˘ø Oh∫ Y˘˘óI e˘˘ø GCf˘ë˘ÉA GŸæ˘£˘≤˘á hGd˘©˘É⁄, Ho˘¨˘«˘á J˘Ñ˘ÉO∫

GŸ©˘˘∏˘˘ƒe˘˘Éä hGS°˘˘à˘˘©˘˘ôGV¢ G’Ca˘˘µ˘˘ÉQ hGd˘˘à˘˘é˘ÉQÜ Hû°˘ÉC¿ GCg˘º

Gd˘˘≤†°˘˘Éj˘˘É Gd˘˘à˘˘» J˘˘ƒGL˘˘¬ GŸû°˘¡˘ó G◊É‹ GŸà˘¨Ò ‘ b˘£˘É´

Gd£Ébá. h‚í eƒD“ô )GCOjÑ∂( gòG Gd©ÉΩ ‘ GS°à≤£ÉÜ

e˘˘˘˘É j˘˘˘˘õj˘˘˘˘ó Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ GCd˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘» eû°˘˘˘˘ÉQc˘˘˘˘á H˘˘˘˘ÉChQG¥ Y˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘π hH˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘ƒç

e˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘îü°ü°˘˘˘˘á. hj˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ƒO GŸƒD“ô, Gd˘˘˘˘ò… J˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘¶˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘¬ L˘˘˘ª˘˘˘©˘˘˘«˘˘˘á

e˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘óS°˘˘˘˘» Gd˘˘˘˘ÑÎh∫, h‘ L˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘¬ e˘˘˘É j˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ôÜ e˘˘˘ø 006

fiÉV°ôI J≤æ«á ‘ GCcÌ eø KªÉÊ aÄÉä QF«ù°«á S°«àº

Y˘ôV°˘¡˘É V°˘ª˘ø 97L˘˘∏ù°˘˘á e˘à˘îü°ü°˘á Y˘∏˘≈ e˘ói GCj˘ÉΩ

GŸ©ôV¢ G’CQH©á.

h‘ gòG Gdù°«É¥, GCYôÜ GŸ¡æóS¢ aôjó YÑóGd∏¬ Yø

{GEY˘˘˘˘˘˘é˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉH˘˘˘˘˘˘¬ H˘˘˘˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒ Gd˘˘˘˘˘˘ò… M˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘¬ e˘˘˘˘˘ƒD“ô )GCOj˘˘˘˘˘Ñ∂(

GŸàîü°ü¢ Y∏≈ eô Gdù°æÚz, ’aàÉk GE¤ GC¿ Méº GŸƒD“ô

{j˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ƒ S°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ƒj˘˘Ék ÃÉ ’ j˘˘≤˘˘πq Y˘˘ø 52‘ GŸÉF˘˘˘˘áz. hGCV°˘˘˘É±

Y˘˘Ñ˘˘óGd˘˘∏˘˘¬, Gd˘˘ò… jû°˘¨˘π c˘òd∂ e˘æü°Ö GŸój˘ô G’Eb˘∏˘«˘ª˘»

÷ª˘©˘«˘á e˘¡˘æ˘óS°˘» Gd˘ÑÎh∫ ‘ Gdû°˘ô¥ G’ChS°˘§ hT°˘ªÉ∫

GEa˘ôj˘≤˘«˘É: {GS°˘à£É´ eƒD“ô GCOjÑ∂ 5102–£˘«º Gdôbº

Gd˘≤˘«˘ÉS°˘» Gd˘©˘ÉŸ» H˘©˘óO W˘∏˘Ñ˘Éä GŸû°˘ÉQc˘á H˘ÉChQG¥ Gd˘©ªπ

hGdÑëƒç GŸàîü°ü°á Gdà» J∏≤qÉgÉ, hgƒ GE‚ÉR e¡º jÉCJ»

‘ eôM∏á Jû°¡ó GfîØÉV°Ék ‘ GCS°©ÉQ GdæØ§, hjó∫ Y∏≈

GC¿ )GCOjÑ∂( GCeù°≈ hGMóGk eø GCgºq G’CMóGç Gd©ÉŸ«á ‘

Gd˘≤˘£˘É´, hGd˘à˘» Jù°˘©˘≈ T°ôcÉä GdæØ§ GdƒWæ«á hGd©ÉŸ«á

hT°ôcÉä GÿóeÉä hGdû°ôcÉä Gdü°¨ÒI hGŸàƒS°£á GE¤

GŸû°ÉQcá a«¡Éz.

hj˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘óqΩ GŸƒD“ô H˘˘˘˘˘ôf˘˘˘˘˘É›Ék Mü°˘˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘˘Ék N˘˘˘˘˘ÉU°˘˘˘˘˘Ék H˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘ÉQ

Gdû°îü°«Éä eø GCY†°ÉA fÉO… Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ d∏ÑÎh∫,

hg˘˘˘ƒ f˘˘˘ÉOm d˘˘˘µ˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘ÉQ GŸù°˘˘ƒDhdÚ ‘ T°˘˘ôc˘˘Éä Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§ hGd˘˘¨˘˘ÉR.

hS°«óYƒ GdÈfÉeè GCS°ªÉA ’e©á GE¤ GŸæÈ, H«æ¡É GŸ¨Éeô

GdÈj˘£˘ÉÊ hfi£˘º G’CQb˘ÉΩ Gd˘≤˘«˘ÉS°˘«á, Gdù°Ò QGfƒd∞

a˘˘Éj˘˘æ˘˘õ, Gd˘˘ò… hU°˘˘Ø˘˘à˘˘¬ e˘˘ƒS°˘˘ƒY˘˘á Z˘˘«˘˘æ˘˘«ù¢ H˘˘ÉCf˘˘¬ {GCY˘˘¶˘˘º

eù°˘˘˘à˘˘˘µû°˘˘˘∞ M˘˘˘»z, d˘˘˘«ù°˘˘˘∏q˘˘˘§ Gd†°˘˘˘ƒA Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ Gd˘˘˘≤˘˘˘«˘˘º GŸ¡˘˘ª˘˘á

GŸôJ˘Ñ˘£˘á H˘Éd˘≤˘óQI Y˘∏≈ Gdàëªπ hGdü°ªƒO Yæó eƒGL¡á

Gd˘˘à˘˘ë˘˘ój˘˘Éä, QGS°˘˘ª˘˘Ék GChL˘˘¡˘˘Ék d˘˘∏û°˘˘Ñ˘¬ HÚ Gd˘£˘Ñ˘«˘©˘á hY˘É⁄

G’CYªÉ∫. hS°«ªæí GdÈfÉeè GÿÉU¢ HµÑÉQ Gdû°îü°«Éä

GCY†°˘ÉA f˘ÉO… Gdû°˘ô¥ G’ChS°˘§ d˘∏˘ÑÎh∫ a˘ôU°á G’S°àªÉ´

GE¤ L˘ƒ¿ OhT°˘æù°˘µ˘», GŸØ˘µ˘ô Gd˘ÑÉQR Gıàü¢ HÉŸû°ÉQcá

G’LàªÉY«á hG’CYªÉ∫ GdàéÉQjá GŸù°à≤Ñ∏«á, hGdò… S°ƒ±

j©ôV¢ GCaµÉQ√ ‘ ›É’ä G’HàµÉQ hGd≤«ÉOI hGdàëØ«õ,

c˘˘ÉCOhGäm ’EM˘˘óGç Gd˘˘à˘¨˘«Ò GŸæû°˘ƒO hJ˘©˘õj˘õ GŸû°˘ÉQc˘á ‘

YÉ⁄ G’CYªÉ∫ GdàéÉQjá.

b£É´ Lójó d∏©ª∏«Éä
GdÑëôjá hGŸ©óGä Gdã≤«∏á

j˘˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘˘˘º {GCOj˘˘˘˘˘˘Ñ∂ 5102z e˘˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘˘£˘˘˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘˘˘á Y˘˘˘˘˘˘ôV¢ L˘˘˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘˘óI

e˘˘à˘˘îü°ü°˘˘á H˘˘Éd˘˘©˘˘ª˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘Éä Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘£˘˘«˘á Gd˘Ñ˘ë˘ôj˘á hGŸÓM˘«˘á

hGŸ©óGä Gdã≤«∏á, “ÉT°«Ék e™ G’gàªÉΩ G’Eb∏«ª» hGdóh‹

GŸàõGjó H¡òG G÷ÉfÖ, heƒGcÑák d∏é¡ƒO GŸÑòhdá ŸƒGU°∏á

Y˘ª˘∏˘«˘Éä Gd˘à˘æ˘≤˘«Ö hG’Ef˘à˘Éê Gd˘æ˘Ø˘£˘» GdÑëôjá. hS°«µƒ¿

bù°º {Gd©ª∏«Éä GdæØ£«á GdÑëôjá hGŸÓM«áz G÷ójó GCh∫

e©ôV¢ d∏æØ§ hGd¨ÉR ‘ eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ jµôqS¢

hGL¡á Hëôjá cÉe∏á dàµƒ¿ eƒb©Ék d∏ªæàéÉä hGÿóeÉä

Gd˘Ñ˘ë˘ôj˘á hGŸÓM˘«˘á. hjü°ÉMÖ gòG GŸ©ôV¢ G’aààÉM»

e˘ƒD“ôl e˘à˘îü°ü¢ H˘Éd˘©˘ª∏«Éä GdÑëôjá hGŸÓM«á jëªπ

G’S°˘˘˘º f˘˘˘Øù°˘˘¬, hj˘˘≤˘˘ÉΩ Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ eù°˘˘ôì P… Jü°˘˘ª˘˘«˘˘º N˘˘ÉU¢

›ÉhQ d˘∏˘ª˘«˘É√, e˘ø GŸ≤˘ôQ GC¿ j˘©˘à˘∏˘» Nû°Ñà¬ GCQH©ƒ¿ eø

GÿÈGA ‘ Gd©ª∏«Éä GdæØ£«á GdÑëôjá Ÿû°ÉQcá G◊†°ƒQ

GBQGAgº he©∏ƒeÉJ¡º.

hb˘˘É∫ L˘˘É¿ a˘˘«˘˘∏˘«Ö c˘ƒRj˘¬, ‡ã˘π T°˘ôc˘á {O… GEΩ L˘»

d˘∏˘Ø˘©˘Éd˘«˘Éäz GŸæ¶ªá d∏ëóç: {GE¿ G’càû°ÉaÉä G÷ójóI

Jû°Ò GE¤ GC¿ eù°˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘Ñ˘˘π Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘§ hGd˘¨˘ÉR j˘µ˘ª˘ø ‘ GCY˘ª˘É¥

GdÑëÉQ, eÉ jî∏≥ MÉLá e∏ëqá ’CQV°«á eàîü°ü°á Œª™

NÈGA eø Gd≤£É´ Mƒ∫ gó± eû°Î∑ jàªãπ ‘ Gdóa™

boóeÉk H©é∏á Gdàæ≤«Ö hG’EfàÉê GdÑëô… GŸù°àóGΩz.

hGCV°˘˘É± c˘˘ƒRj˘˘¬ ‘ e˘©˘ôV¢ M˘ój˘ã˘¬ Y˘ø g˘òG G◊óç

GdµÑÒ: {S°«û°¡ó RhGQ )GCOjÑ∂( gòG Gd©ÉΩ Méª¬ GdµÑÒ

hGd˘æ˘ª˘ƒ Gd˘ò… M˘≤˘≤˘¬, hj∏ªù°ƒ¿ eµÉfà¬ GŸôeƒbá, a†°Ók

Y˘ø GŸæ˘£˘≤˘á Gıü°ü°˘á d˘∏˘©˘ª˘∏˘«˘Éä Gd˘Ñ˘ë˘ôj˘á hGŸÓM˘«á

hGŸ©óGä Gdã≤«∏á, hGdà» Áµø GdƒU°ƒ∫ GEd«¡É Hù°¡ƒdá h’

JÑ©ó S°ƒi 051eÎGk Yø eµÉ¿ GEbÉeá GŸ©ôV¢ GdôF«ù°».

hS°˘à˘à˘Éì Gd˘Ø˘ôU°˘á GCe˘ÉΩ RhGQ G◊óç Ÿû°˘Ég˘óI eæü°Éä

Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§ ‘ fi«˘˘£˘˘¡˘˘É Gd˘˘£˘˘Ñ˘˘«˘˘©˘˘», hM†°˘˘ƒQ GŸƒD“ô Gd˘˘ò…

S°˘˘«˘˘à˘˘æ˘˘Éh∫ GŸƒGV°˘«˘™ Gd˘ôGg˘æ˘á GŸà˘©˘∏˘≤˘á H˘©˘ª˘∏˘«˘Éä G’Ef˘à˘Éê

GdÑëôjáz.

JµôË Gdàª«õ hGEYóGO bÉOI Gd¨ó
hJ˘©˘ƒO L˘ƒGF˘õ )GCOj˘Ñ∂( H˘≤˘ƒqI GE¤ M˘óç g˘òG Gd˘©ÉΩ,

d˘à˘ë˘à˘Ø˘» H˘Éd˘àª«õ hG’HàµÉQ hGCa†°π GŸªÉQS°Éä ‘ b£É´

Gd˘˘æ˘˘Ø˘˘§, Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ eù°˘˘à˘˘ƒj˘Éä G’Ca˘ôGO hGdû°˘ôc˘Éä hGŸû°˘ÉQj˘™

hGŸÑ˘ÉOQGä, hY˘∏˘≈ Gdü°˘©˘«˘ójø G’Eb∏«ª» hGdóh‹. heø

GŸ≤˘ôQ J˘µ˘ôË Gd˘Ø˘ÉF˘õj˘ø H˘é˘ƒGF˘õ )GCOj˘Ñ∂( N˘Ó∫ M˘Øπ

Yû°˘˘ÉA a˘˘ÉN˘˘ô j˘˘≤˘˘ÉΩ ‘ a˘˘æ˘˘ó¥ bü°˘˘ô G’Ee˘˘ÉQGä ‘ Gd˘∏˘«˘∏˘á

G’Ch¤ eø )GCOjÑ∂(.

hjù°à†°«∞ )GCOjÑ∂( , eø L¡á GCNôi, ›ªƒYá eø

G÷∏ù°Éä GÿÉU°á HÉdæù°ÉA Gd©ÉeÓä ‘ b£É´ Gd£Ébá,

‘ GEW˘˘˘˘ÉQ a˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘Éd˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘á {GŸôGCI ‘ Gdü°˘˘˘æ˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘á''z. hŒª˘˘˘˘˘˘™ g˘˘˘˘˘ò√

G÷∏ù°˘˘˘Éä ›ª˘˘˘ƒY˘˘˘á e˘˘˘ø b˘˘˘ÉOI Gd˘˘≤˘˘£˘˘É´ e˘˘ø Gdù°˘˘«˘˘óGä,

H¡ó± Jù°∏«§ Gd†°ƒA Y∏≈ eù°à≤Ñπ GŸôGCI ‘ Gd≤£É´ YÈ

Gd˘æ˘≤˘ÉT¢ hGS°˘à˘©˘ôGV¢ Gdü°ƒQI Gdû°Ée∏á Ûªπ GE‚ÉRGä

GŸôGCI hGdàëójÉä Gdà» JƒGL¡¡É ‘ Gd≤£É´. hjù°à†°«∞

HôfÉeè {GŸôGCI ‘ Gdü°æÉYáz L∏ù°Éä ÷É¿ MƒGQjá J≤ÉΩ

Y∏≈ eói jƒΩ cÉeπ ‘ 8fƒaªÈ/Jû°ôjø GdãÉÊ, Yû°«qá

GaààÉì G◊óç.

c˘˘˘òd∂ J˘˘˘©˘˘˘ƒO GE¤ G◊óç ` d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘©˘˘˘ÉΩ Gd˘˘˘ã˘˘Édå ` a˘˘©˘˘Éd˘˘«˘˘Éä

H˘˘ôf˘˘Ée˘˘è {T°˘˘Ñ˘˘ÉÜ GCOj˘˘Ñ∂z PGF˘˘©˘˘á Gdü°˘˘«â, Gd˘à˘» M˘≤˘≤â

‚ÉMÉk cÑÒGk ‘ GS°à≤£ÉÜ Gd£∏Ñá hG÷«π Gdû°ÉÜ hdØâ

GCf¶ÉQgº GE¤ b£É´ GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR. hGCW∏≥ GdÈfÉeè gòG

Gd˘©˘ÉΩ OY˘ƒI d˘∏˘ª˘óGQS¢ GŸû°˘ÉQc˘á a˘«¬ dà©«Ú S°ØôGA eø

W˘∏˘Ñ˘à˘¡˘É Áã˘∏˘ƒ¿ GdÈf˘Ée˘è ‘ GChS°˘É• GÛà˘ª˘™. hjû°àªπ

GdÈf˘˘˘˘Ée˘˘˘˘è Y˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘≈ L˘˘˘˘∏ù°˘˘˘˘Éä J˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘ÉY˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á ’ET°˘˘˘ôG∑ Gd˘˘˘£˘˘˘∏˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘á

heù°˘˘ÉY˘˘óJ˘˘¡˘º ‘ Gd˘à˘©˘ô± Y˘ø c˘ãÖ Y˘∏˘≈ b˘£˘É´ Gd˘£˘Éb˘á

hT°ëò e¡ÉQGJ¡º PGä Gdü°∏á H¡òG Gd≤£É´.
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GCc˘ó Gd˘≤˘ÉF˘ª˘ƒ¿ Y˘∏˘≈ e˘©ôV¢ heƒD“ô GCHƒXÑ» Gdóh‹

d∏ÑÎh∫ )GCOjÑ∂ 5102( GC¿ GdóhQI GdãÉeæá Yû°ôI, Gdà»

Jæ£∏≥ a©Éd«ÉJ¡É HôYÉjá Gdû°«ï N∏«Øá Hø RGjó GB∫ f¡«É¿,

QF˘˘˘˘«ù¢ Ohd˘˘˘˘á G’Ee˘˘˘˘ÉQGä Gd˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ôH˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á GŸà˘˘˘˘ë˘˘˘˘óI, HÚ 9h21

fƒaªÈ/Jû°ôjø GdãÉÊ GŸ≤Ñπ ‘ eôcõ GCHƒXÑ» GdƒWæ»

d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘ª˘˘˘©˘˘˘ÉQV¢ )GCOf˘˘˘«∂(, Jû°˘˘˘µ˘˘˘π e˘˘˘æü°˘˘˘á ‡«˘˘˘õI d˘˘à˘˘©˘˘õj˘˘õ

G’HàµÉQ hG’S°àóGeá, heæÈG d∏àØÉYπ GdØæ» hGdà≤æ» ‘

›É∫ J˘£˘ƒj˘ô J˘£˘Ñ˘«˘≤˘Éä Gd˘à˘æ˘≤«Ö hG’S°àµû°É± H≤£É´

Gd˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘§ hGd˘˘˘¨˘˘˘ÉR, hG’W˘˘˘Ó´ Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ GBN˘˘˘ô e˘˘˘É J˘˘˘ƒU°˘˘∏â GEd˘˘«˘˘¬

Gd˘˘à˘˘µ˘˘æ˘˘ƒd˘˘ƒL˘˘«˘˘É G◊ój˘˘ã˘˘á ‘ ›É∫ M˘˘Ø˘ô G’BH˘ÉQ, hJ˘£˘ƒj˘ô

G◊≤ƒ∫ GdÑÎhd«á, hJ©õjõ GfàÉL«á eü°É‘ GdæØ§ Y∏≈

GŸù°˘à˘ƒi G’Eb˘∏˘«˘ª˘» hGd˘©ÉŸ», eƒDcójø Y∏≈ GCgª«á GdàõGΩ

U°æÉYá GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR HÉ’HàµÉQ hGdÑëå hGdà£ƒjô Gdò…

jÎJÖ Y˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘¬ b˘˘óQI Gd˘˘≤˘˘£˘˘É´ Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ J˘˘∏˘˘Ñ˘˘«˘˘á Gd˘˘£˘∏Ö Gd˘©˘ÉŸ»

GŸàæÉe» Y∏≈ Gd£Ébá, Y∏≈ fëƒ eù°àóGΩ.

L˘˘˘ÉA Pd∂ ‘ GŸ∏˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘≈ G’EY˘˘Óe˘˘» Gd˘˘ò… Y˘˘≤˘˘ó e˘˘ƒDN˘˘ôG

H˘Ø˘æ˘ó¥ S°˘Éfâ Qj˘é˘«ù¢ H˘Éd©ÉU°ªá GCHƒXÑ» Hë†°ƒQ Y∏»

N˘∏˘«˘Ø˘á Gdû°˘Éeù°˘», eójô OGFôI G’S°ÎGJ«é«á hGdàæù°«≥

d˘˘ói T°˘˘ôc˘˘á HÎh∫ GCH˘ƒX˘Ñ˘» Gd˘ƒW˘æ˘«˘á )GCOf˘ƒ∑(, QF˘«ù¢

e˘©˘ôV¢ he˘ƒD“ô {GCOjÑ∂ 5102z, hS°˘«˘∞ GCM˘ªó Gd¨Ø∏»,

Gd˘˘˘ôF˘˘˘«ù¢ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘«˘˘˘ò… dû°˘˘˘ôc˘˘á G◊ü°˘˘ø d˘˘∏˘˘¨˘˘ÉR, Gd˘˘ôF˘˘«ù¢

GŸû°˘˘˘ÉQ∑ d` {GCOj˘˘Ñ∂ 5102z, hGŸ¡˘æ˘óS¢ a˘ôj˘ó Y˘ÑóGd∏¬,

GdæÉFÖ G’Ch∫ d∏ôF«ù¢ ’CU°ƒ∫ eû°ôh´ {T°ªÉ∫ T°ô¥ HÉÜz

dói T°ôcá GCHƒXÑ» d∏©ª∏«Éä GdÑÎhd«á GdÈjá GÙóhOI

)GCOc˘ƒ(, QF˘«ù¢ Gd˘∏˘é˘æ˘á Gd˘Ø˘æ˘«˘á ŸƒD“ô {GCOj˘Ñ∂ 5102z,

hLÉ¿ a«∏«Ö cƒRj¬, ‡ãÓk Yø Gdû°ôcá GŸæ¶ªá d∏ëóç

{O… GEΩ L˘» d˘∏˘Ø˘©˘Éd˘«Éäz. c˘ª˘É M†°˘ô GŸ∏˘à˘≤˘≈ G’Y˘Óe˘»

Y˘˘˘óOl e˘˘˘ø e˘˘˘ôGS°˘˘˘∏˘˘» hc˘˘É’ä G’f˘˘Ñ˘˘ÉA hGdü°˘˘ë˘˘∞ GÙ∏˘˘«˘˘á

hGd©ÉŸ«á, hflà∏∞ GdƒS°ÉFπ G’YÓe«á, hMû°ól eø cÑÉQ

GŸù°ƒDhdÚ ‘ GCOfƒ∑ h›ªƒYá T°ôcÉJ¡É.       

hj˘˘ÉCJ˘˘» J˘˘æ˘˘¶˘˘«˘˘º g˘˘òG GŸ∏˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘≈ ‘ S°˘«˘É¥ G’S°˘à˘©˘óGOGä

G÷ÉQjá ’S°à†°Éaá GdóhQI GdãÉeæá Yû°ôI ’COjÑ∂, hGdà»

e˘˘˘ø GŸæ˘˘à˘˘¶˘˘ô GC¿ J˘˘µ˘˘ƒ¿ Gd˘˘óhQI G’CcÈ ‘ J˘˘ÉQj˘˘ï G◊óç

Gdóh‹ GdÑÉQR Gdò… j©ó hGMóGk eø GCcÈ KÓKá e©ÉQV¢

V°ªø b£É´ GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR ‘ Gd©É⁄, hG’CcÈ ‘ eæ£≤á

Gdû°˘ô¥ G’ChS°˘§ hT°˘ª˘É∫ GEa˘ôj˘≤˘«˘É he˘∏˘à˘≤˘≈k Y˘ÉŸ«˘Ék j˘é˘ª˘™

GŸàîü°ü°Ú ‘ U°æÉYá GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR Mƒ∫ Gd©É⁄ –â

e¶∏á hGMóI. 

G’HàµÉQ T°©ÉQGk
J˘≤˘ÉΩ a˘©˘Éd«Éä {GCOjÑ∂ 5102z –â T°˘©˘ÉQ {G’H˘à˘µÉQ

hG’S°àóGeá ‘ YÉ⁄ Gd£Ébá G÷ójóz, hPd∂ “ÉT°«Ék e™

QhDj˘˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘˘≤˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘ÉOI G◊µ˘˘˘«˘˘˘ª˘˘˘á f˘˘˘ë˘˘˘ƒ L˘˘˘©˘˘˘π Y˘˘˘ÉΩ 5102YÉeÉk

dÓHàµÉQ. hjéª™ G◊óç GCŸ™ Gd©≤ƒ∫ hGCQa™ Gdû°îü°«Éä

T°˘˘˘˘˘˘ÉCf˘˘˘˘˘˘Ék e˘˘˘˘˘˘ø hRQGA heù°˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒDhdÚ M˘˘˘˘˘˘µ˘˘˘˘˘˘ƒe˘˘˘˘˘˘«Ú hJ˘˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘˘òjÚ

flàü°Ú hNÈGA hbÉOI aµô, eø GCLπ GEd≤ÉA Gd†°ƒA Y∏≈

Gd˘˘≤†°˘˘Éj˘É Gdù°˘ÉN˘æ˘á Gd˘à˘» J˘óa˘™ Y˘é˘∏˘á Gd˘à˘ë˘ƒ∫ ‘ b˘£˘É´

Gd˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á, hJû°˘˘ª˘˘π Gd˘˘à˘˘≤˘˘æ˘˘«˘˘Éä GŸÑ˘˘à˘˘µ˘ôI, hW˘ô¥ Gd˘à˘æ˘≤˘«Ö

hG’S°˘˘à˘˘î˘˘ôGê, he˘˘õj˘˘è Gd˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á Gd˘˘©˘˘ÉŸ» GŸà˘˘¨Ò, hGd˘óhQ

GdæÉT°Å Gdò… J∏©Ñ¬ eƒGQO Gd£Ébá ZÒ Gdà≤∏«ójá.

hb˘˘É∫ Y˘˘∏˘˘» N˘˘∏˘˘«˘˘Ø˘˘á Gdû°˘˘Éeù°˘˘»: {e˘˘É j˘≤˘óqe˘¬ )Oj˘Ñ∂(

d≤£É´ Gd£Ébá; e∏à≤≈k YÉŸ«Ék jéª™ GÿÈGA hGıàü°Ú

eø GCfëÉA Gd©É⁄ eø GCLπ JÑÉO∫ GŸ©ôaá hG’CaµÉQ hJ£Ñ«≥

GCa†°˘π GŸª˘ÉQS°˘Éä ‘ Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ hGd˘¨˘ÉR. hb˘ó GCOQ∑ GdôhGO

Gd©ÉŸ«ƒ¿ GdóhQ Gd≤«qº Gdò… j∏©Ñ¬ )GCOjÑ∂( c©Éeπ fiØõ

d∏à≤óΩ, G’Ceô Gdò… GCOi GE¤ ‰ƒ G◊óç ‰ƒGk e∏ëƒXÉk

Y∏≈ eói Gd©≤ƒO GdãÓKá GŸÉV°«áz. 

GEbÑÉ∫ YÉŸ» hGS°™
hj˘˘˘≤˘˘ÉΩ )GCOj˘˘Ñ∂( ‘ GCH˘˘ƒX˘˘Ñ˘˘», Gd˘˘à˘˘» Jo˘˘©˘˘àÈ e˘˘ø GCg˘˘ºq

e˘æ˘ÉW˘≥ GEf˘à˘Éê Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ ‘ Gd˘©˘É⁄, hJóYº Jæ¶«ª¬ cπ eø

hRGQI Gd£Ébá hT°ôcá HÎh∫ GCHƒXÑ» GdƒWæ«á )GCOfƒ∑(

hZ˘˘˘˘ôa˘˘˘˘á GCH˘˘˘˘ƒX˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘», a˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘É J˘˘˘˘æ˘˘˘˘¶˘˘˘ª˘˘˘¬ T°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘á {O… GEΩ L˘˘˘»

d∏Ø©Éd«Éäz. hjoàƒb™ GC¿ jû°ÉQ∑ ‘ GŸ©ôV¢ GCcÌ eø GCdØÚ

e˘˘ø G÷¡˘Éä Gd˘©˘ÉQV°˘á e˘ø 021H˘∏˘óGk, hGC¿ jù°˘à˘≤˘Ñπ 58

GCd∞ RGFô, a«ªÉ joæà¶ô GC¿ jû°ÉQ∑ ‘ GdØ©Éd«Éä GŸæ©≤óI

‘ GEWÉQ GŸƒD“ô S°Ñ©á GB’± eƒaó, hPd∂ GS°àæÉOGk Y∏≈

Gd˘æ˘é˘Éì Gd˘µ˘ÑÒ Gd˘ò… M˘≤˘≤˘¬ G◊óç ‘ OhQJ¬ Gdù°ÉH≤á.

hGCcóä 51T°ôcá fØ§ hWæ«á, heã∏¡É Ohd«á, eû°ÉQcà¡É

‘ ''GCOjÑ∂'' gòG Gd©ÉΩ, H«æ¡É T°ôcÉä GEb∏«ª«á eôeƒbá eãπ

T°ôcá fØ§ Gdµƒjâ, hb£ô d∏ÑÎh∫, hGCQGeµƒ Gdù°©ƒOjá,

YÓhI Y∏≈ c«ÉfÉä YÉŸ«á YªÓbá, eãπ Hôjàû¢ HÎhd«ƒΩ

)H» >»(, h)GEcù°ƒ¿ eƒH«π(, h)T°π(, h)JƒJÉ∫(.

e˘˘ø L˘˘Éf˘˘Ñ˘˘¬, b˘˘É∫ S°˘«˘∞ GCM˘ª˘ó Gd˘¨˘Ø˘∏˘»: {GE¿ G’H˘à˘µ˘ÉQ

hG’EH˘˘óG´ jÎc˘˘É¿ Hü°˘˘ª˘˘Éä hGV°˘˘ë˘˘á Y˘˘∏˘˘≈ b˘˘£˘É´ Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§

hGd¨ÉR, eû°ÒGk GE¤ GC¿ eø GCe†°≈ hbàÉk cÉa«Ék HÉd©ªπ ‘

g˘˘òG Gd˘˘≤˘˘£˘˘É´ S°˘˘«˘˘µ˘˘ƒ¿ b˘˘ó T°˘˘¡˘ó H˘æ˘Øù°˘¬ Gd˘à˘ë˘ƒq’ä Gd˘à˘»

GCMóK¡É G’HàµÉQ a«¬ Y∏≈ eô Gdù°æÚz. hGCV°É±: {Áµqø

)GCOj˘˘˘Ñ∂( GCU°˘˘˘ë˘˘ÉÜ Gd˘˘à˘˘îü°ü¢ ‘ b˘˘£˘˘É´ Gd˘˘£˘˘Éb˘˘á e˘˘ø

Gdæ¶ô ‘ Gd≤†°ÉjÉ GdôF«ù°«á Gdà» JƒDKô ‘ Gdà£ƒQ Gdù°ôj™

G◊ÉU°˘˘π Gd˘˘«˘˘ƒΩ H˘˘Éd˘˘≤˘£˘É´ Y˘∏˘≈ GŸù°˘à˘ƒi Gd˘©˘ÉŸ». hj˘à˘«˘í
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hU°π eû°ôh´ J£ƒjô M≤π ZÉR T°É√ Hóhdá G’EeÉQGä Gd©ôH«á GŸàëóI GE¤ cÉeπ WÉbà¬ G’EfàÉL«á GdÑÉd¨á 3^82

e∏«ƒ¿ eÎ eµ©Ö, hPd∂ ha≤É ŸÉ Pcô√ GCMªó Gd¨Ø∏», GdôF«ù¢ GdàæØ«ò… dû°ôcá G◊ü°ø d∏¨ÉR. hgò√ Gdû°ôcá YÑÉQI

Y˘ø eû°˘ôh´ eû°Î∑ H˘æù°˘Ñ˘á 04:06HÚ T°˘ôc˘á HÎh∫ GCH˘ƒX˘Ñ˘» Gd˘ƒW˘æ˘«˘á hT°˘ôcá GChcù°«ófàÉ∫ HÎhd«ƒΩ G’Ceôjµ«á,

hg» Jójô M≤π T°É√ d∏¨ÉR G◊Ée†¢ Gdò… j≤™ MƒG‹ 002cº ZôÜ GCHƒXÑ».

hj©àÈ gòG GŸû°ôh´  WªƒMÉ d∏¨Éjá HÉdæù°Ñá dóhdá Gd©ôH«á GŸàëóI. a¡ƒ eü°ªº dà£ƒjô Gd¨ÉR G◊Ée†¢ LóG

he©É÷à¬. hbó ” GS°àîóGΩ H©†¢m eø GCcÈ hMóGä e©É÷á G’CeÚ hGS°à©ÉOI GdµÈjâ ‘ gòG GŸû°ôh´ eø GCLπ

G’S°àîôGê. heø GÙàªπ GC¿ j≤ƒΩ GŸû°ôh´ Ã©É÷á 5^0e∏«ÉQ bóΩ eµ©Ö jƒe«É, hPd∂ ha≤É ŸÉ GChQO√ GŸù°ƒDhdƒ¿

Yø GŸû°ôh´. h‘ HóGjÉä gòG Gd©ÉΩ, Jƒb™ Gd¨Ø∏» HÉC¿ jü°π GŸû°ôh´ dµÉeπ WÉbà¬ e™ f¡Éjá YÉΩ 5102. hU°ôì HÉC¿

f£É¥ GŸû°ôh´ GCcÈ eø GC… eû°ôh´ ZÉR MÉe†¢ GBNô Y∏≈ eù°àƒi Gd©É⁄. hjëàƒ… G◊≤π Y∏≈ eù°àƒjÉä eôJØ©á

d∏¨Éjá eø cÈjà«ó Gd¡«óQhLÚ, ‡É jé©∏¬ eû°ôhYÉ eôHëkÉ LóG d∏óhdá.

a˘ÉRä {GEfÎJ∂z, hg˘» e˘õhO QGF˘ó ◊∏˘ƒ∫ G÷ƒOI ıà˘∏˘∞ Gd˘≤˘£˘ÉYÉä

Mƒ∫ Gd©É⁄, H©≤ó d∏àØà«û¢ hGdôbÉHá eø T°ôcá fØ§ G÷æƒÜ ‘ Gd©ôG¥,

hg˘» T°˘ôc˘á hW˘æ˘«˘á Y˘ôGb˘«˘á eù°˘ƒDhd˘á Y˘ø cÉaá eû°ÉQj™ GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR ‘

LæƒÜ Gd©ôG¥, hPd∂ ’ELôGA Yª∏«Éä GdàØà«û¢ hGdôbÉHá HÉdæ«ÉHá Yæ¡É.

hb˘˘ó ”q J˘˘ƒb˘«˘™ G’J˘Ø˘Éb˘«˘á e˘ƒDN˘ôGk hg˘» GJ˘Ø˘Éb˘«˘á W˘ƒj˘∏˘á G’Ce˘ó “à˘ó d˘©˘óI

S°˘˘æ˘˘ƒGä. Y˘˘∏˘˘ª˘˘Ék H˘˘ÉC¿ g˘˘ò√ g˘˘» GŸôI G’Ch¤ Gd˘à˘» Jo˘©˘«q˘ø a˘«˘¡˘É T°˘ôc˘á f˘Ø˘§

G÷æ˘ƒÜ T°˘ôc˘á N˘ÉQL˘«˘á d˘àn˘©r˘¡n˘ón GEd˘«˘¡˘É Gd˘≤˘«˘ÉΩ H˘ÉCY˘ª˘É∫ Gd˘à˘Ø˘à˘«û¢ hGd˘ôb˘ÉH˘á, hPd∂ Ÿù°˘ÉY˘óJ¡É Y∏≈ V°ªÉ¿ G÷ƒOI

hGdù°Óeá ‘ cÉaá eû°ÉQj©¡É GŸà©Ébó Y∏«¡É e™ flà∏∞ T°ôcÉä GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR. S°«û°ªπ f£É¥ Yªπ {GEfÎJ∂z GELôGA

GdØëƒU¢ hGdàØà«û¢ hGdôbÉHá hGdµû°∞ Y∏≈ cÉaá Gd©æÉU°ô hGŸƒGO GŸù°àîóeá eø bpÑπ T°ôcÉä GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR Gdà»

Jû°ô± T°ôcá fØ§ G÷æƒÜ Y∏≈ GCYªÉd¡É. 

hS°«àë≤q≥ GÿÈGA, GŸàîü°ü°ƒ¿ ‘ T°Ñµá {GEfÎJ∂z  Gd©ÉŸ«á, eø LƒOI GŸæàéÉä hGd©ª∏«Éä ‘ YªƒΩ S°∏ù°∏á

Gd˘˘à˘˘ƒQj˘˘ó, H˘óAGk e˘ø J˘ÉCeÚ GŸƒGO e˘ø eü°˘ÉOQg˘É hM˘à˘≈ Y˘ª˘∏˘«˘Éä Jü°˘æ˘«˘™ hGEf˘à˘Éê J˘∏∂ GŸµ˘ƒqf˘Éä hGd˘≤˘£˘™ hGŸæ˘à˘é˘Éä

GŸù°àîóeá ‘ T°à≈ eôGMπ GŸû°ÉQj™. hS°«àº GELôGA H©†¢ NóeÉä GdàØà«û¢ hGdØëƒU¢ Gdà≤æ«á ‘ GŸü°Éf™ Mà≈

jàº G’EWÓ´ Y∏≈ Wôj≤á GEOGQI Yª∏«á G’EfàÉê, hd†°ªÉ¿ JƒGa≤¡É e™ GŸ©ÉjÒ Gd©ÉŸ«á, hGdàõGe¡É HÉŸƒGU°ØÉä GÙóOI

eø bpÑπ T°ôcá fØ§ G÷æƒÜ. cªÉ S°«àº GELôGA GdØëƒU¢ hG’NàÑÉQGä G’CNôi ‘ flàÈGä {GEfÎJ∂z  Mƒ∫ Gd©É⁄.

hU°ôì Mù°Ú G’CWôbé», fÉFÖ QF«ù¢ {GEfÎJ∂z  d∏îóeÉä Gdü°æÉY«á ‘ eæ£≤á Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ hT°ªÉ∫ GEaôj≤«É

hZôÜ GBS°«É bÉFÓ: {jù°ôqfÉ GC¿ f©ªπ Y∏≈ GNàÑÉQ haëü¢ GŸƒGO GŸù°àîóeá ‘ cπ GŸû°ÉQj™ Gdà» JæØògÉ T°ôcá fØ§

G÷æƒÜ. hJù°¡º Gdà¨£«á Gd©ÉŸ«á Gdà» Jà«ë¡É )GEfÎJ∂(  ‘ GCS°ƒG¥ hJîü°ü°Éä flà∏Øá, ›àª©á e™ NÈGJ¡É

GŸà˘£˘ƒQI ‘ ›É∫ GıàÈGä, ‘ e˘æ˘í T°˘ôc˘á f˘Ø˘§ G÷æ˘ƒÜ Gd˘óY˘º GŸ£˘∏˘ƒÜ ‘ Y˘ª˘ƒΩ S°˘∏ù°˘∏˘á fû°˘ÉWÉJ¡É d†°ªÉ¿

JƒaÒ eæàéÉä YÉd«á Gd≤«ªáz. hS°ƒ± J≤óΩ {GEfÎJ∂z NóeÉä YÉŸ«á GŸù°àƒi d†°ªÉ¿ G÷ƒOI NÓ∫ GdóhQI GdµÉe∏á

d∏ªû°ôh´, HóAGk eø eôM∏á Gdàü°ª«º hGdû°ôGA hMà≈ eôM∏á GdÎc«Ö hGdàû°¨«π. hjù°ÉYó GS°àîóGΩ NóeÉä, eãπ

J∏∂ Gdà» J≤óqe¡É {GEfÎJ∂z , Gdû°ôcÉä Y∏≈ V°ªÉ¿ LƒOI eæàéÉJ¡É hGELôGAGJ¡É hGCU°ƒd¡É, ‘ MÚ J≤∏ü¢ eø YóO

GıÉWô Gdà» bó JƒDKô Y∏≈ Yª∏«á Gdàû°¨«π hY∏≈ S°Óeá GŸƒXØÚ hGdÑ«Äá.
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G◊ü°á Gdù°ƒb«á Gdà» S°«£ô Y∏«¡É G’EfàÉê GŸæÉaù¢ G’CY∏≈ Jµ∏Øá.  hjéô…

M˘Éd˘«˘É J˘óGh∫ Gd˘æ˘Ø˘§ Y˘æ˘ó S°©ô GCOf≈ Yø 35Oh’QGk GCe˘ôj˘µ˘«Ék d∏Èe«π, hgƒ

fü°˘∞ S°˘©˘ô√ Gd˘ò… c˘É¿ b˘ó M˘≤˘≤˘¬ ‘ Y˘ÉΩ 4102.  he˘ø GŸà˘ƒb˘™ GC¿ j˘æ˘ë˘óQ

G’EeóGO NÉQê eæ¶ªá GChH∂ GE¤ 031GCd∞ Hôe«π jƒe«É ‘ YÉΩ 6102. a≤ó

GfîØ†¢ G’EfàÉê  ‘ cπ eø Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI G’Ceôjµ«á, hG’–ÉO Gdù°ƒa«à»

Gdù°ÉH≥, hGCaôj≤«É hGdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§, YÓhI Y∏≈ LõA cÑÒ eø GChQhHÉ. hbó

J˘˘ÉCK˘˘ô G’Ef˘˘à˘˘Éê ` –ój˘˘óG` ‘ Gd˘˘ƒ’j˘Éä GŸà˘ë˘óI G’Ce˘ôj˘µ˘«˘á, hg˘» GEM˘ói GCcÈ

GŸƒQOj˘ø e˘ø N˘ÉQê e˘æ˘¶˘ª˘á GChH∂, hPd∂ f˘à˘«˘é˘á GCfû°£á G◊Øô GÙóhOI,

hXôh± G’FàªÉ¿ G’CcÌ U°ôGeá, hGŸ≤«óI HƒU°ƒ∫ fióhO d∏àªƒjπ.  hjÉCJ»

Gd£∏Ö G’CY∏≈ Y∏≈ GdæØ§ eø eæ¶ªá GChH∂ HÉdôZº eø ‰ƒ Gd£∏Ö Gd©ÉŸ»

G’CV°©∞ ‘ GÛªπ. hPcôä QhjÎR GC¿ eæ¶ªá GChH∂ bó NØ†°â J≤ójôGJ¡É

d©ÉΩ 6102dæªƒ Gd£∏Ö Gd©ÉŸ» Y∏≈ GdæØ§ Ã≤óGQ 04GCd∞ Hôe«π jƒe«É GE¤

52^1e∏«ƒ¿ Hôe«π jƒe«É, eù°àû°¡óI HÑ§A Gdæªƒ ‘ Gdü°Ú. 

he˘ø f˘ÉM˘«˘á GCN˘ôi, j˘ƒGU°˘π GEe˘óGO GChH∂ ‘ G’QJ˘Ø˘É´ H˘ÉY˘à˘Ñ˘ÉQ√ eü°óQGk

KÉfƒjÉk ‘ eæ¶ªá GChH∂, hbó Pcô Gdà≤ôjô GC¿ Gdóh∫ G’CY†°ÉA V°îâ 75^13

e˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘ƒ¿ H˘˘˘˘ôe˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘π ‘ T°˘˘˘˘¡˘˘˘˘ô S°˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘à˘˘˘˘ªÈ/GCj˘˘˘˘∏˘˘˘˘ƒ∫ hGd˘˘˘ò… H˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≠, H˘˘˘óGj˘˘˘á e˘˘˘ø T°˘˘˘¡˘˘˘ô

GCZù°˘£ù¢/GBÜ, 011GB’± H˘ôe˘«˘π j˘ƒe˘«˘É. hGEPG e˘É ” G◊Ø˘É® Y˘∏˘≈ e©ó’ä

Gd†°˘˘ï, a˘≤˘ó j˘à†°˘í GCf˘¬ Áµ˘ø GC¿ j˘µ˘ƒ¿ g˘æ˘É∑ 057GCd˘∞ H˘ôe˘«˘π aÉF†¢ ‘

Gdù°ƒ¥ Gd©ÉΩ Gd≤ÉOΩ. 
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GfîØ†¢ GEfàÉê Gdƒ’jÉä GŸàëóI eø GdæØ§ fà«éá GCfû°£á G◊Øô GÙóhOI hb«ƒO G’FàªÉ¿ Gdü°ÉQeá

GCY˘∏˘æâ T°˘ôc˘á a˘∏˘ƒQ, hg˘» T°˘ôc˘á GEfû°˘ÉAGä gæóS°«á

YÉŸ«á,  GC¿ aôj≤¡É ‘ GŸû°ôh´ GŸû°Î∑ bó GNàÒ eø

L˘˘˘ÉfÖ T°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘ÑÎh∫ Gd˘˘˘ƒW˘˘˘æ˘˘˘«˘˘á Gd˘˘µ˘˘ƒj˘˘à˘˘«˘˘á )CPNK(

HÉYàÑÉQ√ e≤óΩ Gd©£ÉA ◊õeà» gæóS°á hT°ôGA hJû°««ó

)CPE(. 

hS°˘ƒ± J˘à†°˘ª˘ø Gd˘à˘«ù°ÒGä ‘ G◊õe˘àÚ ›ª˘ƒYá

eàæƒYá eø hMóGä GŸ©É÷á G’CS°ÉS°«á, hGŸôGa≥ hGdÑæ«á

Gd˘à˘ë˘à˘«˘á Gd˘ÓRe˘á Ÿû°˘ôh´ J˘µôjô fØ§ GdõhQ G÷ójó ‘

Gdµƒjâ, hGdò… eø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ jæîØ†¢ GE¤  516GCd∞

H˘˘ôe˘˘«˘˘π j˘˘ƒe˘˘«˘˘É. hb˘˘ó M˘˘é˘˘õä T°˘ôc˘á a˘∏˘ƒQ fü°˘«˘Ñ˘¡˘É e˘ø

Gd©≤ó, hGdÑÉd≠ S°©ô√ 6^2e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q ‘ GdôH™ GdãÉdå

e˘˘˘ø Y˘˘ÉΩ 5102. hJ˘˘≤˘˘ƒO T°˘˘ôc˘á a˘∏˘ƒQ eû°˘ôhY˘Ék eû°Îc˘Ék

jŏ˘©˘ô± GN˘àü°˘ÉQGk H`  VJ�HDFhGd˘ò… j˘à˘µƒ¿ eø a∏ƒQ

hOGjƒ d∏¡æóS°á hG’Efû°ÉA hg«ƒfóG… d∏ü°æÉYÉä Gdã≤«∏á.

M«å JæØò ›ªƒYá VJ�HDFMõeá hGMóI MÉd«Éo ‘

eû°˘˘˘ôh´ Gd˘˘˘ƒb˘˘˘ƒO Gd˘˘˘æ˘˘˘¶˘˘˘«˘˘˘∞ dû°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘á Gd˘˘˘ÑÎh∫ Gd˘˘˘µ˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘à˘˘˘«˘˘˘á

GdƒWæ«á, hS°ƒ± JÑóGC G’Cfû°£á ‘ MõΩ GdõhQ, Gdà» ”

eæë¡É eƒDNôG, ‘ hbâ bôjÖ.

hb˘˘˘˘˘˘ó U°˘˘˘˘˘˘ôì J˘˘˘˘˘˘Éc˘˘˘˘˘ƒ O… g˘˘˘˘˘É¿, QF˘˘˘˘˘«ù¢ N˘˘˘˘˘§ G’CY˘˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘˘˘É∫

d˘∏˘µ˘«˘ª˘«˘Éhj˘Éä hGd£Ébá Hû°ôcá a∏ƒQ ‘ GChQhHÉ hGCaôj≤«É

hGdû°˘˘ô¥ G’ChS°˘§ b˘ÉF˘Ó: {J˘Ø˘î˘ô T°˘ôc˘á a˘∏˘ƒQ ÃƒGU°˘∏˘á

Y˘˘˘Ób˘˘˘à˘˘˘¡˘˘˘É W˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘∏˘˘˘á G’Ce˘˘˘ó e˘˘˘™ T°˘˘ôc˘˘á Gd˘˘ÑÎh∫ Gd˘˘µ˘˘ƒj˘˘à˘˘«˘˘á

GdƒWæ«á, hGdà» Áàó hLƒOgÉ ŸÉ jõjó Yø Nªù°á Y≤ƒO,

hGC¿ Jü°˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘í L˘˘˘õAGk e˘˘˘ø eû°˘˘˘ôh´ Gd˘˘˘õhQ Qa˘˘˘«˘˘˘™ GŸù°˘˘˘à˘˘˘ƒi,

hGdò… jë¶≈ HÉCgª«á GS°ÎGJ«é«á. aªæò GdÑóGjá, hY∏≈

eóGQ cπ eôM∏á eø eôGMπ GŸû°ôh´, S°«æü°Ö Jôc«õfÉ

Y˘∏˘≈ Gd˘àû°˘«˘«˘ó G’Be˘ø hGd˘µ˘∞A, hGd˘àµ∏«∞, hHóA Jû°¨«π

eü°ØÉI Gdàµôjô G÷ójóI gò√z.  hS°«àº Jû°««ó ›ªq™

Jµôjô GdõhQ ‘ eƒb™ M≤π Lójó “ÉeÉ j≤™ ‘ LæƒÜ

Gdµƒjâ.  hYæó G’fà¡ÉA eæ¬, eø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ jµƒ¿ gòG

GÛªq™ G÷ójó GCMó GCcÈ e©Éeπ Gdàµôjô ‘ Gd©É⁄.
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GŸü°ØÉI G÷ójóI S°àµƒ¿ hGMóI eø GCcÈ GŸü°É‘ ‘ Gd©É⁄
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Beach Rotana Hotel, Abu Dhabi  

March 20‒24, 2016

SOGAT Technical Tour March 20

SOGAT Workshops March 20-21
Sulphur Recovery and Management
Operating Issues with Lean Acid Gas and BTX
Sour Oil & Gas Process Optimisation

12th International SOGAT Conference March 22-24
The Conference Programme will feature the following technical areas:
� Sour Oil and Gas Operations and Development ‒ International and National Plans
� Sour Oil and Gas HSE Management  
� SRU Design, Capacity & Operations
� Amine Treatment & Unit Operations
� Sulphur Degassing Processes
� Acid Gas Enrichment and Tail Gas Treatment
� CO2 Management 
� SO2 Emission Management
� Sour Hydrocarbon Materials Management
� Contamination Management
� Sulphur Management Problems

SOGAT Exhibition March 22-24
Please visit www.sogat.org/exhibition to review the shell scheme, floor plan and
availability.

Organised by

Officially 
Supported by

CA
LL FO

R PA
RTICIPATIO

N
CA

LL FO
R PA

RTICIPATIO
N

Media Partner
For further information please refer to www.sogat.org or contact Nerie Mojica 

Dome Exhibitions � PO Box 52641 � Abu Dhabi � UAE
T: +971 2 674 4040  � F: +971 2 672 1217 � E: nerie@domeexhibitions.com 

www.sogat.org
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GCY∏æâ Gdû°ôcá Gdù°©ƒOjá d∏ü°æÉYÉä G’CS°ÉS°«á )S°ÉH∂( eƒDNôG Yø GEYÉOI g«µ∏á

Yª∏«ÉJ¡É Gd©ÉŸ«á dàü°Ñí Gdû°ôcá GCcÌ eôhfá, hJôcõ Hû°µπ GCcÈ Y∏≈ J∏Ñ«á GMà«ÉLÉä

YªÓF¡É, e™ –≤«≥ GdØ©qÉd«á ‘ GdàµÉd«∞. hJƒb©â Gdû°ôcá GC¿ jµƒ¿ g«µ∏¡É Gdàæ¶«ª»

G÷ój˘ó, hGd˘æ˘ÉT°˘Å Y˘ø g˘ò√ Gd˘à˘¨˘«ÒGä, L˘Ég˘õGk H˘ë∏ƒ∫ G’Ch∫ eø T°¡ô jæÉjô/cÉfƒ¿

GdãÉÊ 6102. 

hJ˘ÉCJ˘» Y˘ª˘∏˘«˘á GEY˘ÉOI Gd˘¡˘«˘µ˘∏˘á gò√ Y≤Ö OQGS°á T°Ée∏á JæÉhdâ GdàëójÉä hGdØôU¢

Gdà» JƒGL¬ )S°ÉH∂( ‘ S°«É¥ JæØ«ò GS°ÎGJ«é«á Gdû°ôcá d©ÉΩ 5202. hJû°ªπ J∏∂

GdàëójÉä Gdà¨ÒGä ‘ eû°¡ó Gdù°ƒ¥, a†°Ók Yø MÉLá Gdû°ôcá dà©õjõ LÉfÑ» Gdà≤æ«á

hG’HàµÉQ. h‘ GEWÉQ S°©«¡É ŸƒGL¡á gò√ GdàëójÉä h–ƒj∏¡É GE¤ aôU¢ d∏æªƒ hGdà≤óΩ,

J˘©˘ª˘π )S°˘ÉH∂( Y˘∏˘≈ –ù°Ú e˘æ˘à˘é˘ÉJ˘¡˘É Gıà˘∏˘Ø˘á, hG’S°àãªÉQ - ‘ Gdƒbâ PGJ¬ - ‘

G’HàµÉQGä GŸ£∏ƒHá d∏æªƒ GŸù°à≤Ñ∏». 

hH©ó GC¿ GCY∏æâ )S°ÉH∂( Yø GEYÉOI JƒRj™ GCYªÉ∫ hMóI Gdµ«ª«ÉhjÉä GŸàîü°ü°á

HÚ hM˘óGä GCN˘ôi ‘ hbâ S°˘ÉH˘≥ e˘ø Gd˘©˘ÉΩ G◊É‹. a˘≤˘ó GS°˘à˘ë˘óKâ hM˘óI L˘ój˘óI

–â GS°º {GŸàîü°ü°áz, hGdà» S°ào©æ≈ HéõA eø GCYªÉ∫ Gdµ«ª«ÉhjÉä GŸàîü°ü°á,

hÃÉ J˘Ñ˘≤˘≈ e˘ø M˘∏˘ƒ∫ Gd˘Ñ˘ÓS°˘à˘«˘µ˘«˘Éä GŸÑ˘à˘µôI, hPd∂ H©ó GC¿ ” GEYÉOI JƒRj™ GCYªÉ∫

hMóI Gd©ªπ G’S°ÎGJ«é«á d∏ÑÓS°à«µ«Éä GŸÑàµôI HÚ Gdµ«ª«ÉhjÉä hGdÑƒd«ªôGä.

h‘ e©ôV¢ Gdà©∏«≥ Y∏≈ gò√ Gÿ£ƒI, bÉ∫ jƒS°∞ Hø YÑó Gd∏¬ GdÑæ«É¿, GdôF«ù¢

Gd˘à˘æ˘Ø˘«˘ò… GŸµ˘∏˘∞ dû°˘ôc˘á )S°˘ÉH∂(: {S°˘ƒ± Jo˘ù°¡º GEYÉOI Gd¡«µ∏á G÷ójóI ‘ RjÉOI

Jôc«õ GŸƒGQO Hû°µπ eµãq∞ Y∏≈ G’Mà«ÉLÉä GŸ£∏ƒHá ‘ cπ eù°ÉQ, ‡É j©õR GQJÑÉ•

YªÓFæÉ HæÉ, YÈ J≤óË M∏ƒ∫ GCcÌ Jôc«õGk Y∏≈ GMà«ÉLÉJ¡º, hjù°ÉYó )S°ÉH∂( Y∏≈

G’f˘à˘≤˘É∫ GE¤ eù°˘à˘ƒi GCY˘∏˘≈ ‘ GEOGQI e˘æ˘à˘é˘ÉJ˘¡˘É Gıà˘∏˘Ø˘áz. hGCV°É±: {S°àoëù° qø gò√

Gd˘à˘¨˘«ÒGä e˘ø Y˘ª˘∏˘«˘ÉJ˘æ˘É Gd˘©˘ÉŸ«˘á, e˘ø GCLπ Nóeá YªÓFæÉ fi∏«Ék e™ JƒaÒ G◊∏ƒ∫

Y˘ÉŸ«˘Ék''.  hL˘ÉA J˘Ñ˘æ˘» e˘ã˘π g˘òG Gd˘à˘ë˘ƒ∫ f˘à˘«˘éá dÓNàÓ± ‘ GChdƒjÉä Gdà≤æ«á GÿÉU°á

H˘˘ÉŸæ˘à˘é˘Éä G’CS°˘ÉS°˘«˘á hGŸà˘îü°ü°˘á. M˘«å S°˘«˘©˘à˘ª˘ó eù°˘à˘≤˘Ñ˘π GŸæ˘à˘é˘Éä G’CS°˘ÉS°˘«˘á,

hHû°˘µ˘π c˘ÑÒ, Y˘∏˘≈ G’H˘à˘µ˘ÉQ ‘ ›É∫ J˘≤˘æ˘«˘Éä GŸƒGO GÿÉΩ GŸà˘£˘ƒQI. GCe˘É a«ªÉ jà©∏≥

H˘˘ÉŸæ˘˘à˘˘é˘˘Éä GŸà˘˘îü°ü°˘˘á, a˘˘¡˘˘» J˘˘ƒGL˘˘¬ –ój˘˘Éä J˘≤˘æ˘«˘á GCN˘ôi eù°˘à˘≤˘∏˘á, ÃÉ ‘ Pd∂

G◊ÉLá GE¤ eƒGU°∏á Gdù°©» GE¤ Y≤ó Gdû°ôGcÉä GCh G’S°àëƒGP Y∏≈ Gdà≤æ«Éä Gdà» eø

T°ÉCf¡É GC¿ JoÌ… eæàéÉä )S°ÉH∂( G◊Éd«á hJîóΩ N£§ Gdà£ƒjô GŸù°à≤Ñ∏«á.

hGCV°˘É± Gd˘Ñ˘æ˘«˘É¿: {S°˘ƒ± J˘óa˘™ g˘ò√ GŸÑ˘ÉOQI Hû°˘ôc˘á )S°ÉH∂( GE¤ G’CeÉΩ dàëàπ

eµÉfá GCbƒi hGCa†°π, ‡É jé©∏¡É bÉOQI Y∏≈ –≤«≥ GdôjÉOI Gd©ÉŸ«á ‘ J∏Ñ«á eà£∏ÑÉä

Gd©ªÓA, hJ£ƒjô GŸƒXØÚ, hGŸû°ÉQcá ‘ GÛàª©Éä Gdà» –à†°ø Yª∏«ÉJ¡Éz. hbÉ∫:

{fëø e∏àõeƒ¿ HÑæÉA T°ôcá Jƒaô d∏ªƒXØÚ GdØôU°á d∏æªƒ hGdà£ƒQz. 

hbÉ∫ GdÑæ«É¿: {dójæÉ WªƒMÉä cÑÒI Y∏≈ eù°àƒi Gdæªƒ, hJ©õjõ eµÉfàæÉ ‘ Gdù°ƒ¥

h‘ ›É∫ G’HàµÉQz. hGNààº J©∏«≤¬, HÉd≤ƒ∫: {J¡ó± GS°ÎGJ«é«àæÉ Gd©ÉŸ«á d©ÉΩ 5202

GE¤ GC¿ f˘µ˘ƒ¿ Gdû°˘ôc˘á Gd˘©˘ÉŸ«˘á Gd˘ôGF˘óI hGŸØ†°˘∏˘á ‘ ›É∫ Gd˘µ˘«˘ª«ÉhjÉä, Yø Wôj≥

G’dàõGΩ Hû°©ÉQfÉ c«ª«ÉA hJƒGU°πz. hjû°ªπ gòG G’Ceô Gdàª«õ ‘ ›É’ä e©«æá eãπ:

–≤˘«˘≥ b˘«˘ª˘á e†°˘Éa˘á d˘∏˘©˘ª˘ÓA, hM˘ª˘Éj˘á GdÑ«Äá hGdü°ëá hGdù°Óeá, hJ©õjõ Gd≤óQI

GdàæÉaù°«á eø M«å Gdàµ∏Øá, e™ J∏Ñ«á WªƒMÉä eù°Égª«æÉ.

)��
�( �!$ �$ ����� &,�!� �#!,�'� � �� #,�  ���+� ��"�'�  !�#-�

GCa˘ÉO Gd˘à˘≤˘ôj˘ô Gdû°˘¡˘ô… Gdü°˘ÉOQ Y˘ø eæ¶ªá GChH∂ dû°¡ô

GCc˘à˘ƒH˘ô/Jû°˘ôj˘ø G’Ch∫ H˘ÉQJ˘Ø˘É´ Gd˘£∏Ö GÙàªπ Y∏≈ fØ£¡É

Gd˘©˘ÉΩ GŸ≤˘Ñ˘π GCcÌ ‡É g˘ƒ e˘à˘ƒb˘™. hW˘Ñ˘≤˘É d˘à˘≤˘ój˘ôGJ˘¡˘É, b˘ó

j£∏Ö GŸù°à¡∏µƒ¿ 28^03e∏«ƒ¿ Hôe«π jƒe«É eø GChH∂ Gd©ÉΩ

GŸ≤˘Ñ˘π, hg˘ƒ e˘É j˘©˘æ˘» GQJ˘Ø˘ÉY˘Ék jü°˘π GE¤ 015GB’± H˘ôe«π

jƒe«É Yø Jƒb©¡É Gdù°ÉH≥. 

hb˘ó GCa˘ÉO GCM˘ó Gd˘à˘≤˘ÉQj˘ô Gdü°˘ÉOQI Y˘ø QhjÎR H˘ÉCf¬ HæÉAk
Y∏≈ JæÑƒDGJ¡É, a≤ó jÑóh GC¿ GS°ÎGJ«é«á eæ¶ªá GChH∂ aÉY∏á.

M˘˘˘«å Pc˘˘˘ô Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘ô GCf˘˘˘¬ {e˘˘ø GŸØÎV¢ GC¿ j˘˘≤˘˘∏˘˘π Pd∂ e˘˘ø

G’EeóGO GdõGFó ‘ Gdù°ƒ¥, hjƒDO… GE¤ W∏Ö GCY∏≈ Y∏≈ GdæØ§

GÿÉΩ Ÿæ˘¶˘ª˘á GChH∂, ‡É j˘æ˘à˘è Y˘æ˘¬ GCS°˘ÉS°˘«˘Éä S°˘ƒ¥ f˘Ø˘§

GCcÌ JƒGRfÉz. 

hbó bôQä eæ¶ªá GChH∂ Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°» Gdàü°ó… dõjÉOI

G’CS°©ÉQ, hHó’ eø Pd∂ Qa©â G’EfàÉê hS°©â GE¤ GS°ÎOGO

)�� ����� � �!	 �!* � %�� "$ "%�#� �(
�

eø GŸæà¶ô GC¿ Jµƒ¿ GEYÉOI Gdàæ¶«º S°ÉQjá GŸØ©ƒ∫ ‘ jæÉjô 6102
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